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About this work (with Keywords)

It

is noteworthy that management of ePayment operations has become mission critical. Evolved
from a tactical process in the past to a function required to optimize business results today, the
adapters embark on and the approaches used have direct impact on business profitability and
ability to scale. For plenty reasons business cases are being transferred from the physical world to
the Internet. Today we summarize these digital life style developments into a sector of mobile
commerce (mCommerce). ePayment is the lubricant for this. Nevertheless, it is not easy and can
be risky. Being among the first in this field is not a guarantee for success. Early adopters like
Deutsche Bank and inventors like David Chaum learned this on the hard way. Today we see
promising visions like the Mobile-Money-Cooperation-Initiative 1 of the GSMA 2. Unfortunately, their
money transferring technology is account-based. This has serious implications for the relationship
to the network, the services, the security and to the privacy. A match with the social and security
interests of users and business cases in terms of complexity is difficult to find within a central
approach. We can see that the motivation to attack these systems is increasing because the
rewards for doing so are increasing, too [1]. Concentrating the value to only a few central
databases is going to reach a dangerous critical mass. It is more and more proven being the wrong
strategy to encounter today’s security threats shown by incidents like stolen customer account
records of credit cards and others. In an ongoing battle waged between the persons in charge for
the security of the business process (slowly learning their lessons from previous mistakes) and the
hacker community (constantly trying to break implemented protections) the time to change has
come.
This work presents a way out. Better than just claiming (high) security for products and services, is
to guarantee this by taking responsibility for getting security done by better investments in
physical protection means and less in conciliation, particularly in case of compromitation. We show
how to present and recreate the already proven good monetary cash exchange system on the
Internet. This thesis’ contribution introduces the ecosystem focusing on Digital Cash [2-8] including
already known attempts. Due to recent concerns in computer crime having caused physical security
to get a new meaning, various assumptions and objectives for a working system architecture are
presented, spanning from defense technology methods used to safeguard information against
physical attacks to new approaches in transferring value data. Discussing environmental protection,
like access policies in combination with physical and logical security, will give the reader a
complementary concept of the inner values, which can help him to evaluate ePayment systems,
distinguish fact from fiction, and make up his own mind.
We will present answers by identifying two essential parts of a technological framework about how
to store and to transfer digital values between participating parties. The basic principle consists of
technical mechanisms and resources needed to conduct a safe environment, able to deter, reject,
prevent or to react to attacks intended to steal or modify protected assets like eCoins stored in an
eWallet. Furthermore we show a solution to move (without copying) secrets from one point to
another, able to compensate the eWallet owner in case of any loss by the propagation process.
This includes generic value transfer operations of digital data like payment tokens between two
parties introducing the new “loss resistant teleportation protocol.”
Identified as electronic coins (eCoins) in payment scenarios and financial environments, the possibilities of such transfers are much broader. Replacing these tokens by classified objects like keys or
other crypto-artifacts, wide fields of applications are coming up into one’s mind where such a
protocol can offer advantages over solutions available today.
Keywords and Phrases: fairCASH, Digital Cash, eMoney, electronic Cash, eCash, Cash, Bargeld
2.0, eGeld, mobile Money, mMoney, electronic Money, eMoney, ePayment, mPayment, Token,
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eMint, electronic Wallet, eWallet, Teleportation, offline Transfer, Anonymity, P2P, G2G, G2B, G2C,
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1.1

Zusammenfassung (deutsch)

Digitale

Bargeld-Systeme kombinieren Erkenntnisse aus Kryptografie und eCommerce. Unter solchen
Systemen werden finanzielle Rotations-Systeme mit anonym zirkulierenden, serialisierten und authentisierten
Bitmuster-Entitäten zur Wertaufbewahrungs- und Zahlungsfunktionalität verstanden. Eine zentrale
wirtschaftliche Forderung ist dabei die Umlauffähigkeit, auch bezeichnet als Transferabilität, die „offline“ in
direkter Weise geschieht. Dies steht jedoch in scheinbarem Widerspruch zum Problem der Entstehung und
Verwendung von Münzkopien, dem „Multi-Spending“. Zur Auflösung dieses Konfliktes verwenden fast alle
bisherigen Verfahren das Prinzip der konditionierten Anonymität von Einweg-Token-Systemen, das die Identität
des Besitzers zum festen Bestandteil einer jeden derartigen digitalen Münze macht. Grund: Sollte ein solcher
eCoin mehrfach verwendet werden, lässt sich die Identität des Besitzers rechtlich eindeutig ermitteln. Probleme
einer solchen Lösung sind jedoch die damit verbundenen Konsequenzen bezüglich Anonymität und
Transferabilität: Wesentliche Bargeld-Eigenschaften gehen nämlich verloren. Daher lassen sich bis heute
physischem Bargeld vorbehaltene Eigenschaften technisch für elektronische Token nicht realisieren.
Die Aufgabe der vorliegenden Dissertation bestand in der Entwicklung eines Systemkonzepts für die MehrwegToken-System-Alternative, das die meisten Eigenschaften physischen Bargelds in einem digitalen Medium wie
dem Internet abbilden kann, insbesondere die essentielle Eigenschaft der unbegrenzten Weitergabe ohne die
Inkaufnahme von Abstriche bei der Systemsicherheit. Bargeld-artige Systeme ohne solchen Mehrwert
erscheinen aus Anwendersicht wenig attraktiv. Diese Dissertation wagt die These, dass sich die Versprechen
des elektronischen Commerce der New Economy ohne die Einlösung der ökonomischen Taxonomiefaktoren
eines mobilen, anwenderfreundlichen Bargeld-Systems nicht (optimal) erfüllen lassen. Im Blickpunkt der
vorliegenden Dissertation stehen die Voraussetzungen für die konkrete Machbarkeit digitalen Bargeldes mit den
Eigenschaften seines physikalischen Pendants unter Verwendung heute verfügbarer Basis-Technologien. Dabei
nehmen Fragestellungen der Sicherheit zentrale Positionen ein.
Zur Verwirklichung der gewünschten Bargeld-Eigenschaften wurde ein kopierfreies Transfer-Protokoll
entwickelt, das die anonyme Übertragung elektronischer Münzen, so genannter eCoins, auf Peer-to-Peer-Basis
in Form einer Teleportation ermöglicht: Jeder durch dieses Protokoll veranlasste eCoin-Transfer zeichnet sich
dadurch aus, dass Münzen bewegt, aber nicht kopiert werden: Sie verschwinden beim Absender, um dann
beim Empfänger wieder zu erscheinen. Vorhandene unikative Eigenschaften bleiben jedoch erhalten.
Elektronische Portemonnaies, so genannte eWallets, bilden als Chip-Tresore die Endpunkte der BargeldÜbertragung und sichern sie physikalisch und kryptografisch gegen Analyse und Manipulation. Dieser ebenfalls
in dieser Arbeit vorgestellte Ansatz eines „CAsk for Storage and Transport Of access Restricted secrets”
(CASTOR) realisiert das bekannte Prinzip eines „Hardware Security Modules” (HSM) oder „Secure Elements“
(SE) auf neuartige Weise und reduziert so, gemeinsam mit dem Einsatz infrastruktureller PKI-Architekturen, ein
komplexes Angriffsszenario auf wenige, beherrschbare Elemente. Dennoch verbleibt eine grundsätzliche Hürde,
die als Status- bzw. Bestätigungsproblem in Erscheinung tritt. Dabei handelt es sich um ein algorithmisch nicht
lösbares fundamentales „common knowledge“-Paradigma bei verteilten Systemen. Es ist auch als „coordinated
attack problem“ bekannt und tritt dann auf, wenn der Übertragungskanal innerhalb eines kritischen Zeitfensters
zusammenbricht. Das ist in realen Übertragungssystemen grundsätzlich nicht gänzlich zu vermeiden. Dieses
Problem wird als „fair exchange“ Defizit verstanden und ist nicht nur technisch substanziell, sondern auch
wirtschaftlich signifikant. Transaktionen in (unterschiedlich regulierten) virtuellen (Rechts-) Räumen müssen
jedoch mit allen verfügbaren technischen Mitteln und Methoden die Entstehung von Fairness-Defiziten
vermeiden, besonders wenn sie „cross-boarder“ realisiert werden sollen.
Das hier vorgestellte Lösungskonzept sieht für diesen Fall die offline durchzuführende gezielte Vernichtung
betroffener Münzobjekte vor. Im Gegenzug wird ein kryptografischer Verlustbeweis konstruiert, der zu einem
späteren Zeitpunkt jederzeit online wieder gegen neue Münzen eingetauscht werden kann. Systemimmanente
Sicherheitsmaßnahmen sorgen für eine missbrauchsfreie Nutzung. Diese Aufteilung zum einen in die offline
durchgeführte Münzweitergabe und zum anderen in die online durchzuführende Erstattung fehlerhafter
Abbrüche kompensiert den Effekt, der als das Problem der "Byzantinischen Generäle" bekannt ist. Dabei
handelt es sich um ein Problem der Übereinkunft, das historisch darin bestand, dass räumlich getrennte
Heerführer einstimmig beschließen mussten, ob sie eine feindliche Armee angreifen oder nicht, und die dazu
auf hin und her zu schickende Boten angewiesen waren. Dieses Problem ist fundamental und besteht auch in
der heutigen Telekommunikation. Der eigentliche Transfer bei fairCASH wird als „delayed-true two-party fair
exchange of eCoins for a receipt“ bezeichnet.
Zur Verständnis des Bedrohungspotentiales rundet die Darlegung von Hackermethoden und den damit
verbundenen technischen Risiken diese Arbeit ab. Den erforderlichen Rahmen bilden dabei ein einfaches
Management-Modell zur Konkretisierung von Angriffsszenarien und deren Einschätzung sowie die Klassifizierung
bekannter Attacken. Darüber hinaus werden einige – auch neue – Methoden vorgeschlagen, wie ein CASTORbasiertes Portemonnaie auf Chip-Ebene sicherheitstechnisch mit Gegenmaßnahmen versehen werden könnte,
um seine Resistenz gegen Angriffe zu erhöhen.

1.2

Executive Summary

This

work contributes technical to the field of fair exchange protocols by proposing a new way to
move safeguarded secrets between cryptographically secure endpoints excluding the possibility of
duplication. After a brief introduction and presentation of an overview of the subject matter, the
problem areas of creating a way to teleport secrets with the help of tamper-resistant hardware are
defined. Objects like the CASTOR (a HSM element), eCoins (the secrets) and a copy-less
transportation (the teleportation protocol) are introduced as key elements for the intended solution
to build the proposed technical framework. With this in hand, its application could work as central
exchange engine in the construction of a Digital Cash environment. Adding an ATM (the eMint) and
a trust center (the CA) to the scenario taking the role of an optimistic Trusted Third Party (TTP)
provides generatability (minting new eCoins) and revocability (blacklisting existing eCoins and
eWallets) to the system. This work describes key elements of the proposed Digital Cash framework
named fairCASH with the required accuracy tied and held together by defining assumptions,
objectives, properties and specific objects. This then leads to a technological solution for building
an electronic payment system based upon transferable eCoins. [chapter 2]
Thematically this thesis starts providing a brief state-of-the art overview about how the field of
mobile commerce gets involved by shifting more and more business from legacy methods to the
Internet based ones. The need of an easy and safe way to endorse this transition with an adequate
payment system is shown. The reader will find a first impression of the fairCASH architecture,
infrastructure, and capabilities through the explanation of the main elements in its environment:
eCoins based upon certificates, eWallets, and teleportation. In a first contribution overall guideline
arguments are presented, why technology based developments are best suited to provide the tools
for innovations like Digital Cash. The fundamental difference between token based blinding
techniques widely used as a mean to protect ePayment systems against multi-spending and the
proposed system by discussing the adversarial character for payment system users connected to
that property is emphasized. Next, well-chosen system properties illustrating the real needs are
presented. Here the interested reader will find a plurality of information around the fair exchange
subject, starting with a formal definition. By following the existing literature, it is obvious that the
exchange protocol has to be delayed fair, time lined, and effective to guarantee atomic parallelism.
Naming the most important success factors for any Digital Cash system, this thesis goes on in its
way to discuss functional must-have key elements including their meaning for a later protocol
definition proposal. This chapter will be followed by a brief discussion of the characteristically
metrics alongside with a comparison of Digital-Cash- and physical-token-currencies (by providing
facts related to the €uro system), and finally a clear and pragmatic scenario definition including
commented descriptions of a selection of contemporary (and failed) ePayment systems.
The possibility of turning a technology into business is mostly an exciting case. This thesis looks
and discusses questions with respect to the central business:
•
•
•

Can fairCASH be the base to offer essential customer value?
Will it be possible to find enough advantages compared to other cash services?
Can such a technology offer a significant level of user satisfaction?

Payments are actuated by humans but effected and conducted by technical means. This thesis
takes a look onto the technical environment about how the interaction takes place. This includes
possible configurations about the eWallet operation methods for device discovery and pairing. The
way this is done decides about the ability and performance of such a financial infrastructure for
their usage not only on a PoS but also on payment gates for masses. [chapter 3]
Next, the underlying formal communication message channel model is introduced, followed by the
factual issue of packet loss and the ‘byzantine generals’ undecidability state, which has to be
respected in the following. The knowledge of the “position of the value” (ownership) during the
transmission under all circumstances is mission critical. Acceptance of the fact to live with an
unreliable channel for exchanging messages between Alice and Bob has a great influence on how to
deal with atomic commitments, a desired feature in the termination phase of the teleportation
protocol. The effect of state inconsistency in two-party communication environments based upon
atomic delivery as proposed in literature is reviewed and it is concluded that up today there is no
standard way to solve the atomic commitment problem within the fairCASH environment by
applying existing methods. [chapter 4]
The previous discussion of different privacy levels and their meaning for anonymity concepts
including unobservability, untraceability or unlinkability is pointing the way to a “delayed-true

two-party fair exchange protocol”. Naming the requirements, this thesis proposes a general
and modular definition for protocol assumptions, objectives and properties. Thereafter, a basic
notation for the teleportation protocol is put on the table, following the usual methodology in
consideration of the specific needs in the presented case. Describing the exchanged protocol
messages, a complete definition about their structure and meanings is given. With that detailed
step-by-step presentation and exhaustive discussion of all messages including their embedded
elements, the reader is invited to follow Alice and Bob by logically stepping through the whole
exchange process. Thereafter, the associated protocol states will be discussed and the analysis of
achievable fairness, reasons why choosing special decisions in one case and in other cases being
constrained by circumstances is presented. This leads to the solution about how to guarantee (by
potentially recreating) true fairness through the usage of affidavits, proving a loss of value without
exposing the system to new fraud threats, usable for automated reimbursements. Taking a closer
look to the performance of the exchange, the forfeiture probability can be determined in the worst
case scenario for transactions in the need of fairness recreation to an upper limit of 3% (never
expected to exceed 1‰ in practice) based upon the nature of the teleportation protocol itself and
the effective pledged Quality of Service (QoS) defined by international standards and
recommendations. A calculation of transactions times in different networks based on a previously
done estimation of message sizes shows an asymptotic barrier of about one second, introduced by
the assumed processing speed of the eWallet. At this instance, it should be pointed out, that data
objects are playing an important role in the protocol presented. In combination with the transfer
protocol itself, they provide and guarantee the proposed protocol properties including and
conforming to an ITU-T X.509v3 based PKI trust architecture. [chapter 5]
Forgery and multi-spending are the basic threats to counter in any financial system based on token
circulation. A short presentation of the potentially different (technical) risks introduced by such a
system is discussed, concluding to the question of possibility “to cheat the fairCASH system without
tampering the eWallet”. Goals are discussed as ranking criteria, what needs a protection, and
which skills do attackers have. To counter and stabilize the presented fairCASH system, a basic
security management model and questions about how to respond to attack scenarios are
introduced. To make this more practical, known basic attacks are classified, ordered and grouped
into different threat categories. [chapter 6]
Protection is the first obligation in an unsafe environment. The degree of protection is crucial to
make a system like fairCASH operational or dysfunctional. Given enough time and resources, every
protection system can be broken. However, it is good news that the postulation of the requirement
for tamper-proved hardware, which we all know does not exist, is not necessary. It is shown that
one of the central points of interest is: How long can an eWallet remain in the open market before
it gets cracked. This is also a function of the continuous technical (attack) progress in a world
where yesterdays technologies become cheap and widely available to today’s attackers. This opens
a race in which the manufaction of an eWallet starts on the leading edge position, while
continuously dropping down to an imaginary bottom line, reaching the point in time being replaced
by a new one including again the up-to-time defense technologies; an ongoing continuing cycle. As
rule of thumb, it should be noticed that capabilities of silicon based HSMs should not be
overestimated and capabilities of attackers must never be underestimated. It will be a bad design
decision using just a few (or a single) system component(s) in a financial environment (e.g.
eWallets) as sole barrier, standing between the hacker and the money. Nevertheless, the CASTOR
is an essential part of the proposed design philosophy within the fairCASH system introducing
countermeasures relating to possible eWallet integrity manipulation attacks. A good tamperprotected hardware with adequately chosen instruments against anticipated attacks joint risk
management and safeguards against hypothetical losses on system level is a good starting point.
This thesis references existing and introduces some new countermeasures like the presented
TRUSTLET concept, contributing to the secure boot paradigm first presented by the AEGIS
architecture [9] in combination with the Maze of Knossos first introduced with this thesis. [chapter
7]
In the conclusion of this thesis, the main results are compiled, revised and again presented. A
small outlook to desirable future activities is formulated. [chapter 8]
Additional notes to possible entrapments for the overall fairCASH system are given, even if
elements like eWallets and their protocols are well protected. They are followed by remarks to the
naming convention of VPN and VPCs (used for the same matter within this thesis). Some basic
reasons why smart cards and TPMs are not enough in high secure based application are shown
combined with the question why black box security should be avoided. This is closed by reasoning,
why future ICT security will be based on secure hardware.

A comprehensive presentation of all data objects including key rings used within the system
containing private, public and session keys, the use of certificates and CRLs and how this is
interwoven with the proposed services accounts for an understanding of the network infrastructure
leads to an overall understanding of the reader. Another interesting point is the introduced way of
a flexible crypto-regulation readiness through the usage of Capability-Flag-Vectors (see on page
141), making it possible to adapt and obey to national country oriented restrictions for the usage of
encryption technology important for cross-boarder communications. This work is concluded by
explaining the significance and structure of the data objects used within this thesis, followed by a
comprehensive list of tables and references. [chapter 9 and 10]
1.3

Contribution to the State of the Art

Traditionally, the

design of a payment systems is closely related to the human habit: Already in a
very early state, money became an integral part of mankind’s existence, almost at all locations of
discovery of ancient settlement places, detections for natural money were made by historians.
Today, we are where our children are called ‘digital natives’, living in a world of networks and
embedded computational resources everywhere. One of the first innovative contributions to Digital
Cash was done by David Chaum 1990 with his eCash system based upon the blind digital signature
protocol paradigm (see on page 39). The appealing logic behind his mathematical invention lead to
the construction of ‘blinded coins’, containing the identity of the original owner and being able to
reveal it case of multi-spending. The Digital Cash concept of fairCASH mimics the behavior of
physical cash. Due to its coin concept, a value transfer between payer and payee is realized by
transferring the ownership of the coin. An essential part is the way how this transfer is conducted:
Following the cash paradigm, it needs to be done peer-to-peer and offline in a repeatable way.
Such a transfer is called teleportation. The main technical problem is to guarantee fairness under
all circumstances. The fundamental effect of the Byzantine Generals’ undecidability state issue (see
page 57) does not allow conducting such a transfer without a (trusted) third party. This fact seems
to contradict the offline attribute of the aspired cash transfer. To the author’s knowledge, there has
not been any treatment of this challenging problem, neither in the practical field nor in the
literature over the last 10 years.
The first part of this thesis is devoted to the study of the phenomenon “cash” from a technical
perspective with a small digression describing a hypothetical business case. This is done by looking
what is documented in the literature about previous attempts to create electronic payment systems
focusing on ones with Digital Cash affinity.
Thus, the second part, as the mayor contribution to this work, makes a proposal how to implement
the desired teleportation. The result of any untreated Byzantine transfer is either a potential loss,
or overspending of the transferred items, in this case the value of the eCoin(s). Taken as a
challenge to computational fairness in the field of electronic commerce, the presented solution
firstly separates all ‘good’ transfer cases from the failed ones. It should be mentioned that the
transfer itself is scaled to a heuristic policy of ‘no profit from any failure’ with the effect to increase
the loss probability. These ‘bad’ transfers are post-processed by the local eWallet ‘enjoying’ a
‘controlled annihilation’ of all affected eCoins and the creation of an affidavit for the external arbiter
(eMint). This separation causes temporal unfairness to one or even both protocol entities because
of the value loss connected to such an action. That is the reason to call this a ‘delayed-true twoparty fair exchange’. The loss proofs can be turned into new value (e.g. exchanged against eCoins)
in a succession step at any time outside the transfer protocol. This mechanism disconnects the
transfer from the necessity of being online. The reimbursement process has to be negotiated with
the eMint in the need to be done online. All this can be achieved in an automated and user
transparent way.
In the last part, an attempt is made to collect, organize and supplement threads, hacker measures
and technical countermeasures according to the challenging eWallet construction. Protection
guidelines are presented, including the CASTOR approach as system-on-chip containment to deliver
the needed grade of security, the trusted boot through TRUSTLETs, the usage of a physical
uncloneable function and the introduction of the Maze of Knossos. Taking security as an important
decisive feature in the field of value transactions, recommendations are made which methods are
best suited to implement cryptographic functionality on eWallets at the current state of technology.
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2

Introduction

Money is what people are using to avoid barter, the direct trading of one good or service for
another, such as oranges for nuts. Since the invention of money (around 1700 B.C.) as an abstract
way of representing value, systems for making payments have been in place.

Figure 1: The evolution of payment instruments.
Figure 1 shows the dissociation process between face and physical money value of the continued
evolution of cash. Introducing new and increasingly abstract representations of value in course of
time is not a surprise. A corresponding progression of value transfer systems starting from
counter-trade through bank notes, payment orders, cheques, and later credit cards, has finally
culminated in “electronic” payment systems reaching a physical token value of zero. The banking
industry organizes and guarantees the mapping between these abstract payments and the transfer
of money through their financial clearing systems e.g. the Trans-European-Automated-Real-timeGross-Settlement-Express-Transfer TARGET2 3 system. These are built on closed and strictly
controlled networks like the S.W.I.F.T 4 exchange, which are hence considered comparatively more
secure than open ones.
Money in the form of physical cash (token money) implies a type of security based on physical
presence. It is a bearer instrument which can be used spontaneously and instantaneously to make
payments (transfers of monetary value) from person to person without the involvement of an
intermediate (a bank). This also holds true for another phenotype of money: Digital Cash. It
stretches a financial rotation system, where circulating serialized and authenticated bit objects
named eCoins are on their travel through the economy. If we are face-to-face, one party is able to
inspect goods for quality; the other is able to do the same with cash. It is this easiness and
temporal simultaneity of such transactions, which make it the preferred method for low and
medium value purchases for our everyday habit. If for some reason I do not give you the cash
now, you do not hand over the goods.
Nevertheless, money in form of cash suffers from some drawbacks. One is bulk: Cash takes up a
lot of space. A million €uro in fifty €uro bills fills a large briefcase. Coins are heavy to carry around;
bank notes are easily lost or stolen. Second is scale limitation: Large transfers as those between
banks are problematic. Third are high transactions costs: Physical money is extremely expensive to
transport, to protect, to store, to replace worn out tokens and to count. The problem of fixed
denomination (not always the exact payment is possible) arises, too. The problem of counterfeiting
physical tokens using sophisticated machines is an increasing fact. Entering into redesign loops is
going to be fruitless from the perspective of the ever-accelerating advances in cheap reprographic
technology. More significantly, one of the biggest shortcomings of traditional cash is the not
existing transferability over the Internet or other networks.
3
4

http://wirtschaftslexikon.gabler.de/Archiv/55413/target2-v3.html.
Society for Worldwide Interbank Financial Telecommunication.
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In the past few years, there has been a great deal of interest in facilitating commercial transactions
over open computer networks, as the Internet. The growing importance of electronic commerce
has resulted in the birth of a plethora of different and incompatible payment systems leading to the
current state of many different, mutual incompatible Internet payment systems competing against
each other. All these and even more reasons impede the necessity of building and creating a digital
value system based upon cryptographic safe financial objects (like eCoins in eWallets), leading into
an age of remote anonymous exchange made possible by telecommunication. If I sent electronic
cash to a designated location, you would send goods to another location I designate, and we both
trust the procedure (or protocol) we are going through in effecting this transaction. However,
dispersed in space, monetary transactions in general rely on integrity, authorization, trust,
confidentiality, availability, security, and reliability. If something goes wrong, it can remove the
whole business case.
It is safe to say electronic money is going to define an important pattern in the (sub)structure of
our future world. Moreover, with the seamless integration of information technology into countless
aspects of daily life, the distinction between the electronic and the physical space is about to blur
and money will be one of the decisive elements in the current reshaping of social relations at large.
Any ePayment system vastly expands the commercial possibilities of the Internet, particularly if the
system comprises low transaction costs. With respect to that, pay-per-use systems in which cents
or less are charged to view an article or picture, contact a service in the cloud, spending a toll
charge, or banking the unbanked with mobile money, become a real possibility. One reason for
that is that if we can build objects, which cannot be cheated or repudiated, there is no need for
lawyers and hence no need for the force of a nation-state to back them up. In this context, Digital
Cash is a promising solution.
2.1

Generic Overview

Paying

for goods and services in an electronic way is nothing new. Since the late 1970, a variety
of schemes has been proposed to allow payments to be effected across computer networks. The
arrival of the Internet pushed these schemes by removing many obstacles helping to interconnect
using the network of networks. Part of the evolvement results into relationships between Businessto-Consumers, aka B2C. This is now part of the electronic commerce (eCommerce), meaning to
sell goods and services to consumers. We see the success of electronic commerce closely related to
the success of electronic retail payment instruments suitable for transactions in cyberspace.
Shifting trade companies do among each other’s to electronic online marketplaces leads into
Business-to-Business (B2B) relationships, another part of this evolution process.
The proliferation of digital networks, mobile phones, and handheld wireless devices is a boom
referring to transactions carried out with the assistance of Internet Communication Technology
(ICT) services. We now can use a Smartphone, PDA or laptop to access services available through
the Internet. Any electronic payment system able to fulfill the needs of B2B and B2C conforming to
mCommerce has the potential to become a very large payment technology. The evolution process
has involved a move from the physical transfer of tangible materialized tokens of value like coins
and bank notes to an exchange of information between parties. The recent availability of ultrahigh-speed mobile networks has greatly enhanced the opportunity to use this infrastructure.
Although the shift from physical to virtual payments and the broader existence of flat rates has
brought enormous benefit to consumers and merchants; it adds extra pressure on payment
technology providers to invent user-friendly, secure, and robust Digital Cash based solutions. This
is the point where most security payment protocol designs come into play [10-12], because (and
that is not really surprising) digital information can easily be copied even in protected applications,
if the attacker is able to find a way to capture the embedded secrets stored in hardware or
transferred over a telecommunication channel. The use of an Hardware Security Module (HSM) in
combination with an algorithmic safe transfer protocol limits this ability by combining physical
security with strong cryptography. Integrating security from the very early beginning of the designcycle is essential. Our basic approach provided in this paper recognizes and follows maxims like:
o
o
o
o

5

The design of payment systems should be done in a way that achieves a maximum of fairness,
information about compromising eWallets shouldn’t be useful to compromise other eWallets 5,
countermeasures to security threads should be treated like an insurance police,
the grade of system security protection needs to be defined by
•
the cost of breaking it versus the low expectation possibility to make a profit and
•
the related potential impact to the system itself.
not much gain from a published work, called resistant to a Break Once Break Everywhere (BOBE) attack type.
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2.2

Motivation and Background of this Work

The initial steps of this development were part of a concept study and market vision paper project
started in the year 2001 called „The [attrACTIVE] 6 Domain.” It was a framework of different
applied multimedia visions ranging from mobile technology concepts to possibilities of commercial
revenues. Designed as an alternative IBSS 7 mobile radio system with a concrete underlying ICT
security - without obscurity – concept, every mobile phone act as telephone and VoIP router
constituting and being part of the mobile network. In such a system without base stations, it is
necessary to motivate a high number of users to keep their mobile phones operational – not
switching them off even in case of no direct personal usage. The introduction of a reward for
borrowing the own device as node capability to the computing network forming a distributed cloud
was the principle issue. Calls through such an ad hoc mobile network are done by onion routing
involving several mobile phones. This service earns value, a compensation provided by the caller.
The technical solution for such a mobile value transfer finally results into a self-contained solution
for Digital Cash named fairCASH [13-19]. fairCASH was primary referenced in a published book in
the year 2003 [20].
This thesis addresses the topic of Digital Cash in a way to conduct electronic payments in an
environment of mutual mistrust among the banks (fairCASH allows the existence of more than one
bank) and the system users. From the perspective of the explosive increase in electronic services,
means for electronic payments become an essential asset. This work takes place in the research
field of modern electronic currencies, which exhibit the highest proximity to cash money systems.
All payment systems, however, fall into two large categories:
•
•

account based such as notational (fiat, giral) money (notations in the ledgers of depository
institutions such as banks), credit cards, telephone accounts or accounts from which only
checks are drawn
distinguished from token based systems [21] such as physical cash, pre-paid (counterbased) phone cards, subway tokens or mail stamps.

In contrast to account-based systems, Digital Cash systems are concerned with ICT objects, socalled eTokens, which carry all necessary information including their value in themselves. eTokens
can come in two different flavors: being disposable one-way items or cyclic ones for multi-way
usage in on-line and off-line systems. Anonymity is another attractive key feature in economic
transactions: Philosophically, the rights of individuals to privacy dictate it. From a more pragmatic
perspective massive compilation and misuse of personal user data is likely to lead a to general
understanding of the danger for privacy originating from the lack of anonymity. We believe this
realization, as well as the increased efficiency of functionality and security by electronic cash, it
identifies eCash as one of the most important electronic payment proposals. Security is an
indispensable property for any system that proposes to conduct payments, whereas efficiency is
one of the main reasons for employment of electronic payment systems in general. Efficient and
secure electronic cash have recently been achieved constituting a major step towards truly
practical no privacy invading payment systems. The distinguishing feature between these two
approaches is the anonymity a system can provide to its users. A pre-paid phone card, for
example, does not identify the caller as well as physical cash does not identify their owners. There
are no bank or law enforcement records produced in a true cash transaction. In contrast to that,
account-based systems by design need to identify the system users and their transactions. Since
anonymity of payments is traditionally connected with physical cash, an anonymous token-based
electronic payment system is referred in this thesis to Digital Cash or eCash.
A number of ingenious off-line Digital Cash schemes have been invented. In almost all of them,
depositors must initially identify themselves to their cash provider. Then, if they behave honestly,
they can anonymously deposit, withdraw, and spend digital coins. If such a coin is spent more than
once, the identity of the double-spender is revealed as soon as the second copy of the coin is
deposited. Public-key cryptography and digital signatures (both blind and non-blind) make this
possible. Many existing procedures for the realization of conditioned anonymity are based on the
principle of blind ciphers like Schnorr’s signature [22, 23], ElGamal’s procedure [24, 25] or the
“coin blinding” in combination with Secret Splitting [26-28] and Secret Sharing [29-41] first
introduced by David Chaum 8, in order to reveal the originally granted anonymity in case of multiple
eToken spending. However, these procedures bear substantial disadvantages like, for example, the
no longer existing multi-hop ability [8, 14-16, 42] of the assigned unchanged eToken.

6
7
8

all tied together ACTIVE.
Independent Basic Service Set (similar to ad hoc or mesh topology based systems).
See also in Chaum's undeniable signature US04947430 and in the blind signature US04759063 patent.
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2.3

Significations used in this thesis

It is the intention to clarify meanings within our local scope, so we describe the special terms used
in this document.

2.3.1

CASTOR

Owners of physical objects like silver or gold but also of documents like security papers and
licenses of value put them into safe environments to protect against damage or even theft.
Environments we all know and trust are mostly defined through constructional measures. Examples
are safes in the basement of a bank. However, how can we arrange such a protection for digital
values even in unsafe mobile environments like cell phones and other nomadic gadgets? Let’s have
a look onto Figure 2:

Figure 2: Physical shielding and cryptographic functionality shape of our CASTOR (HSM).
The concept CASTOR 9 follows the concept of a bank vault, however built mainly from nanosized
silicon instead of sheathed steel and reinforced concrete. Known in the literature as Hardware
Security Modules (HSM), these types of electronic safes provide physical security through a strong
tamper-protected encasement for everything they contain inside the security parameter.
Quantifiable physical values like burglary resistance, but also the holding capacity are important
factors of the safety metrification 10. Our CASTOR System-on-Chip (SoC) is based on a combination
of measures to conduct a secure inclusion of the inside secrets (yellow marked), e.g. a thin wire
intrusion sensor wrapped around the die to be protected and then potted or the integration of a
Physical Uncloneable Function (PUF) and the utilization of cryptographic protocols (blue marked) to
name just a few.
If such a security vault integrates also the necessary intelligence in form of CPUs and DSPs
together with memory and embedded software, it is capable to act in and enforce the security
interests of the designers using a flexible policy control approach. This is the way to put security at
work autonomically self-reliant in unfriendly environments. We consider such a system as suitable
to protect our eCoins and other intellectual property based on credentials. It has been our first
priority to implement a calculatable high hurdle to signalize the hacker community it will be better
to stay legally because it is cheaper. Such an approach not only limits the inherent system risks, if
e.g. details of the countermeasures are leaked to the Internet, but also allows us a qualified
comparison of concurrent security systems. The hardening grade of a solid cryptographic designed
CASTOR has to be determined on the base of an acceptable cost compromise, so that it is
economically nonviable to hack or crack.

9

CAsk for Storage and Transport Of access Restricted value data.
Common Criteria for Information Technology Security Evaluation is the current standard (ISO/IEC 15408).

10
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2.3.2

Secrets

Secrets are value data objects like cryptographic artifacts or credentials. It is that type of
information with a specific meaning, like symmetrical keys or in our case monetary value. Our
unique objects are digital value tokens named eCoins. After their creation, they can only exist in a
specially protected encasement called a CASTOR. If they ever leave their housing, they lose all
their meaning and are no longer of any usable value. Ownership of such secrets does not include
the right to touch or to copy. Users are able to proof their ownership by transferring these secrets
through the CASTOR infrastructure (ownership transfer).
It is the nature of an application to define the type of the secrets. We differentiate between
persistent and transient types of secrets, both to be continuously protected by a CASTOR.
Persistent secrets are the easier ones because they reside their whole life at the same place.
Examples for such things are cryptographic keys in a(n) [U]SIM card for a Smartphone or a credit
card. For the fairCASH system, we need the transient type of secrets because our eCoins are
transferable from one eWallet to another. This movement process needs one CASTOR on the
starting position and a second one at the end. A special Virtual Private Network (VPN) or Virtual
Private Channel (VPC) connects both Peer-to-Peer (P2P) so we get a bulletproof system without
any chance for the secrets to escape. The type of transfer is copy-less; we call this teleportation.
2.3.3

Teleportation

Figure 3: Four steps in our teleportation of secrets.
Teleportation is kind of a multipurpose generic two-party protocol for exchanging electronic
secrets. Such a thing is useful for applications like signature transfers, or cryptographic key
exchanges, sending certified eMail, handling CO2 soiling certificates, building Digital Cash based
payment systems, running a digital content (multimedia) distribution, guarding medical records,
implementing licensing control, and others. It gets done by a sequence of exchanges, classified as
fair exchange protocols [43]. However, it is often interesting to tailor protocols for each of these
specific problems, allowing more efficient solutions including features specific to a given problem.
All these types of protocols play an important role in mCommerce where participants require
mutual guarantees like non-repudiation [44]. Our method is moving protected immaterial secrets
peer-to-peer between two logical interlinked CASTOR units through a VPN/VPC in a nonrepudiational way. Figure 3 depicts a symbolic teleportation process: ‘Secret id5’ is prepared within
the first step to the transmission channel and transmitted from CASTOR (b) through the usage of a
VPN/VPC in steps two and three. After receiving the secret in the last step four, the secret is
deposited in CASTOR (a). With such a successful transfer the original owner of the secrets (here
CASTOR (b)) loses his ownership sentential and irrevocably. In return, he receives a (not shown)
signed receipt from the receiver, in our example CASTOR (a).
fairCASH based on Loss resistant Teleportation
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Proposing our protocol tightly coupled to a HSM-centric tamper-resistant hardware covers the
complete embedded logic part to act as exchange engine for ICT secrets. It will allow their safe
movement between two protected endpoints. It belongs to the type-class of fair exchange
protocols, ensuring that even if one of the communicating parties behaves unfairly, neither will
gain anything from the transaction.
It is proven [45] impossible to conduct true fair exchange without a Third Party (TP). In our case,
this is reduced to the recovery procedure for the reacquisition of lost secrets only. In case of
faultless exchange, our protocol does not involve any TP. We will see this resulting into a delayedtrue fair exchange protocol for two participants under a variety of assumptions. We use this
method to implement the transfer engine of our Digital Cash system [46, 47]. We show how such a
transport works in the fairCASH [13-16] payment environment. The overall teleportation strategy
adapts the following basic approach:
1. SUCCESS: Both peers exchanged their eCoins against a receipt. No TP gets involved, a
simple P2P off-line connection is sufficient.
2. FAILURE, NO LOSS: No eCoins are exchanged for none of the peers or gone lost. A
hardware based auto recovering takes place using rollback capabilities to restore internal
states. No loss for both, also no TP involvement.
3. FAILURE, LOSS: Secrets are destroyed, an inconsistence constellation - potentially causing
a dispute - happened, the protocol fails. This is the most interesting case. CASTOR units
with a loss generate locally non-repudiation evidence information that has to be forwarded
to a Trusted TP (TTP) for resolve and fairness reconstruction.
Secrets have to stay clandestine and unique, even during transportation. These simple facts limit
our possibilities in the case their transportation fails. If something went wrong, we cannot reiterate
the transmission across the channel as repetition of a transmission is not an option to cover value
data transfer errors for us. This is the main reason why we need a system immanent solution to
handle lost secrets. Our teleportation addresses this fact by generating a cryptographic proof of the
incident to compensate lost secrets. In a subsequent step, this proof is exchanged against a loss
compensation, which is a new value equivalent secret – but not the same. In our Digital Cash
application, an electronic mint (eMint) is responsible to supply the monetary compensation. It can
be done fully automatically any time after the loss outside of the exchange protocol (e.g. using
eMail capabilities). This makes our teleportation process delayed-true fair. Formally, this is referred
and known in computer science literature as „distributed atomic commit protocol” for fair exchange
transmissions of the type „abuse-free”, however with a small enhancement: Due to the fact, that
our fairness reconstruction is not done during the teleportation protocol itself, such a single
transfer can end ‘unfair’. However, we created an environment able to postpone fairness through
the further usage of the system. This guarantees the ability to restore fairness as soon as the TTP
(eMint) can be contacted and is regarded as late fairness or as ‘delayed-true fair exchange’. As a
specialty of our implementation the anonymous transfer is done by a P2P based sealed hardware
approach for minimizing TP usage.
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2.4

Structure of this Thesis

Our main technological core is the development of the teleportation algorithm usable for a Digital
Cash implementation based upon serialized, anonymous eCoins and eWallets. This provides the
central exchange engine for „Secrets for Receipt“ or - in our case – exchange of „Payment for
Receipt“. It is an interchange of secret value data for a signature, which is a special limited case of
fair purchase. Our work in this area is closely related to research in ePayment systems. The aim of
this thesis is manifolded based upon four general parts and organized as follows:
1. In section 3 we introduce the world of electronic payment schemes and business models from
the early days of the Internet up to now. This includes important developments, the rise (and
fall) of their implementations and other significant facts better to know for a deeper
understanding and an in depths presentation of fairCASH, a certificate based Digital Cash
system with serialized eCoins, kept in special eWallets. This part is closed with a discussion,
what someone has to take into account if an ePayment system once really hit the market.
[business management part]
2. We need a solution to transfer value data from one point to another. Section 4 describes the
class of digital communication channels and their usage for a transmission model reflecting
realistic assumptions on the available technical infrastructure. We briefly present the problem
of state inconsistency. Studying the base concept of a message channel we investigate on
fundamental aspects of the copy-free movement of data-objects from one point to another and
specify the algorithmic functionalities in a way to conduct a movement process of eCoins for
the provision of state-of-the-art non-repudiation services in electronic commerce. Section 5
explains our protocol assumptions, objectives, properties and other features giving an
exhaustive list in a very comprehensive form. We discuss rollback-recovering mechanism and
how this takes place in our case. Indication how to realize and apply fault tolerance to our
protocol will be provided. This results in our invention called “loss resistant teleportation,” a
P2P method for transfering classified assets (secrets). This includes the handling of the systemwide message format (eDoc) and utilization of certificates and other protocol related data
objects. These various protocol specific objects are also presented, their meaning and what
they represent, how are they are constructed and used by our protocol is described. We
present a high-level overview of the protocol design, followed by a more detailed description of
the flow logic. An in deep time sequence diagram discussion of the message flow details the
underlying construction mechanism. A finite state transition presentation clarifies the protocol
execution logic and discusses how the protocol handles misbehaving parties and resolves
conflict cases. Finally every single protocol step of our teleportation protocol is presented and
discussed, followed by a discussion of our presented fairCASH based payment system focusing
on certificates, CRLs and key management. [computer science part]
3. Security cannot exist from scratch; it needs a fundament of physical security hardware to relay
on. In our case, it is an Hardware Security Module (HSM): our CASTOR based eWallet. It plays
the role of a vault to protect the value and answers the question how to keep a secret inside a
chip sized silicon environment. Security relevant hardware and software tied together with the
protected artifacts of digital information are encased to this tamper-protected container. We
discuss and present technical ways how to build such an HSM. Section 6 presents our HSM as
hardware related method to act in the interest of a TTP (our eMint) in an environment of
potential attacks and threat scenarios freeing us from some constraints specifically in cases
where the communication is down by enforcing fairness and atomicity. A classification of our
attackers is attempted and major technology based on soft, side-channel and physical intrusion
techniques ranging from non-invasive to full-invasive attacks are described. [hardware part]
4. In section 7 we show, that ICT security applications need a management of defensive &
retaliatory action. The development of a sustainable policy based environment and encasement
strategy is an essential rule definition process. Security goals worth being protected in
combination with attacking scenarios, posed threats and their major techniques present the
reader reasons for a hardening ‘CASTORization’ 11 process. We add facts to that topic to
distinguish between an often seen “ridiculous black box” and an accurately calculated security
approach. [ICT security part]
In sections 8 and 9 we conclude this thesis and summarize its contributions, address some
potential further work and give an outlook to open questions which potentially could be also solved
using the techniques developed within this work.

11

Our construction process of an effective protection system based on the CASTOR basic approach.
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2.5

Money and Cash Terminology

What is Digital Cash? Unluckily, many of the schemes [4, 6, 48, 49] the popular press often refers
to as Digital Cash are not CASH. A system providing only little more than a new commercial
transaction mechanisms adding secure transmission capability for credit card numbers over the
Internet is not much of a financial innovation in relation to Digital Cash. Most examples of
electronic banking do not involve a different form of money, but instead simply represent a
different way in accessing traditional financial (banking) services, extending the supply chain.
In sharp contrast hereto, the terminological confusion found within many publications in matters
relating to Digital Cash and in the field of ePayment and eMoney should be clarified. Most of them
are using a vocabulary not rigidly well-defined, originated from the fact that these systems are
being designed for execution using intelligent hardware like autonomous eWallets on one hand (like
our proposed system) and software-only systems designed for electronic Internet transfers on the
other. Such generalization seems tending to blur the distinction between Digital Cash and
electronic banking in general. Someone can easily get confused in matters relating to word stems
and meanings. The following table shows definitions as used in this document:
Electronic Money, Cash or eMoney
Physical Money, pMoney or pCash
Digital Cash or eCash

Electronic Currency or eCurrency [50]

These are generic definitions for all meanings of
payment in the digital space.
They mean always physical coins and physical
bills acting as legal tender.
These terms are the closest modification of
eMoney to mimic the behavior of physical
money. The presented fairCASH system falls in
this category. It is NOT legal tender, namely,
money issued by the state and designated as
lawful for the payment of taxes and other debts,
but technical it could be. In such a case we are
then talking about eCurrency. The name based
on an idea recorded in the mind of an ICT
component. It represents an obligation of a
private company rather than the central bank or
treasury.
They always mean eCoins and eBills acting as
legal tender legalized by a central bank,
comparable like specie or serving as a digital
banknote. Up to today, such a surrogate of
pMoney is only a theoretical fiction and do not
exist in any country. The only thing to make this
happen is to adapt a Digital Cash scheme
officially by a central bank, so that digital token
goes hand-in-hand with physical cash, both
central bank-issued token. The presented
fairCASH system is a perfect candidate as a
technical base for such an eCurrency
implementation.

Table 1: Different modifications of money and cash.
Up from here we are using these definitions within our thesis.
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3

Electronic Payment and Mobile Cash

Figure 4: Various meanings of money.

Money

can be a complex thing. To show the different outward forms, Figure 4 gives a small
picture from our focus. Based upon digital signatures, eMoney systems fall into two differing
groups, identified ones and anonymous ones. Identified money is always invading privacy. It
involves a non-blind signature registering the value. The issuer (eMint) is always able to observe
the complete transaction history starting from the withdrawal up to the last deposit. The value
contains information revealing the person’s identity, which originally withdrew the value from the
source. This makes it easily possible to track it by the values moved through the economy. This
behavior is not in our focus and we do not care about these monetary system in this thesis with
one exception: We use them conflictive to underline our position.
Anonymous Digital Cash is at its best a privacy protecting system. One flavor of this type is based
upon digital blind signatures. The value is constructed in a way it enables the issuer to legitimate
the value without exactly knowing anything about the owner. During protocol execution, it gathers
enough evidence so the misbehaved party can be prosecuted in the unfair case. This is the case if
the paying party is a so-called multi-spender meaning that party uses the same eCoins more than
once. In such case, the payment is non-valid, privacy protection is automatically stripped and the
covered identity of the multi-spender is lifted. This dispute resolution is always performed after the
protocol execution, that is, after the customer obtained his product and the merchant his money.
Such a system we call a conditional privacy protecting system. One of the best known is David
Shaum’s eCash. However, such “after-the-fact” protection is inadequate in a mCommerce
environment where customer and merchant may be unreachable after the transaction.
Unconditional privacy protecting Digital Cash based systems combine anonymity and privacy with
an account-less approach. It recreates the already known good features of ordinary cash in an
electronic environment.

fairCASH based on Loss resistant Teleportation
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We introduce the reader into the world of Digital Cash by presenting the following in this section:
•
•
•
•

•
•
3.1

A short introduction and projection of the scope and meaning of money ranging from the
past to the next future is given.
The most wanted and important attributes of Digital Cash within the context of our
presented fairCASH System.
A brief explanation of essential wording due to conceptual clarity in the sphere of Digital
Cash including the definition of fairness (important for the eCommerce aspects) is
presented.
Sometimes ePayment systems are interchanged with the concept of Digital Cash; both are
used to conduct payments but they do not share the same goals to reach. Trying to help
the reader for a differentiation, we supply some annotations to a few selected ePayment
systems and present same facts of the operating costs of physical cash based legal tender
systems drawing on the example of the €uro.
Introduction of the reader to the non-technical aspects of a Digital Cash system like
fairCASH leads to a better and broader understanding, how that works.
This chapter closes with an attempt to propose a potential business model for the fairCASH
system.
History and Evolution of Money

In-between at an emerging stage in the development of Internet commerce within the last decade,

many payment products and protocols have passed the drawing board and hit the street; most are
beyond their field tests [51] situated somewhere under operation. No standards have been settled,
but many large financial corporations and banks are preparing the provisioning of electronic
financial exchange consumer products [52]. Many mobile financial applications become an integral
part of our nomadic lives at the personal and professional level. In contrast to parties and
organizations not enjoying the benefit of instantaneous transfers, many of us put huge
expectations on mobile payments, a promising and exciting domain, although remaining in its
infancy. mPayment goes hand in hand with mBusiness, seen as the natural successor to eBusiness,
exploiting the capabilities of wireless media for the development and provision of advanced
business and customer services [53].

Payments are the five hundred pound gorillas behind the business domain and heavily depend on
trust and security. Mobile payments are a natural evolution of ePayment schemes and complement
them [54]. If these efforts succeeded, they will boost mCommerce and may be the killer service in
the UMTS successor Long Term Evolution (LTE), Next Generation Mobile Networks (NGMN) and
beyond future intelligence infrastructures. In such a nomadic world mobile gadgets are transformed
to personal trust devices, belonging to, and be managed by the owner. Mobile payment is not just
a simple mobilization of ePayment, as the context and capabilities are different. Any payment
where a mobile device is used in order to initiate, activates, or confirms this payment can be
considered a mobile payment. In contrast to popular belief, mobile payments do not restrict
themselves to payments via the mobile phone, but are possible on virtually any (mobile) device.
3.2

Challenging Success Factors as Objectives and Goals to reach

In the open literature of eCommerce and ePayment, a special wording serving the specific needs is
often being used within the community [4, 49, 54-64]. Its knowledge is one of the keys to enable
the reader to give a keen insight. There are in no way new primary introduced special terms within
this thesis (with the exception of the newly presented delayed-true two-party fair exchange, the
teleportation and the CASTORization), but nevertheless it is important to characterize a Digital
Cash system in general and fairCASH in the specific case based on informal agreed criteria raster
by following the basic publications.
Underlying reasons for such a presentation of facts and figures are on the first hand, that parts of
their definition are introduced by different publications in a diverging and not always explicit and
obvious meaning, but offer also a solution in the development process between tangible customer
benefit and the technical feasibility respecting to costs. To clarify their importance and meaning we
try to group and subgroup them beneath the following framework elements, leading to a deeper
understanding:
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The electronic wallet,
the transfer of the electronic coins,
aspects of the protocol,
privacy and confidentiality,
fairness,
possible ways to counterfeit electronic coins,
refund-ability and risk-management.

Taking and rating the most important key elements of these attributes are our success factors as
objectives and goals of a Digital Cash system have to claim user acceptance. To take this in
advance, it will be shown below that the system and methods for transferring electronic tokens
below, in particular, when the electronic tokens are electronic coins allows for using electronic coins
in an anonymous way, may ensure that they are repudiation-free transferable to support the ability
of sending and receiving money, and that the money exchange can be conducted in a safe way and
within a good stability against misuse. These factors account also for the wide acceptability of
traditional cash. One of the manifold objectives of this invention, when applying it to the Digital
Cash context, is showing how to make the transition to a highly sophisticated secure electronic
form of Digital Cash, without sacrificing its unique qualities. Contemporaneously we will grab the
opportunity to extend and enhance the functionality of cash.
For an intended practical solution, it is important to make the best choice wherever possible.
Taking action for efficiency has great influence: the ability of effecting most of the transactions
without involvement 12 of the eMint, the settlement can be realized off-line significantly increasing
the usability while cutting costs and greatly reduces the processing time of the system. Due to the
availability of pre-paid eCoins and eWallets, users can use the service straight away and avoid any
troublesome registration [65] 13. The following properties will give the reader a more
comprehensive impression of our financial protocol functionalities. We will discuss on these
characteristics to see, how this relates to the objectives in a Digital Cash system general and how
important these aspects are for our fairCASH.
3.2.1

eWallets in personal Possession

The eWallet basic approach not only hides the eCoins and the operation functionality from its users,
it also isolates and keeps aloof code and cryptographic artifacts from them. Such a physical
separation is security relevant by moving that functionality into a device not under anybody's
control. This is the base rocket ground for security and pushes the problem elsewhere to another
service in a safe place. Moreover, it minimizes the amount of security relevant code in the unsafe
device and keeps the rules governing its use as simple as possible makes it easier to avoid security
bugs.
√ OBJECTIVE: Giving users their Digital Cash property directly into their hands.
√ PRIMARY TOOL: The usage of a personal owned eWallet.
√ fairCASH RELATION: fairCASH uses eWallets as the central physical payment device.
3.2.2

Connecting to a Service or physical eWallet

fairCASH Cash payments can be effected in the following exemplary situations:
•
•
•
•
•
•

between two persons (pocket money transfers),
at the PoS (in the shop, kiosk, supermarket cash desk, petrol station, in front of an ATM),
at a gate (bus, subway or train station, trade shows),
on the Internet (for checkouts at Amazon or eBay, eATM, cinema tickets),
a customer connects to his bank to withdraw or deposit account money (eBanking),
transnational cash remittance (father sends money to his family in Turkey).

To distinguish and ascribe payment situations into generalized cases, we have to qualify them
under the following criteria:
•
•
12
13
14
15

concurrency 14 and separation 15 and
payment access model (proximity or remote).

Excluding the dispute case.
It is within our release policy for personal user certificates to request and release them anonymously.
German technical terms: [Nebenläufigkeit].
German technical terms: [Vereinzelung].
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In most cases, payments will be conducted between two eWallets. During a payment session, an
eWallet cannot communicate with a third eWallet. This reduces our payment scenario to a pair of
coupled eWallets, reflecting always a payer/payee constellation. The reason is because an eWallet
comprises a logical and secure endpoint entity isolating the management of the eCoins from the
outer world. eWallets are constructed using our physical CASTOR container, with one exception:
the eMint. It has the ability to emulate eWallets as virtual processes in their own secure data
processing center outside of a CASTOR unit. This is imperative being able to satisfy the
requirements of over hundred thousand concurrent eWallet based payment requests sent over the
Internet. It could be used to build an Internet wide eCoin ATM transfer station and to offer this as a
net service for partners (banks, non-bank companies).
The selection of how to make a payment transaction depends on two facts:
•
•

the type of available physical communication interface(s) and
the distance between both parties entering into a transaction.

Users of the fairCASH system have the choice to transfer money within a face-to-face (proximity)
or long distance (remote) scenario. The transaction partner can be either a service or another
eWallet as shown in the following figure:

Figure 5: Connecting to a network ATM service or to another physical eWallet.
√ OBJECTIVE: Conduct a fairCASH transaction.
√ PRIMARY TOOL: Connecting to a remote network service or to another physical eWallet.
√ fairCASH RELATION: fairCASH connections are made to physical eWallets and network services.
3.2.3

Device Discovery and Pairing Methods

Logical pairing methods are used in the starting phase of any fCCP communication. The execution
of connectionless logical pairing 16 provides a solution to the question how being able to build the
right couple of two parties, even if they never met before. To achieve that, we need a way of
separating our couple from the crowd. In cases the initiator 17 knows the unique name, address (for
In-Band (IB) methods) or is able to use an Out-of-Band (OoB) association model (both later
presented within this section) for the device discovering process, a request can be send to the
responder 18 to initiate and establish the pairing. During the pairing phase both devices – the
eWallet’s of the principals – are using the device-identifying reference. This can be a MAC-ID or a
peer address in the communication network, where the pairing takes place. At the end of the
pairing phase both paired peers mutually know their logical addresses which they need inevitably
for the next communication phases of the protocol (in case of a successful pairing phase).
√ OBJECTIVE: The pairing of the two parties of a transaction.
√ PRIMARY TOOL: Device-identifying references or positioning/pointing techniques can be used.
√ fairCASH RELATION: fairCASH supports Out-of-Band (OoB) and In-Band (IB) methods.
3.2.3.1 Out-of-Band (OoB) Method
The OoB association model is designed for scenarios where such a mechanism supports a
connection operation including a two-way mutual authentication. Such a two-way communication
16
17
18

with no relationship to the pairing paradigm used within Bluetooth or a WLAN.
also called originator.
also called recipient.
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needs to be available to both parties – not only for discovering other partner devices, but as well
for mutual exchanging their identification device names. The name comes from the fact, that OoB
uses a second – separate – other channel than for the later payload for this purposes. RFID-based
solutions 19 are the usual way for this issue. For example, a Near Field Communication (NFC)
equipped device needs only touch the other NFC device and the pairing is done. This is a single
touch experience where information is exchanged between both devices, including discovery
information such as certificates, MAC- and IP-IDs of both devices as well as some cryptographic
functionality for a protocol run to be unique making this pairing method safe against Man-In-TheMiddle-Attacks (MITMA). Once the devices know each other, the establishment of the VPN/VPC
tunnel follows then in-band.
√ OBJECTIVE: The pairing is done Out-of-Band (OoB).
√ PRIMARY TOOL: Near Field Communication (NFC) techniques are a usual way to achieve this.
√ fairCASH RELATION: fairCASH supports RFID-based solutions.
3.2.3.2 In-Band (IB) Method
In all cases where the initiator already knows a way to reach the other device using a native device
address of the responder it can easily use the same communication channel (so called IB) as used
later for the payload to specify the Internet address (IP) or a telephone number (MSN) to inquire
the targeted device and create a pairing association.
√ OBJECTIVE: The pairing is done In-Band (IB).
√ PRIMARY TOOL: It is achieved using the same communication channel as the payment itself.
√ fairCASH RELATION: fairCASH is not communication channel specific.
3.2.4

Kinds of contactless Mobile Payment Models

Payments for goods or services initiated from an eWallet based mobile phone or smart phone, PDA
or any other (mobile) device are termed mPayment. In consistency with the public definition of the
banking industry there are two kinds of mobile payments:
•
•

remote mobile payments and
proximity mobile payments.

Most mobile eWallets are expected to be used in combination with a Smartphone. As they may be
equipped with various types of communication interfaces a flexible adaptation is needed to make
them usable as communication channel for our fairCASH protocol. Figure 6 depicts the possibilities
to be available to set up such connection using different pairing constellations.

Figure 6: Possible pairing variations in the proximity and remote case.
√ OBJECTIVE: Contactless connection principle to exchange information between two peers.
√ PRIMARY TOOL: The usage of a wireless standard like Bluetooth, WLAN or mobile service.
√ fairCASH RELATION: fairCASH supports all possibilities, due to the capabilities of the platform.
19

Mifare / NXP Semiconductors (Philips) and FeliCa (SONY) are major products based on RFID technology.
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3.2.4.1 Proximity
Short-range wireless or proximity mobile payments are defined as wireless payment operations
ranging in a broadcast-domain ad hoc topology. Most proximity mobile payments are expected to
be made at both attended Point-of-Sale (PoS) locations (such as stores) and unattended locations
(such as vending machines) using an existing merchant’s payment infrastructure, including local
direct peer-to-peer connections between two gadgets with their attached eWallets. To pay, the
user simply brings his mobile eWallet with the other user’s eWallet or the contactless payment
enabled PoS system within a few inches together and the transaction occurs. The technical range of
a proximity system is below 10 meters, the NFC range not more than 10 cm. This is the case if
someone is shopping in a mall wanting to checkout with selected goods at a Point-of-Sale (PoS).
Excluding the cases nobody sitting at the cash desk or the customer being the only person waiting
for service, the customer himself is attaching into a queue standing with other customers waiting
for the pay-up. In these kinds of situations, a single eWallet-to-eWallet enabled counter for
payments will be sufficient. This payment model is a resource penurious one using queues:
multiple clients are trying to pay at a single cash desk by waiting in a queue condition.
Using a local ICT infrastructure, an underlying network must be able to support enabling multiple
payers to connect to the eWallet operated access point. A good representative of such a situation is
a payment gate where masses (even hundreds or more in a few seconds) of transactions have to
be processed. In most cases this involves broadcast domain collisions in the cell of a LAN or
Personal Area Network (PAN). According to the statistics we have to hold enough bandwidth within
the collision domain and available eWallet (service) resources in readiness to satisfy the average
need of the requests not to deceive the customers. Important design aspects are for example the
speed of a payment transaction and the number of concurrent payment actions. The need of
availability of a WAN or PAN for peer-to-peer connections is the central requirement to use the
proximity scenario. The operating mode is commonly an ad hoc network configuration and not an
infrastructure-based one to allow rapid contacts between our payment parties. Mostly both
contracting parties are sojourning in the same room or meeting each other within a distance of not
more than 50 meters. In most cases a range of 2 meters is more than enough, this offers no way
to move away after establishing a pairing and before the protocol execution ends.
√ OBJECTIVE: Contactless connection principle to conduct an electronic payment transaction.
√ PRIMARY TOOL: The usage of a wireless based radio system.
√ fairCASH RELATION: fairCASH supports proximity wireless radio access systems.
3.2.4.2 Remote
Long-range wireless or remote mobile payments are defined as wireless payment operations
ranging in a single-cast environment by phone number and/or MAC/IP identification. Practical use
cases for remote mobile payments may include purchases from a web merchant or payments for
digital goods. Remote mobile payments are ideal for use in markets that require person-to-person
payments and for under banked consumers and merchants. To transfer money a user simply
initiates an Internet connection using his mobile gadget and the other authorizes the transfer. In
contrast to the previous local model, the scope of a remote payment is global. This payment
situation arises if both peers have to connect over long distance. In such situations the Internet,
mobile radio services, or leased line based networks are mostly used. In contrast to others 20 it
does not matter how far the two entities are apart from each other: No transfer charges to the
fairCASH service apply. fairCASH systems adapts to systems like eMail and others. All these are
operating on a global scope, most of them with flat rates.
√ OBJECTIVE: Contactless connection principle to conduct an electronic payment transaction.
√ PRIMARY TOOL: The usage of a wireless mobile service.
√ fairCASH RELATION: fairCASH supports remote mobile Internet access services.

20

Others charge for transfers distinguishing from staying national, crossing borders of the EU, or worldwide.
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3.2.4.3 Comparison between Proximity and Remote Payments
The following table provides a comparison between our two models.

Advantages

Disadvantages

Proximity payment model
With OoB pairing, an automatic connect is
possible for proximity transactions.
Due to the seeing-is-believing logic, it is
impossible by design that someone pays to the
wrong party.
-Requires OoB pairing hardware for proximity
transactions.
Collisions in the broadcast network segment
take place.
--

The first four protocol messages are easily
intercepted, because of open broadcast traffic.

Remote payment model
--No use of broadcast messages.
--The
customer
might
be
connected
to
the
wrong
partner eWallet due to an
erroneous selection.
--

Table 2: Comparison table of the payment models.
3.2.5

Type of transfer

ePayment amounts can be transferred on-line or off-line. We find several meanings in the literature
defining different positions about this. Our definition is tied to a strict model of how the transaction
is done and not to the technical way of transmission.
√ OBJECTIVE: Logical principle to conduct an electronic payment transaction.
√ PRIMARY TOOL: The usage of a payment system.
√ fairCASH RELATION: fairCASH implements the off-line transaction method.
3.2.5.1 Off-line
In brief, “off-line” means that some given transaction can be performed between two peer devices
directly, without requiring a (trusted) third party. An “off-line” transaction of electronic tokens thus
manages the whole transaction between two peer devices as peer-to-peer (P2P) relationship
process. This means that a user of a peer device can freely pass the electronic token(s) to another
party (another peer device) without involving a third party. Off-line transfers does not need an
external service (e.g. by a (trusted) third party) for executing the transaction protocol and thus the
transfer of the electronic tokens between two peer devices directly.
√ OBJECTIVE: Payer and payee are the only required parties to conduct an off-line payment.
√ PRIMARY TOOL: The usage of an off-line payment system.
√ fairCASH RELATION: fairCASH implements this transaction method.
3.2.5.2 On-line
In contrast, the term “on-line” means involvement of a (trusted) third party in a given transaction.
An “on-line” transaction hence means that there is the need of a trusted third party as a service
institution (which may be an intermediate clearer) in order to be able to conduct the transaction.
One of the biggest obstacles of an on-line transfer of electronic tokens is the impossibility to
transfer the electronic tokens, if the service is down or unreachable.
√ OBJECTIVE: Payments require always the existence and availability of an on-line institution.
√ PRIMARY TOOL: The usage of an on-line payment system.
√ fairCASH RELATION: None.
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3.2.6

Type of entity

Each eWallet (the peer device) may act in two different roles: Being either a master or a slave, but
not both simultaneously. Initiators and responders are logical endpoints – often called also peers –
operating their eWallets as physical endpoints. Our referenced eWallet has a physical CASTOR chip
inside hosting all the embedded intelligence to execute the firmware. The protocol itself is an
internal protected and isolated resource to work as a transfer engine with a clear interface.
√ OBJECTIVE: Logical principle to make a connection.
√ PRIMARY TOOL: The use of a service connection protocol.
√ fairCASH RELATION: fairCASH implements both possible connection methods.
3.2.6.1 Master (initiator)
The initiator entity of the teleportation exchange protocol acts in the master role. The protocol
starts from an user request and tries to connect to another eWallet. If this connection can be
established the initiating eWallet acts as master while the remote eWallet is the responding slave.
√ OBJECTIVE: Logical principle to initiate a connection.
√ PRIMARY TOOL: The use of a service connection protocol.
√ fairCASH RELATION: Any idle eWallet can start a connection request.
3.2.6.2 Slave (responder)
The responder entity of the teleportation exchange protocol acts in the slave role. The protocol
starts by getting a call from a remote eWallet and tries to answer it to establish the connection. In
case of success the responder acts in the role of a slave while the remote eWallet is the initiating
master.
√ OBJECTIVE: Logical principle to acknowledge a connection.
√ PRIMARY TOOL: The use of a service connection protocol.
√ fairCASH RELATION: Any idle eWallet can answer a connection request.
3.2.7

Type of role

Each eWallet (the peer device) may act in two different roles: Being either a payer or a payee, but
not both simultaneously.
√ OBJECTIVE: Logical definition which side gets the transferred value.
√ PRIMARY TOOL: The use of a service connection protocol.
√ fairCASH RELATION: fairCASH implements both type of role methods.
3.2.7.1 Source (payer)
The payer entity of the exchange protocol acts in the source role. He sends more value in eCoins to
the payee than receiving as change money back from the sink. If this transfer ended successfully
the sink received the transferred value and the source got its receipt.
√ OBJECTIVE: Logical definition which side gets the transferred value.
√ PRIMARY TOOL: The use of a service connection protocol.
√ fairCASH RELATION: Any eWallet can transfer value to any other eWallet.
3.2.7.2 Sink (payee)
The payee entity of the exchange protocol acts in the sink role. He receives more value in eCoins
from the payer than sending as change money back to the source. If this transfer ends successfully
the sink received the transferred value and the source got its receipt (together with the change).
√ OBJECTIVE: Logical definition which side gets the transferred value.
√ PRIMARY TOOL: The use of a service connection protocol.
√ fairCASH RELATION: Any eWallet can receive value from any other eWallet.
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3.2.8

Privacy and Confidentiality

21

General speaking, information is confidential if it cannot be accessed or seen by unauthorized
persons, instances, parties or processes. There are different categories of it:
•
•
•

Protection of personalized private or business-critical information.
Identity protection of participants, partners or subscribers against third parties.
Anonymity protection of user- and exchange or signalizing data against traffic analysis.

Computerized transactions of all kinds are becoming ever more pervasive. Many of them based
upon schemes that identify themselves during every transaction. If the trend toward identifierbased solutions continues, personal privacy will be increasingly eroded. It is hard to identify a clear
winner in such a conflict between organizational security and individual liberty. Turning privacy to
business, every new round of improved identification techniques, sophisticated data mining or
extended linking has the potential to be frustrating by widespread noncompliance or even
legislated limits, which may engender attempts at further control. Maintaining own
cryptographically guaranteed records and making only necessary disclosures is the only way being
able to protect privacy without infringing legitimate needs and rights. Keeping private information
in the hands of individuals on one or of organizations on the other side define about future scale of
control of people's lives.
Privacy is a major concern of individuals who join an ePayment system. The definition of privacy
[7] varies. For some people privacy means protection against eavesdropping but for others it
includes payer’s anonymity and untraceability, such that a third party can’t tell whose money was
used in a particular payment.
Our fairCASH definition of privacy includes unconditional anonymity and protected secrecy of
payment data, payment information and user information against third parties like the eMint, the
RCA 22, or a CA22, and all other outsiders. Just as physical cash fairCASH is anonymous, too, and
cannot be directly traced back to a particular individual, considered to be un-conditionally
untraceable. Payment systems that don’t pay attention to privacy are privacy-invading systems.
Virtually all commercial systems (excepting the physical cash case) currently being proposed are
privacy-invading. They emphasize the bank’s security, but pay little attention to the security of the
customer in terms of protection from financial surveillance. Nevertheless, anonymity,
unobservability, untracedability and unlinkability are considered sub-properties of privacy [66].
√ OBJECTIVE: Shielding transaction data from unauthorized disclosure during transit and storage.
√ PRIMARY TOOL: Encryption.
√ fairCASH RELATION: Our objective is to reach a possible maximum of privacy & confidentiality.
3.2.8.1 Accountability

23

General speaking, passing resemblance to the Wild West in the electronic payment industry goes
hand in hand with regulation and stability enhancements. Working groups, standard bodies and
regulatory agencies transform this situation to mature improvements, which translate direct to
accountability and standardization. The information about a transaction, held by the various parties
involved, will vary according to the type of electronic payment system used and its level of
accountability. There are three different levels defined by the Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development (OECD 24) [53]:
•
•
•

Fully accounted (e.g. credit card systems): Everything is known by the bank.
Semi-accounted (e.g. Mondex): Users are not directly identifiable, audit trails are recorded.
Unaccounted (e.g. eCash): The user acts anonymous, no third party audit trail.

√ OBJECTIVE: Liability to render accounts and the obligation to bear the consequences for failure.
√ PRIMARY TOOL: The usage of ordinary bank accounts.
√ fairCASH RELATION: Our objective level of accountability is to act unaccounted.

21
22
23
24

German technical terms: [Vertraulichkeit, Konzelation, Verschlüsselung, Kryptographierung, Chiffrierung].
Part of the X.509 PKI architecture: Root Certification Authority (RCA) and Certification Authority (CA).
German technical terms: [Rechenschaftsverantwortlichkeit].
http://www.oecd.org/dataoecd/29/27/31663069.pdf.
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3.2.8.2 Anonymity
One distinguishing feature between account-based and pre-paid coin systems is the anonymity a
token-based system can provide to its users. In contrast, account-based systems by design need
to identify the system users and their transactions. As with identified eMoney, both off-line and online, the bank always can reconstruct the path the cash took through the economy. Reasons for
anonymity are manifold. Using fairCASH, customers prevent outsiders to compile a pattern of their
spending habits: Two non-merchant users can perform an eCommerce transaction, where both
parties remain anonymous. Although anonymity is addressed by several payment mechanism
schemes, nearly none of them provides this feature satisfactory [59]. Only off-line anonymous
eMoney has the ability to hide the transaction trail if the eCash is not multiple spent. In the
(standard) case, the bank can neither determine the identity of the original spender nor can it
reconstruct the travel path. Most existing procedures to provide anonymity are based on digital
blind signatures [3, 67, 68] and offer only conditional anonymity in order to reveal it in case of
multiple spending or even other cases and have further no multi-hop ability, i.e. after one transfer
of an electronic token the electronic token has to be cleared with the bank, thereby revealing the
movement of the electronic token to the bank and hence removing anonymity.
Because coins and bank notes reveal neither the payer's nor the payee's identity, cash is the
preferred method of payment to fit many different needs. Since anonymity of payments is mentally
connected with anonymity of physical cash, an anonymous token-based ePayment system is
traditionally referred to a Digital Cash (eCash) system. In its minimum, anonymity can
progressively viewed as attractive feature in economic transactions. On a more pragmatic side,
massive compilation and misuse of personal user data is likely to lead to a general understanding
of the danger to privacy originating from the lack of anonymity.
We propose a protocol that ensures anonymity for both protocol parties involved in the transaction,
excluding the role of a merchant (ID disclosed by non-anonymous certificate) in the fairCASH
system.
fairCASH eWallets have a serial number and they need a user certificate for operation. Personal
users certificates are issued anonymously or identified chosen by the user, commercial user
certificates are of the identified type only. So if the acquisition of an eWallet is not revealing the
identity of its owner and the user certificate is of the anonymous type, then it is technical
impossible to reveal its identity.
√ OBJECTIVE: Allow any fairCASH personal user to pay and receive money in an anonymous way.
√ PRIMARY TOOL: The usage of the fairCASH ePayment system, including its encryption features.
√ fairCASH RELATION: No deterministic way for deanonymization of fairCASH personal users.
3.2.8.3 Pseudonymity
ePayment systems are of this type, if all transactions can be linked to identifiers, which cannot be
linked to individuals. During a fairCASH transaction, the payer’s real identity is hidden from the
payee (and the other way round) and from any outsider who tries to derive information about the
both.
√ OBJECTIVE: An ePayment system restricting its users only to act pseudonymous.
√ PRIMARY TOOL: The usage of such a payment system.
√ fairCASH RELATION: None.
3.2.8.4 Unobservability
Unobservability is considered to be a sub-property of privacy and refers to the impossibility for all
other entities except the two involved peers to derive useful information about an ongoing transaction. It is a must, when the communication relies on a public channel and the identity of the
participants is exchanged during the transaction. fairCASH uses VPN/VPC as security measure
against attackers attempting to tap the channel.
√ OBJECTIVE: To hide the leakage of all useful information about any details of the transaction.
√ PRIMARY TOOL: The use of a VPN or VPC.
√ fairCASH RELATION: Emphasize the use of strong cryptography enforcing unobservability.
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3.2.8.5 Untraceability
Untraceability is considered to be a sub property of privacy. It requires unlinkability and is a
requirement for anonymity. It is effective if the evidence produced during an eCoin transaction is
statistically independent of the information exchanged between the eMint and a user during the
withdrawal and deposit phase. Please note, that it is general not achievable in the first and last
eCoin operation during withdrawals and deposits, if the source or target for the balance is an
identified account.
Digital Cash transactions should be fundamentally untraceable. It is a prerequisite for making any
flow analysis of all financial activities impossible. In our fairCASH system we have eCoins and
eWallets as identifiable objects with serial numbers. However, these objects are not interrelated
with each other or with a personal user identity. Therefore, there is no global hop-trace of moving
eCoins visible for the eMint nor are the eCoins carrying any information about their owners or
eWallet identities.
eCoin objects contain a serial number and can be identified. But due to the local nature of the
hop-log the eMint or any other third party cannot mandate their usage. Nevertheless it is
possible to offer the owners of these local stored transfer logs incentives to induce them for a
release. This can be done by offering a reward for specific eCoins and eDocs containing specific
serial numbers interested in or by doing a lottery for all posters. This could be one way of a
bunch of other possibilities in the hypothetical case, if the tamper-resistance of the eWallet is
broken and a party cannot be hindered from multi-spending. This offers a probabilistic chance of
deriving the serial-number identity of the eWallet and user certificate. Such a statistical backtrace possibility is depicted in Figure 8.
√ OBJECTIVE: No third party can tell whether two payments have been made by the same payer.
√ PRIMARY TOOL: The usage of the fairCASH ePayment system.
√ fairCASH RELATION: Due to strict anonymity objectives, untraceability is an indispensable value.
3.2.8.6 Unlinkability
Unlinkability is considered to be a sub property of privacy. If the eMint or someone else in a
payment system has the ability to chain transactional data produced by the same user, than there
is no privacy at all, because revealing the identity of the user or eWallet in only one payment
transaction also leads to the loss of anonymity in the other chained transactions. Unlinkability is a
system property, if the eMint or any other third party is impossible to link the evidence produced
by a user or eWallet in two different (electronic) payment transactions. The majority of the privacy
protecting payment systems in the literature intends to provide unconditional information theoretic
untraceability as a desirable feature.
√ OBJECTIVE: No ability for anybody to chain transactional data produced by the same user.
√ PRIMARY TOOL: The usage of the fairCASH ePayment system.
√ fairCASH RELATION: fairCASH provides unconditional unlinkability.
3.2.9

Concept of the proposed Protocol

At the beginning, the initiator transmits a connection request to the targeting peer. After the
successful establishment of the logical connection this peer becomes the so-called responder.
During this starting step, the initiator transmits a certificate for identifying and proving him being
valid. The receiving peer sees the pairing request and authorizes or declines it. In case of a positive
answer, an acknowledge will be sent. From now on the two peers are forming a logical P2P coupled
pair until the transaction ends. The VPN/VPC step includes the key exchange to enable the
establishment of a secure channel. This is important for the security of the later occurring payload
exchange. In the negotiation phase our parties ‘discuss’ the nature of the intended exchange
transfer. Our eDoc objects are the central information exchange media to reflect and to distribute
all information needed to enact the repudiation-free transaction. This includes the authorization
from the initiator and the responder to execute the transaction. During the value data exchange
phase, our eCoins are exchanged. The main payment is transferred from the payer to the payee
and the payee transfers the change together with the receipt back to the payer. At the end in the
termination phase, our protocol enters into the confirmation by exchanging and committing
acknowledges tickets. The protocol establishes the deal according to the well known paradigm in
the world of eCommerce ”money against a receipt”. A fairCASH deal has the following definition:
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•
•
•
•
•

Two prospective signatory entities mutually known sign a certain contract:
Seller ‘explains exchange’ between ‘goods or services’ and ‘payment’ to buyer by invoice,
Buyer ‘explains exchange’ by the payment transfer,
Seller ‘explains’ the successful payment transfer to buyer by receipt,
fCCP makes the transfer non-reputational for both parties.

In fairCASH such a deal contains the sequences of transfers and fair exchanges based on userinteraction, local computations, and local decisions in between two enabled interactions. Such a
deal results in both parties either being satisfied or neither both receiving anything. In the
negotiation phase, the contract defines the items like the currency, the amount and descriptions for
the business case. Signatures are reflecting an irrefutable and non-deniable liability of the signing
party.
3.2.9.1 Delayed-true two-party fair exchange of ‘eCoins for a receipt’
In non-electronic, traditional scenarios, fair exchange can be easily achieved by a physical
exchange over the counter, or by fixing the terms in a contract while settling arising disputes at
court or real-world notaries. In our eCommerce world we need a procedure capable to implement
fair exchange services: a protocol able to guarantee 25 this. Consider an exemplary case where
Alice 26 wants the transaction to be fully anonymous - not even Bob26 should know Alice's identity.
In this case, however, Bob will want to ensure that Alice remains unable to disavow the obligation
to pay. If the transaction is entirely electronic, each of the parties will need a mechanism to ensure
the other party will pay what is required. In an ideal fair exchange world, both parties involved in
the transaction protocol for conducting means of payment receive each other’s electronic tokens
(i.e. at the end of the protocol run both parties have what they want) or nothing (i.e. they are in
the same state as before execution of the protocol) [11, 69-71].
For our two-party exchange protocol implementing the ‘eCoin payment for a receipt’ transfer we
need at minimum the fairness, effectiveness, timeliness, non-repudiability and verifiability
attributes to be ‘fair’ [72]. However, for a real implementation, we have to regard more aspects.
We will see how to cope with that by only minimal extending their already well-known definition in
rare cases.
The non-repudiation property is essential for our fairCASH system, because of the dispute resolving
mechanism we need to recreate fairness. It provides our originator and recipient with valid
irrefutable evidence after completion of the protocol, without giving a party an advantage over the
other at any stage of the protocol run [73, 74], assuming that the communication channel between
the both peers is not permanently broken and can be totally insecure. Supposed, the recipient sent
a reply to provide the originator with sufficient evidence of receipt, there are two possible reasons
for such a reply not to arrive:
•
•

our assumption of the communication channel is wrong: it is unreliable. The reply has been
sent, but for some reasons it has not been delivered or
a communication party does not follow the protocol intentionally or accidentally.

It is impossible to differentiate this two reasons: The recipient may repudiate the receipt of a
message even if it was received by falsely claiming the failure of the communication channel. Fact
is that it is not possible to distinguish one situation from the other.

25
26

In fact, fairCASH is only able to do this after the message channel to the eMint is effective (restored).
Commonly used placeholder names for archetypal characters in the cryptography field used for convenience.
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Our teleportation protocol is optimistic [75] in the sense, that it allows the exchange of eCoins
without involving a TTP unless one of the parties behaves unfairly, aborts, or the communication
channel breaks down by producing potentially an unfair situation. The basic procedure pattern is as
follows:
1. Two parties, Alice [the originator] and Bob [the recipient] are wishing to enter into a
mutual ePayment action using the fairCASH system.
2. The protocol starts by the two parties promising each other a monetary exchange of a
specified type and amount of value by ‘signing an agreement’. Once agreed on the
negotiated terms, the exchange takes place by transferring each item using our underlying
teleportation protocol.
3. During the transfer execution, our protocol collects evidence in form of an eDoc message
object, which can be used for resolving disputes later on. The eCoins are mutually
exchanged (payment and change money), the payer gets his receipt as well as both
receive their non-repudiation tokens to ensure non-repudiability of the transaction.
4. After each party received its items they check for a match against the previous promises.
5. The teleportation exchange protocol ends either after a successful transfer, or in the unsuccessfully case.
6. In case of any failure or any party misbehaving the following fairness restoring actions take
place:
•

No loss of fairness happened, no need for a fairness recreation procedure: An
automatic local rollback to reset the eWallet state is done. In this case the eMint will
not get involved.

•

In rare cases the failure is not recoverable with the local resources of a single party.
Then, regarding our heuristic policy ‘no profit from any failure’, the affected eCoins are
“controlled annihilated”. Our protocol creates an acceptable proof (affidavit) for an
external arbiter (eMint) to auto-resolve the dispute later assuming there is a reliable
communication channel between each party with a loss or in exceptional cases for a
court of justice; both outside of the transfer protocol [46]. The recovery phase is not a
part of our P2P transfer protocol. That is why we call it a ‘delayed-true’ but not a ‘true’
fair exchange. Nevertheless, all of these disputed actions can be done automatically
without any user involvement 27.

fairCASH provides delayed-true fair exchange of a payment for a receipt. It falls under the twoparty true exchange category [69, 76]. The exchange is implemented as two virtually parallel
transfers [77, 78] of eCoin [payment] and eDoc [fact-proof-log] objects. The importance of these
transfers’ lies is the ability making them atomic, not provided by two subsequent transfers, which
give the first party an advantage achieving completeness. Our true fairness exchange capability
has to guarantee such an atomic parallelism for the exchange of eCoins and receipts; we therefore
need a protocol satisfying the following three properties of fairness, effectiveness and timeliness
[79].
√ OBJECTIVE: Provide delayed-true 2-party fair exchange of our ‘eCoins for a receipt’ paradigm.
√ PRIMARY TOOL: The usage of the fairCASH ePayment system.
√ fairCASH RELATION: This defines the central technology of the fairCASH system.

27

With the exception to disclose the identity for a reimbursement, due to the policy of our eMint in such a case.
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3.2.9.2 Fairness
Fairness implies that the participants of a transaction, often referred to as Alice and Bob, finish the
protocol for transferring electronic tokens (also denoted “transaction protocol” herein) in a fair
state. Generally interpreting fair transfer of electronic tokens as a distributed transaction has a
conceptual advantage: Such concept is quite well understood. Nevertheless, protocols for fair
transfer of electronic tokens require a coordinating instance, a trusted party. This introduces a
completely new bunch of aspects. Fair exchange has been studied under many different headings
and from many different perspectives [62]. The degree of fairness can range from ‘probabilistic’
over to ‘weak’, ‘strong’ up to ‘true’ and – introduced by this thesis - ‘delayed-true’ [46, 72, 80, 81].
•
•
•
•
•

Probabilistic: Concerns to protocols without TP. It guarantees fairness only with some probability.
Weak 28: Disputes have to be handled externally, the system issues only affidavits attestations.
Strong 29: ‘Strong’ is identical to ‘weak’, except that a fairness distortion can be handled automatically.
True: Same as ‘strong’ plus property of revocability/generatability with unconditional non-repudiation.
Delayed-true: same as ‘true’ but fairness is recreated after the (first) protocol run in a separate step 30.

Researchers call protocols to be ‘weak-fair-exchange’ ones if they offer only after-the-fact dispute
resolution, which may not always be possible. Cases for such an impossibility can be multi-faceted;
e.g. a transaction can be cross-boarder transcending geographical boundaries, where judgment
with different legal frameworks might be cumbersome. Fair exchange protocols, which try to avoid
disputes and ensure if disputes arise they are resolved within the system without requiring human
judges, are called ‘true-fair-exchange’. The difference between the two main base cases lies in the
ability and the type of available service: In the weak case, the system has to be available
continuously without interruption while in systems with strong fairness this condition can be
relaxed to the continually repeatedly, possibly with interruptions operation case [81].
The main difference related to eCommerce between the weak and strong case is, partners in the
strong case protocol have their exchanged items, or both gained no additional information about
their vice versa items when the protocol has completed. If there is the possibility that a correctly
behaving node (Alice or Bob) can only prove to an arbiter (eMint) an unfair situation has occurred
we have weak fairness. The most important difference between weak and strong is the ability to
resolve a fairness distortion INSIDE or OUTSIDE of the system [82]. True fairness includes the
weak and strong case.
We are using a delayed-true system because we are splitting the fairness reconstruction process
from our teleportation based transfer protocol. The drawback is the price to pay for such
separation: a temporary intermediate state of potential unfairness in rare situations. This situation
is cleared in a separate (automatic) protocol step within the down streamed fairness reconstruction
process. We will discuss the possibilities later in the protocol section of our thesis. For good is it
makes the transfer process completely independent from external services (off-line) and produces
affidavits attestations for latter automatic system-internal fairness reconstruction, if the TTP (our
eMint) is (again) available to the eWallet. In most cases this is expected to be done immediately
after such an event. An ePayment system with delayed-true fairness is the better one for the user
due to the harder requirements of the system itself (with respects to the ‘true’) to guarantee its
attributes, the mode of service operation is more realistic. At the end our fairCASH system
guarantees either the
•
•
•

payee got the eCoins together with a ‘Non-Repudiation-of-Receipt’ (NRR) evidence for the
payment itself and the
payer got the corresponding receipt as well as the correlated ‘Non-Repudiation-of-Origin’
(NRO) evidence for it, or
none of them got any payment at all.

In this last case delayed-true fairness is achieved. In the successful case the non-repudiation
evidences produced during the transaction are independent of how the protocol was executed. It is
guaranteed by the system in an automatically way without further communication with the other
party that [46]:
1. All parties are always guaranteed to terminate the exchange and
2. no party ever commits the exchange if the items to be delivered are not those expected.
28
29
30

Sometimes called ‘justice‘.
Sometimes called ‘compassion‘.
This is our (new) definition introduced within this thesis.
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The fairness of our teleportation protocol is based upon four exchange-enabling properties of
transfers:
1. Sender verifiability: A sender can convince our eMint a correct recipient was able to obtain
eCoins.
2. Recipient verifiability: A recipient can convince our eMint it was unable to obtain eCoins.
Recipient verifiability can, e.g., be provided by asking an eMint whether a particular eCoin
has been deposited or not. Furthermore the eCoin needs to be blacklisted in order to
prevent later repeated deposit [54].
3. Strong generatability and compensation: A generatable token like an eCoin is an item
which can be generated by a trustee – here our eMint – in case the receiving party can
prove it behaved correctly [62]. Due to the fact, that our eMint is able to guarantee
generatability by minting and providing new eCoins we have strong generatability. Due to
the fact that our eMint does replace lost eCoins with new ones instead of items with the
same serial number we have in fact only compensation. This can be viewed as a special
form of generatability, as the trustee is only able to generate something of equal value.
4. Strong revocability: Revocability means that a (trusted) third party – again our eMint – is
able to revoke a given transfer within a certain time, i.e., render the received item
unusable. In fact, the transfer (the transaction) cannot be undone. What is meant, that the
transferred value (eCoins) are rendered useless. An item (eCoin) is called revocable if a
trustee can revoke it in the case it has sufficient evidence to do so. Thus, revocation can be
used to undo an exchange that cannot be completed [62, 83]. Due to the fact that our
eMint is able to guarantee revocation by providing and distributing blacklists of eCoins, we
have strong revocability.
To summarize, we can define our payment scheme as a delayed-true fair exchange of values where
two parties want to exchange one item for another: ‘eCoins for a receipt’. The central security
requirement on this kind of exchange is fairness. We redefine the definition for a true fair exchange
to two analogous statements where the recipient has to send a reply providing the originator
sufficient evidence of receipt by following the proceeding definition [75]:
•

•

An exchange is fair and fairness is achieved ‘delayed’ 31 if either each player fulfills its
obligation and receives the item it expects [sender obtained an additional ‘Evidence of
Receipt’ (EoR) and receiver gets the payment as well as the ‘Evidence of Origin’ (EoO)] or
neither one of the players receives anything [69].
A non-repudiation protocol is fair if it provides the originator and the recipient with valid
irrefutable evidence after completion of the protocol without giving a party an advantage
over the other at any stage of the protocol run [73].

Such exchange ensures, that – even in the dishonest case - either our payer or payee can gain an
advantage by misbehaving, misrepresenting or by prematurely aborting our ePayment protocol
[61].
√ OBJECTIVE: Providing delayed-true fairness in an ePayment system.
√ PRIMARY TOOL: The usage of the fairCASH ePayment system.
√ fairCASH RELATION: fairCASH provides delayed-true fairness to its users.

31

and not: ‘at the end of the exchange protocol execution’.
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3.2.9.3 Non-repudiation

32

In general non-repudiation is not an essential requirement for fair exchange protocols [72],
offering payer and payee dispute-free message transmission. As will be explained in further detail
below, non-repudiation is part of the (in our fairCASH case) out-of-protocol dispute resolving
mechanism after a failed transaction that handles occurrence or non-occurrence of a claimed event
or action in order to enable the settlement of disputes [46, 84, 85]. Additionally, it satisfies
properties such as privacy and anonymity. Both, the protocol originator, which receives its NonRepudiation of Receipt (NRR) evidence, and the recipient, which receives his message, and the
Non-Repudiation of Origin (NRO) evidence (this process is also called evidence collection during
the protocol run) have that at the end after a correct and complete exchange or none of them
receive any valid evidence. Non-repudiation is composed of four distinct phases: the evidence
generation, the transfer and storage of its messages, their verification and the disputes resolution.
Following important non-repudiation services are distinguished [86]:
•
•
•
•

Non-Repudiation of Origin (NRO): Protection of the recipient against the originator’s false
denial of having approved the content of a message and of having sent a message [80].
NRO is achieved by digitally signing the message by an Evidence of Origin (EoO) token.
Non-Repudiation of Receipt (NRR): Protection of the originator against a recipient’s false
denial of having received a message [80]. NRR requires the message recipient to send back
a digitally signed acknowledgment named an Evidence of Receipt (EoR).
Non-Repudiation of Submission (NRS): Protection against the originator’s false denial of
having submitted the message to the delivery agent. NRS is not used in our fairCASH
environment.
Non-Repudiation of Delivery (NRD): Facilitated by evidence that the message was
forwarded by the delivery agent. NRD also is not used in the fairCASH environment.

A possible (here not used) approach achieving fairness is realized by the Gradual Secret Release
(GSR) of information over many rounds [46, 62, 72, 80, 87]. During each round the level of
knowledge about the message and non-repudiation evidence increases. Every party collects bits of
information about the other party’s item [44, 47, 56, 61, 63, 87-94]. The idea behind this is
simple: If either party stops before the protocol run is complete, the information advantage of one
party over the other is only small. However, this approach may be not desirable as it is inefficient
due to the high communication overhead and works only beneath the assumption of equal
computational power, which seems to be unrealistic in practice and undesirable from a theoretical
point of view.
For example consider the following example scenario of a transaction between two users, referred
to as Alice and Bob. Bob, the merchant, wishes to be able to prove that Alice authorized the
ePayment transaction in order to ensure Alice will not attempt to deny it later. He also wants an
assurance that Alice has the funds to pay, and that the money will be transferred to him. In some
circumstances both, Alice and Bob may also wish to avoid revealing the fact of the transaction
against third parties33. Meanwhile, Alice wishes to ensure unauthorized payments were impossible
so Bob cannot deny having received her payment, and that the fact of transaction is private. To
achieve this every transaction needs to be permanent. That means no one being able to reverse
the transaction and take the money back. Nobody will honor any request to undo the transaction
performed by an authorized user. The only way of getting the money back is if the recipient spends
it back to the originating eWallet. If the payer is uncertain if the payee eWallet’s identification he
entered or selected is correct, a direct payee contact for confirmation of the correct eWallet
identification is the only way. If there is any reason to doubt whether the payee will deliver the
goods or services being promised, a trusted third party (but not our eMint) needs to be engaged to
serve as an escrow agent.

32
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German technical terms: [Verantwortlichkeit und Verbindlichkeit bzw. Unleugbarkeit].
easily done within the fairCASH system by e.g. HTTPS protocol chaining to fCCP.
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NRR and NRO capabilities prevent and/or protect the payee and payer from acting/suffering
dishonest in a transaction against any false denial a particular event or action has taken place and
provides trust to the fairCASH system. In general it ensures an agreed contract cannot be denied
later on by any of the parties (payer or payee) involved, once the payment has been given or
granted from one party to the other. The payer or eMint has no technical means to force the
recipient to ‘undo’ the transaction. In the financial world such behavior is known as ‘final payment’.
It is a must to resolve as many conflicts as possible automatically within the exchange system
itself, thus increasing the degree of fairness [62]. This may very easy to achieve for face-to-face
agreements, however, for remote transactions it is not. The challenging part of non-repudiation is
to avoid one of the implied entities to cheat. To ensure this when Alice sends some information to
Bob, neither Alice nor Bob can deny having participated in part or whole of this communication;
meaning it can be respectively verified the sender and the recipient were, in fact, the parties,
which claimed to send or receive the message. In other words: NRO proves data has been sent,
and NRR proves it has been received. Without guaranteeing a fair exchange of our eCoins against a
receipt within our ePayment transaction protocol, nobody would want to use that system. As will
become more apparent from the following, non-repudiation is supported in the transaction system
proposed herein by, explicitly:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

binding payer and payee with evidence objects (eDoc 34) to the payment transaction,
blocking potential fraud attempts trying to repudiate the transaction,
supporting the legal right system by creating evidence,
validating evidence referring to the payment transaction,
assuming a state of mutual distrust for both parties involved in a transaction,
resolving disputes about a transaction by generation of valid irrefutable provable evidence,
realizing a fair exchange of values “eCoins for a receipt”.

√ OBJECTIVE: Preventing a party from denying a previous action.
√ PRIMARY TOOL: Usage of a fair exchange non-repudiation protocol in combination with a TTP.
√ fairCASH RELATION: fairCASH adopts these attributes as part of its fairness properties.
3.2.9.4 ACID
This abbreviation stands for Atomicity, Consistency, Isolation, and Durability, first used in
database environments to enable transaction processing. It is a sub property of integrity to
guarantee fairness. It allows putting a logical frame around even multiple individual operations
treated as a single logical actions, called to be a transaction. In this way this property guarantees
the reliable processing of i.e. debiting one account and crediting another. It is the problem of state
inconsistency what makes them become part of our teleportation commitment scheme. Applying
these property rules is not an easy task in our fairCASH environment: Network connections may
fail, eWallets could be flawed or users might want to abuse the system. Our fairCASH system uses
them as part of the overall fairness property to reduce an unknown state to a well-known
manageable situation. Using such disposability most cases of erratic behavior can be transformed
into atomic rollback scenarios, achieving an armored safe pay-load transfer process by inserting an
‘Enter’ and a ‘Leave’ comprising all the usual properties of fair exchange including non-repudiation
to the action. ‘Enter’ marks the state when the transaction begins and ‘Leave’ when it ends.
Situations not covered by the rollback approach are handled separately.

34

an object we use in our later presented teleportation protocol.
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The following four properties are commonly used and referred to as the ACID 35 properties [95]:
•

•

•

•

Atomicity: Refers to the ability of guaranteeing either all of the tasks of a transaction are
performed or none (all or nothing). If something went wrong a rollback is able to restore
the state before the transaction started [96]. In our fairCASH system, atomicity ensures
eCoins are neither created nor destroyed during an exchange transaction. The role of
atomicity as generic property for electronic commerce with special attention to proposals
for Digital Cash was first documented by Tygar [97].
Consistency: In our fairCASH case both protocol parties must agree on critical facts of the
exchange by following the protocol. This includes as well the fact, that a specific
transaction is completed. The consistency property constrains the integrity for all parties
involved.
Isolation: Transactions should not interfere with each other. In case of an overlapping
transaction request the protocol has to rearrange and schedule the sequence of
transactions executed in non-concurrent serial order. Therefore no operation outside a
transaction can ever see the data in an intermediate state.
Durability: Even if one or more in the protocol involved eWallets crashes it must be
possible to recover to the last consistent state to guarantee that eCoins being available to a
user before the crash will survive a system failure and do not disappear after a restart 36.
This guarantees the normal expectations of the user to a persistent and reliable eWallet.

√ OBJECTIVE: Achieving atomicity, consistency, isolation & durability within our fairCASH system.
√ PRIMARY TOOL: The use of transactional elements within our fCCP teleportation protocol.
√ fairCASH RELATION: fairCASH adopts these attributes as part of its fairness property.
3.2.9.5 Fail-stop
A protocol is of fail-stop type if, whenever a critical issue is detected, all causally follow-up
messages in the next step or later are not to be sent: The protocol will be halted and terminated.
Fail-stop behavior in a protocol is a construction mechanism, which is able to reduce the
complexity because of the reduction of complexity of the threat conditions. fairCASH uses this
behavior to minimize possible leakage of information.
Our teleportation protocol applies to the fail-stop principle [98], terminating the protocol when an
active attack is detected, rather than releasing information valuable to the attacker. Therefore the
protocol partner receives either the expected (correct) message or a timeout. The specific property
character of fail-stop cryptographic protocols is their termination whenever an (active) attack is
detected. This suppress the release of valuable information for the attacker, e.g. in case of denialof-service attacks [69]. It even provides safety against the Byzantine failure model because a failstop does not allow operation in case of incorrect behavior. This helps to facilitate the protocol
design to wind down the countermeasures restricting them for passive attacks and malicious
insiders [98].
Of the utmost significance is our time trap in the “critical section” during the TCritical time window as
shown in Figure 25 and Figure 26. The technical base is a CASTOR hardware timer inside the
eWallet. The usage is as follows: Before a message is expected to be received the maximum
waiting time (calculated for the specific expected message) for a timeout trigger will be preset and
the down counting process gets started. It is necessary to set the maximal transfer time for this
timeout trigger. We have added objects into our teleportation protocol to measure the RX/TX
transmission time. The initial set timeout value represents the time window within the message
reception is expected and is calculated considering the following facts:
•
•
•

35
36

Average quality of the transmission channel (half round trip time, payload transfer speed),
message size or how many bit of data are expected to be transferred,
in addition, additional grace time to reflect setup delays and asymmetric processing time.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ACID.
The opposite is – of course – also true following our heuristic motto ‘no profit from any failure’.
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We assume an upper barrier (see Table 18) for the one-way network induced delay of the message
transmission time [99]. Time resolution steps in milliseconds are still long enough to assure
transient atmospherics, drifts of oscillators, jitters and transfer latencies are obviously below our
resolution. If the time-trap down-counting timer ever expires (reaches zero) before the message is
received the whole transaction is automatically invalidated by a timeout event. In such a case our
teleportation transfer fail-stop; in all other cases the time-trap is deactivated, ready to receive the
timeout trigger preset for the next message.
√ OBJECTIVE: Making a protocol fail-stop.
√ PRIMARY TOOL: The implementation of fail-stop properties into the exchange protocol.
√ fairCASH RELATION: fairCASH adopts fail-stop as part of its fairness property.
3.2.9.6 Rollback-ability

37

The major rule in a delayed-true fair exchange system is the enforcement of the fairness attribute.
Under all circumstances both parties have always to receive either each other’s items or nothing.
The easiest way to achieve this behavior is the provisioning of active online TTPs. In such case the
TTP receives information from each party involved in the transaction before forwarding it to the
other party. Even in cases of unsuccessful transactions (if the participant’s node experiences
failures) as a result if any party [76] misbehaves or prematurely quits, the protocol has to ensure
no loss of fairness; no harm caused to the other party.
fCCP supports fail-stop, what is used for the protocol logic to rollback the whole transaction in most
cases without the help of the eMint 38. We do, however, rely on the eMint for ensuring delayed-true
fair exchange in case of problems, where rollbacks are not possible to recreate the fairness. In
such low probability case our protocol fail-stops with the effect of losing the eCoins involved in the
relevant transaction. However, this incident can be proved by collecting evidence during the whole
protocol execution up to the failure position so that our eMint (in the role of a TTP) is able to
compensate by eCoin generatability for the party with the loss on an out-of-protocol level. Our
eMint gets not involved unless a problem occurs, thus the use of the eMint is kept to a minimum
level in the presence of faults or in the case of dishonest participants which do not follow the
protocol (e.g. not playing fair) [46].
There is no need for manual dispute resolution; the reestablishment of two-party fair exchange will
be handled outside the main teleportation protocol in an automatic manner. Later in the protocol
description section we will see that the fault case evidence generates a cryptographic proof (based
upon the CASTOR characteristics integrated in our eWallet), which can be auto-sent (e.g. by eMail)
from the peer with the loss to the eMint, claiming compensation.
√ OBJECTIVE: Solve most inconsistency state problems locally and provide a solution for the rest.
√ PRIMARY TOOL: Usage of a reliable transaction processing system.
√ fairCASH RELATION: Achieving rollbacks are an important fairness factor.
3.2.9.7 Well-defined
Protocols are called well-defined [46] if they provide the following two attributes:
•

‘Being atomic’: A protocol is atomic if it either recovers to complete the protocol run in case
of protocol flow interruptions or it rolls back to the state before starting. This will be a
required part of the non-repudiation capability.

•

‘Able to provide evidence’: The whole fairness property among other objectives has the
task to give both protocol parties the ability to prove a transaction did in fact complete or
in all other cases either if possible to undo by a rollback or to generate the ability to
compensate.

√ OBJECTIVE: Making a protocol well-defined.
√ PRIMARY TOOL: Adding the ‘atomic’ and ‘evidence provision’ property to the exchange protocol.
√ fairCASH RELATION: fairCASH adopts the ‘well-defined’ attribute as part of its fairness property.

37
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German technical terms: [Wiederherstellung des letzten konsistenten lokalen Zustandes].
but acting in the interest of our eMint.
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3.2.9.8 Timeliness
A two-party transaction protocol owns this property if both parties are always be able to reach in a
finite amount of time a point in the protocol where they can stop the protocol while preserving the
same level of fairness [43, 100]. That means, each honest party can complete the protocol
unilaterally without any cooperation of the other (potentially malicious) party at any possible state
in the protocol execution. This property is provided by a non-repudiation protocol. The definition of
timeliness applies only for honest protocols and participants under the assumption the quality of
the communication channel is not changed during the protocol run. Such protocols are also called
“time independent”. This property is only to be characterized by asynchronous protocols as if the
one fairCASH is using (fCCP).
√ OBJECTIVE: Guarantee users to reach the end of a transaction within a finite amount of time.
√ PRIMARY TOOL: This property is provided by a non-repudiation protocol.
√ fairCASH RELATION: Our teleportation guarantee timely conclusion for every protocol run.
3.2.9.9 Verifiability

39

We have to delimit two outward forms: sender and recipient verifiability (against a TP). If in the
first case a payer (sender) can convince our eMint (third party) a correct payee (recipient) has
been able to obtain the money we obtain sender verifiability. This can be done very simple by
forwarding the generated local eDoc object to the verifying party. In our second case a payee
(recipient) can convince our eMint (third party) he was unable to obtain the money from a correct
payer. The procedure is the same as in the first case: The generated local eDoc needs to be
forwarded to the verifying party. Our eMint internally can check whether a particular eCoin has
been deposited or not, thus increasing evidence. Furthermore, the affected eCoins can be
blacklisted in order to prevent their later deposit (eliminating multi-spending).
√ OBJECTIVE: Give payer and payee proofs about the result of a payment in their hands.
√ PRIMARY TOOL: Forwarding the local transfer eDoc of the particular transaction to our eMint.
√ fairCASH RELATION: fairCASH adopts the ‘verifiability’ attribute as part of its fairness property.
3.2.9.10 TTP: Optimistic (off-line)
A trusted third party is a player in the fair exchange protocol acting like an escrow agent. The
transacting and items exchanging parties rely on this player to ensure fairness will be achieved at
the end of the protocol. It is generally assumed that the TTP will not misbehave or collude with one
of the transacting parties 40. The usage of a TTP can be a source of bottleneck for (payment)
protocols. Not only is the performance of a TTP an issue, but also its vulnerability to denial of
service attacks.
However in the fairCASH system we do rely on the service of our eMint, ensuring delayed-true fair
exchange in case of problems, where rollbacks to recreate fairness are not possible. It is assumed
that most of the time there is no conflict case. Our eMint only gets involved when something goes
wrong, e.g. if one party was cheating or the communication channel was interrupted during the
transaction. The probability of these cases is small; it is expected that the ask (take) rate of our
eMint is low to settle unfair situations. Therefore, we need its service only in a very limited fashion;
thus the use of the TTP is kept at a minimum level.

39
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German technical terms: [Prüfbarkeit].
This is an assumption that makes the work much easier, but it can be proved in our fairCASH system.
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There are the following different strategies or types of a TTP:
•
•
•

On-line: Such a TTP needs to be involved in every transaction.
Transparent TTP: The generated non-repudiation evidences are the same regardless of
whether the TTP is involved or not in the protocol execution.
Optimistic (off-line): This term applies [46, 75] if the TTP is not contacted unless a conflict
occurred 41 during the protocol execution because the honest user process does not need
any involvement to achieve normal termination. In such case no interaction with the TTP
takes place before, during, or after the exchange phase is initiated. Therefore, optimistic
protocols are the best choice for most applications: In the error-free case they achieve a
better performance. Our fairCASH adapts to this: it does not require an eMint for active
involvement nor does it take part in the normal or invariably cases. In the vast majority of
protocol executions our eMint will not need to get involved at all except in presence of the
conflict case for compensating loss [76, 101] by generatability [83] or handling multispended eCoins. Because of this, our ePayments are mostly a true P2P teleportation only.

Our delayed-fair exchange protocol uses an optimistic TTP (the eMint). Thus, our eMint in no case
comprises a performance or trust bottleneck while still being able to guarantee fairness in case of
disagreement, misbehavior, or failure.
√ OBJECTIVE: In case of protocol failure, a loss or multi-spending situation has to be handled.
√ PRIMARY TOOL: Usage of an optimistic TTP.
√ fairCASH RELATION: The fairness of our system relies on the existence of an optimistic eMint.
3.2.9.11 TTP: Generatability
In case of fairCASH, generatability means the eMint is able to produce a value replacement for a
lost eCoin without any party’s cooperation. Due to multi-spending identification procedures
replacing one eCoin by another should not recreate the serial number of the original eCoin.
√ OBJECTIVE: Able to create a value replacement for lost eCoins.
√ PRIMARY TOOL: Minting new eCoins.
√ fairCASH RELATION: The eMint in our fairCASH system provides generatability.
3.2.9.12 TTP: Revocability
In case of fairCASH revocability means the eMint is able to blacklist eCoins (and eWallets, too, by
the RCA) without any party’s cooperation. However, the eMint CANNOT undo or block the off-line
transfer of an eCoin. Such an action renders the affected eCoins unusable, but not immediately.
The revocation lists have a distinct travel time requirements to reach most of the eWallets in a
distributed system.
√ OBJECTIVE: Able to render eCoins unusable.
√ PRIMARY TOOL: Issuing and injecting blacklists into the fairCASH system.
√ fairCASH RELATION: The eMint in our fairCASH system provides revocability for eCoins.
3.2.9.13 Abuse-freeness
Following the standard notation protocols are told to have the abuse-freeness property if it is
“impossible for a single entity at any point in the protocol to be able to prove to an outside party
that he has the power to either terminate (abort) or successfully complete the protocol” (determine
the outcome of the protocol) [102, 103]. In our fairCASH system such a question is irrelevant
because due to the teleportation principle the eMint is not involved during any transaction
(excluding the withdraw and deposit cases). It is also only academic to ask if our eMint is
trustworthy because all eCoins floating in the system are minted by the eMint; participation of our
fairCASH system implicitly demands that trust 42. The two remaining questions are:
•
•

41
42

Is our eMint able to deny the validity of eCoins presented to it?
Is our eMint able to refuse the collected evidence for a loss situation?

Conflict cases in our fairCASH system are the loss of eCoins and the multi-spending case.
Due to the eMint batch production certificates of the Type-VII is easy to control the eCoin release behavior.
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We will see later by discussing our fairCASH system in more detail, that it is impossible for the
eMint being evil. She cannot deny her own signature contained in every eCoin. The operation of the
multi-spending database can be facilitated in such a way, that it is also impossible to tell the
inveracity about the multi-spending status for the questioned eCoins.
√ OBJECTIVE: Achieving a fair safe abuse-free exchange ePayment protocol operation.
√ PRIMARY TOOL: Usage of the fairCASH system.
√ fairCASH RELATION: fairCASH offers its users the property of being abuse-free.
3.2.10 Efficiency
This asset is mostly defined in the algorithmic field over computational expenses in terms of
complexity according to the computing function or minimal runtime to calculate a solution. An
algorithm is efficient if it provides the result with a minimum number of protocol steps. In our
fairCASH system it is a manifold indispensable property in the following cases:
•
•
•

Cutting the operational costs of the entire system down to a minimum,
limiting the complexity of the eWallet without scarifying our security needs,
solving the problematic nature of multi-spending in an effective and sustainable way.

√ OBJECTIVE: Achieving a solution with the minimum possible complexity.
√ PRIMARY TOOL: Efficient implementation of our teleportation transfer engine.
√ fairCASH RELATION: fairCASH offers its users this property.
3.2.10.1 Availability

43

Availability is guaranteed if the following is not in any way impaired:
•
•

Functionality of hardware and software (through errors),
continuity of operation (through technical failures, disasters, or acts of sabotage).

√ OBJECTIVE: Maintaining a high level of disposability.
√ PRIMARY TOOL: Integrated redundancy builds in the system and avoidance of bottlenecks.
√ fairCASH RELATION: fairCASH is built in such a way to achieve this property.
3.2.10.2 Effectiveness
The power to be effective and so far the quality of being able to bring about an effect is the central
goal of effectiveness. In our ePayment case it is the sum of all expenditures and labor needed to
get the majority of payments transactions well done. Translated into our fairCASH technical
requirements in combination with environmental services and the collateral costs associated with
their provision gives another clear definition: A fairCASH electronic payment transaction has to be
cheap, including the capital expenditure and their asset costs, setup outlays and operational
expenses of the entire system. Efficiency can be measured in numerous ways, e.g.:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Number and size of messages to make an exchange transfer,
number of (asymmetrically) cryptographic operations for a single exchange transfer,
amount of memory storage space required for an eWallet,
amount of program code required for our eWallet functionality,
performance of our eWallet environment facilitating the computations,
performance of our selected algorithms and implemented cryptographic primitives,
costs for operating the eMint, the certification system and the fairCASH infrastructure,
costs for the Internet Service Provider (ISP) networking and infrastructure services,
cost of the eWallet ownership.

√ OBJECTIVE: Maintaining a high level of being able to bring about an effect.
√ PRIMARY TOOL: The usage of our fairCASH system.
√ fairCASH RELATION: fairCASH is built in such a way to achieve this property.

43

German technical terms: [Verfügbarkeit].
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3.2.10.3 Transferability

44

Transferability (reusability) [104] is a well-known feature of physical cash which allows a user to
spend an eCoin that he just received from a payment – without having to contact any third party
in-between. We refer to a payment as a transfer if the payee can use the received eCoin in a
subsequent payment. A payment system is transferable if it allows at least one transfer per eCoin.
The initial withdraw for the payer from the bank and the final payment deposit done by the payee
at the end of that chain is considerable not counted a transfer. A transferable electronic cash
system is off-line by definition since on-line systems require communication with the eMint (bank)
during each payment.

Figure 7: Transferability of eCoins on their way through the economy.
Figure 7 shows a hopping path of three transactions. The first (withdraw) and the final (deposit)
payment are not considered as hop transactions, although they still are teleportation transfers.
Transferable electronic cash systems are more efficient than others are because they require less
interaction with the bank. Some transferable eCash systems described in literature have a property
where the eCoin "grow in size" (i.e., accumulate more bits) each time it is spent [48].
This has two direct consequences: It is at best only a conditional anonymous system and it limits
the number of transfers. If the eCoin size grows to its limit the maximum number of transfers is
reached. We will discuss later how our proposed fairCASH system adds the transferability feature
disconnected from the unwanted property of eCoin growth.
√ OBJECTIVE: Providing unlimited transferability of eCoins.
√ PRIMARY TOOL: The usage of P2P teleporting eWallets with unrestricted hop-counts for eCoins.
√ fairCASH RELATION: fairCASH uses eCoins with an unlimited number of possible transfers.
3.2.11 Integrity and Stability

45

It is in the intention of the architect to maintain and ensure integrity and stability of information
and systems. Part of this is a combination of the safety and liveness properties: Safety guaranties
unwanted states of the system are never reached while liveness states only wanted states can be
reached. A general constraint for this behavior is data integrity; information moving through the
system never gets unauthorized tampered or deleted. Integrity on system level helps to secure the
main protocol engine not to degrade in performance and to resist most of all hacker attacks. For
additional assurance backups are recommended in most cases. Comparing backup files via
checksums will reveal if and when data has been changed. In the event of data corruption backups
ensure the availability of a reliable data copy46.
As in any payment system ours also offers a potential for criminal abuse with the intention either of
cheating the system (creating money from nothing) or using the payment mechanism to facilitate
other crimes. To be secure against such a real threat our system has to be designed in a way
44
45
46

German technical terms: [Transferabilität, Wiederbenutzbarkeit, Mehrfachumlauf].
German technical terms: [Integrität und Stabilität].
That’s why a RAID-1 storage principle should be used for the persistent eCoins guarded inside the eWallet.
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abuse is hard to achieve. However, two cases have to be considered, one analogous to
counterfeiting of physical cash and a second, new one related to the ability of cloning eCoins:
1. Token forgery, or creating a valid-looking eCoin without making a corresponding eMint
(bank) withdrawal.
2. Multi-spending the same eCoins more than once, prosecuting their own perpetual
“monetary minting” machine.
We will now discuss the characterization of the related possible integrity threats in our eCoin based
payment system and protective features acting as multiple ramparts against these security threats.
√ OBJECTIVE: Maintain and ensure integrity and stability of a token-based ePayment system.
√ PRIMARY TOOL: Usage of authenticity and reliability functionality in the whole system.
√ fairCASH RELATION: It is our objective to reach the best possible maximum of security.
3.2.11.1 Unforgeability

47

Token forgery is the first possibility out of two choices to counterfeit eMoney. To protect against it
one relies on the usual authenticity functions of eMint identification and message integrity. Note
that eMint identification means the creating bank is being identified by an eCoin itself. In our
fairCASH system eCoins cannot be forged as long as the underlying cryptography primitives are
correctly implemented and not broken. Their validity is checked in every transaction from the
receiving eWallet against the certificate of the issuing eMint.
√ OBJECTIVE: Preventing a party to create money from nothing.
√ PRIMARY TOOL: Usage of authenticity functions in the protocol and object integrity in the eCoin.
√ fairCASH RELATION: It is our objective to reach the best possible maximum of security.
3.2.11.2 Multispending

48

Multiple eCoin spending is the second possibility of two for counterfeiting eMoney [104]. Although it
is tempting to create eCash systems in which transmission and storage media are secure, these
goals will certainly be hard to achieve. Thus we need techniques of dealing with counterfeiting 49.
Because of Digital Cash is represented by a bunch of bits, the service operator (bank) of any
ePayment system is very anxious to ensure all copies of the Digital Cash created by any hostile
third party will be un-spendable, or at least very easy to detect. Multiple spending – also commonly
called multi-spending, re-spending, double-spending, and repeat-spending – is the usage of the
same token over again (twice or more times). It happens in our system, if more than one copy of
an eCoin (with the same serial number) is attempted to being used.

Figure 8: Travel trails through the economy of multi-spent eCoins.
47
48
49

or falsifiability. German technical terms: [Falschgeld durch eigene Münzung].
German technical terms: [Falschgeld durch Münzkopien].
Fraud always happens, even in systems based on bank accounts and credit cards.
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The copying of eCoins and their off-line injection into the system will not be recognized until two
copies of the same eCoin are cashed in (deposited) at the eMint. Figure 8 visualizes the
multispending case: An attacker manages to manipulate five eWallets being loaded with identical
eCoin quins. After releasing them into the economy, every eCoin copy is on its multi-hop way to
the eMint. That leaves a principle gap of uncertainty, where an evidence check is beyond of our
cognition level, starting from the moment of first eCoin delivery up to the clearing at the eMint. It
translates into the insight every payment using eCoins operates under race conditions for all
traversed eWallet owners in the respective hop-chain: The one reaching the eMint first will cause a
successfully eCoin clearing while all the hypothetical other hop-chains carrying identical eCoin
copies will not. If more than a single instance requests clearing at the eMint a user cooperational
log investigation back trace for all identical eCoins can be issued [17].
Multiple spending is that central mayor misuse concern faced by all (token based) off-line
ePayment systems. The way of handling this challenge decides about their fitness for practical use.
Since an eCoin consists of digital information it is indistinguishable as valid-looking after it has
been spent as it was before. Speaking about multi-spending we need to differentiate between online and off-line ePayment systems. On-line systems prevent multi-spending by requiring
merchants to contact the bank's computer with every sale. The bank computer maintains a
database of all the eCoins spent and easily can indicate to the merchant if a given eCoin is still
spendable or if it is to be rejected for deposit. If the bank says the eCoin has already been spent,
the merchant refuses the sale. This ‘before-the-fact’ preventing it from happening procedure is
very similar to the way merchants currently verify credit cards at the Point-of-Sale (PoS). As
mostly, prevention is clearly preferable although not always achievable. In the off-line case the
best we can do is to detect when multiple spending has occurred ‘after-the-fact’, trying to identify
the culprit (only easily possible within conditional privacy protecting systems). By reducing our
view to off-line anonymous token payment systems (including physical cash) we see two general
claims, which need to be addressed:
•
•

The efficiency of an ePayment system to prevent most multi-spending occurrences is
important. If its likelihood is 100%, we call it multi-spending-immune. An example for this
is identified money.
The ability of an ePayment system to detect all multi-spending occurrences is of big value.
This is a necessity for mostly all digital token-based payment systems. We call it multispending-detection-complete.

Off-line eMoney systems prevent and detect multi-spending in a couple of different ways. Looking
to our ordinary physical cash system we see how imperfect it is from the perspective of our two
claims. Although it is legal tender not all stores in Europe accept bills with values beyond 100 €uro,
in particular in a drive-in shop at nighttime. Too high values seem to be a risk for the merchant
receiving bogus money. In the United States of America the situation got even worth over the
time 50. Duds are unfortunately today a fact in our financial environment and nearly everybody of
us has to take this unavoidable risk. Knowing everything we use or own is connected to a
probability of abuse; we all have a sort of risk management, where the levels are part of our
personal attitude towards risks. Back to our legal tender money: The real bad thing is its inability
to be multi-spending-detection-complete. Fact is, the central bank is aware of all serial numbers of
the released bills, it cannot make a “Due Diligence” of the currency area wide monetary cash
system. This is closely connected to the fact that there is no validity restriction in time associated
with our coins and bills. If somebody is able to fake money – so called counterfeit money – he is in
danger to get snatched up caused by the imperfect bills but not because of the multi-spending.
One way to get a grip on this is to append information about every hop identity to the eCoin to
enabling the bank identifying multi-spending and revealing the complete path the eCoin made
through the economy. When the eCoin finally gets deposited the bank checks its database to see if
the respective eCoin was multiple spent. Such a detection mechanism [104] is achieved by
operating a Multi-Spending-Database (MSDB) at the eMint side and is just another level of
protection. It offers the property to check eCoins very easily for their authentic state. In the
depositing case the eCoin will eventually 51 appear in the "spent" database. The bank uses the
transaction trails to identify the multi-spender. This solution is only possible to at best conditional
privacy protecting ePayment systems. Another often-presented method used to solve the multispending problem is the creation of a special smart card based eWallet containing a tamper-proof 52
chip called an Observer. This chip keeps a small history database of all the eCoins spent by that
50
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Credit cards are one of the ‘fear-antidot medication’ instruments in the US.
The ability to detect depends on the fact if there was already a previous clearing.
Due to our knowledge, tamper-proof is a fiction, the best somebody can have is tamper-protection.
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eWallet. If the eWallet owner attempts to copy and spend eCoins twice the embedded Observer
chip would detect the attempt and refuse a transaction. The logic behind: since the Observer chip
is tamper-proof the owner cannot erase the mini-database without permanently damaging the
smart card. One of the most known solutions of the multi-spending problem for proposed off-line
systems relies on a cryptographic protocol framework developed by David Chaum and Stefan
Brands. Both have been the preeminent crypto-logical researchers in the field of Digital Cash [3, 4,
6, 10]. The “deal” in their framework for off-line (like in all other anonymous token based) systems
is multi-spending causes unveiling the owner’s identity.
Revealing the identity 53 of the multi-spender (and dismantling its anonymity) at the instance the
eCoin reaches its final destination (bank) is only of limited value. It may be too late to catch the
criminal, and many users may have accepted counterfeit eCoins in the meantime. What if the
multi-spender is not catchable, maybe due to the fact, that he was able to obtain an account under
a false identity? What if a collection agent is unable to get compensation from the thief? Who pays
for the whole surveillance supporting measures to enforce this “strike-back potential”? It is
unproven, if discouraging and threatening multi-spenders getting caught helps minimizing the
incidence of the fact. Therefore, detection of multiple spending ‘after-the-fact’ as single countermeasure may not provide a satisfactory solution for a transferable Digital Cash system. The only
advantage of these kinds of off-line systems: They do not require specialized tamper-protected
chips. The entire system can be written in software and run everywhere. Nevertheless we think,
that this mechanism is a general flaw.
Talking about multi-spending takes us to the question: What kind of countermeasures prevents an
off-line eCoin from being spent more than once? Our approach to embank multi-spending is a combination of physical security and cryptographic methods, some of them effective in the ‘before-thefact’ case, others useful for ‘after-the-fact’ operations [3, 5, 60, 105-111].
•

‘Before-the-fact’:
The eWallet is embedded into the CASTOR security vault. That means, the implemented
protocol transfer engine and the security artifacts 54 are kept under the tamper protection of
an HSM relying on physical security. Wherever possible, integrity is maintained by the
usage of public key cryptography. This is fairCASH’s first line of defense, expecting to
successfully stop more than 99.999% of all attacks.

•

‘After-the-fact’:
The presented fairCASH system is multi-spending-detection-complete but not multispending-immune. In an ePayment business case we will have to live with the fact of multispending in our system, similar to the fact of faked bills in the physical cash system. A
possible scenario will be someone 55 succeeds extracting the eCoins out of the eWallet and
spending them multiple times. The evidence trigger of such a compromise comes from the
clearing at the eMint. The Bank will not be able to distinguish valid eCoins from forged
ones. Due to the absence of records of transactions it only knows the identity of the
individual, which originally withdrew the eCoin, and the current party, which attempted to
deposit now. Similar to paper cash the hop-path can only be reconstructed with the
cooperation of each consecutive spender of that specific eCoin. In contradiction to the often
heard statement the detection of multiple spending ‘after-the-fact’ was useful only if the
identity of the offender is revealed, we use the evidence of multi-spending for statistical
procedures and computing power to find multi-spenders. We take actions like locking
identified eWallets out of the ePayment community by sending revocation entries and
blacklists of known counterfeit eCoins to freeze them for traveling through the system.

√ OBJECTIVE: Preventing a party from multi-spending.
√ PRIMARY TOOL: Usage of a tamper-protected CASTOR based eWallet in the first line of defense.
√ fairCASH RELATION: Reduction of Multispending through different measures and strategies.
3.2.11.3 Authenticity

56

Authenticity in general means the identity-securing of a subject. This can be a user, a process a
system, or an information. It is the requirement for commitment. It works hand in hand with
encryption in combination with measures of integrity for protection against wiretapping and
manipulation during the transport through unsafe channels. We need this feature within our pay53
54
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Hopefully only in the abuse case.
Keys and eCoins in our fairCASH case.
Powerful third parties like government agencies or other organisations and attackers.
German technical terms: [Authentizität]: Authentisierung {ID Nachweis} u. Authentifizierung {ID Prüfung}.
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ment system to verify the identity of the involved communication partners for message
authentication ensuring the party accessing a system is the person it claims to be so that only
authorized entities can access the service.
One of the first operations a new fairCASH user needs to do is the acquirement of a valid user
certificate to turn a virgin eWallet into an operative state 57. The issuing process of the user
certificate (even if it can be requested anonymously) through the fairCASH-certified Certification
Authority (CA) guaranties the authenticity of every participant within the fairCASH community.
Message authentication provides assurance of the sender’s identity but gives no guaranty of
timeliness or uniqueness. This feature is achieved most conveniently using public-key
cryptography. We will discuss how this is done in the protocol section later.
√ OBJECTIVE: Assures the identity of both players and their active participation in the protocol.
√ PRIMARY TOOL: Usage of digital signatures within a challenge-response protocol.
√ fairCASH RELATION: fairCASH provides authenticity for all of its users.
3.2.11.4 Reliability

58

Reliability is the rock-solid base for all other integrity and stability measures and commitments. A
system has this attribute if it can ensure a consistent functioning of all procedures needed together
with the ability to guarantee a comprehensible behavior of the information and the processing
functionality. Manifestations of reliability are features like
•
•
•

Perpetuation of evidence and recording (proving of communication traces),
Predictability of legal decisions within a communication,
Certification processes.

√ OBJECTIVE: Providing assurance, that information has not been altered in an unauthorized way.
√ PRIMARY TOOL: Hashing (e.g. using checksums).
√ fairCASH RELATION: fairCASH operations, services and information are highly reliable.
3.2.11.5 Refundability
As known from our legal tender money the refund capabilities of anonymous eCash are limited. A
user of our fairCASH system must proof his ownership in case of any eCoin loss for a possible
compensation. He needs to know his eCoin serial numbers; this can be achieved by maintaining a
backup of the transfer logs and their objects (but not the eCoins) or by asking the previous eCoin
hop source to hand out an eDoc copy referring to the relevant transfers. This information needs to
be reported to the eMint so it can check if the requested eCoins are really lost (meaning that they
are still not deposited) and refund them AFTER reaching their expiration validity cycle in the off-line
loop 59. Payments are irrevocably, cancellation of successful transfers already done is fundamentally
not possible. Refundability should not be mixed up with recoverability, which is not a feature within
our fairCASH system as such a property generally conflicts with many others, e.g. untraceability.
√ OBJECTIVE: The feature of limited refund capabilities.
√ PRIMARY TOOL: Keeping local backup logs of the (received) eCoin serial numbers.
√ fairCASH RELATION: fairCASH supports local transfer logs in user eWallets as part of its fairness.
3.2.11.6 Risk Management
“Along with academic innovation technological developments also laid the foundation for an
explosive growth in the volume of new risk-management [112].” The Concise Oxford English
Dictionary 60 defines risk 61 as “hazard, a chance of bad consequences, loss or exposure to
mischance”. “Risk management is the identification, evaluation, prioritization and accomplishment
of risk followed by coordinated and economical application of resources to minimize, monitor, and
control the probability and/or impact of unfortunate events” [112]. In a circulation system with
financial objects it is technical the name of the cat and mouse game between measure and
countermeasure or attack and defense (a more detailed technical view is discussed in the
57
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In a business case an eWallet has to come preloaded with a valid timelimited personal user certificate.
German technical terms: [Verlässlichkeit, Betriebssicherheit].
eCoins carries an expiration date for their off-line transferability.
http://www.askoxford.com/.
which is nearly the same as defined in the ISO 31000.
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Conceivable Attacks and Threats chapter 6). It is the believe
that only manifold security measures based ePayment systems
not sufficient and too risky to accept possibly compromisable
security item (e.g. eWallet). What are needed are systems like
defense, making the attack commercially nonviable:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

of experienced security specialists
are ready to hit real markets. It is
systems by just breaking a single
the fairCASH with multiple lines of

a tamper-protected eWallet forcing the attacker to repeat his effort for every new eWallet,
an environment of fraud handling services including behavioral statistical analysis,
the operation of a Multi-Spend-Database (MSDB) through the eMint,
the operating and moderation of the eCoin transferability in space and time,
limited lifetime and online renewal facility for eCoins,
online multi-spending checking facility as global service of the eMint,
user-operated eLogs usable for back trace & investigation in evidence of multi-spending,
the Internet wide operation of a X.509v3 inspired Public Key Infrastructure (PKI),
prevention & isolation of eCoins and eWallets through operation & distribution of CRLs,
Over-The-Air (OTA) online firmware and system object updates,
viral distribution of important system information updates through the transfer protocol,
in addition, legal restrictions.

We will see later what types of services are possible. Other measures to reduce a hypothetical
misuse are:
•
•
•

a collection limit for an eWallet. Our guess is a limit of 5000 €uro per purse,
upper value transaction limit. An amount of 1000 €uro satisfies more than 90% of users,
and a weekly usage limit amounting to the collection limit.

√ OBJECTIVE: Keeping fraud under control.
√ PRIMARY TOOL: Usage of physical security, risk management and a framework of legislation.
√ fairCASH RELATION: fairCASH strictly enforce risk management as a measure of fairness.
3.3

Annotations to selected ePayment Systems

The knowledge about state of the art systems in the field of electronic payment can be the key to
understand their evolution process. As commonly agreed, payment systems are structured into the
physical cash, deposit or electronic money category. In this section, facts are presented about the
physical cash system based on the €uro and for some ePayment systems based or said to be based
on digital tokens known or called to be similar as Digital Cash.
Not presented are well known accounted systems based on the Common Electronic Purse
Specification (CEPS 62) like GeldKarte from ZKA 63, the German representation of credit economy
interests, debit cards, the PROTON card or various VisaCash systems. Some applies to the
Japanese eMoney services based on the FeliCa 64 technology like Edy or Suica. Detailed discussions
about ePayment systems (including M-PESA and Obopay) can be found in [4, 51, 54, 55, 64, 113115] and here 65.
In the following a short resume of physical cash drawing on the example of the €uro is profiled,
followed by David Chaums Ecash, the Mondex System from MasterCard International, EMS from
Citybank, Brands Cash and the CAFE ESPRIT project. This is resumed by a compilation of essential
factors and features, a so-called taxonomy profile, understandable as a characteristic ePayment
fingerprint. This leads then to the supposition that Digital Cash does still not exist.
3.3.1

Legal tender physical cash (invented about 650 B.C.)

Traditional physical cash, first coined in Lydia (Asia Minor), is a bearer instrument that is used
spontaneously and instantaneously. Payments can be made from person to person without the
involvement of a third party. It is the most utilized method for low and medium payments, making
up the bulk of our everyday transactions.
In average every German conducts one-point-six (1.6) cash transactions per day. This amounts to
an average cash turnover of 318 €uro per week for every person. Within every German purse we
62
63
64
65

mostly in combination with the EMV standard from EMVCo LLC.
zentraler Kreditausschuss.
integrated with Mifare into the single „Universal Secure Access Module“ USAM1100 by Moversa (NXP, Sony).
http://epso.intrasoft.lu/inventory/indexvanhove.cfm and http://www.digitalmoneyforum.com/.
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find an average value of 118 €uro consisting of five banknotes and sixteen coins [52]. The
probability for finding counterfeit money is documented low: For every ten thousand inhabitant’s
evidence for only five duds and nine false coins could be generated in the past. [52, 116]. That is
an extreme low fraud rate. By end of 2009 ECB reported she had withdrawn a total of 447.000
counterfeit €uro banknotes from circulation. This is about 0,035 thousandth of all 12,8 billion 66
genuine €uro banknotes in circulation [117]. Within our fairCASH system we prospect a
considerable further abatement of this rate.
3.3.1.1 The (social) Cost of Cash
That physical cash does not come for free is surprisingly widely unknown. In fact central bank cash
is the most expensive payment system ever! Although the public cost is not monthly invoiced to
the consumers they all are nevertheless facing these charges as taxpayers and higher prices for
goods and services, not to forget the loss of interest. This is true for most countries of the world:
cash user hardly face any – transaction related – direct charges as there is a long tradition of
offering cash payment services for free.
The social cost of cash for PoS payments are studied by different organizations and can be
expressed into the following significant country related ‘facts and figures’ expenses [50, 58, 118120].
Currency area
UK
Netherland
Belgium
Sweden
Norway
Thailand
Malaysia
Europe

GDP 67 Percentage
0,75
0,65
0,745
0,4
0,5
0,2-0,25
0,2-0,23
0,4-0,6

Annually Amount
4,5 billion UKP
2,9 billion EUR
68 billion BEF
----45-70 billion EUR

Point in Time
1993
2002
2003
2007
2007
2004
2004
2008

Institution
Boston Consulting Group
Dutch central bank
National Bank, De Grauwe [121]
War on Cash [122]
War on Cash [122]
Insights [120]
Insights [120]
War on Cash [122]

Table 3: Facts about real (social) costs of physical legal tender excluding opportunities (e.g. float).
In the Netherlands and Belgium physical cash causes the lion's share of the total social cost
between 73% and 75% respectively. This translates to an amount of no less than 300 EUR per
family per year [118]. In the EU cash represents 85% of all estimated 460 billion annual PoS
payment transactions. For the largest EU nations the cost is between 4 to 6 billion € and the
smallest 0.75 to 1.0 billion €, the €uro note issue growth around 7%+ per annum [122, 123].
According to Charlotte Desbons, Visa, payWave, 80% of all cash transaction have a value below 20
€uro and 50% of all transactions are person-to-person.
Cash markets differ from other 'ordinary' markets in multiple respects. The cash payment
instrument is NOT a business model for the society, it is under heavy use of cross-subsidization.
Neither efficiency nor private costs are the yardstick, but rather social or societal adaptation: costs
refer to the resources society as a whole consumes in providing and using the service. The bill is
calculated adding costs of all stakeholders like consumers, merchants, financial organizations
(banks), the central bank, and others. Such calculation cannot be made very reliable and gives
only estimations for consistent comparisons with electronic payment instruments (please refer to
our Business Case section). The costs of cash payments are distributed between the three parties:
society, producers and users. Of course, at the end of the day we all have to pay for this. In
Germany in 2009 about 57,9% of all turnovers and 82,5% of all transactions were consolidated in
physical cash [52]. At the final quarter of 2008 the cash balance of the private households in
Germany amounted to 16,7 billion €uro, according to Deutsche Bundesbank. The European
Payment Council esteems the following cost distribution of about 50 billion €uro per annum 68,
approximately between 0,4% and 0,6% of the GDP:
•
•
•

65% for the banking industry,
25% for the retail sector,
10% for the central bank 69.

In 2007 the cash monitoring, servicing, and filling activities for the installed ATM infrastructure 70
and their local subsidiaries in Germany induced more than 6,5 billion €uro cost for the financial
66
67
68
69

1 billion € equals 109 €uro.
Gross Domestic Product. In German terms: [Bruttoinlandsprodukt].
Most costs are infrastructure induced.
For 2009 ECB reports an expense for banknotes of 6,2 Mio. €uro, mainly for cross-boarder transportation.
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institutions. A single undistinguished savings bank face 3,7 million €uro cash related logistic costs
every year, as stated by the ‘Deutscher Sparkassen- und Giroverband’ (DSGV). That is about 0,2%
of their average balance sheet total. The processing of cash-related activities consumes about 15%
of the staff capacity [124]. The complete cash settlement (collecting the proceeds, recording,
counting, picking, accounting and balancing the day's cash, daily cash providing and disposing)
related costs for the trade are turnover related and amount to an average of 1,8% 71 in Germany.
Factors that contribute to the enormous popularity of coin and currency include the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Physical cash is legal tender by law and must be accepted as a means of final payment.
Payments are final, instantaneous and irreversible, no need for clearing or settlement.
The issuer earns double: the seignorage 72 & float 73 [123] from the issuance and circulation.
Disposability and the transaction cost are available essentially free of charge 74.
No special equipment is needed to conduct a cash payment.
Cash payments are unconditional perfect anonymous (untraceable and unlinkable).
Physical cash can be accepted and spent without requiring a transaction account.
No need for the payee to check the credibility of the payer because of self-authentication.
Physical cash is open-loop in its best form; anyone can accept and spend cash.
Off-line transferability enables payer and payee to hide a transaction from other parties.
Cash is a pre-paid bearer instrument, payments can be made off-line. No need for a TTP.

But is have also several shortcomings:
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

70
71
72
73
74

The (hidden) cost for handling the creation, the infrastructure and transportation handling
for cash between banks, post offices, retailers and users, the protection, the storage, the
replacement of the worn out coins, and bills as well as the fraud (prevention) are
expensive.
Cash earns no interest, the holders of cash provide an interest-free loan to the issuer. In
case of positive inflation rates, coins and currency lose their value over time.
Physical cash is vulnerable to counterfeiting.
The last person to accept a counterfeit banknote suffers the loss.
Physical cash is an attractive target to thieves.
Limited refund capabilities because of its anonymous pre-paid bearer instrument nature. In
case of theft, loss or destruction, the owner cannot reclaim the monetary value; it’s lost.
Banknotes are often dirty; they are a fertile breeding soil to microorganisms.
Their relationship to the environment is questionable, the consumption of high quality
paper required for the printing of currency notes significantly contribute to the depletion of
forest resources worldwide.
There is no proof of payment.
The handling of physical cash in situations requiring exact change is inconvenient due to its
outward form in fixed denominations; physical cash is not divisible.
The inherent requirement for physical proximity of payer and payee; coins and bank notes
cannot be used over the Internet.

70% of physical cash is distributed by the infrastructure of 54.000 ATMs in Germany (1,65 Mio. worldwide).
http://www.scard.de/print/firmenkunden/electronic_cash/ec_bargeld/index.htm.
Difference face value currency issued & cost minting it for ECB; 2009: 3,5 billion €; 2008: 6,88 billion €.
Interest ECB received on the total amount of currency issued; 2009: 787 million €; 2008: 2,23 billion €.
not counting (but socializing) the enormous hidden cost due to handling and fraud (prevention).
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3.3.1.2 Some Facts (not only) about the €uro Cash System
At the point in time during the switchover from local currencies to the €uro system in the year
2002 the following facts happened, as published by the ECB:
•

14,25 billion bank notes with a face value of more than 633 billion €uros 75 were printed
with printing costs of about 2,2 billion €uro. This results into an amount of 15-cent minting
cost for a single bill. The average life of a bank note is about four years. The annual growth
rate 76 of issued bank notes (number of bills) is about nine percent 77, the accumulated face
value of the currency in circulation reaches 806 billion €uro in 2010 [123].

•

The printing of bank notes seems to be big business: Every year 90 billion bills are printed
worldwide.

•

50 billion coins were minted, the minting costs were about 4 billion €uro. This results into
an amount of 8 cent per unit. The average life of a coin is about twenty years. Germany
gets seventeen Billion coins of them.

•

The material costs only for the coins are about 435 million €uro. 138 million €uro are paid
for the coinage and 41 million €uro were spent for their wrapping and packing.

•

The amount of money for annihilation of the old currencies within the EU reached more
than 5 billion €uro.

•

The transportation costs for the collection of the old DM and distribution of the new €uro
reached an amount of 10 billion €uro.

Wim Duisenberg (former ECB head) estimated the volume of total cost for the currency switchover
from DM to EUR for Germany between 19 and 52 billion EUR. A speaker of the Deutsche Bank
estimated them between 32,5 and 42,3 billion EUR. 78 It should be taken into account that there
were price augmentations since that time, and that there are extra costs owing to the fact of
further technology based developments. Since that time, the €uro currency area was also enlarged.
Please note, that we are not bearing in mind any additional costs for
•
•
•
•
3.3.2

third parties, e.g. adaptations of vending machines or cash registers at the PoS,
assets, setup outlays, operating expenses, marketing, subsidies or promotion,
R&D for the design of the banknotes,
fees for using patented IP rights.
Ecash from DigiCash by David Chaum (invented 1990)

Prof. David Chaum is the pioneer and inventor of the ECash system. He presented his idea on the
WWW-Conference in May 1994. The system he invented is based upon blind signature protocols in
combination with a RSA and DES sandwich encryption security mechanism used to create the first
Digital Cash system based on software only. Multi-spending checks are simply done during the online deposit cleared by a double-spend database at the eMint. This was easily possible because the
eCoins (Cyberbucks) provides only conditional anonymity. His DigiCash company licensed the
scheme to a handful of banks for a first field test, e.g. in October 1995 to the Mark Twain Bank (St.
Louis, Missouri, USA), in December 1996 to the Deutsche Bank and in October 1997 to the Bank
Austria. But his system had many drawbacks. Therefore DigiCash went insolvent the first time in
the year 1998. After a relaunch in 1999 through a company named ECash Technologies Inc. his
scheme was removed from the market in 2001 after the DB-24 bank switched off the service. His
suite of more than 20 granted patents 79 was transferred to a company called Infospace in February
2002 80.

75
76
77
78
79
80

We „see“ 145 billion of them in circulation through Germany.
http://www.geldinstitute.de/data/beitrag/Artikel-Bargeld-Handling-als-Kostenhebel_4378372.html.
The loads of U$-Dollar bills increases between 2000 and 2007 of 42%, the pound Sterling (£) at 50%.
FAZ ‚Wirtschaft‘ from 20.06.2002.
part of them are already expired.
www.infospace.com
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Some of the biggest showstopper:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
3.3.3

Payer and payee are forced to have an identified bank account at the (same) eMint.
It was an isolated application without gaining momentum from the Network effect.
It always sacrificed payee’s privacy concerning the relationship to the eMint (issuer knows).
It was closed-loop with disposable eCoins (no transferability).
The software wallet was only available as a complex driver under Windows.
Handling was frustrating complicated: giro account  ECash account  eCoin provision.
No off-line capability.
Mondex from MasterCard International (invented 1990)

The Mondex electronic money system in one short sentence is a pre-paid debit system based on
the Mondex Smart Cards (MSC) used as purse (eWallet) with the H8 chip from Hitachi operating
under an embedded Operating System (OS) named MULTOS. The concept was invented 1990 and
patented by Timothy L. Jones and Graham Higgins, both working for the National Westminster
Bank (NatWest) UK, part of a consortium with Midland Bank und British Telecom. In the year 1997
MasterCard International acquired 51% of Mondex and the rest of the company in July 2001. Today
Mondex is not anymore in worldwide use. It was the first system with a multicurrency-enabled
eWallet (5 different slots). Off-line P2P transfers are possible through the usage of a separate
gadget (Mondex Wallet) able to connect two purses for a value transfer. A Mondex Balance Reader
Device is used to measure a customer’s account balance. Charging is done on selected cardphones, ATMs or at a Mondex PC Attachment Device. Value in the Mondex system is often referred
to be made of electronic token, but the value is indicated as a balance of the amount based on a
secure counter 81 stored in the MSC [54].
An MSC issued to an individual connects to a personal bank account with the issuing institution.
This combined with the fact that each purse sends over a 16 digit unique device identifier
whenever it is communicating with another device must be seen as one of the biggest design flaws
with respect to privacy. All these transaction IDs ultimately end up in a central database from
where they can be automatically linked to the identity of the device holder and to other personal
data. It culminates to the complaint made by Privacy International, forcing Mondex to remove their
advertised statement “Mondex is as anonymous, just like cash.”
The security of the Mondex system is still questionable. Mondex does not officially neither disclose
any relevant technical information about the implemented public key based cryptography system
used nor details about the (two) transfer protocols. This permits no one to independently access
the security and translates to “black box security” or “trust on demand”. Invasive reverse
engineering clone attacks multiple times done from the Dutch Organization for Applied Scientific
Research were successful. They achieved to succeed with a micro probing attack in the Hitachi
H8/3109 chip by means of a focused ion beam for cutting and adding wires on the die at will. This
is a great thread to the whole Mondex environment because it makes counterfeit money possible.
It is fact that every MSC is able to create and destroy value [54]. We do not like the idea to give
the ability of undetectable perpetual new value creation into an unsafe and uncontrollable
environment. It is not disclosed how good Mondex is able to suppress multi-spending.
Some of the biggest problems:
•
•
•
•
3.3.4

Payer and payee are forced to have an identified bank account at the eMint.
No privacy at all, all transactions by the same consumer are linkable (spending profiling).
The bank stores all transactions of their customers, there is no anonymity at all.
The security based on obscurity: the encryption and protocol mechanism are not disclosed.
Electronic Monetary System (EMS) from Citybank (invented 1991)

EMS implements an alternative medium of creating, securing and exchanging the hybrid of
currency, checks, card payment systems, and electronic funds transfer in multiple currencies. It
was invented 1991 by Sholom S. Rosen, CTO of Citibank. It implements the four-sided model of
eMoney: position of the Issuer, the accepting and distributing Bank, the Clearer and the role of the
Subscriber. The system is described in their first two technology and “wall-street-business-method”
patents 82 as part of a whole suite 83 granted between 1993 and 2010 to Citybank by the US patent

81
82
83

The prevention of undetectable value creation in counter-based anonymous off-line systems is impossible.
US5453601 and US5455407.
we found 64 US patents, most of them in direct relation to the EMS.
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office. The system is able to handle pre-paid and credit value. Only 84 focusing to the pre-paid case,
the value is represented by eCoin objects named Electronic Currency Notes. They are created on
demand from a deposit or withdrawal transaction request. They are able to travel over several
transactions with the property of fungibility to be commuted and transferred in amounts less than
or equal to the original note. In particular, cash can repeatedly be transferred from person to
person, without the involvement of a central party, and all devices (Money Modules) are tamperresistant and have a keypad and display.
The system is heavily based on certification technology, every eWallet is periodically recertified
through a security server operated by the bank. eWallets are assumed tamper-proof, protecting
the eCoins and the embedded software, which is a bad assumption. The eCoins are (invisible for
the subscriber) exchanged with the bank on a regularly base. Security is based on the bank’s
ability to trace all transactions to devices. There are many safety-generating measures (as if a
method called Trusted Agent Technology) described in the patent papers, but it is still unclear how
solid the whole system really is. EMS is privacy invading, reflecting only the interests of the
regulatory authorities. All transactions and value flows are recorded as complete audit trail
submitted to the bank for validation and control whenever a withdrawal or deposit is made. All
payments can be down traced and linked in time and location on the same manner as with the
Mondex system. The only way for an eWallet holder to stay anonymous is to sustainably disconnect
his or her identity with the ownership of the eWallet. Every eCoin transaction appends a digitally
signed transfer record to the (growing) token indication the new, and a record of all of the past
eWallets. If that relationship can be revealed, than one could trace all of the transactions of a
subscriber for the period that the relationship can be corroborated. Avoiding being identified could
be hard because a subscriber has to reveal his identity in case of withdrawing and depositing value.
The system is rather complex and seems to be over engineered. It was hard to compile a brief
understanding of the system philosophy which does not follow the “less is more school of thinking”
and violates the KISS 85 principle and parsimony. It is not a payment scheme at all, it is rather all
banks, a method to represent the existing financial sector industry in one frame. This is far beyond
the scope of our thesis paper.
3.3.5

Brands Cash from Stefan Brands (invented 1993)

Prof. Stefan Brands published his cash system 1993 as a successor of David Chaum’s. Independent
implementations are not known but both introduced parts of their technology into the CAFE
(Conditional Access For Europe) project.
Brands Cash is an off-line digital eCash system based on a bunch of issuing protocols for the oneshow blinding paradigm, called restrictive blinding of secret key certificate signatures. This protocol
being theoretical perfect anonymous 86 is more secure and has a better privacy protecting blinding
technique than a normal blind signature protocol as proposed by David Chaum. Untraceability
guarantees users remaining anonymous since their identities are only linked to withdrawals.
Unlinkability means that it is impossible for the bank to link at least two payments made by the
same user. Users of this system are guaranteed to remain completely anonymous. It is not
possible to compromise the anonymity in any sense, excluding the case of multi-spending. The
system uses certificates, electronic coins, or even checks to transfer value. Indeed the
representation of the amount of money carried in a smart card based tamper-resistant eWallet is
balanced by means of a counter. At withdrawal time the eWallet increases and at payment time it
decreases its counter by the specified amount. A transfer token is represented as three aspects: a
secret key, a public key, and digital signature certified by the bank. The bank is only able to
encode several attributes into the secret key part and has no idea what the corresponding public
key and certificate look like. If the transferred objects are spent more than once, the blinded ID of
the spender can be revealed. It is our belief that this blinding technology, not the eCash system
itself, is the most effective and elaborated one publicly known.
Note that this system technically requires accounts to solve the ownership question for the
withdrawal (deducting value from the account) and deposit (adding value to the account) protocol.
Due to the owner authentication process during the account creation process at the bank, it is this
ID used for the personalization process for minting the transfer objects. The system itself in fact is
not based upon personal associated accounts.

84
85
86

credit notes are represented as single-pass token with no transferability.
Keep it simple, stupid.
Combination of unlinkability [German: Unverknüpfbarkeit] and untraceability [German: Nichtverfolgbarkeit].
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Brands patent suite about electronic cash covers 8 international patents, which were first
transferred to ZKS 87, a Canadian start-up company in 1997 and in a second move to Cedentica 88,
founded January 2002 in Toronto. One of the most interesting points is the unification of the Digital
Cash paradigm with a PKI to a digital credential concept named U-Prove™ technology, sold to
Microsoft in 2008.
3.3.6

CAFE ESPRIT Project Nr. 7023 (finished 1997)

The “Conditional Access for Europe” Project was a project for conditional off-line untraceable
electronic cash, access instruments for authorization and identification started 1992. Sponsored by
the European Commission thirteen leading European parties from academic research and industries
worked together. It was worldwide one of the latest and biggest projects aiming to develop an
advanced secure ePayment system, which protects the user’s privacy. Under normal circumstances
the system provides perfect anonymity 89: The identity of a user is only revealed in case of multispending 90. CAFE provides multi-party security. All security requirements of a party are guaranteed
without forcing any party to trust other parties. A party only has to trust itself and the jurisdiction.
All security used in the system is publicly disclosed.
Transactions are conducted using tamper-resistant secure devices based on smart cards (the
purse) and special designed stand-alone pocket-sized eWallets with keyboard and display. The
basic system is primarily intended for payments from purses or eWallets to PoS (Point-of-Sale)
terminals.
The technical base is a hybrid protocol scheme based on the excellent and entirely workable
proposals of Prof. David Chaum and Prof. Stephen Brands, using the one-show blinding paradigm
in combination with the eWallet-with-observer approach. Value is internally represented by hardware protected counters and transferred using eCoins of certain fixed denominations and a sort of
electronic check using the public-key cryptographic techniques of Brands for withdrawing, paying
and depositing. eCoins can be split into smaller amounts or spent more than once 91 if necessary.
These personalized and blinded value objects are called payment slips. The split-coin procedure
hurts the concept of unlinkability and the absence of transferability makes on-line clearing after the
off-line spending transfer a must. It attained the critical mass, but they do not come up with something acceptable for widespread use. Essential shortcomings in the implementation and on the
technology base resulted in the absence of critical properties known from physical cash. CAFE failed
to adequately address the fundamental needs of an everyday easy-to-use payment system, so it
died in 1997.
3.3.7

Compilation of essential taxonomy cash factors

Taxonomy is defined as a method or instrument to measure and to classify objects (in our case
electronic payment systems) after specific criteria. Table 4 summarizes the previously discussed
essential features of a (true) digital or physical cash system, according to the presented definition
in Table 1 on page 8.
It is obvious that only two systems (excluding physical cash and fairCASH) honor the requirement
of transferability: Mondex and EMS. All other presented systems are violating this preposition for
true Digital Cash. The usage of Mondex is in no case anonymous, which is another essential factor
of eCash. The payee in the EMS system is always identified, only the payer works under the state
of conditional anonymity. This proves our previous assumption based on the presented systems,
that there is no Digital Cash system available.

87
88
89
90
91

http://www.zeroknowledge.com/
http://www.credentica.com/
only theoretically, because of the split-eCoin implementation, which worse the concept of unlinkability.
Of course, there is no anonymity for the payee.
This is not multispending, because the transfer uses different signatures for each eCoin copy.
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Table 4: Taxonomy factor profiles of our presented payment schemes (including fairCASH).
3.4

Mobile Fair and Anonymous Cash based on eCoins

More

and more businesses are being shifted to the Internet, generating and defining what we
called today “new economy” [125]. Electronic commerce is a part of this [126, 127]. Questions of
“media break avoidance” and “being well prepared for the Internet age” are becoming more and
more important. So it becomes evident that electronic transactions are best supported by
electronic payment schemes. The relationship between cash and a good or service is called the
exchange ratio or in short: the price to pay. The unit of account or store of value function of money
is inseparable connected with its role as a medium of exchange. Moreover it serves also as a store
of value by ownership; goods and services are replaceable by money. Digital Cash as used in our
thesis refers to
•
•
•
•

electronic records or messages (known as token) serving as money (eCoins);
eCoins cannot be easily counterfeited;
eCoins are verified authentic by users and the institution minting the Digital Cash (eMint);
eCoins can be securely transferred to others in a direct (P2P) manner.

Essentially, Digital Cash eCoins are payment messages bearing digital signatures. In order that
Digital Cash have value, it is sufficient that it is exchangeable against ordinary cash, deposit money
or for some good or service. Unconditional anonymous Digital Cash should be defined untraceable,
and transactions made with it should be unlinkable [4]. The definition of untraceability means that
a withdrawal cannot be associated with its subsequent deposits, while unlinkability means that it is
impossible to associate two different Digital Cash transactions made by the same person with each
other. It is this potential aspect of anonymity that gives Digital Cash its significance and not the
fact that it is electronic because almost all monetary transactions are already digital, as has been
the case for years. Digital Cash addresses not the trillions of €uros handled each day by financial
institutions [128] or government clearinghouses [129]. The final mile of value exchange interactions is the point where eCash becomes an interesting target. The digitizing process of payment
procedures introduced the birth of electronic payment, whereby the details are sent over open
networks with no physical contact between both sides. The evolution process still evolved further
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from that point to the concept of mobile transaction based payment, today general referred to
mPayment [130]. Our Figure 9 shows the logic behind fairCASH’s Digital Cash concept.

Figure 9: fairCASH mimics the attributes of physical cash as close as possible.
3.4.1

Technical approach to fairCASH

The presented Digital Cash based scheme is being called fairCASH [13-19]. It is a comprehensive
technology framework combination of eWallet hardware, and algorithmic elements conducting prepaid eCash transactions that mimic the behavior of physical cash in the closest possible way done
by the teleportation of financial objects. Teleportation as a general tool can be used in applications
such as signature transfers, cryptographic key exchanges; sending certified eMail, handling CO2
soiling certificates, building Digital Cash based payment systems, running a digital content
(multimedia) distribution, guarding medical records, implementing licensing control and more. Our
fairCASH system proposes such a teleportation protocol based upon most advanced cryptographic
techniques, digital signatures, and the use of public-key cryptography tightly coupled to our
CASTOR based eWallet, which covers the embedded logic protocol part of the multipurpose generic
two-party teleportation algorithm. It offers simultaneously complete anonymity to individuals and
transactional security to merchants and banks. It provides bilateral Multi-Hop-Capability (MHC) in
combination with non-repudiation electronic payment protocol services usable for transacting
parties doing business or private payments over the Internet or wireless within a short distance
allowing direct P2P fund transfers without the intermediation of an entity functioning as a bank or
agent. We use this as our main protocol engine for safe exchanging electronic secrets (eCoins) for
receipt between two protected endpoints (here eWallets).
3.4.2

Protected eWallets
eWallets are electronic devices where eCoins are stored and from
where they can be transferred to other eWallets. They “know”
how to operate eCoins and communicate with the user to achieve
their operation. Only authentic eWallets may communicate among
themselves. Before a value transfer from one eWallet to another
can take place, mutual authentication is required. Certified
eWallets are considered trusted. They execute the teleportation
protocol, and they are hard to manipulate due to our CASTOR
concept of tamper-protected sealed hardware.

Figure 10: Our CASTOR based eWallet chip.
Figure 10 depicts the main element of a complete eWallet. Combined with external non-volatile
memory and a (wireless) input/output interface, a battery, and a housing result into a functional
gadget. The certificates inside our fairCASH system are used as trust-base. One goal of the eWallet
concept is to provide a safe authentic environment for value transfer transactions done by:
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•
•
•
•
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the provision of endpoint-to-endpoint security for the teleportation process,
adding a facility of tamper-protected memory for the transferred value data,
the enforcement of the ITU-T recommendation X.509 PKI 92 certification based trust model,
the implementation of our delayed-true two-party fair exchange protocol.
The Exchange

Figure 11: Attributes of our teleportation based fairCASH Core Protocol (fCCP).
All transfer scenarios are constructed as a sequence of exchanges, classified as fair exchange
protocols [43], because they are based on the same general problem. The exchange of secret data
for a signature is a limited class case of fair purchase protocols [12, 46, 47, 61-63, 65, 69, 72-74,
83, 84, 94, 101, 131, 132], ensuring that even if one of the communicating parties behaves
unfairly neither will gain anything from the transaction. Combining fairness with fault-tolerance
ensures no loss of fairness to a (dis)honest participant even if the participant’s node experiences
fails. We will show within the presented work that such a privacy-protected off-line cash system
can be made nearly as efficient as similar systems that do not offer privacy by using the attributes
depicted by Figure 11.
A source of arrested attention for every payment system is the average transaction duration.
Within a leap ahead to Table 18 we take a first look to these time values in comparison to other
well-known payment instruments:
Payment Instrument
Credit card
EC card
Modern RFID based contactless offline payment
Physical cash
fairCASH Bluetooth or WLAN based proximity transfers
fairCASH standard T-DSL Internet based remote transfers
fairCASH standard UMTS Internet based remote transfers

Transaction Time
30 sec
60 sec
0,6 sec
10 sec
1 93 sec
293 sec
593 sec

Table 5: Transaction times of selected payment methods.

92
93

http://www.itu.int/rec/T-REC-X.509-200508-I (08/2005) and http://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc5280 (05/2008).
Please refer also to Table 18.
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3.4.4

The eCoins

Definitions and meanings of buzzwords are an open field not only inside the world of money and
payment. With the following formal description of what is meant by our fairCASH system, we would
like to give a clear technical and economy based formal definition inspired by the European
Parliament legislative resolution of 24 April 2009 94 on the proposal for a directive and of the
Council on the taking up, pursuit and prudential supervision of the business of electronic money
institutions:
A monetary, pre-paid, digital and intrinsic eCash mPayment instrument able to substitute
physical cash using electronic and exchangeable units of value, called eCoins, stored in a
physically and cryptographically protected and secured tamperprotected sealed eWallet container (CASTOR).
It can be deployed on any communication platform in the
virtual and physical world. This value transfer ePayment
system contains direct inter-object payments between
contracting parties such as institutions, corporations,
or persons without the participation of a third party.
These conditions create a P2P capable eToken system
with circulating objects and transferability capability.
eCoins are issued as encrypted ICT data objects in
direct or indirect exchange for (other) monetary
value. The aggregated value must not be lower than
the issued monetary value. Transactions are
conducted without the use of accounts, but by the
exchange of eMoney bearer securities as a bond. This
means outstanding debits have to be exchanged with the
eCash issuer.

Figure 12: Structure of an eCoin.
eCoins are technically implemented as cryptographic token objects digitally signed by the
originator, the eMint, so that the expenses to forge them equal the cost of breaking that signature.
They contain, inter alia 95, a currency indicator (€) as depicted in our Figure 12, the face value (20)
and a serial number.
3.4.5

A Fair Monetary System

S. Micali [133] defines fairness in cryptosystems by enjoying the following properties:
•
•

Systems cannot be misused by criminal organizations, and
they guarantee exactly the same rights to privacy users currently have under the law.

The result of it: Anonymity controlled systems are traditionally called fair since they balance the
anonymity requirement with the need to trace fraudulent users. We disagree with this definition
within our naming convention and follow the principle of fairness 96 as defined and used in the
context of eCommerce [45-47, 62, 69, 72]. It refers to the problem two parties wanting to swap
eCoins (because of the change-return) against a receipt in a manner, which ensures no participant
can gain advantage over the other. fairCASH has the ability to revoke eCoins and eWallets (more
about our PKI in a later section) so that they are deactivated. This is the consequence of
revocability, but we cannot trace them directly, because of the missing relationship between these
serialized objects and their owners. This is true for any anonymously granted user certificate, but
not for identified ones. In the first case, fairCASH comes with a perfect anonymity feature obeying
being fair and being able to mimic the behavior of traditional cash as close as possible. Our
fairCASH system is not based on the following often-used algorithms for electronic money:

94
95
96

http://register.consilium.europa.eu/pdf/en/09/st03/st03666.en09.pdf.
Latin: among other things [German: unter anderem].
http://lpdwww.epfl.ch/fgaertner/pubs/welcom99-slides.pdf.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Blind signature issuing protocols [5, 67, 68],
Secret Sharing or Secret Splitting [26, 29-41, 87, 104],
the Representation problem [134],
Cut and Choose [57],
Zero-Knowledge-Proofs (ZKP) [57, 135, 136],
protocols of „Universal Electronic Cash“ (UEC) [137],
Schnorr’s ID protocol [22, 57].
Multiple eMint Scheme

fairCASH separates and isolates eMints from each other. It makes the technical risk-management
handling of eCoins, certificates, or responsibilities much easier within the fairCASH monetary
system. The whole responsibility for eCoins is restricted to a sole eMint only! Due to the fact that
there are several eMints for several currencies, all of them are isolated from each other and from
the technical fairCASH system itself. The fairCASH organization has no control, access, or even
knowledge about the minting keys of any eCoin floating into the system, and is in this way proven
innocent in a possible involvement of the business of creating, releasing, revoking or clearing
monetary objects. On the other side, customer convenience is a killing issue. To assure, that
customers have their bank account on other banks than the eCoin issuing one they don’t have to
wait more than a few seconds for transferring their money back and forth to eCoins (from their
bank accounts), the eMint can be a business entity for all financial banking institutes in the same
currency area. Our fairCASH system provides the following capabilities:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Unlimited hop capability of eCoin transferability,
bidirectional eCoin transfer between all users,
eCoins do not carry any user identification or hop-path related information,
eCoins do not grow in size while traveling [48],
the eCoin transfer is based on off-line P2P teleportation,
personal users participate anonymously (depends on the certificate issued to the eWallet),
commercial users participate always identified,
the anonymity provided to the system users is in no way revocable or conditional.

Figure 13: fairCASH system architecture and infrastructure.
Figure 13 shows our fairCASH system architecture. On the top position of the X.509 hierarchy we
see the fairCASH organization, responsible to minimize potential impacts arising from all possible
threads operating through risk management comprising system wide polices and technological
fairCASH based on Loss resistant Teleportation
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based prevention measures. The RCA is the “Godfather” instance responsible for certifying,
monitoring, and regulating the roles and rules of the nationwide CAs and eMints. It is expected to
have only one CA per country and multiple currencies per eMint. A valid user certificate is a
preposition to operate the eWallet. Such certificate can come in two different flavors: as a personal
one, anonymously requestable 97, or a commercial one. The latter is for using the eWallet within a
business case and requires a complete verified identification of the operating party before granting.
By advocating privacy we believe it should not be easy for eMints (banks) or governments to be
able to trace serial numbers of eCoins down to a particular transaction or individual eWallet. It
should not be possible to monitor the activities of individual users and build profiles about their
spending habits, which is in fact the case with fairCASH.

Figure 14: fairCASH eCoins in their live cycle between eMint and economy.
In Figure 14 we see serial numbers of issued eCoins will be recorded in the eCoin database (blue)
maintained by the eMint for security and auditing purposes. eCoins contain only little more
information than a serial number, a currency indicator, and expiration fields. All eCoins issued will
have such an expiration date. If the expiration date has not been reached the eCoins have full
transferability (green); they are free to be transferred among the users. If an eCoin expires, its
transferability is reduced to a limited state (yellow) and it can only be deposited at the eMint, but
not any longer used in the open loop. The user can very easily exchange his eCoins against new
ones from eMint, resetting the state of full transferability. It is up to the eMint policy to phase out
already expired eCoins (a space of time defined by the eMint during the minting process) handling
them separately from the normal clearing process. This is indicated by reaching the (red) state of
no more transferability. These eCoins are considered useless: they will not be cleared at all.
Nevertheless, these eCoins are thrown in the ‘eCoin expired database’ (red).
All fields within the certificate are protected by a digital signature issued from the eMint. The
circulation diagram shows the various states for an eCoin. After redeeming them to the eMint, the
clearing instance will first contact its ‘eCoin minted database’ (blue). If the deposited eCoin’s serial
number is in that database it is the first time the eCoin has been presented. The eMint will delete
this serial number from that (blue) database by transferring the entry into the ‘eCoin cleared
database’ (grey) and pay the depositor the equivalent amount (by using physical cash, a bank
account or any other possibility). If the deposited eCoin’s serial number cannot be found in the
(blue) database the eCoin must have been cleared previously. This can be confirmed by finding the
serial number in the ‘eCoin cleared database’ (grey). This represents a security breach and the
serial number will be recorded in the ‘eCoin multi-spent database’ (purple). Its content either can
be disseminate in the form of a Certification Revocation List 98 (CRL) or through a direct online
eWallet check with the eMint, issued as a security measure by the user. The eMint must then
investigate this potential fraud to decide whether to reimburse the depositor.
97
98

it is possible to have also identified personal user certificates within the fairCASH system.
Part of the risc management policy by distributing black listed eCoin lists for immunizing eWallets.
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3.5

Business Case Model

fairCASH should be seen as a framework of
technologies, collectively supporting the entire
life cycle of anonymous and transferable
financial token objects (eCoins) including all
stages: creation, manipulation, distribution,
and clearing to prevent illegal copying. It is an
ICT centric solution how to operate a
distributed
containment
architecture
of
eWallets for eCoin assets using a bunch of
actions, procedures, policies, properties, and
tools. Briefly spoken: fairCASH provides all
technologies needed to build a Digital Cash
system as closely as possible to its well-known
physical counterpart.

Figure 15: A shopping trolley containing all products & services to build a fairCASH framework.
Looking to the ecosystem of cellular radio systems we see wireless networks, mobile services,
Smartphones and IP technology providers for mobile standards like GSM, UMTS, or LTE. The latter
are the R&D force behind the scenes, providing protocols and chipsets for all mobile ‘players’
turning innovation to products and pushing them to the market. The existing mobile radio business
case is a good example to show a way to achieve and retain a competitive advantage over the old
POTS (Plain Old Telephone System) by contributing to the “communicate everywhere” nomadic
lifestyle.
In the continuing effort to search advantage it is essential to raise the following questions,
according to the base work of Robert B. Woodruff [138]:
•
•

“What exactly do customers value?”
“…, on which one should we focus to achieve advantage?”

Digital Cash has to be a service offering operational capabilities for customers with superior value
delivery in comparison to other cash services. Following Woodruff in his strategic paper this is
defined by the core base understanding usage case from customer’s perspective. Customer value
linked to Digital Cash is inherent in, or linked through its use, respectively. It is “perceived by
customers rather than objectively determined by a seller” [138]. He distinguishes between the
following five categories of value that can be provided (in our case by the fairCASH service):
functional, social, emotional, epistemic and conditional value. The presented concept of customer
value bases heavily upon the achievable level of their satisfaction. User’s goals & purposes interact
with the desired consequences in use a situation leading to the desired service attributes and their
performance (this is Woodruff’s Customer Value Hierarchy Model).
As already stated the fairCASH technology can push the cash paradigm to the next (Internet) level.
The most interesting attributes are the ones already known by customers due to the existence of
physical cash. The usage of physical cash is not decreasing; in fact it stays growing [52, 123]. This
is astounding remembering the fact that businesses shift toward the Internet where physical cash
is of little or no use at all. What will happen if this obstacle could be removed? This might lead to a
better customer satisfaction offering to him a long-term perspective able to use something he is
already familiar with: the physical cash system. Another interesting side effect is a reduction of
friction losses: Digital Cash transactions are not connected to any associated fees. This is not only
a massive customer value; it also serves the economy as a whole by lowering the social cost in
relationship to a frictionless financial environment on “the last mile”.
fairCASH behaves similar to the cellular radio in terms of customer value: The main business is
technology providing by focusing the R&D field of mobile Digital Cash into a combination with
strategic collaborating to create and refine innovative solutions and their provision as a licensable
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technology. Respecting the fact how money is generated a discussion of motivations, incentives,
incoming sources and expected costs for the involved stakeholders is presented.
3.5.1

Licensing the technology

It is planned to secure the rights for intellectual property (IP) by claiming patents for the fairCASH
technology. This then will be the base for protecting the business case. Income can be generated
from two sources: eMints as main financial service providers around the eCoin, and eWallet sales.
Every eMint needs a fairCASH basic license expressing the right to mint, handle, and issue eCoins.
It is an annual fixed fee and includes the (re)certification done by the fairCASH organization.
Additionally they need also the fairCASH operation license, a volume fee depending on the minted
and issued face value of eCoins. Selling eWallets in bulk to distributers or eMints itself is the second
incoming source. This business can be reduced later to the CASTOR chip selling as the minimum
base for an integration of this technology into end customer devices, PoS, gates or other fairCASH
enabled endpoints.
3.5.2

Why should somebody use our fairCASH system?

As stated above a business case, wherever if it comes as a product or service, has to supply a
significant advantage to potential consumers to attract them. In the fairCASH case the system
removes some of the negative aspects and properties of physical cash while still being cash:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

3.5.3

In comparison to all others (excluding physical cash) the transaction costs are virtually zero.
No (separate) handling charges for the withdrawing and depositing of eCoins.
It is very easy and comfortable to apply the fairCASH eWallet into the daily usage.
Transaction times are short, on the local PoS approximately one second (see Table 18 at page 97).
Cash issuers (eMints) are facing a significant reduction of operating costs in the long run.
It amends the situation of the society in whole by removing the need for expensive ePayment.
Due to the Digital Cash property, there is no need for a separate infrastructure on the last mile.
In comparison to all other financial eMoney solutions eCoins are transferable.
It takes advantage of online and offline communication to get the best of both worlds.
If the (ICT) infrastructure is down, eWallets can be used in case of emergency & crises cases.
It enables the automated generation of a proof of payment.
Vitalizing cash by interest earnings (move the value to an account over night).
eWallets offer their users the accounting of a payment journal, exportable for spreadsheet usage.
It improves security & minimizes the risks of cash theft due to the displacement possibility of eCoins.
Due to the targeted and reachable security standard we expect an extreme low fraud rate.
The flexibility will have positive social impacts due to mGovernment & ICT-based governance.
For the eMint it is very easy to add or remove new currencies (e.g. social money).
The advantage of self-determination selecting the regulative framework for the users.
No need any more for pricing out cash payments due to their high costs for service operators.
The ‘coolness’ factor: consumers, particularly young ones, think about paying simply by tapping or
waving an ubiquitous eWallet at a PoS is a very cool way to pay.

How to start

fairCASH comes as a service to the masses. So we have to surmount the network effect. It arises
when the benefit of fairCASH to a user rises with the increasing number of other fairCASH users. In
case of cash (fairCASH is cash) these network effects are massive and so obvious, because it can
be taken for granted (excluding the eWallet): the value of eCoins must lie in the fact that they can
be used by almost all players in the market. This type of network effect may be referred to as
direct or one-sided in comparison to network effects arising when two different types of players are
connected and interact via a platform usually referred to as two-sided [139-142].
But markets with network effects need to pass a certain critical point or critical mass for the
number of users before the benefit outweighs the cost [142]. This lowers the willingness of the first
users to use the service: typical chicken-and-egg dilemma. As a preposition the fairCASH service
needs to be active and available. There are several rollout possibilities to get the market moving:
•
•
•

eWallets can be sponsored before the number of users have risen to the critical mass,
prices can be reduced if eCoins are used to pay, a win-win situation for the cost reduction,
winning public and private partners for an early eCoin acceptance like
o the public transportation and airlines, toll and congestion charge operators,
o provider for electricity (including electro mobility), gas, water, & cellradio services,
o paying the salary directly in eCoins (particularly in unbanked environments).
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To make fairCASH a business success it must become part not only of the mobile commerce but
also of the collaborative business networking or short eCollaboration. We see today the unification
of business cooperation stepping upward by increasing the group of partnerships joined. The next
phase will be concluding the automated coordination of complete business processes as some of
the last steps to globalization.
3.5.4

Who is a potential fairCASH licensee?

The expected fairCASH business model service is neither bank- nor mobile operator-centric. A
fairCASH service provider only needs to be big because fairCASH is a service with a very high take
rate expectation due to its characteristics in comparison to other payment schemes. It needs
clearing and acceptance switch points to the existing financial infrastructure, making transfers to
bank accounts from and to eWallets easily possible. In the European Union an eMint needs to
operate under the directive 2000/46/EC ‘Electronic Money Institution (ELMI)’. For the purposes of
this directive the policy concept on the taking up, pursuit, and prudential supervision of the
business of electronic money institutions, amending directives 2005/60/EC, and 2006/48/EC, and
the repealing directive 2000/46/EC“ of the 09-10-2008 gets currently new situated.
It should be pointed out that the operator of an eMint (and the trust center) has two possibilities
for revenue (not mentioning the cost reduction for legacy ePayment schemes):
1. Collecting the interest for the system float. In the EU this amounts to the Euribur 99.
2. Issuing identified user certificates via the CA (customer usage fee collection).
3. Gaining the write-offs.
We expect the best probability to acquire customers out of the following categories (and present
their main motivation to do so):
•

Central banks:
Central banks are the original source and native supplier of physical cash based currency.
Due to the well known history being gatekeepers of the float, their wish to collect the
seignorage and float even in the future and their controlling activities on the money
supply 100 (or money stock), which is the total amount of money available in an economy at
a particular point in time (quantity theory of money) demands that.

•

Mobile service operators:
It is a fact that more and more customers are switching to pre-paid accounts in the mobile
phone market. OECD statistics from 2005 indicate 40% of the total mobile phone market in
the OECD region consists of them. In 2007, two third of all mobile phone accounts
worldwide were pre-paid accounts. This introduces the problem that these pre-paid
customers are not able to pay for enhanced services or goods. Due to the wish of almost all
service operators to increase their income facing sinking fees for their classical mobile
telephone and data services, fairCASH can enable them to overcome this problem. Another
reason may be the ability to shorten the business chain to their customers by offering to
them the possibility to buy airtime without feeding any intermediate. Finally yet
importantly, this increases the attractiveness of their network services when they achieve
the ability to provide an easy & efficient way for payment to their customers in addition to
gain revenue from services related to payment traffic.

•

Banking for the unbanked, mobile money ecosystems:
In the most developing markets the financial infrastructure only exists in the larger cities
and congested urban areas, but not in the countryside. Using an already existing cellular
radio infrastructure fairCASH could supply a solution to them, creating an efficient and
mature payment possibility [143]. Important factors to take into account are also that
most inhabitants do not have an own bank account nor do they trust the banking industry.
A potential prospective customer for the fairCASH service might be an organization as the
Western Union, known for their cross-border mobile money remittance service. They have
more than 320.000 agents in 200 countries serving their mobile money business case.
According to their own indications they have transferred an amount of 67 billion USD in the
year 2008 from first world countries to the developing world [144]. The Aite Group, an
independent research and advisory firm focused on business, technology and regulatory
issues, forecasts a global transfer volume of more than 456 billion USD 101 in the year 2010.

99

http://de.euribor-rates.eu/.
This is defined as M0, the amount of face value notes and coins of a currency in circulation and bank vaults.
101
http://www.aitegroup.com/reports.php.
100
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•

Operators of big internet shops:
Companies like eBay, Apple, or Google are all running very intensive services, and all of
them are providing a selling platform, too. By adopting the fairCASH service they could
increase the customer retention and lower their own costs for income.

•

Technology driven stakeholders:
In the past, companies like IBM, Nokia, SAP, or Intel already took big investments into
ePayment systems. Reasons are not always easy to decode but due to their affinity to
technology, they could have the intension to turn advanced knowledge into products they
could control, or give them a significant advantage through technology.

It should be noted that operating the fairCASH service does not introduce new risks or other
liabilities accounting to cash, no need for a ‘trusted agent’ due to its pre-paid character. In fact the
financial liabilities associated with the delivering eCoin service are reduced in comparison to
physical cash.
3.5.5

How to become a fairCASH user

Similar to the mobile phones, eWallets can be made available everywhere. In fact, every Smartphone selling source ranging from the smallest TELCO service point up to the biggest internet shop
is a potential eWallet distributor. There is no special care taken into account selling such a product.
It is so easy to become an instant ‘out-of-the-box’ fairCASH user:
1. Get your own eWallet. It comes with a transient anonymous private user certificate
allowing instant participation on the fairCASH service. The vendor can offer a wireless
peering service to transfer an initial amount of eCoins on the new eWallet.
2. The eWallet must then be paired with the Smartphone of the owner. During this Bluetooth
or WLAN alike procedure the tethering 102 plug-in driver will be installed by downloading it
from embedded fileserver integrated in the eWallet.
3. The eWallet is now operable; the user can start using it.
3.5.6

Charity philanthropic applications

fairCASH could open the field for some non-commercial applications like the following:
•
•
•

3.5.7

An infrastructure for regional barter or loyalty exchanges like LETS 103 and GETS 104 [145],
Credits on a person-to-person base, excluding organizations in-between,
A financial infrastructure base for the microfinance world of
o the handling of micro credits and micro capital,
o receiving, repaying, and transferring loans.
Potential obstacles

Due to the possible impact and other damaging effects of the fairCASH business case there are
always winners and losers when a new technology takes ground [116]. We want to name a few
‘arguments’ from the organizations like the existing financial infrastructure (VISA and Co.);
fairCASH could:

102
103
104

•

change the existing national monetary policy tight and interests. This could have political
impact and cause interactions with the regulation and cartel interests. Due to the fact that
government policy makers tend to be elder and not as receptive to new technology, the ‘if
it isn’t broken don’t fix it’ paradigm best describes the prevailing mind-set,

•

change influence and power of protagonists found in the financial and economic systems
afraid to cannibalize business models in place and thus influence their current “natural”
monopoly. This has the potential to rock the status quo and fulfill a need mainstream
technology providers had been ignoring. This is labeled a disruptive technology.

use of a mobile device with Internet access to serve as Internet gateway or access point for other devices.
Local Exchange Trading System.
Global Exchange Token Systems.
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3.5.8

Résumé

Considering the impact of fairCASH concerning the possible business aspects, it could be
subsumed:
•
•
•

fairCASH could be the base for a making true Digital Cash possible with the potential of a
technical replacement carrier in the long run for our day-by-day currency.
It could help realizing huge amounts of savings on the enormous cost for our existing
physical legal tender.
Such a switchover scenario provides a vast number of efficiency improvements for users,
business, and society with a global impact for almost all of us.
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4

About the Message Channel

In a perfect world, messages are always delivered and will never disappear. In the physical reality,
we see always loss and errors in their delivery connected to the transmission. For the presented
teleportation scheme, the communication between the two protocol parties Alice and Bob is
essential. So it is required to take a closer look to the message channel or networks used for the
transportation of messages.
4.1

Channel Models

4.1.1

Physical Channel

Every physical transport channel is a fundamental analog one. The signal propagates less than the
speed of light, which means the channel delays a transmission. It introduces additive interferences
and noise to the main signal and the signal can be attenuated.

Figure 16: Channel characteristics affecting transmitted signals.

Data Presentation
Information Size
Order of Sequences
Reliability
Endpoints
Transportation Scope
Type of Exchange
Security

Physical reality
physical media signal data transmissions
limited
sometimes unordered
unreliable
machine-to-machine
only on local area net
asynchronous
insecure

Abstraction layer
messages
arbitrary
ordered
reliable
process-to-process
routed anywhere
synchronous
secure

Table 6: Physical world transmission reality versus our on-top abstraction message channel model.
In Table 6 we compare the most important qualities defining a channel model. Logical channels are
appearances based on the physical reality. Their quality applies to the grade of the illusion.
4.1.2

Logical/Digital Channel

Exchange (transfer) protocols can be seen as a group of special algorithms with at least two
distributed execution parties trading exchange messages over communication channels. In such a
framework of message oriented protocols, we have to distinguish four different classes of digital
transfer channels [69, 100]:
•

The Unreliable Channel
No assumptions can be made about this channel type, even data may be lost. Unreliable
channels are the most basic ones. They do not provide any guarantee of service.

•

The Operational Channel
The usage of an operational channel means that correct data always arrive after a known,
constant amount of time. Delivery and correct order of messages is guaranteed. This
channel type enable reliable communications for end-to-end message transport.
Operational channels are sometimes called synchronous channels in literature [43]. This
definition makes very strong assumptions on the network services and is rather unrealistic
in open, heterogeneous networks.
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•

The Resilient Channel
A resilient channel behaves like a normal operational one, but an attacker can succeed in
delaying messages by an arbitrary, but finite unknown amount of time. Such message will
be delivered just eventually. Resilient channels are also referred as asynchronous channels
[43]. Note that resilient channels do not guarantee successive messages being delivered in
the same order they have been sent.

•

The Reliable Channel
A communication channel is stated reliable if it is guaranteed to be always operational. An
attacker will not be able to delay any message in a reliable channel.

Grading the best transfer channel in the meaning of reliability we have to choose the reliable one
that allows the easiest solution for sending messages. Unfortunately, reliable channels are rather
unrealistic in real networks. In our protocol model, exchanges have to be carried out over insecure
networks. It is assumed that the channel between both peers is rather unreliable. In favor of the
fact that most networks are even far better than this, we expect different graded types of channel
quality in reality. If a problem arises or an attacker manages to disrupt the communication, the
chance of detection and reparation is extremely high. In practice, these tasks are taken by the
network operator and by using a data-link-layer-protocol that takes care of any necessarily
message retransmission and redundancy measures. Generally, asynchronous communication
channels are of no use for coordinating actions providing a guarantee performance at all sites
within a predetermined fixed time bound (discussed later in this section). Messages are eventually
delivered but may be delayed and reordered arbitrarily. Therefore, it is not decidable in general
whether a message will eventually arrive or not. Furthermore, we have to remember within our
fairCASH scenario, that attackers can gain control over the channel or corrupt it. Without additional
security measures, the recipient of our protocol may repudiate the receipt of a message even if it
has been received, by falsely claiming the failure of the communication channel. If we cannot
distinguish one situation of the other, the recipient always will be able to deny the receipt of a
message. The handling of all this is a precondition for guaranteeing fairness.
4.1.3

Synopsis of the Cognition

We have to face the following facts about message channels taken into our account:
Messages are either instantaneously delivered or destroyed without any indication,
forgery is impossible if we use cryptography in the right way,
repeated transmission of messages increases the likelihood of getting through the channel,
packets can be reordered, either delivered or deleted,
there is no difference between loss and corruption,
ACKs are just packets too.

•
•
•
•
•
•

It is a good assumption for our fairCASH security design, which every communication channel is
under control of the adversary, attacker, or intruder and allows him the following actions to do:
overhear every message,
decrypt the cipher text of so far overheard messages, if he gets (ever) the correct key,
remember all parts of each message (already sent),
intercept or delete messages at will,
generate messages using any combination of his knowledge and so far overheard ones,
change the quality class of our channel to a brocken one by cutting the connection.

•
•
•
•
•
•
4.2

Packet Loss – the lost ACK

Packet

loss is nothing new. It happens all the time when messages are transmitted over
unsecured communication links: the amount of sent packets will overflow one of the routers along
the way, and the arriving packets will be lost. Packets might also get lost because of transmission
failures, routing path errors or something else. To prevent or minimize this loss, concepts of
confirmation are invented from the very first time. An acknowledgment is such a confirmation of
receipt. When data is transmitted between two systems, the recipient can acknowledge that it
received the data. The origin of a message can be verified using a sender appended digital
signature. To obtain a proof of receipt, the sender requires the recipient to reply with an ACK. ACKs
compensate in unreliable networks for the price of performance reduction. Modern networks as
LANs and WANs are considered highly reliable. There is little need to acknowledge every packet, so
ACKs are used for groups of packets or not at all. On the other hand, unreliable networks still exist,
however, especially if using wireless LANs (WLANs) or mobile radio services.
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4.3

Byzantine General’s Undecidability State Issue

Inauspicious,

we cannot use mechanisms based on retransmission nature. To understand the
principle of our confirmation problem, let us have a look to the following graphic:
fairCASH Transfer: 50 €uro
Peer Alice
Originator

ACK

Peer Bob
Recipient

Timeout

Figure 17: The confirmation or acknowledge problem.
Alice sends fifty €uro to Bob. After successfully receiving this payment, Bob sends an ACK message
back to Alice. Due to a communication problem, this message does not reach Alice, so she does not
get any confirmation. After a predefined time interval, Alice gets a timeout error, locally generated
by her eWallet. What, however, is the state of Alice now? She faces two possibilities: If she
guesses her money transfer successful, and only misses the ACK message of Bob, everything is OK
and she has to do nothing. However, if it is the other way round, Bob does not receive her
payment, Alice is in trouble. Can the same transmission-issue happen again? What about her
(maybe already lost) 50 €uro she sent in the first run? What if Bob has manipulated the
communication channel to use the inhibition of the ACK message for making money? Can he
generate profit out of this situation to steal money from Alice? Can Alice resend the money
message again?
Before we are able to construct a solution, we have to go back to our confirmation ACK-stateinconsistency-causing-problem. Issues like this can lead into irresolvable or pending states, forever
preventing Alice to use her eWallet for a further payment any more. An important aspect is, that
eCoins should not appear out of nothing (no frictionless moneymaker machine) and may not
disappear (no black hole effect) due to any reason without a trace. If a transaction error happens,
a recovery to a known state must be attainable. That is not only a problem of losing an ACK
message. Our problem arises also from the fact that the two peer instances involved in the
transaction cannot trust each other. We neither can assume anything about the communication
channel: We cannot trust the network either! Messages in general can be faked, altered, replayed
or can disappear. Communication can be interrupted at any time, either due to an error in the
physical link or through one of the instances involved. Therefore, it is easy to run into inconsistent
states if the protocol design is not stable against these types of flaws.
Our problem is exactly the confirmation Alice is waiting for. Suppose, the channel breaks down
immediately after Bob sent the confirmation. Alice will never obtain her confirmation. So what can
Alice do? Under normal circumstances, she will assume that her fairCASH message has gone lost
(first possibility). The other option to interpret her situation is to assume her money transfer was
completely received, so only the ACK message got lost or was erratically not sent (second
possibility). Alice will be unable to retransmit the same eCoin(s) due as multi-spending must not
happen anyhow. She will definitely find no way out of this situation until the protocol will be fixed.
Therefore, she is caught in her role as a perfect victim. In the case shown above, she never gets
back her fifty €uro. The only thing Alice can do is hoping her message was successful delivered to
Bob (second possibility) and Bob is a good guy not making profit from the situation.
Bob’s position in this situation is quite better. In case of being a good person (by sending his ACK),
he has completed every required protocol step correctly and finished the payment procedure
successfully. If Bob, however, is a malicious user, he will use this consideration to make money by
technically suppressing the ACK message. Even worse, there is no technical measure to stop Bob
or to blame him if he is a bad hacker. Therefore, in our scenario, he is always on the sunny side.
It has to be pointed out that the above procedure is very basic; it is part of almost every
communication protocol. Thus, the problem when to be sure that another party has received a
message is independent of our particular example. It is the nature of the value token-based
electronic money message that makes a solution to this problem difficult to obtain. Returning to
our simplified example, Alice can in principle do the following:
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•

She can repeat her message. This is just a hypothetical option because transferring the
same eCoins more than once means multi-spending. In fact, within our fairCASH system
she cannot, because the respective eCoins are already spent out of her eWallet and hence
not longer available to her.

•

She can contact Bob requesting him to resend his ACK. Unfortunately, it may happen, that
Bob is not present any more to receive her request, or that Bob has no interest to answer.
We should not forget that the offline transfer can be anonymous (depending on the type of
the user certificate), so Alice probably does not know where to find Bob, or who Bob is.
Therefore, there is no solution. A bad Bob will be of no help in resolving the state
inconsistency because he already got his money for nothing (assuming that the eCoins
were correctly received).

•

She can send another fairCASH payment, but this means to pay again once more (double).

In the general case with unreliable communication channels, there are two possible reasons for
such an ACK does not arrive [73, 146]:
•

The communication channel was suspended (not reliable). The ACK has been sent, but was
never delivered (due to the channel, attacker actions or other cases).

•

A communication party does not play fair [73, 84]. That means some party is not following
the established steps and rules in the protocol.

From the viewpoint of the originator of the ACK, it is invisible if the delivery of the last message
fails or not. In such scenario, it is not possible to guarantee entering always into a common
agreement. One peer party will just have to act without knowing whether their last message went
through the transmission channel reaching the other peer or not. This problem is fundamental in
the category ‘Theory of computation 105’ under the comprehensiveness of ‘Common Knowledge’,
‘Coordination’ and ‘Confirmation’. It is called state, confirmation or acknowledge problem. A similar
challenge can be found in the academic literature under headlines like or even as the “Two Army
problem” [147, 148]. Common knowledge and thus perfect coordination are impossible in any
information system where communication errors are. The name convention “Byzantine Generals'
Problem” refers to an agreement problem in ancient times where generals of the Byzantine
Empire's army had to decide unanimous whether to attack an antagonistic army, or not 106.
4.4

Confirmation Problem

Simultaneousness of communication can never be achieved in our asynchronous protocol scenario,
and service delivery is not atomic. Message delivery always requires a certain amount of time and,
hence, during the exchange, a network failure might occur or either party might intentionally
interrupt the transmission at any time. The exchange process might end unfair if in such situation
one party has already completed service-delivery while the other has not. Our communication
parties face the problem of state inconsistency, also known as confirmation or acknowledge (ACK)
problem [147, 148]. After a communication breakdown, no further message exchange is possible,
leaving our protocol partners isolated within the protocol run. This inability equals to the fact, that
common knowledge is never attainable [149] in such a practical environment, but it turns out to be
necessary for achieving protocol coordination [150]. Common knowledge can only be attained in
systems which support simultaneous coordinated actions [151]. This can be generalized to the
impossibility of a solution for problems of that kind [152], that it’s not possible to get coordinated
state decisions under any communication protocol over unreliable channels; no protocol exists
which solves our coordination problem [149, 151].
Note however, such actions cannot be guaranteed or even detected, that an attempt to fix this
problem will fail absolutely. Any real network communication could face the same problem, even in
networks with protocol repeat- and repair-protection-mechanisms in layer four like TCP/IP
establishes against message loss. It might happen that it ultimately times out. We take this into
account while modeling the most critical task in the execution phase of a transaction in our fCCP to
ensure consistent termination. Both sites must agree on whether to positively commit or abort the
protocol in which case no payment will be delivered. The consistency of these decisions reached at
different sites must be safeguarded even in the presence of various types of failures.

105
106

German technical terms: [Theoretische Informatik].
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Byzantine_fault_tolerance.
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This is the atomic commitment [153] problem. A number of protocols have been devised to solve
this problem, including the two-Phase-Commit (2PC) protocol [154]. However, even 2PC does not
solve the inconsistency problem in our case, because 2PC procedures rely, among others, on the
following facts:
•

All entities are willing to cooperate and do not lie about their state or actions. In other
words, every entity in the system must be trusted.

•

2PC is a distributed algorithm, only able to work under the assumption of reliable message
channels.

In our case, the first assumption can be guaranteed due to the CASTOR-protected secure eWallet
environment for the fCCP. However, the second one is unrealistic due to the possibility of message
channel suspension of operations. This makes the standard 2PC protocol (and it’s variations)
inappropriate for usage in our system.
4.5

Error Recovery

A critical element of any implementation is the way of handling message losses, mostly covered by

a timeout and retransmission strategy. How is the timeout interval determined, and how frequently
does a retransmission occur? The actions on congestion are to recalculate internal timeout values,
and thereby change the rate of the outgoing data for a better fit through the communication
channel. The recalculations are mostly done based on the assumption, that a timeout indicates an
idle connection for a longer period of time caused by a major congestion.
4.5.1

On the Network Level

This is done mostly on the network level (OSI Layer 3), responsible to provide the functional and
procedural means of end-to-end (source to destination) packet delivery by managing the flow
control, error checking’s, acknowledgments, retransmissions and error corrections on the packet
level. This is out-of-scope of our fCCP focus.
4.5.2

On the Protocol Level

4.5.2.1 Send and Forget
Sending (multi- or broadcast) messages without expecting any end-to-end feedback is a special
case. Data is sent and is assumed to arrive at its destination. There is no feedback (expected) from
the destination to indicate whether it arrived or not. Such “send and forget” systems are used by
real-time transmissions, especially relating to audio and video data streaming. It makes no sense
to retransmit these types of time stamped data due to their ‘need to be delivered in real time’
behavior, if the resent packets are already logically timed out; their ACKs and intended
retransmission eats up more time than the allowed maximum end-to-end pipeline delay. UDP 107 is
such a protocol with no ACK/retransmission procedure.
4.5.2.2 The TCP Way
TCP implements the ‘no ACK then timeout’ logic model. As a logical consequence, lost messages
need to reach the receiver to induce a retransmission. It enacts over sophisticated methods to
calculate retransmission timeout values, trying to provide a reliable transport. One of the ways is
for each end to ACK the data it receives from the other end. But data segments and ACKs can get
lost. TCP assumes a packet loss means the system is congested and therefore decides that
something has to be done. As a preparation, a round-trip time (RTT) is calculated and used to keep
track of a smoothed RTT and a mean deviation estimator. Setup values for the rate and flow
control settings consider processor speed and congestion. Flow control operates on an end-to-end
buffer concept. TCP itself does not provide rate control and combats congestion with slow-start and
other heuristics. Connection-oriented protocols like TCP are not up to scratch if you really care
about your messages. They are reliable, however this does not mean you can rely on them! TCP is
only a reliable protocol until it stops, and then it becomes unreliable. This stop does not allow
telling whether a dropped connection delivered the data or not. Again, such strategy is impropriate
due to the financial intent of our eCoins.

107

http://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc768.
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4.5.2.3 Sending more Messages
Multiple messages and retries seem to be a way out of this situation, but they are not. There is
always “a last message” which unbalances the statistic result. The only difference will be a better
probability that maximizes the likelihood of sending 10 messages for a single one. That is more
“transmit and pray” than a solution to overcome our problem. Using probabilities even for packet
losses have always been regarded questionable. Either looking to the channel behavior, they
almost get through or they all fail to get through due to congestion, partitioning, or other reason.
Losing a packet here and there has always to be the exception rather the rule.
4.5.2.4 Adding extra ACKs and NACKs
If we extend the protocol by requiring Alice to confirm the reception of Bob’s ACK or NACK with a
new confirmation would take our problem just to the next level. To make such protocol
modification effective we also have to change the transmission of the eCoins in a way that Bob
needs some piece of additional information (decryption key) Alice has to send after her
confirmation to make use of the previously transferred electronic value. We see the scenario in the
following Figure 18:
Encrypted fairCASH Transfer: 50 €uro

eWallet Peer
Alice

ACK

Decryption Key
NACK

eWallet Peer
Bob

Timeout

Figure 18: The confirmation or ACK/NACK problem on the next level.
Our new protocol extension transfers all power to Alice (in comparison to Figure 17), depriving it
from Bob comparing the current situation to the previous one. Bob cannot use the already send
money due to the missing key and Alice is not even aware of this situation. The already transferred
50 € still remain unusable for Bob. However, due to the multi-spending paradigm, Alice cannot get
her money back. On the other hand, Alice is in the advantageous position making profit out of this
situation because nobody knows if she really sent encrypted eCoins to Bob if the decryption key is
never sent successfully! We realize: Prolonging the ACK chain will not help out of the situation!
4.5.2.5 Gradual Release of Messages
Exchange protocols (mostly cryptographic) aiming at a probabilistic guarantee of fairness
implement an exchange of messages without requiring any third party and follow the Gradual Fair
Exchange (GFE) strategy [90, 155]. This seems to be an interesting choice. However, these
cryptographic solutions are based upon a gradual exchange where tiny parts of the item to be
exchanged are transferred in many rounds. Unfortunately compared to protocols with a third party
the known probabilistic protocols have a big disadvantage: they achieve only probabilistic fairness
instead of guaranteeing it. The protocols only guarantee that the advantage of one party over the
other can be made small. The round-complexity is linear in the degree of this probability of an
unfair outcome, e.g., for achieving a fairness guarantee of 99%, about 100 rounds are required.
Such approach could end up into a massive transfer of data!
Many micropayment systems are based upon a GFE implementation. Examples are the billing of a
few cents for each subsequent couple of video-seconds or telephone communication. If any of the
parties does not send its fraction, the protocol ends. At the end, any party may lose at most one
part of the data or one payment tick. This is also not a matching solution for our fCCP.
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4.5.2.6 Our fCCP
The question appearing is: How can our protocol arrange the combating of errors during the
teleportation of eCoins between Alice and Bob on the one hand and on the other hand how does it
achieve a consistent termination for both. In principle, it is quite simple for both processes to come
to the same stage of knowledge: One single message with a successful acknowledge is sufficient to
achieve that. However, we cannot set up reliable communication over an arbitrarily unreliable
medium, hence coordination of Alice and Bob under any communication protocol is still not
possible. The requirement causing our fundamental problem: Both processes must come to the
identical state of knowledge to be able to fulfill the deal behind the transaction. If both processes
ever come to a state contradiction, we fail 108. Therefore, our fCCP implements a bunch of the
following means to solve the problem in the fairCASH way:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

108
109

Biasing the protocol exception handling to the abort case rather to the success case.
Implementation of a heuristic policy ‘no profit to no-one from any failure’.
Adopting the fail-stop behavior to simplify the cases related to exception handling 109.
eCoins are enclosed safely in the CASTOR vault, included within our eWallet.
The protocol implements an imbricate acknowledgement to hedge consistent results.
The ‘controlled annihilation’ of eCoins against an acceptable proof (affidavit).
Delaying the fairness reconstruction process to a point in time the eMint (TTP) is available.
Auto-resolving fairness with the eMint by an exchange of affidavits against new eCoins.
Blacklisting of objects and certificates in combination with statistical flow analyses.

This statement is corrected within the patent application filed to EPO under PCT/EP2011/001219.
and to avoid the Byzantine error behaviour.
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5

Delayed-true two-party fair Exchange of Secrets

The

following central section of this thesis presents the peer-to-peer based transfer protocol for
eCoins against a receipt between two eWallets. It starts with the underlying assumptions, which
build the basis for the rest of the work. By naming the objectives, the intended tasks of the
protocol are defined. Significant properties of the teleportation protocol enable it being in a position
to carry its central mission. Defining the basic notations used to formulate the transferred
messages enable the reader to follow the different messages, which Alice and Bob exchange. The
integrated elements, their flow direction and meaning are shown. This is concluded by a detailed
discussion about the state of fairness because of the lossy Byzantine General transmission transfer
character. The result of this discussion leads to the possibility of fairness recreation through a
mechanism of compensation. Finally, we present some worst-case appraisals for the forfeiture
probability and the runtime.
5.1

Assumptions

110

The following set of assumptions was kept in mind while designing the protocol.
5.1.1
•
•
•
5.1.2
•

•
•
•
5.1.3
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

110

Communication Channel
The communication channel between Alice and Bob is not permanently broken.
The operational receive and transmit mode of the protocol is at a minimum semi-duplex.
The identity of a party cannot be revealed from the Internet Protocol (IP), MAC address,
phone number, or from an anonymously granted user certificate.
Cryptography
Cryptographic primitives work like expected and cannot be bypassed. This result into the
fact, that a brute force attack exhaustively working through all possible keys in order to
decrypt a message is the only way to break our cryptographic scheme, and it is not
computationally feasible to shorten this process significantly.
Encrypted messages cannot be decrypted without knowledge of the appropriate keys.
Digital signatures cannot be forged.
Cryptographic checksums ensure integrity of messages, and hashes are assumed to be
pre-image-resistant and 2nd-pre-image-resistant.
eWallet
eWallets are considered trusted elements for all entities and they trust each other.
An eWallet is hard to be manipulated or analyzed due to the concept of sealed hardware.
The expected costs of breaking the tamper-resistance of the eWallet are much higher than
the expected (and available) profit. The logic behind: Economics matters in the whole
system design. In particular the fairCASH system implements a strategy to keep the cost
for an eWallet small, migrate from one eWallet generation to the next, keep the pace of
advances in silicon chip tampering. Tamper-resistance serves as an important line of
defense but should not be considered as an absolute deterrent. The cryptographic design
includes the fact physical compromises were economically inevitable.
Every eWallet contains a tamper-protected CASTOR container with memory storing the
eCoins, the signing, the secret and public verification keys, the serial numbers and the
certificates.
To handle exceptional situations at any time (e.g. power failure), all intermediary
conditions mandatory to reestablish fairness are stored in a protected internal non-volatile
storage as a transactional mean to enable a postponed recovery treatment.
Our fCCP behaves ‘fail-stop’. To realize this in an efficient way it is assumed the eWallet
provides a programmable hardware time-trap.
eWallets are inimitable generated during their physical creation by a PUF approach.
eWallets are unique made by a process of self-random-based serial number generation.
eWallets are certified, registered, and authenticated before their release to the market
place.

German technical terms: [Voraussetzungen].
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5.1.4
•
•

•
•
5.1.5
•
•
•
•

5.2

System
All parties use the same algorithms for the cryptographic operations.
A previously negotiated time-out period known to all parties is used when a party waits for
a message. This specifies the absolute maximum period after which the protocol execution
ends. This time limit ensures a consistent view of all honest participants. After this
duration, everybody will be sure the status of an exchange is final (excluding weak deals,
see at page 92) and will not be changed anymore. The main part of the protocol is
definitely completed for all parties.
fairCASH biases the exception handling to the abort rather than the success case assuring
a “no profit from failure heuristic” to zeroize the probability duplicating a secret in case of
failure.
Protocol entities mutually distrust one another. Note, that this is one of the focal points
introducing fair exchange behavior.
Transfer
The value of the ‘change secret’ transferred is not greater than the ‘main secret's value.
It is assumed a user’s node never fails [75]. Not reliable ones only fail by stopping
functioning (crash); they recover within some finite (but unknown) time after a crash and
may crash again after their recovery. This avoids Byzantine faults.
Interleaved runs of the protocol are blocked by design.
The presented version of the teleportation protocol is limited to the two-party case by
design.
Objectives

111

The goal is to implement a reliable Digital Cash token exchange system with extreme low
transaction costs for the circulation of eCoins as financial value objects equal or less the cost of the
well-known physical cash system. Cost-effectiveness has the first protocol priority. The following
statements describe the top-level functionality-requirements as objectives of the presented
protocol to guarantee a satisfactory behavior to its users:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•

111

Efficient teleportation of unconfined transferable eCoins.
Preserving true fairness in all operating situations and under all circumstances.
Local storage and handling of the eCoin value objects in a personal eWallet.
Wireless or wired usage of ICT data highways passing the value from one eWallet to
another.
Capable to conduct the money transfer in an P2P manner offline.
Ability to pay and receive monetary value.
Guaranteeing an instantaneous, irreversible and final payment as known from physical
cash. We need to achieve non-repudiation by delivering both peers a court-approved
stringent proof chain of the transaction as verification for the payment and a mechanism to
record all aspects of our transaction reflecting all possible cases of money based value
transfers.
High resistance against counterfeiting mechanism and hacker attacks.
The type of a protocol operating entity can be an initiator (master) or responder (slave)
and should not be confined to a particular role (i.e. payee or payer). The initiator,
responsible for the first action taken in the establishing process of our protocol transaction,
is always able to act as the eCoin sink or source. In other words, the initiator can be a
payee or payer.
fCCP should protect the privacy, confidentiality and anonymity of its private acting users by
making the information exchange unobservable, including the untraceability and
unlinkability of the payments.

German technical terms: [Zielsetzungen].
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5.3

Properties

112

To achieve these objectives the fCCP defined here provides properties as the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Handling of transient and transferable secrets (here eCoins).
Being repudiation-free, timeliness, verifiable and well defined.
Adaptation of the ‘fail-stop’ paradigm.
Adaptation of the X.509 PKI certification system to provide authenticity and reliability.
Being MITMA safe.
Validity-insurance for transferred eCoins, inhibiting transfers of forged or invalid tokens.
Providing its users unobservability in combination with untraceability and unlinkability.
P2P delayed-true fair exchange of ‘eCoins for a receipt’ with an optimistic TTP for recovery.
Shielding the communication using key establishing schemes to create a VPN/VPC tunnel.
Compliance with the requirements of personal information protection on data privacy.
Being efficient by minimizing the number of messages exchanged in a single protocol run.
Entity can be an initiator or responder acting as payer or payee, but not simultaneously.

The fCCP described here does not handle or address
•
•
•

112

the underlying key management. This is fCCP independent, automatic and transparent.
the provision of tamper-protected inclusion of security-related objects like eCoins or keys.
the direct addressing of the eCoin protection against multi-spending.

German technical terms: [Eigenschaften].
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5.4

Notations

The wording of our basic notation and the protocol itself orients on the following symbols and
notations, optimized for the eCoin exchange, but not limited to such an application.
5.4.1

Symbols

Symbol
A
B
TTP (here Mint)
NodeID(X)
NetID(X)
TIDx
TSID
H(m)
C(m)
X(m) є {H(m),
C(m)}
sx 113 := {X(m)}K
DTCx
TimeStampx
A  B:m
A  B:m
m1 || m2
┌x┐
|m|
xor or ⊕
rand()
{Msg.Elem.}
Ψ
SALTx
#(x)
Λ(x)
ƒApp,Phase,Cmd,Count
App 114
Tb 115
Ver
Rev
Phase
Cmd
Count

Interpretation
Principal ‘Alice’, the protocol message originator.
Principal ‘Bob’, the protocol message recipient.
Principal ‘TTP’, can be the eMint of currency for referenced eCoins (our Digital Cash secrets).
Uniquely distinguishing physical node identity of entity ‘X’; peer device may identify ‘X’ (only)
in the pairing phase during possible out-band negotiations (e.g. using NFC/RFIDs).
Uniquely distinguishing logical network identity of entity ‘X’; network header-based ID
addressing for in-band network operations.
Transaction identification ‘TIDx’ (not globally unique) used between Alice and Bob to maintain
context between them. ‘X’ is the issuing principal. Should be 32-bit sized or greater.
Transaction and session identification, a n-bit nonce valid for a single protocol run only ‘TSID =
X((TIDA xor TIDB) || DTCA || DTCB || NetID(A) || NetID(B) || NodeID(A) || NodeID(B))’. The
nonce should be at minimum 32-bit.
Hash ‘H’ based on a collision & 2nd pre-image resistant one-way iterated cryptographic f(‘m’).
Hash ‘C’ based on a collision and 2nd pre-image resistant symmetric block cipher function of
‘m’.
Denotes either keyed HMAC ‘H(m)’ [e.g. HMAC-SHA-512] or block cipher CMAC ‘C(m)’ [e.g.
CMAC-AES-256] of the message ‘m’.
‘sx’ is a digital signature of ‘m’. ‘K’ is a private key, ‘X’ is the principal.
Date Time Code used to find outdated elements. ‘X’ is the principal.
Time measurement for current transmission channel properties of party ‘X’. 32-bit sized.
Principal ‘Alice’ transmits message ‘m’ to ‘Bob’ (no guarantee of delivery).
Principal ‘Alice’ fetches message ‘m’ from ‘Bob’ (no guarantee of receipt).
Concatenation of items ‘m1’ and ‘m2’ in that order.
When ‘x’ is a set, then ┌x┐ denotes the number of elements of ‘x’ else Round(log2(x) + 0,5).
The bit length of the message ‘m’.
Bitwise logical ‘exclusive-or’.
True physical random generator, usable for cryptographic purposes.
This is an optional message element, can be omitted in case of no need, e.g. the change
secret.
Unsigned integer nonce ‘ψ’ generated by the rand function. Should be 32-bit sized or greater.
Nonce ‘SALTx’ used in the generation process of the premaster-secret. ‘X’ is the principal.
Should be 32-byte sized or greater.
Variable ‘x’ is fresh generated.
Restrict the validity of the variable ‘x’ in time being usable only temporary.
A flag indicating the purpose of a message using a specific construction logic.
Bit pattern identifier serving as Start-of-Message delimiter for our protocol. 96-bit sized.
Identifier to flag the first four messages, must be ‘DB6699AA559966DBh’, 64-bit sized.
Version is described in the implementation guide. 16-bit sized.
Revision is described in the implementation guide. 16-bit sized.
Protocol phase stage (Pairing, VPN/VPC, Exchange, Commit). 8-bit sized.
Protocol message type (Req, ACK, Value, Info). 8-bit sized.
Number of protocol phase stage message (1, …, 255). 16-bit sized.

Table 7: Symbols and their meaning used in this thesis.

113
114
115

The result of a signature verification is TRUE, if the signature is valid and FALSE otherwise.
Defined as follows: in case of message [01-04]: App := ‘Tb || Ver || Rev’ else App := ‘its fairCASH’.
Abbreviation for „Teleportation beam“.
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5.4.2

Objects

Complex objects exchanged or referenced by our protocol are shortly listed and explained:
Object
HSM 116 or CASTOR 117
Certx[Type-VI].obj
Certx[Type-I/II].obj
CFVx
EVI-ticketx
eDoc[I].obj
eDoc[II].obj
eDoc[III].obj
∑Token[Secrets].obj
Ctrl[Challenge].obj
Ctrl[Response_1].obj
Ctrl[Response_2].obj
Ticket[ACK1].obj
Ticket[ACK2].obj
Ticket[ACK3].obj

Description
Our eWallet as tamper-protected encasement guarding secrets.
X.509v3 inspired PKI certificate for the trusted CASTOR product (in our case eWallets).
X.509v3 inspired PKI certificate for system users, can be anonymous granted and applied.
Calculated (local-effective) set of Capability-Flag-Vectors for crypto-regulations.
An element as part of our eDoc object, responsible for the process of fairness recreation.
1st incarnation (request) of the eDoc container object, carrying meta data.
2nd incarnation (evidence) of the eDoc container object, carrying meta data.
3rd incarnation (receipt) of the eDoc container object, carrying meta data.
All token-based secrets (main/change) are concatenated to a single object.
1st Ctrl object for our viral-distribution carrier of update-able system information.
2nd Ctrl object for our viral-distribution carrier of update-able system information.
3rd Ctrl object for our viral-distribution carrier of update-able system information.
Confirmation and acknowledge message for the receipt of the value transfer.
Confirmation and acknowledge message for the ACK1-ticket.
Confirmation and acknowledge message for the ACK2-ticket.

Table 8: Objects and their meaning used in this thesis.

116
117

Hardware Security Module.
CAsk for Storage and Transport Of access Restricted value data.
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5.5

Workflow

fCCP can be divided into five steps, arranged in top-down ascending ordered timeline of
interactions for the payer and the payee. The protocol steps for an entity are depending on being
an initiator or a responder in combination of spending or receiving money. The message flow as
shown in Figure 19 relates to the sub case, where the originator is a payer (protocol [a] case).

Figure 19: Workflow of fCCP in a message oriented form.
Figure 19 shows the simplified transaction workflow. We see the message flow for the initiator to
the left side (colored in light blue) and to the right the one for the responder to the right (colored
in light orange). As a first action, the originator collects all information needed to conduct the
protocol. This is done before entering into the pairing phase. On the other side, the recipient has to
provide all requisite information before the pairing phase can be acknowledged, including his
authorization for the deal. It is possible to make this anticipatory available.
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Pairing phase
This is the pairing partnership association phase. Both entities enter into a P2P-based transaction
relationship by mutually identify themselves:
•
•
•
•

The Initiator uses the application software to enter information about his action and creates
the request.
The initiator determines the method 118 for contacting the other peer using a proximity or
remote connection.
The initiating eWallet contacts the target eWallet.
Both eWallets exchange their certificates 119.

VPN/VPC setup phase
This is the setup phase for the VPN/VPC-session-initiation. A virtual private network or channel is
being established:
•
•

Both eWallets exchange key information.
Both eWallets negotiate a VPN/VPC.

Negotiation phase
Both eWallets negotiate the intended deal. Part of this policy based checking process is the
verification of enough value availability and other rules (see at page 77). The eDoc[I] object plays
an important role to make the transfer repudiation free, contains later the receipt and is used
within the affidavit generation. Due to the initial creation before the value exchange, the attribute
“pre-flow” is used:
•
•
•
•

Both
Both
Both
Both

eWallets
eWallets
eWallets
eWallets

exchange their user certificates.
specify and acknowledge the deal.
compare the other’s eWallet identity with the intended one.
authorize or decline the deal.

Value data transfer
The payment is exchanged against an electronic receipt. During the value exchange, the eDoc
object is processed and metamorphosed in its mid-flow II incarnation (see page 151) and post-flow
final state III (page 152):
•
•

The eCoins of the main payment are transferred.
The eCoins of the change payment are transferred.

Confirmation phase
Both parties receive their irrefutable evidences to make the deal complete, repudiation-free and
final (with the weak deal exception):
•
•
•

118
119

The acknowledge tickets are sent.
Both eWallets inform their respective users about the money transfer status.
Both eWallets terminate the connection.

There are different technical methods to do that (e.g. by using an NFC/RFID, a DNS or IP entry or a MSN).
In this case a Type-VI one (please refer to page 153).
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5.5.1

Two different Protocol Sub cases

Initiator Alice starts the pairing process by transmitting an invitation request to Bob. If Bob
answers to this challenge message with the correct response, both peers are paired for a protocol
run. If the next two messages could be exchanged successfully, an application based VPN/VPC will
be established and activated to transport every protocol communication from the next message to
the last message. The fCCP contribute actions to the following distinguishing features:
•
•

Alice or Bob can act in the role position of the protocol initiator or responder.
Alice or Bob can act in the role position of the payer (secret source) or payee (secret sink) 120.

This thesis defines Alice is always in the role position of a protocol initiator and Bob dedicated to
the role of a responder. If the opposite is needed, the roles between Alice and Bob are simply
reversed and our preposition still applies. The adaptation to the source or sink role introduces
slight changes the protocol. In case [a] Alice is the source of the main secret (payer), which
reverses to the sink (payee) position in case [b]. In fact, this is not of great significance for a
general understanding.
Sub case [a]:
Alice sends the money in her role as payer while Bob receives the money in his role as payee. The
first message after the establishment of the VPN/VPC serves as protocol flow inversion passing the
initiative to Bob. It will be possible to reduce the value exchange only to transfer a main secret
from Alice to Bob without any change secret in return. What is of course always returned from Bob
is the electronic receipt (eReceipt) as acquittance for the payment.
Sub case [b]:
Bob is the payer and Alice gets the money in her role as payee. The rest of the protocol execution
is again identical to the first sub case [a], exchanging the position of Alice and Bob.

120

defined by the secrets’ value: a main secret should be comparative of greater value than the change secret.
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5.6

Messages

The succeeding protocol part allows both peer entities mutually transferring secrets (eCoins)
within a single transaction. The main payment is always transferred as the first secret, the change
money transfer is done afterwards. In our payment case, we need this symmetrical behavior to
allow the transfer of the change, prerequisite to the indivisibility and granularity of the eCoin
objects.
If there is no need for a change, the secret object can be an empty one. We now present the
transfer protocol’s off-line part the in detail, scaled down to single messages and objects. Different
logical entity layers (the net node, the eWallets and Alice or Bob) are working together by creating,
adding, processing or even changing parts of or the whole message.
5.6.1

Before the Beginning in the Prelude of the Protocol Transfer

The eWallet is activated by its user/owner by powering it on, resetting it or a manual startup event.
5.6.2

Pairing Steps

Figure 20: Message flow for the pairing phase of the teleportation transfer protocol.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Alice collects all information to conduct a payment and initiates it. All of these information are transferred to the eWallet.
Alice’s eWallet receives all information and uses part of them to create a pairing request.
The pairing request is transferred through a network to the target’s node.
The target eWallet receives and processes the pairing request.
The target eWallet sends a request to Bob and wait for an authorization or timeout.
Bob, the responder, accepts the request, supply requested data (if needed) & authorize the payment (can automatically be done).
Bob‘s eWallet replies with an ACK to the pairing REQ.
The pairing acknowledge is transferred through the network to the requestor’s node.
The source eWallet receives and processes the pairing acknowledge, the pairing for Alice is established.

Informal functional Description:
Two mutual unknown and idle peers indicate their pairing-requests by mutually exchanging their
eWallet-product-certificates in combination with their node- 121 and network-IDs 122 with an EoO
proof done by adding a signature sA and sB to all unencrypted messages sent. This EoO signature
measure prevent the possibility of a successful MITMA attack. All signatures and certificates are
protected by an architecture inspired by PKI X.509v3. Additionally, they exchange their timestamps
and a SALT for a logical time bind of the protocol-run in combination of an unique transaction
session ID (build from both SALTed TIDs). The timestamps at the end of every message are used
to gather statistical information about channel throughput. The CFVA and CFVB objects are the
local-effective set of Capability-Flag-Vectors to be mutual exchanged, needed to calculate the
greatest common regulated crypto-strength allowed by both eWallets for the installation of the
VPN/VPC. Using her eWallet, Alice starts this process to enter the payment transaction by collecting
and selecting all necessary information. Then her eWallet tries to connect to the targeted eWallet.
This is done by using available kinds of contactless mobile models like the remote or the proximity
mobile payment communication methods. If this phase proceeds successfully, initiator Alice and
responder Bob are mutually connected and “know” each other.
With these two messages successfully exchanged, the pairing setup step is done!

121
122

Taken from the transceiving node interface used to exchange only these two pairing messages.
e.g. IP network addresses.
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5.6.2.1 Teleportation Protocol Message [01]
Msg.

Transfer

01

AB
[in clear]

Elements
ƒApp,Pairing,Req,1,
CertA[Type-VI].obj,
CFVA,
NodeID(A), NetID(A),
DTCA,
#(TIDA),
sA := Λ({X(Msg01)}KS:CASTOR:SUDI,prv).

fCCpMsg 1: Pairing step.

Comments
Flag indicating “Pairing request”.
Alice’s Type-VI CASTOR product certificate.
Alice’s local-effective calculated set of Capability-Flag-Vectors.
Uniquely distinguishing principal originator identity.
Alice’s local time stamp (64-bit).
Transaction identification salt ‘TIDA’ (32-bit).
Signature of Hash(Msg01) for all elements, except ‘sA’.

In the first step, two mutually unknown peers are open for a pairing operation. Initiator Alice tries
to connect Bob using standard communication channels and methods. Alice sends the first
‘Invitation’ message marked with the flag ‘ƒApp,Pairing,Req,1’, indicating her intention followed by a
single certificate and a set bit-arrays forming the local-effective set of Capability-Flag-Vectors
CFVA. The certificate ‘CertA[Type-VI].obj’ 123 certifies the identity of her product platform (e.g. an
eWallet for our fairCASH application). If her product platform is identified being involved in
inappropriate activities, this certificate will be listed in a blacklist (Certificate Revocation List, CRL)
maintained by the TTP (RCA). The CFVA contains the technically local-effective calculated
parameters needed to handle worldwide region-depending crypto-regulations. This allows the
support of different local laws in case of cross-border connections by setting the cryptographic
strength of the connection VPN/VPC to the highest common denominator. Due to the fact, that it
will be possible to inhibit the embedded VPN/VPC protection by the creation of a special baseCFVParty in the user certificate 124, our secrets are beyond the VPN/VPC measure separately
protected by an alternative cryptographic protection method. Details about this mechanism can be
found in the fairCASH implementation guide.
Two IDs indicate Alice’s identity:
•

The NodeID address refers to the physical part of a network-addressing scheme. It can be
the Ethernet-MAC, taken from Alice transceiver on her Network Interface Card (NIC), her
physical Bluetooth ID or even a Mobile Directory Number (MDN) and

•

the NetID address refers to an IP/DNS network address, which can be assigned statically or
dynamically.

This is enough for a simple Point-to-Point (P2P) association during this early transaction phase. An
in-depth user-certification-based pairing happens later in the VPN/VPC-protected transaction part.
The presented pairing-mechanism allows an out-of-band pairing process introduced by e.g. RFIDs
before the connection switched over to an in-band communication allowing a better range and
much more bandwidth. Additionally, these two ID indicators prevent most of the spoofing attacks
during connection requests. ‘DTCA’ contains the current date and time for the generation of this
message and is used to prevent replay attacks. A freshly generated unique transaction session
element ‘TIDA’ is used later as a premaster-secret in the key agreement algorithm. It is also used
to compute the transaction session identification number ‘TSID’ in the common secrets exchange
step. The last element in this first message is an Evidence of Origin (EoO) proof done by adding
the signature sA over all unencrypted message elements to the message by the originator, a
protective measure to prevent a Man-In-The-Middle-Attack (MITMA). This signature is constructed
using a cryptographic hash ‘X’ in combination with the private signing key part ‘KS:CASTOR:SUDI,prv’ of
the product platform device. This fresh generated signature allows Bob’s platform to verify, if this
message is really sent from Alice’s eWallet.

123
124

Assumed to be granted anonymously within the acquisition of the eWallet.
Can be anonymous, pseudonymous or identified requested from the owner of the eWallet (due to policies).
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5.6.2.2 Teleportation Protocol Message [02]
Msg.

Transfer

02

BA
[in clear]

Elements
ƒApp,Pairing,ACK,2,
CertB[Type-VI].obj,
CFVB,
NodeID(B), NetID(B),
DTCB,
#(TIDB),
sB := Λ({X(Msg02)}KS:CASTOR:SUDI,prv).

fCCpMsg 2: Pairing step.

Comments
Flag indicating “Pairing acknowledge”.
Bob’s Type-VI CASTOR product certificate.
Bob’s local-effective calculated set of Capability-Flag-Vectors.
Uniquely distinguishing principal recipient identity.
Bob’s local time stamp (64-bit).
Transaction identification salt ‘TIDB’ (32-bit).
Signature of Hash(Msg02) for all elements, except ‘sB’.

Bob answers Alice invitation with the pairing acknowledge message two indicated by the flag
‘ƒApp,Pairing,ACK,2’ as shown in fCCpMsg 2, if Alice’s platform certificate ‘CertA[Type-VI].obj’ is not
listed in the CRL pool and Bob approves the pairing request (reasons for not approving are
implementation and policy dependent). The structure of this message is similar to the previous
one. The signature ‘sB’ servers again as EoO to prevent MITMA. After Alice’s platform successfully
received message two and if Bob’s platform certificate is not listed in the CRL pool, both entities
are capable
•
•
•

to mutually verify their HSMs (eWallets) by providing a proof of authenticity,
to detect any MITMA until the end of the protocol,
to adapt to local crypto laws and regulations.

If this protocol phase (part of the pairing steps) is successful, initiator Alice and responder Bob are
mutually connected and trust each other’s platform. First half of the pairing is now done. Under this
condition, an already connected platform peer ignores any further pairing request.
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5.6.3

VPN/VPC Steps

Figure 21: Message flow for the VPN/VPC setup phase of the teleportation transfer protocol.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Alice‘s eWallet sends a VPN/VPC request to Bob‘s eWallet and wait for an ACK or timeout.
The VPN/VPC request is transferred through a network to the target’s node.
The target eWallet receives and processes the VPN/VPC request, the pairing for Bob is established.
Bob‘s eWallet replies with an ACK to the VPN/VPC REQ.
The VPN/VPC acknowledge is transferred through the network to the requestor’s node.
The source eWallet receives and processes the VPN/VPC acknowledge, the VPN/VPC for Alice is established.

Note:
Our teleportation protocol supports currently the following different primitives and methods for a
DLC-based 125 key establishment scheme:
•

C(2,2,ECC,CDH): This classifies a full unified modified Diffi-Hellman hybrid scheme with
two ephemeral keys and two static keys that uses Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC) and a
Cofactor Diffi-Hellman (CDH) primitive [156].

•

C(2,2,ECC,MQV): This classifies the full unified (Cofactor) Menezes-Qu-Vanstone hybrid
scheme with two ephemeral keys and two static keys that uses Elliptic Curve Cryptography
(ECC) and a Menezes-Qu-Vanstone (MQV) primitive [156].

Informal functional Description:
In the second step, a bidirectional secure VPN/VPC is established between both peers to allow
secure communication without the possibility for third parties (MITMA) to intercept and decode
messages exchanged between the two peers. The exchange of messages 3 and 4 negotiate all
crypto-related ephemeral keys needed for the key-pair generation within the key agreement
process, able to produce the secret session keys for the VPN/VPC establishment. The timestamps
enable the eWallets to make a realistic assumption of the channel throughput. After successfully
receiving message 4, both parties obtain
•
•
•

the other’s party public static PK DLC key part within the certificate Type-VI,
the other’s party freshly generated public ephemeral DLC key part KQe,CASTOR,
the ability to generate the secret VPN/VPC session keys.

With these two message exchanges, the VPN/VPC [key agreement process] setup step is done!

125

Discrete Logarithm Cryptography.
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5.6.3.1 Teleportation Protocol Message [03]
Msg.

Transfer

03

AB
[in clear]

Elements
ƒApp,VPN,Req,3,
TSID,
#(ψ),
#(KQe:CASTOR),
#(SALTA),
TimeStampA,
sA := Λ({X(Msg03)}KS:CASTOR:SUDI,prv).

fCCpMsg 3: VPN/VPC setup step.

Comments
Flag indication “VPN/VPC request”.
Transaction session ID, 32-bit, TSID := TIDA ⊕ TIDB.
Ping-pong running message nonce, here 32-fresh bits.
Alice’s PK part of ephemeral key pair, max. 572*2-bit.
Nonce, used in the premaster secret, 32*8 byte.
Identifying the moment of signature generation, 32-bit.
Signature of Hash(Msg03) for all elements, except ‘sA’.

The purpose of this second part of the pairing steps is to establish an application based
bidirectional VPN/VPC between Alice and Bob allowing them to communicate in a secure way,
where third parties (MITMA) are not able to intercept and decode messages sent by them. Alice
assembles the message by starting with the ‘ƒApp,VPN,Req,3’ flag, indicating the VPN/VPC request,
followed by the ‘TSID’, a transaction session ID. Alice creates a fresh ping-pong running message
counter ‘ψ’, using the rand function. This value, used to identify the correct order of all further
messages belonging to this protocol session, will be incremented (modulo 232-1) with every
message exchanged between the two peers during the protocol run. This is another measure to
prevent replay attacks. Alice’s freshly generated public key part ‘KQe:CASTOR’ of the ephemeral key
pair is used in the key exchange protocol. The freshly generated ‘SALTA’ object is used as part of
the premaster secret for generating keying material needed for the secure channel between Alice
and Bob. A ‘TimeStampA’ identifies the moment of starting the EoO signature generation of this
message and is the last main element of message three. The freshly computed signature sA closes
the payload.
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5.6.3.2 Teleportation Protocol Message [04]
Msg.

Transfer

04

BA
[in clear]

Elements
ƒApp,VPN,ACK,4,
TSID,
Inc(ψ),
#(KQe:CASTOR),
#(SALTB),
TimeStampB,
sB := Λ({X(Msg04)}KS:CASTOR:SUDI,prv).

fCCpMsg 4: VPN/VPC setup step.

Comments
Flag indication “VPN/VPC acknowledge”.
Transaction session ID, 32-bit, TSID := TIDA ⊕ TIDB.
Ping-pong running-message-number, here incremented.
Bob’s PK part of ephemeral key pair, max. 572*2-bit.
Nonce, used in the premaster secret, 32*8 byte.
Identifying the moment of signature generation, 32-bit.
Signature of Hash(Msg04) for all elements, except ‘sB’.

Bob completes the pairing by creating a VPN/VPC acknowledge message, similar to the
construction logic of the previous message from Alice. With the exchange of message three and
four, the key agreement algorithm will be able to generate all secret session keys needed to
establish the VPN/VPC. The introduction of timestamps enables our HSM (eWallet) to make a
(implicit) realistic assumption of the channel throughput. After successfully receiving message four,
both parties are now able to
•
•
•

process the key agreement scheme,
generate the shared secrets (cryptographic session keys),
switch over from clear to safe VPN/VPC encrypted and authenticated communication mode.

After completing the pairing part of the teleportation protocol, an application based VPN/VPC will
be established between Alice and Bob. It will use four different session keys, two ones for
every direction and another two different ones for message encryption and
authentication 126. From here on, our teleportation protocol differentiates slightly between the two
cases:
•

Teleportation protocol tree part [a]: This is executed only in the case the protocol
initiator is the source (provider) of the main secret (eCoins).

•

Teleportation protocol tree part [b]: This is executed only in the case the protocol
initiator is the sink of the secrets (receiver).

The pairing process ends always with a message from Bob to Alice, because Alice per definition
always is the protocol initiator. That means she also has to issue the message after the
message four. This is for case [b] mentioned above already the appropriate order, however, for our
case [a] it is mandatory, that Bob has to issue the logical next message. To solve this case
avoiding the construction of a contradiction, Alice has to pass the flow initiative in our case [a] to
Bob. This reversion is done with message 5a, which has no logical counterpart in case [b].
Messages in the two outward forms [a,b] correspond by their numbers in meaning. The main
purpose of the following protocol part is to conduct a copy-less transfer of secrets. In addition it
allows the secure exchange of both system 127 and application 128 level objects.

126
127
128

Message encryption and message authentication should not be conducted with the same keys.
System level based are Certificates, ACK1-tickets, ACK2-tickets, ACK3-tickets and Control objects.
Application level based are eDoc and eCoin (eToken) objects.
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5.6.4

Payload Negotiations

Figure 22: Message flow for the payload negotiations phase of the teleportation transfer protocol.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Alice’s eWallet creates & sends a fresh pre-flow eDoc object serving as eRequest (eInvoice,eRemittance, eWithdrawal or eDeposit).
The pre-flow payload REQ is transferred through a network to the target’s node.
The target eWallet receives and processes the pre-flow payload REQ, the VPN/VPC for Bob is established.
Bob‘s eWallet replies to the received pre-flow message by adding valuable data to various message objects and sends the ACK.
The ACK message is transferred through the network to the requestor’s node.
The source eWallet receives and processes the pre-flow acknowledge.

Note:
The following reasons forbid a further protocol execution run and fail-stop:
•
•
•
•
•
•

the storage capacity of token memory in the eWallet is reaching its limit (no more space),
an eWallet denomination distribution of eCoins is unfavorably, the payment cannot be conducted,
there is simply not enough value in the eWallet,
the type of secret is incompatible within the intended transaction (i.e. €uros versus U$-Dollars),
a notified eCoin cannot be authenticated, caused by a missing or invalid Type-VII certificate,
a policy is getting to be violated, if this transfer would be performed.

Informal functional Description (of the [a] case):
After the pairing process and the establishing of a VPN/VPC the payment protocol collects enough
information about the goods, the currency, and the price so Alice is able to transmit her request129
to Bob securely. That means: Only encrypted information travels between Alice and Bob using the
(symmetrical) secret key encryption scheme, which was previously negotiated using our VPN/VPC
setup mechanism. Both peers exchange their user-certificates, challenge- and response-objects
plus the eDoc pre-flow messages under VPN/VPC-protection preparing for the next, final phase:
Now, the value information (eCoins) is to be transferred. Alice creates and transmits a new eDoc
object to Bob within message 5a. Bob adds his part of information to that eDoc object and
transmits the changed object back to Alice. The inclusion of TSID makes the whole protocol-run
unique and the ping-pong number ψ assures the correct ordering of every message. After
successfully receiving message 6a, both parties have now achieved
•
•
•
•

the
the
the
the

successful creation of the pre-flow eDoc by the originator,
addition of already gathered data to the pre-flow eDoc object by the initiator,
addition of already gathered data to the pre-flow eDoc object by the responder,
distribution of the recently updated pre-flow eDoc object back to the originator.

With these two message exchanges, the payload-negotiation-step is accomplished!

129

eInvoice, eRemittance, eWithdrawal or eDeposit.
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5.6.4.1 Teleportation Protocol Message [05]
Case [a]:
Msg.

Transfer

05a

AB
[VPN in use]

Elements
ƒApp,Exchange,Info,5,
CertA[Type-I/II].obj,
TSID,
Inc(ψ),
{Ctrl[Challenge].obj,}
eDoc[I1a].obj.

fCCpMsg 5: Payload Negotiations step.

Comments
Flag indication “Payload negotiations”.
Alice’s personal or commercial user certificate.
32-bit transaction session ID, TSID := TIDA ⊕ TIDB.
Ping-pong running-message-number, incremented here.
Initiator informs about his local system objects versions.
eDoc (pre-flow) as partial object.

This message hands over the protocol initiative from Alice to Bob. It is an adaptive step imperative
necessarily only in case [a] to prevent the generation of more different protocol trees. The user
certificate ‘CertA[Type-I/II].obj’ sent from Alice to Bob enables Bob to identify and confirm the
person or organization Alice, who/which is requesting this transaction. The inclusion of ‘TSID’
makes the whole protocol execution-run unique and the incrementing (modulo 232-1) ping-pong
number ψ assures the correct ordering of every message. The (optional) control object of the type
“Challenge” contains internal data for our viral-distribution carrier of update-able system
information. The viral distribution is subject to an ageing process 130 in time and, in the number of
hops, to achieve a controlled cascading effect. This inhibited the development of an “uncontrollable
chain reaction”. We take the chance to use our message to carry the eDoc[I1a] object. It contains
the details about the nature of this ‘transfer of secrets’ deal; in our case the currency to use, the
amount of value (in eCoins), and other necessary information. Comparing to message 6b, this
eDoc[I1a] object contains only a part of the complete information due to Alice protocol role. It will
be completed by Bob in the protocol step 6a. Bob has to look into these details, which will, if
approved by both peers, become part of the jurisdictional contract.
Note, there is no cryptographic checksum or signature visible to protect the message because it is
already protected by the freshly established VPN/VPC. This is also the way to verify message
integrity for the recipient.
Case [b]:
Nonexistent.

130

Out of scope for this thesis, documentation about this can be found in the implementation guide.
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5.6.4.2 Teleportation Protocol Message [06]
Case [a]:
Msg.

Transfer

06a

BA
[VPN in use]

Elements
ƒApp,Exchange,Info,6,
CertB[Type-I/II].obj,
TSID,
Inc(ψ),
{Ctrl[Response_1].obj,}
eDoc[I2a].obj.

fCCpMsg 6: Payload Negotiations step.

Comments
Flag indication “Payload negotiations”.
Bob’s personal or commercial user certificate.
32-bit transaction session ID, TSID := TIDA ⊕ TIDB.
Ping-pong running-message-number, here incremented.
Bob sends, if any, newer objects & own update requests.
eDoc (pre-flow) completed object.

Following the message tag ‘ƒApp,Exchange,Info,6‘, the user certificate ‘CertB[Type-I/II].obj’ sent from
Bob to Alice enables Alice to identify and confirm the person or organization Bob. The inclusion of
‘TSID’ makes the whole protocol execution-run unique, while the incrementing ping-pong number
ψ assures the correct ordering of every message. The (optional) control object of the type
“Response_1” contains internal data for our viral-distribution carrier of update-able system
information. At least, the last message element of this message is the eDoc[I2a] object, now
completed by Bob. It contains the details about the nature of this ‘transfer of secrets’ deal. Alice
has to look into these details, which will, if approved by both peers, become part of the
jurisdictional contract.
Our control (Ctrl) objects are responsible for the establishment of a viral diffusion 131 on a P2P base.
The duty of all the three possible incarnations (Challenge, Response_1, Response_2) is to
distribute and update:
•
•
•
•

CRLs (black lists) for RCA, CAs, eMints, Currency sets and
CRLs (black lists) for eCoins, eWallets and user certificates,
generic system information (“List of” objects, policies, formats, fixes and extensions),
firmware and software.

The last two points are currently not included into our object formats. They are matter for future
use.
Case [b]:
Msg.

Transfer

06b

AB
[VPN in use]

Elements
ƒApp,Exchange,Info,6,
CertA[Type-I/II].obj,
TSID,
Inc(ψ),
{Ctrl[Challenge].obj,}
eDoc[I1a].obj.

fCCpMsg 7: Payload Negotiations step.

Comments
Flag indication “Payload negotiations”
Alice’s personal or commercial user certificate.
32-bit transaction session ID, TSID := TIDA ⊕ TIDB.
Ping-pong running-message-number, incremented here.
Initiator informs about his local system versions objects.
eDoc (pre-flow) object.

This message is similar to case [a]. The only change is a control object type change (optional) from
a “Response_1” to a “Challenge” type and the different eDoc object type.
Note: There is no cryptographic checksum or signature visible to protect the message, because it is
already protected by the fresh established VPN/VPC. This is also the way to verify message
integrity for the recipient.

131

Documented in the fairCASH implementation guide.
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5.6.5

Value Data Transfer

Figure 23: Message flow for the value data transfer phase of the teleportation transfer protocol.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Alice’s eWallet sends a REQ message containing the mid-flow eDoc object, the secrets (here eCoins) and other objects.
The mid-flow payload REQ is transferred through a network to the target’s node.
The target eWallet receives and processes the mid-flow payload REQ.
Bob‘s eWallet replies to the REQ by sending a post-flow ACK message optional containing the change money (eCoins).
The post-flow payload ACK is transferred through the network to the requestor’s node.
The source eWallet receives and processes the post-flow acknowledge.

Informal functional Description (of the [a] case):
The successful entry into this protocol phase documents the ability of both eWallets being able for
the exchange of the previously negotiated secrets (eCoins).
All transferred secrets are checked before their transmission and after their reception to assure
their validity. These checks include in an eCoin payment case the check against counterfeit eCoins,
their ability of being transferable and the efficacy of all involved digital signatures and certificates.
In case of any irregularity our detecting eWallet fail-stops.
The eCoin transfer exchange takes place in this last payload phase. The duty of messages 7a and
8a is the final ping-pong exchange of the eDoc object and the realization of the ePayment. If these
two messages are successfully delivered, the protocol enters into its termination sequence. After
successfully finishing the transfer of message 8a, both parties have achieved:
•

the successful exchange of eCoins against an eReceipt.

With these two message exchanges, the bidirectional transfer of our secrets is done!
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5.6.5.1 Teleportation Protocol Message [07]
Case [a]:
Msg.

Transfer

07a

AB
[VPN in use]

Elements
ƒApp,Exchange,Value,7,
TSID,
Inc(ψ),
{Ctrl[Response_2].obj,}
eDoc[IIa].obj,
∑Token[Secrets].obj.

fCCpMsg 8: Valuable Data Transfer step.

Comments
Flag indication “Valuable data transfer”.
32-bit transaction session ID, TSID := TIDA ⊕ TIDB.
Ping-pong running-message-number, here incremented.
Alice sends, if any, newer releases of requested objects.
eDoc (mid-flow) object.
Binary block of eCoins (main secrets) used for payment.

After Alice approved her connection to the right peering partner based on the user certificate that
she received with message 6, she has to transfer the necessary secrets to Bob. She does it by
creating and transmitting her message identified by its tag ‘ƒApp,Exchange,Value,7’.
The viral distribution of system object updates keeps the management and security information
within our transfer system accurate: The (optional) control object type “Response_2” carries
valuable system information used to keep operating eWallets ‘up-to-date’. To minimize the traffic
overhead occupied for system update purposes only related data used in this specific transaction
will be updated here.
The next to last element of this message is the eDoc[IIa] object, containing the details about the
nature of this ‘transfer of secrets’ deal. Bob has to look into these details. If approved by both
peers, the eDoc object becomes part of the jurisdictional contract. At least the last message
element is a single protected token object containing all fundamental main secrets.

Case [b]:
Msg.

Transfer

07b

BA
[VPN in use]

Elements
ƒApp,Exchange,Value,7,
CertB[Type-I/II].obj,
TSID,
Inc(ψ),
{Ctrl[Response_1].obj,}
eDoc[IIb].obj,
∑Token[Secrets].obj.

fCCpMsg 9: Valuable Data Transfer step.

Comments
Flag indication “Valuable data transfer”.
Bob’s personal or commercial user certificate.
32-bit transaction session ID, TSID := TIDA ⊕ TIDB.
Ping-pong running-message-number, here incremented.
Bob sends, if any, newer objects & own update requests.
eDoc (mid-flow) object.
Binary block of eCoins (main secrets) used for payment.

This message is similar to the case [a]. The main difference is the inclusion of user certificate
‘CertB[Type-I/II].obj’ sends from Bob to Alice enabling Alice to identify and confirm the person or
organization Bob. The (optional) control object type changes from a “Response_2” to a
“Response_1” one.
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5.6.5.2 Teleportation Protocol Message [08]
Case [a]:
Msg.

Transfer

08a

BA
[VPN in use]

Elements
ƒApp,Exchange,Value,8,
TSID,
Inc(ψ),
eDoc[IIIa].obj,
{∑Token[Secrets].obj.}

fCCpMsg 10: Value Data Transfer step.

Comments
Flag indication “Valuable data transfer”.
32-bit transaction session ID, TSID := TIDA ⊕ TIDB.
Ping-pong running-message-number, here incremented.
eDoc (post-flow) object.
Binary block of eCoins (change secrets), can be empty.

If Bob is satisfied he is connected to the appropriate peering partner (based upon the user
certificate that he received with message 7), he should approve the transfer. He creates and
transmits his message identified by its tag ‘ƒApp,Exchange,Value,8’. The next to last element of this
message is the eDoc[IIIa] object, containing all details about the nature of this ‘transfer of secrets’
deal. Alice has to look into these details. If approved by both peers, the eDoc object becomes part
of the jurisdictional contract. At least the last optional message element is a single protected token
object containing all optional secrets. After Bob’s message was successfully received by Alice, both
parties achieved
•
•

secrets mentioned are exchanged against an eReceipt (element part of the eDoc object) and
all steps required for the updating process of system level objects are done.

Case [b]:
Msg.

Transfer

08b

AB
[VPN in use]

Elements
ƒApp,Exchange,Value,8,
TSID,
Inc(ψ),
{Ctrl[Response_2].obj,}
eDoc[IIIb].obj,
{∑Token[Secrets].obj.}

fCCpMsg 11: Valuable Data Transfer step.

Comments
Flag indication “Valuable data transfer”.
32-bit transaction session ID, TSID := TIDA ⊕ TIDB.
Ping-pong running-message-number, here incremented.
Alice sends, if any, newer releases of requested objects.
eDoc (post-flow) object.
Binary block of eCoins (change secrets), can be empty.

This message is similar to the case [a]. The only addition is an (optional) control object of
“Response_2” type.
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5.6.6

Confirmations

Figure 24: Message flow for the confirmations phase of the teleportation transfer protocol.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Alice’s eWallet generates a fresh ACK1-ticket and sends it.
The ACK1-ticket is transferred through a network to the target’s node.
The target eWallet receives and processes the ACK1-ticket.
Bob‘s eWallet replies to the ACK1-ticket by fresh creating and sending an ACK2-ticket.
The ACK2-ticket is transferred through the network to the requestor’s node.
The source eWallet receives and processes the ACK2-ticket.
Alice gets informed about her transaction status of the transfer.
Alice‘s eWallet replies to the ACK2-ticket by fresh creating and sending an ACK3-ticket. The connection is terminated.
The ACK3-ticket is transferred through a network to the target’s node.
The target eWallet receives and processes the ACK3-ticket. The connection is terminated.
Bob gets informed about his transaction status of the transfer.

Note:
As precautious countermeasure against statistical occurrences of temporal shadowing radio transmission effects all confirmation messages should be repeated in a multiple time burst iteration to
lower the loss possibility. Details about this are specified in the implementation guide.
Informal functional Description (of the [a] case):
In the last phase of the teleportation protocol the exchange of the secrets is committed. This
makes the transfer repudiation-free. After the successful delivery of message 8a, the ACK1-, ACK2and ACK3-tickets are exchanged as security tokens. In this last phase the protocol enters into its
termination sequence. Message 9a acknowledges Alice’s reception of the previous message. If Bob
does not receive this message, the protocol-execution may not be successful. The message 10a
informs Alice, that Bob acknowledge the successful protocol execution (and the ACK1-ticket
reception). If Alice does not receive this message, the protocol-run may not successful. Message
11a is Alice’s last farewell ever heard by Bob (according to this transaction). After successfully
finishing the protocol run, both parties achieved:
•

the successful exchange of eCoins against an eReceipt.

With these three confirmation message exchanges, the whole payment teleportation is done!
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5.6.6.1 Teleportation Protocol Message [09]
Case [a]:
Msg.

Transfer

09a

AB
[VPN in use]

Elements
ƒApp,Commit,Info,9,
TSID,
Inc(ψ),
Ticket[ACK1].obj.

fCCpMsg 12: Commit step.

Comments
Flag indication “Transaction finalizing”.
32-bit transaction session ID, TSID := TIDA ⊕ TIDB.
Ping-pong running-message-number, here incremented.
This is the confirmation for the value transfer.

Alice creates and transmits this commit message identified by its tag ‘ƒApp,Commit,Info,9’. The ACK1ticket acknowledges Bob’s previous secret change message transmission. If the delivery of this
message to Bob is successful, the protocol enters into the next commit iteration. After this
message reception Bob’s local cross point (eWallet) starts its commitment procedure. In case of no
reception (getting lost), the protocol-run may be not successful.

Case [b]:
Msg.

Transfer

09b

BA
[VPN in use]

Elements
ƒApp,Commit,Info,9,
TSID,
Inc(ψ),
Ticket[ACK1].obj.

fCCpMsg 13: Commit step.

Comments
Flag indication “Transaction finalizing”.
32-bit transaction session ID, TSID := TIDA ⊕ TIDB.
Ping-pong running-message-number, here incremented.
This is the confirmation for the value transfer.

This message is similar to the case [a], only our ACK1-ticket is now coming from Bob.
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5.6.6.2 Teleportation Protocol Message [10]
Case [a]:
Msg.

Transfer

10a

BA
[VPN in use]

Elements
ƒApp,Commit,Info,10,
TSID,
Inc(ψ),
Ticket[ACK2].obj.

fCCpMsg 14: Commit step.

Comments
Flag indication “Transaction finalizing”.
32-bit transaction session ID, TSID := TIDA ⊕ TIDB.
Ping-pong running-message-number, here incremented.
This is the confirmation for the ACK1.

Bob creates and transmits this prefinal confirmation message identified by its tag ‘ƒApp,Commit,Info,10’.
The ACK2-ticket object informs the receiver Alice about the successful protocol-execution of entity
Bob (an ACK for an ACK) as a positive feedback. In case of no reception (getting lost), the
protocol-run may be not successful.

Case [b]:
Msg.

Transfer

10b

AB
[VPN in use]

Elements
ƒApp,Commit,Info,10,
TSID,
Inc(ψ),
Ticket[ACK2].obj.

fCCpMsg 15: Commit step.

Comments
Flag indication “Transaction finalizing”.
32-bit transaction session ID, TSID := TIDA ⊕ TIDB.
Ping-pong running-message-number, here incremented.
This is the confirmation for the ACK1.

This message is similar to the case [a], only our ACK2-ticket is now coming from Alice.
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5.6.6.3 Teleportation Protocol Message [11]
Case [a]:
Msg.

Transfer

11a

AB
[VPN in use]

Elements
ƒApp,Commit,Info,11,
TSID,
Inc(ψ),
Ticket[ACK3].obj.

fCCpMsg 16: Commit step.

Comments
Flag indication “Transaction finalizing”.
32-bit transaction session ID, TSID := TIDA ⊕ TIDB.
Ping-pong running-message-number, here incremented.
This is the confirmation for the ACK2.

Alice creates and transmits her final confirmation message identified by its tag ‘ƒApp,Commit,Info,11’.
The ACK3-ticket object informs the receiver Bob about the successful protocol execution of entity
Alice (an ACK for an ACK) as a positive feedback. In case of no reception (getting lost), the
protocol-run is still successful.

Case [b]:
Msg.

Transfer

11b

BA
[VPN in use]

Elements
ƒApp,Commit,Info,11,
TSID,
Inc(ψ),
Ticket[ACK3].obj.

fCCpMsg 17: Commit step.

Comments
Flag indication “Transaction finalizing”.
32-bit transaction session ID, TSID := TIDA ⊕ TIDB.
Ping-pong running-message-number, here incremented.
This is the confirmation for the ACK2.

This message is similar to the case [a], only our ACK3-ticket is now coming from Bob.

5.6.7

After the end in the sequel of the protocol transfer

If the protocol run terminates successfully, both parties prosperously achieved:
•
•
•

the success completion of the teleportation (payment) protocol by
the exchange of their main and change secrets (here eCoins) and
the partial update of system objects as described on page 79.

In all other cases it may be necessary to apply for means for further fairness recreation process
using the affidavit generation for achieving reimbursement compensation for the loss.
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5.7

Discussion

Eleven (ten in the [b] case) single messages are to be transferred between Alice and Bob within
the P2P Teleportation protocol message exchange part. The first four messages pair our two
protocol partners Alice and Bob and establish a secure VPN/VPC (raising their transaction states
from ‘unknown’ over ‘paired’ to ‘authenticated’) for the rest of their yet to be exchanged messages.
Please note that due to some issues, the protocol can fail and stop after every single atomized
action (message sent or received): So even after the execution of these steps the transaction may
not proceed and further messages are not sent or received. Distinguishing our two cases [a] and
[b] we can present the protocol phases to the following distinctive graphical representation in
Figure 25 for case [a] and Figure 26 for case [b].

Figure 25: TIME-LINED SEQUENCE DIAGRAM OF THE MESSAGE FLOW (SUB CASE A)
As depicted in Figure 25 we see the exchange of the eDoc[I1a] object within message 5a,
containing the request section 132. It describes why Alice sent this message and fields potentially
later used for a fairness reconstruction. Our eDoc objects differ respecting to our protocol case.
This will be discussed in more details in a later section by presenting their structure. Bob answers
to Alice’s message by adding his part to the eDoc[I2a] object within message 6a. With message 7a
Alice sends her payment (secret) to Bob together with an updated eDoc[IIa] object. Up from that
moment this message is sent, the interval of state uncertainly begins for Alice. This time interval –
we call it ‘critical section’ – ends with the successful reception of message 10a or with a timeout if
such message is not received within a predefined period. The same applies for Bob, starting his
‘critical section’ with the transmission of message 8a and ends with the successful reception of
message 9a. Both “critical section” intervals are indicated by the two different red and yellow
colored triangles. ‘Success’ means the protocol state of a successful value reception. Bob gets his
‘Success’ after the reception of message 9a, Alice after 10a. These messages are essential for the
confirmation acknowledge in the final protocol commitment phase. To achieve a successful
protocol-run, Alice AND Bob need to have a ‘Success’.

132

Serving as an eInvoice, eWithrawal, eDeposit or eRemittance.
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Figure 26: TIME-LINED SEQUENCE DIAGRAM OF THE MESSAGE FLOW (SUB CASE B)
The general logic of our Figure 26 is the same as described for Figure 25 with the following
exceptions for two technical details. First there is no message 5b because the flow logic doesn’t
need to be reversed, as it is the case in our previous scenario. The second distinction is the
message flow direction: due to the changement of the secret source position (from Alice in the [a]
case now to Bob in our [b] case) the origin of messages 6 up to 11 is reversed.
It might be interesting that the entity acting as source of the transferred main secret is always the
one being in charge of a successful delivered message nine (a/b) to ensure a ‘Success’ for his
protocol partner.
5.7.1

Protocol state analyses

Now we analyze all possible state transitions for their results with the fact, that the presented
teleportation protocol behaves fail-stop 133. That means whenever a critical issue is detected, no
error messages are produced or sent to the partner peer; instead the protocol is halted. We have
to raise the following questions:
•
•
•

Can one CASTOR unambiguously detect the states of both CASTORs upon protocol
interruption under all circumstances?
Which states of failure for Alice and Bob end in an unfair situation (e.g. losing the secret)?
Can all unfair situations be handled in a way so fairness can be recreated, and how?

To answer these questions, the local states of both protocol execution entities (Alice’ CASTOR and
Bob’s CASTOR) with respect to their local knowledge will be analyzed in form of the state transition
diagrams in Figure 27 and Figure 28, for protocol cases [a] and [b], respectively. These states
contain all possible combinations the protocol is able to produce; they are exhaustive. All failures
are finaly reduced to timeouts, triggered if the expected message is not successfully quite received
within a predetermined period. Each fail-stop event causes an abortion of the protocol execution
run.

133

No Byzantine failure possibility, because a fail-stop does not allow operation in case of incorrect behavior.
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5.7.1.1 fCCP state decision tree

Figure 27: fairCASH Core Protocol

STATE DECISION TREE IN THE

[SUB CASE A].

Figure 27 depicts all possibilities how to end a transaction in the [a]-case of our protocol. The
states for Alice and Bob are shown in the blue and red boxes, while the green arrows indicate the
different protocol messages flowing between our protocol partners.
Alice starts the protocol by transmitting message [01] to Bob. If this message goes lost, nothing
happens for Bob and Alice faces a timeout, indicated by the red framed state box [Alice TO1]. She
has to reiterate the protocol by sending her first message again. If Bob received that message
successful, then he answers by sending the message [02] to Alice. If this message is not successful
received by Alice, then she faces – again – the already aforementioned timeout.
All indicated red framed state boxes shown (starting with [Alice TO1]) up to [WeakCommitted] (for
Alice) and [Commited] for Bob indicate timeouts. Timeouts break the protocol flow causing a failstop. The discontinuous red framed state box indicates the successful protocol run for a protocol
entity – including Bob’s [Committed] timeout state. Due to the fact, that no intangible assets or
any other valuable information is transferred during the exchange of our first four messages, all
protocol failures for Alice and Bob ([Alice TO1], [Alice TO2], [Bob TO1], [Bob TO2]) always end
fair. The protocol failure cases [Alice TO3] and [Bob TO3] are not raising a fairness problem
because no fairness relevant information, in particular not any secrets are so far transferred.
The [Alice A1a] event is a critical case for Alice. It happens if a timeout occurred after the
transmission of message 7a. Alice has transferred here secrets to Bob without an “Receipt” in her
hands, now “in the desert”. This is definitive an unfair situation. In case of the [WeakCommitted]
event, Alice has received evidence of her payment (secret transfer) in form of a valid Receipt
(message 8a), but she missed Bob’s ACK2-ticket acknowledge as an answer to her previously sent
ACK1-ticket. This also causes an unfair situation. In case of a successful ACK2-ticket reception
Alice enters – after sending her ACK3-ticket to Bob – into the [Commit3]-state and passes the
protocol-execution.
In the event of a [Bob B1a] interrupt, Bob previously sent his message 8a containing secret change
(eCoins) and does not get his acquittance now. Due to the missing ACK1-ticket the previously
received main secret from Alice is destroyed and not released to Bob’s access. In case of a
successful ACK1-ticket reception Bob sends his ACK2-ticket (message [10a]) to Alice in his
‘Commit2’ state. In this case Bob has enough information about the deal for a success. Depending
on the reception state of the ACK3-ticket he passes the protocol run with an additional knowledge
fairCASH based on Loss resistant Teleportation
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about the successful protocol execution of entity Alice in a [Commit3] state or simply within a
[Committed] timeout. Concluding the [a] case, unfair situations imperative to be handled are the
[Alice A1a], [WeakCommitted] and [Bob B1a] timeout events.

Figure 28: fairCASH Core Protocol

STATE DECISION TREE IN THE

[SUB CASE B].

Figure 28 shows a very similar situation previously description for the protocol [a] case. The main
difference is the role of Alice and Bob referring to their payment. In this [b] case Alice is the payee
and Bob the payer, to the already described [a] case these positions are reversed.
Note that in the [b] case there is no message [5b]. Concluding the [b] case, unfair situations
imperative to be handled are the [Bob B1b], [WeakCommitted] and [Alice A1b] timeout events.
5.7.1.2 State situation discussion

134

To have a complete overview about our protocol states, we compile Table 9 and Table 10
containing all possible ways of how to end a protocol run in the [a] and [b] case, including the
successful ones.
The ‘ID’ will be our position reference to indicate a certain protocol stop situation. The ‘state pair’
indicates the concrete stop event combination of our both entities Alice and Bob as indicated in
Figure 27 and Figure 28. Most of them are fail-stop timeouts, “Idle” is a waiting state for a
message and “Commit3” indicates the protocol completion. Both last states are not caused by a
timeout event. Unfair events indicate a transaction situation, where Alice or Bob (or both) are
facing a value deficit due to the transmission situation. This is indicated in our tables as ‘Fairness
deficit’. The rest of the entries are depending on the protocol role of our entities. The ‘strategy’
indicated can be “final”, meaning there is no further post processing for a fairness correction.
“Rollback” indicates the undoing of the transaction processed so far. The “locked wait” indicates a
timeout caused by a lock situation (no deadlock) due to a network partitioning. The protocol
partners should try to (re)contact again as a possible way to clear the situation (more about that in
the later section “Fairness Recreation”). During the negotiation phase our fCCP mutually defines a
lock delay as a maximum timeout space of time to handle possible later fairness distortions. This
will also be explained in more detail later. ‘to clear’ indicates destruction actions to be taken by the
local eWallet concerning the received value. ‘to refund’ indicates voucher amounts to be created by
the local eWallet for the later reimbursement process. The ‘receipt’ position indicates the state of
the acquittance after the transaction. ‘state’ indicates the final transaction success result: no deal
or deal.
134

This section is corrected within the patent application filed to EPO under PCT/EP2011/001219.
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State
pair

ID

A
B
A
B
A
B
A
B
A
B
A
B
A
B
A
B
A
B
A
B
A
B
A
B

01a
02a
03a
04a
05a
06a
07a
08a
09a
10a
11a
12a

TO1
Idle
TO1
TO1
TO2
TO1
TO2
TO2
TO3
TO2
TO3
TO3
A1a
TO3
A1a
B1a
WC 135
B1a
WC135
C2 136
C3 137
C2136
C3137
C3137

Fairness
deficit
none
none
none
none
none
none
Alice
Alice, Bob
none or
Alice,Bob
none
none
none

Strategy

to
clear

Alice
to
refund

final

none

none

final

final

rollback

none

none

none

locked
wait

none

final

none

none

Bob
receipt

state

missing

no
deal

missing

none or
payment
none
none

to refund

receipt

state

final

none

none

not sent

no
deal

final

none

none

not sent

no
deal

final

none

none

not sent

no
deal

final

none

none

not sent

no
deal

main value

change value

none or
main value

none or
change value

final

none

none

sent

deal

final

none

none

sent

deal

no
deal

missing

main
value

to clear

no
deal

missing

none

Strategy

no deal

received

received

weak deal
weak deal
 deal
deal

locked
wait

sent

weak deal
 no deal
weak deal

Table 9 138: Complete listing of all possible termination couples of fCCP in the [a] case.
It is important to notice the following138:
In the [a] case, there are not more than 12 different ways to end our fCCP.
Nine of them are fair transactions, meaning there is no down streamed fairness correction.
Only 3 (yellow marked) transaction results are unfair with the need of further processing.
Fairness overage is always taken by our eMint.
The deal status 139 of Alice and Bob is ALWAYS identical, there is no contradiction.
“weak deal  no deal/deal” means a transformation 140 from intermediate to final state.

•
•
•
•
•
•

State
pair

ID

A
B
A
B
A
B
A
B
A
B
A
B
A
B

01b
02b
03b
04b
05b
06b
07b

TO1
Idle
TO1
TO1
TO2
TO1
TO2
TO2
TO3
TO2
TO3
B1b
A1b
B1b

A A1b
B WC135

08b

A
B
A
B
A
B

09b
10b
11b

C2136
WC135
C2136
C3137
C3137
C3137

Fairness
deficit
none
none
none
none
none
Bob
Alice,
Bob
none or
Alice,
Bob
none
none
none

Alice
Strategy
final

final

final

to clear
none

none

to refund
none

none

receipt
not sent

not sent

no
deal

Bob
to
refund

final

none

final

receipt

state

none

missing

no
deal

none

none

missing

no
deal

final

none

none

missing

no
deal

rollback

none

main
value

missing

no
deal

locked
wait

none

final

none

no
deal

none

main value

change value

none or
main value

none or
change value

final

none

none

sent

deal

final

none

none

sent

deal

sent

to
clear

Strategy

no
deal

none

locked
wait

not sent

state

weak deal
 no deal
weak deal

none or
payment

received

none
none

received

weak deal
weak deal
 deal
deal

Table 10138: Complete listing of all possible termination couples of fCCP in the [b] case.
Again, it is important to notice the following138:
•
•
•
•
•
•
135
136
137
138
139
140

In the [b] case, there are not more than 11 different ways to end our fCCP.
8 of them are fair transactions, that means there is no down streamed fairness correction.
Only 3 (yellow marked) transaction results are unfair with the need of further processing.
Fairness overage is always taken by our eMint.
The deal status139 of Alice and Bob is ALWAYS identical, there is no contradiction.
“weak deal  no deal/deal” means a transformation140 from intermediate to final state.

Weak Commit.
Commit2.
Commit3.
These statements are corrected within the patent application filed to EPO under PCT/EP2011/001219.
We will later see, how a weak deal is defined.
This is predetermed. Due to the local knowledge paradigm, it will be obvious after releasing the lock.
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A stop event is raised if the expected message is not successfully received by the entity with the
break. Beyond this fact, we can speculate about the reception of the previous message sent by the
party with the stop-event to the protocol-partner:
(01) That message was NOT received. The protocol partner faced already itself a timeout stop event.
(02) That message was received. There are reasons 141, why the expected message was not transmitted/received.

This Byzantine General transmission issue is reflected in our both last tables in the state pair.
Every timeout is indicated twice, which can be interpreted as a state-case-splitting. If i.e. we look
to the TO1 timeout for Alice in Table 10, we see it involved in the ID-cases 01b and 02b. These two
cases are directly fitting into two assumptions why the expected message was not received
successfully.
Alice is unable to decide, which reason was responsible for her timeout: that’s fundamental.
However, we see, she is not in the need to differentiate, the situation can be cleared without such
a need.
5.7.1.2.1 Weak Deals and Blocking States

142

If the outcome status of a transaction state is not immediately clear, our definition of a weak deal
is fulfilled. It is a sort of an unconfirmed legal claim. fCCP can enter into a locking state, if a
network partitioning happens during the value data transfer or in the confirmation phase. This will
be an intermediate state limited in time. Only the in that transaction involved eCoin resources of
the payee are affected. It is not a deadlock situation. fCCP solves these locks in a practical way:
•
•
•

During the negotiation phase our entities define a lock timeout for weak deals.
During that timeout window the protocol partners try to (re)contact.
Both eWallets know, what to do after reaching the lock timeout.

We will see in the Fairness Recreation section, how fairCASH handles weak deals. It should be
noticed, that it is possible in a specific transaction for one protocol partner to face a lock while the
other faces an immediate finality (IDs 08a, 10a, 07b, 09b). Some additional explanations about the
gray colored fields within Table 9 and Table 10 clarify their meaning:
•
•

•

•

5.8

ID 01a, 01b: Bob Idle state
These states are unique.
ID 08a+09a, 07b+08b: Bob B1a, Alice A1b states.
These are weak deals. That means Bob’s B1a and Alice’s A1b states cause a lock condition
for that specific transaction. If it is possible to reconnect for our transaction partners during
the lock time, then the outcome result of the weak deal can be a deal else no deal. More
information about how this condition is exactly resolved is given within the next section.
We see: In the ID 08a case it’s impossible for Bob (ID 07b for Alice) to reach a deal. This is
achievable only in the ID 09a case (ID 08b for Alice).
ID 09a+10a, 08b+09b: Alice Weak Commit, Bob Weak Commit states
These are weak deals. That means Alice’s and Bob’s WC135 states cause a lock condition for
that specific transaction. If it is possible to reconnect for our transaction partners during
the lock time, then the outcome result of the weak deal can be a deal else no deal. More
about how this condition is exactly resolved is given within the next section. We see, that
in the ID 10a case Alice always has a deal (ID 09b for Bob), only in the ID 09a case (ID
08b for Bob) the outcome state is not predefined.
ID 12a, 11b: Bob Commit3, Alice Commit3 states
These states are unique.
Fairness Recreation

As shown in the previous section as well in Table 9 and Table 10, it is impossible for the sender of
a lost message to differentiate between the two possible incidents caused through the Byzantine
General fault tolerance transportation. Therefore, we now have to take a look to the question of
what actions are needed to be taken for fairness recreation.

141
142

A problem with the transfer channel or eWallet do not follow our protocol (hijacked or modified by a hacker).
This section is corrected within the patent application filed to EPO under PCT/EP2011/001219.
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5.8.1

fCCP is a closed System for Secrets

Applying to the directive ‘pacta sunt servanda’ 143 it is mandatory to guarantee the finality of
payments under all circumstances. Due to the inevitability of loosing messages, our underlying
strategy is compensation for loss. This can be also regarded as method of error correction for value
transmission errors over unreliably message channels. It is important to repeat what we saw in the
last section. fCCP is a “closed shop” if we are able to compensate a protocol entity with a loss
induced by the transmission of value data. We have to guarantee, that through the use of fCCP
•
•

it is impossible to increase the value (inflation) and
that it is also impossible to lose value (deflation).

This includes the impossibility of getting an advantage over the other parties (including the eMint).
We call fCCP a delayed-true-fair protocol. The delay comes from the fact that the fairness
recreation is done later, separated from the transfer protocol through the mechanism of affidavits.
5.8.2

Affidavits in the fairCASH System

Affidavits are vouchers in form of attestations for an external arbiter (eMint) to be exchanged for
new value (eCoins). fairCASH uses this mechanism to compensate a party with a fairness deficit to
recreate fairness. Affidavits are similarly constructed as our eCoins, however lacking the property
of “transferability”.
5.8.3

Unfair Transactions or Compensation Cases

144

Table 9 and Table 10 reflect our actions required to be done for such a fairness recreation process.
We have three issues with a fairness distortion in the [a] case: ID 07a, 08a, 09a, and another
three ones in the [b] case: ID 06b, 07b, 08b. All others are fair, no compensation has to be
performed. Fairness compensation includes an eCoin loss consideration for the transacting party
facing the loss, so that the original state before entering into the transaction is restored, e.g. no
transaction took ever place (no deal). All successful deals do not need any compensation. In some
rare cases the transaction results into a weak deal status. Then, it depends on the final status if
the transaction is marked with a blemish of a loss. In these cases our fairness reconstruction
finishes the transaction to become successful by loss compensation. Due to the fact, that our eMint
always is the “collector” of all losses, she is the source of reimbursement for parties with the loss.
5.8.3.1 Unfair State Case Alice A1a
ID
07a
08a

State
pair
A A1a
B TO3
A A1a
B B1a

Fairness
deficit
Alice
Alice,
Bob

Strategy

to clear

rollback

none

Alice
to refund
main
value

receipt

state

missing

no deal

Table 11: Extract from Table 9 of the termination couples unfair state case Alice A1a.
After transmitting the main value to Bob acting in the role of a payer, Alice doesn’t receive any
value from him. Instead she faces a timeout. Her status is resetted in an immediate rollback. Due
to the loss of her main value, an affidavit is generated for a later compensation with the eMint. She
has no receipt from Bob, and the deal with him is not successful.
5.8.3.2 Unfair State Case Bob B1b
ID
06b
07b

State
pair
A TO3
B B1b
A A1b
B B1b

Fairness
deficit
Bob
Alice, Bob

Strategy

to clear

rollback

none

Bob
to refund
main
value

receipt

state

missing

no deal

Table 12: Extract from Table 10 of the termination couples unfair state case Bob B1b.
This is the same situation – now for Bob – as described in the above situation 5.8.3.1.
143
144

Latin: Promises must be kept [German: Verträge sind einzuhalten].
This section is corrected within the patent application filed to EPO under PCT/EP2011/001219.
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5.8.3.3 Unfair State Case Bob B1a
ID
08a
09a

State
pair
A A1a
B B1a
A WC135
B B1a

Fairness
deficit
Alice, Bob
none or
Alice, Bob

Strategy
locked
wait

to clear

Bob
to refund

main value

change value

none or main value

none or
change value

receipt
sent

state
weak deal
 no deal
weak deal

Table 13: Extract from Table 9 of the termination couples unfair state case Bob B1a.
As a last action, Bob sends his change-value to Alice – after receiving her main value – in his role
as payee. However, the expected ‘Commit1’ message does not arrive and he goes into a timeout.
This results into a lock state, a consequence of the weak deal. He does not have currently a valid
contract with Alice, therefore he cannot dispose of Alice’s payment. Being locked means, that a
party (here Bob) cannot immediate finalize its transaction state. A lock imposes a period for a party
having a reconnection opportunity to change the weak deal to a successful deal status. If in this
case Bob is able to conclude the transaction within that time window, the deal ends with a success.
The lock will be removed, no affidavit will be generated, and no value is cleared. Alice’s payment
eCoins are unfrozen by Bob’s eWallet and transferred into his value pool for further disposability. If
the lock time window is “closed” without a prosperous reconnect, then there is no deal. Before
removing the lock in this case, the main value previously received will be destroyed and an
affidavit is generated for the change value. The previously sent receipt will be annulled by losing its
validity. However, it is worth noting that in case of ID 08a the deal will be always unsuccessful.
During the lock state, the eWallet is able to effect other (further) transactions. Only the data
objects of the weak deal stay blocked and unavailable respecting data coherence.
5.8.3.4 Unfair State Case Alice A1b
ID
07b
08b

State
pair
A A1b
B B1b
A A1b
B WC135

Fairness
deficit
Alice, Bob
none or
Alice, Bob

Strategy
locked
wait

to clear

Alice
to refund

main value

change value

none or
main value

none or
change value

receipt
sent

state
weak deal
 no deal
weak deal

Table 14: Extract from Table 10 of the termination couples unfair state case Alice A1b.
This is the same situation – now for Alice - as described in the above situation 5.8.3.3.
5.8.3.5 Unfair State Case Alice Weak Commit
ID
09a
10a

State
pair
A WC135
B B1a
A WC135
B C2136

Fairness
deficit
none or
Alice, Bob
none

Strategy

to clear

locked
wait

None

Alice
to refund
none or
payment
none

receipt

state

received

weak deal
weak deal
 deal

Table 15: Extract from Table 9 of the termination couples unfair state case Alice Weak Commit.
As a last action, Alice sends her ‘Commit1’ message to Bob – after receiving his change value with
the receipt – in her role as payer. Nevertheless, the expected ‘Commit2’ message does not arrive
and she goes into a timeout. This results into a lock state, a consequence of the weak deal. She
has currently no valid contract with Bob. Being locked means, a party (here Alice) cannot
immediate finalize its transaction state. A lock imposes a period for a party having a reconnection
opportunity to change the weak deal to a successful deal status. If in this case Alice is able to
conclude the transaction within that time window, the deal ends with a success. The lock will be
removed and no affidavit will be generated. If the lock time window is “closed” without a
prosperous reconnect, there is no deal. Before removing the lock in this case, an affidavit is
generated for the payment value. The previously received receipt will be annulled by turning it into
an affidavit 145. However, it is worth noting that in the ID 10a case the deal will be always
successful. During the lock state, the eWallet is able to effect other (further) transactions, only the
data objects of the weak deal are still blocked and not available respecting data coherence.

145

This is an important tricky know-how issue.
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5.8.3.6 Unfair State Case Bob Weak Commit
State
pair
A A1b
B WC135
A C2136
B WC135

ID
08b
09b

Fairness
Deficit
none or
Alice, Bob
None

Strategy
locked
wait

to clear
none

Bob
to refund
none or
payment
none

receipt
received

state
weak deal
weak deal
 deal

Table 16: Extract from Table 10 of the termination couples unfair state case Bob Weak Commit.
This is the same situation – now for Bob – as described in the above situation 5.8.3.5.
5.8.4

Reimbursement Treatment resolved by the eMint

146

The compensation is granted by the eMint in exchange of the loss-proof presentation by an
automated affidavit generated by the eWallet (eDoc). In all these cases the eMint should mandate
the requestor to reveal his identity before sending money. Refunding cases for Bob and Alice are
adapted to the ‘in dubio mitius’ 147, because it is impossible for the eWallet to detect if a message
transmission really happens, or not. It is assumed, that in these cases our entities have followed
the protocol and have not manipulated their eWallets. As a measure of security, the eWallet
annihilates respective eCoins before providing any loss-proof effecting the reimbursement. One
way of doing the compensation could be a transfer of the compensated value in form of newly
generated eCoin directly to the eWallet 148 of the party with the loss, after a presentation of the
loss-proof by an automated affidavit. The way of how the affidavit is transferred to the eMint is
uncritical, it can be sent even (several times) within an email 149.
Within the general process for our parties to recreate fairness by following the policies, the eWallet
creates a so-called EVIdence element (EVI-ticket) as part of our eDoc object. Any time after the
creation, the complete eDoc object can be exchanged against a reimbursement of the sustained
loss by presenting it to the eMint.
It is unattractive to misuse our compensation mechanism through affidavits to generate (steal)
value. As already indicated, the EVI-ticket is an element in our eDoc object, which contains – inter
alia 150 – the serial numbers of the lost eCoins. Thanks to eMint’s MSDB, a checking process
assures, eCoins declared as lost are not already multi-spended or cleared. In case of a valid
compensation request, the substituted eCoins are cleared in the multi-spending database by their
serial numbers. The expenses for a loss proof falsification are comparable to multi-spending; in
both cases the eWallet has to be manipulated. The (policy dependent) need to lift its anonymity for
a reimbursement makes it even more uninteresting to misuse this procedure. Indeed the threat
potential for our fairCASH system is not increased. We see our fairness recreation process doesn’t
contain any interdependence between our participants Alice, Bob and eMint; all relationships are
reduced to Alice-eMint or Bob-eMint. Every party can act in its own interest unilateral without being
in the need to perform a ”ménage a trois”. This is a consequence of the ‘delayed-true fairness’
strategy of the complete transaction. In a previous attempt we tried the reverse; always delivering
of the lost – and now missing – objects like payment and receipt to fulfill the transaction. In such a
case complexity for the fairness reestablishment process explodes; things get very complicated.
Last not least three additional measures of efficiency and security should be noted:
•

•
•

146
147
148
149
150

eReceipts are normally used to indicate an evidence proving a transaction within the
fairCASH system. The practical sense can be a legal claim of the payer against the payee
(e.g. ticket). In case of a weak deal where affidavits are involved, their meaning changes:
The original meaning expires and the new meaning represents the reimbursement claim
against the eMint (the affidavit).
If an eWallet ever creates an affidavit within a transaction, where eCoins are cleared, it
contains also the serial numbers of the destroyed token.
Technical measures are being taken to prevent the possibility of a collision in time, where
an eReceipt is transformed into an affidavit. A collision here is defined to use the eReceipt
as documentary evidence against the transaction partner AND ALSO as affidavit for a
reimbursement claim against the eMint.

This section is corrected within the patent application filed to EPO under PCT/EP2011/001219.
Latin: Presumption of innocence, precautionary principle [German: Im Zweifel das Mildere / das Günstigere].
or directly to a bank account in case if there is one availlable, that’s up to the policy of the eMint.
as a matter of course, affidavits are unique and work only nonrecurring for a value compensation.
Latin: among other things [German: unter anderem].
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Effectiveness 151

5.9
5.9.1

Forfeiture Probability

For a realistic resource calculation of the eMint reimbursement processing capacity we need to
know, how often a protocol-run ends with an unfair result, happened if a channel transmission
error results into a protocol failure producing a fairness deficit (unfair timeout). To answer this
question we have to focus ourselves to the following central issues:
1. What is our statistical expectation value for the teleportation protocol of unfair timeouts in
relation to the complete protocol run? This is a protocol specific value based on the amount
of bits in the critical messages in relationship to all ones transferred in a single protocol
run.
2. What Quality of Service (QoS) can be expected from the network transmission channel
itself? We need to know the statistical expectation of critical network problems causing our
teleportation transfer protocol a premature dropout.
Object

Assumed size

Critical

Not critical

Symmetric key length
Discrete key length
Elliptic curve key length
HASH key length
Certx[Type-VI].obj
Certx[Type-I/II].obj
CFVx
eDoc[I].obj
eDoc[II].obj
eDoc[III].obj
∑Token[Main Secret].obj
∑Token[Change Secret].obj
Ctrl[Challenge].obj
Ctrl[Response_1].obj
Ctrl[Response_2].obj
Ticket[ACK1].obj
Ticket[ACK2].obj
Ticket[ACK3].obj

128 bit
256 bit
256 bit
256 bit
11 kbit 152
5 kbit
1 kbit
9 kbit
11 kbit
15 kbit
10 kbit
5 kbit
1 kbit
13 kbit
13 kbit
1 kbit
1 kbit
1 kbit

-------------------------------------

-------------------------------------

Msg.
Msg.
Msg.
Msg.
Msg.
Msg.
Msg.
Msg.
Msg.
Msg.
Msg.

13 kbit
13 kbit
4 kbit
4 kbit
0 kbit
15 kbit
38 kbit
32 kbit
1 kbit
1 kbit
1 kbit

------------X
X
X
X
---

X
X
X
X
--X
--------X

01
02
03
04
05b
06b
07b
08b
09b
10b
11b

Table 17: Assumed object sizes and their status being critical or not with reference to fairness.
Assuming an uniform distribution of the Bit Error Rate (BER) causing a fail-stop for the transmitted
messages 153, we have to calculate the ratio between the numbers of “critical bits”
against the number of all bits transmitted within a complete protocol run. To count our “critical
bits”, we simply add the size of all messages, which generates an unfair timeout, if they are not
successfully received. The size of all messages is the amount of data from the first to the last bit of
a complete transfer. Of course, we need to make a few assumptions about the size of the key
sizes, protocol objects and eCoins (as an average of 10 eCoins as main secret and five for the
change) to achieve it. The assumed object sizes as shown in Table 17 are taken into account for
sub case [b] because of the more inconvenient case. The result size for the complete protocol run
is 126 kbit, 75 bkit is the size of all critical messages.

151
152
153

This section is changed and enhanced within the patent application filed to EPO under PCT/EP2011/001219.
by following the harmonized ISO/IEC IEC 80000-13:2008 standard, one kbit is 103 bit.
what is worse than realistic, because of the high probability of burst errors.
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We are therefore facing a probability of 60%, that a service failure hits a critical message.
Therefore, we can expect, that 60 of 100 broken transactions will terminate in an unfair state with
the need of fairness recreation. Focusing our second question, what QoS can be expected, we take
a deeper look into the current international standard ISO/EN/IEC 60870-5-104:2007-10-01 [157159] and the ITU-T recommendation G.114 [99]. The QoS priority level (up to 7) defines beside
latency, jitter, BER and Packet Loss Rate (PLR) the Service Availableness (SA), the only critical
factor applying here. We have to take into account that communication problems preferably appear
as single events or massed in form of bursts. Their event may generate an effect on the physical
network layer but not necessarily causing a problem for the application. There are several
mechanisms for error detection and correction within the protocol stack of the network (service)
itself. The fact of their existence increases the latency and reduces the throughput of the payload.
Therefore, as long as the service is available and our timeout windows are passed, this is not a
(big) problem. Today most Service Level Agreements (SLA) for business contracts between an ISP
and a customer defines an availability of better than 99,999%. The SA forms the guideline of
requirements of our upper transaction fail-rate boundary for IP-based radio data communication in
packet radio service networks like GSM, UMTS, Tetra, Wimax or WLAN defined being better than
95% per hour. If someone drives with his car or train into a tunnel with no network access, than
the protocol execution breaks by a fail-stop caused by our timeout mechanism. That means the SA
rate is the decisive factor for our transaction protocol.
By combining the two probabilities we have a failure rate of (5/100)*60  3% for the unfair case.
This is the worst-case scenario to be expected. That means, that three of 100 transactions will
terminate in an unfair state with the need of fairness recreation. In most cases the SA is much
better, even in the local loop proximity model case; there we expect failure rates under one
thousandth.
5.9.2

Execution Times

For the preparation of usability studies for ePayment systems the average time conducting a
transaction is of interest. We present transaction time calculations for several network usage
cases:
Network Name
GSM Standard (CSD 154)
GPRS
ISDN
UMTS Standard
EDGE 155
T-DSL 2048/192 156
HSPA 157
HSUPA(Cat.2) 158
Bluetooth 2.0+EDR
HSDPA 159
HSPA+ 160
WLAN IEEE 802.11g
LTE 161 or HSOPA 162 Basic
Fast Ethernet
WLAN IEEE 802.11n
Giga Ethernet

Uplink
Speed
9,6 kbit/s
25,6 kbit/s
62 kbit/s
51,2 kbit/s
88 kbit/s
163 kbit/s
1,2 Mbit/s
1,2 Mbit/s
2,0 Mbit/s
5,8 Mbit/s
8,8 Mbit/s
20 Mbit/s
40 Mbit/s
80 Mbit/s
100 Mbit/s
800 Mbit/s

Round Trip
Time
900 msec
1000 msec
200 msec
400 msec
1865 msec
55 msec
260 msec
50 msec
10 msec
150 msec
100 msec
10 msec
25 msec
1 msec
10 msec
1 msec

Processing
Time
100 msec
100 msec
100 msec
100 msec
100 msec
100 msec
100 msec
100 msec
100 msec
100 msec
100 msec
100 msec
100 msec
100 msec
100 msec
100 msec

Run
Time
19 sec
11 sec
4 sec
5 sec
12 sec
2 sec
2 sec
1 sec
1 sec
2 sec
2 sec
1 sec
1 sec
1 sec
1 sec
1 sec

Table 18: Transaction protocol runtime calculations for different networks.
We calculate the uplink speed of the General Packet Radio Service (GPRS) network by using the
most robust Coding Scheme (CS-1), which is used when the Mobile Station (MS) is further away
from a Base Transceiver Station (BTS). It can achieve a user speed of only 8.0 kbit/s per time
slot, but has 98% of normal coverage. We assume four timeslots, because nearly all MS and BTS
can provide this. Therefore, we have a (theoretical) payload throughput of 32 kbit/sec.
154
155
156
157
158
159
160
161
162

Circuit Switched Data.
Enhanced Data Rates for GSM Evolution.
Digital Subscriber Line.
High Speed Packet Access.
High Speed Uplink Packet Access.
High Speed Downlink Packet Access.
High Speed Packet Access Plus.
Long Term Evolution.
High Speed OFDM Packet Access.
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In Table 18 we present the estimated run time for our Digital Cash transfer time calculated for
some well-known networks. The network name specifies the public name of the standard. Uplink
speed is the minimal guaranteed payload transfer throughput with no packet protocol overhead163
(and not the Baud rate). In most cases, the downlink speed is much higher. The Round Trip Time
(RTT) is a network quality factor taken from official standards or published performance
evaluations. The “Processing Time” is the maximum time for an eWallet to perform the complete
processing after the last bit of the message was received up to the last bit transmission of the
answer including all cryptographic operations. The “Run Time” of a complete transaction (for the
[a] case) is calculated in the following way:
Expected RunTime := Protocol Traffic Size / Uplink Speed + 10*(RTT/2+Processing Time).

For a realistic interpretation of these value we have take into account, that system-wide roll-out
implementations are not expected before 2015 (in about four years). At this time the wide
availability of high-speed network services will be a counting fact, and almost every Smartphone
will be well equipped with high-speed short haul P2P communication. We see network speed above
roundabout 200 kbit/sec do not decrease our transaction times much more, the real asymptotic
barriers are network latency (more or less half of the RTT) and the processing speed of our
eWallets.

163

at it‘s minimum 20% or more of the said transfer throughput for mobile network services.
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6

Conceivable Attacks and Threats

In every real ICT project with security relations, a moment in time occurs, when the functional
theoretical research of cryptographic algorithms, security protocols, and mathematical primitives
are readily compiled, being implemented to achieve the desired security objectives. However, this
is not enough. Functional security mechanisms in real products have always take into account, that
nearly every embedded system is the target of attackers with abundance of opportunities to
observe and interfere the security mechanism, trying to compromise the theoretical strength. This
also holds true for the fairCASH system. Such threats are lurking everywhere in the fairCASH
universe. Quantifying these risks and the potential associated loss can be a difficult task but
nevertheless is necessary. Someone can look into the minting process of eCoins, at the authorities
generating the fairCASH services, or at the instances authenticating an eWallet; sources of risks
are everywhere. In this thesis, the view is reduced to the eWallet only, as depicted in Figure 29,
respecting the fact, this is the Easter egg where the eCoins are, and the attackers are craving.
Another reason is keeping this extent down to an acceptable size.

Figure 29: The risk and thread focus within this thesis is the eWallet protection.
Threats in the second line-of-defense are briefly described in section “Risk Management” at page
35; and even an IP-protection-system like the patent system can offer some instruments affecting
a countermeasure. Eventually, the eWallet design phase passes a point of perception that the
theoretical strength can only be guaranteed if being able to protect a piece of key information from
being revealed. This information is called a root-secret. In the eWallet, this is the internal private
key ring. This finding takes the design to the simple rule of thumb: At their best eWallets can only
be as safe as they are able to protect the embedded root-secret. In addition, that is a lot lesser
than what someone can expect from the theoretical strength. That’s the impact to realistic security
composed between the mathematical based theoretic, security, and practically achievable productoriented security. Subsuming the following main threat-sources for the eWallet is:
•

The operation in untrusted environments:
eWallets have to guarantee secure operation under the physical possession of untrusted
owners. That implies that a second party should not able to modify any of the entrails of it.

•

Network induced vulnerability:
Wireless networking capabilities offer another bunch of sources to attack, due to the fact,
that it is not necessary to physically possess an eWallet in order to attempt breaking its
embedded security mechanisms for stealing eCoins.
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6.1

Model of an eWallet

The following block diagram describes an eWallet’s basic structure:

Figure 30: Basic block diagram of an eWallet.
All processing intelligence, the safe internal storage, and the crypto primitives are self-contained
situated in an tamper-protected encasement: The CASTOR-chip. The logic to access the host
outside is realized through the input/output-interface. This could be a single USB-, Bluetooth-, or
WLAN-interface-chip. Bulk permanent data is stored in an external storage-device, e.g. of type
Flash. Due to production-cost reasons, it could be useful not to integrate the transaction memory
(e.g. SRAM or DRAM) into the CASTOR. With the exception of the CASTOR chip, all other functional
blocks are expected to be unsafe 164; they play no load-bearing roles within the security decisions
taken.
6.2

Fraud & cheat under the Assumption “eWallet not broken”

The

fCCP is executed inside the security-perimeter of the eWallet. With the external world, only
runtime parameters and results of a protocol-run are exchanged. It is essential to know, if the
eWallet as ‘helping hand of the eMint’ can be lead to misuse the fairCASH system under the
assumption of the intact eWallet integrity. This means: The payment transaction always follows the
defined protocol, and the eCoins and keys cannot (physically) extracted out of the eWallet for
multi-spending. By putting some light on this question, it is obvious at the first instance, that the
following statements are correct (by following the protocol assumptions from page 63):
•
•
•
•
•

The affidavits cannot be faked.
Generated affidavits cannot be used more than once a time.
eCoins and keys cannot be extracted out of the eWallet (the condition).
If the protection inside fCCP is correctly implemented, eCoins are safely transferred.
Fair fail-stop-events imply no possibility to generate any fraud through channel attacks.

These statements confine the possibilities of fraud to the unfair timeout cases:
•
•

Under the assumption a fraudulent user manipulates the transmission-channel on his will to
generate all kinds of fail-stop events at any point in the protocol run, affected eCoins
always are destroyed; no monetary gain can be generated at all.
Even a successfully intermediately received eCoin will be destroyed if the fCCP cannot
deliver it. It is possible to receive a payment without issuing and delivering the eReceipt to
the protocol partner. However, the protocol will fail-stop then and destroy the respective
previously received value. This means: It is not possible to keep received eCoins without
getting also the return receipt of the acknowledgement for them.

This leads to the conclusion: It is not impossible for an attacker to steal eCoins without tampering
the eWallet.

164

meaning that they could be copied, modified or loaded with external data any time at will by an attacker.
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6.3

Goals worth to be protected and Security Objectives

Fighting against over-building, cloning, reverse engineering, and software-attacks can be a tedious
task. To make counter fighting effective, the introduced security in the fairCASH system meets
well-known and desirable security-objectives, closely coupled to cryptography like confidentiality,
integrity, and non-repudiation. Such a level of protection “to what extent these objectives need to
be met based on a threat and risk assessment someone is willing to accept [160]” is in our focus.
It should not be forgotten, that in practice, functional security mechanisms alone are far from
being complete. It is unrealistic to assume that attackers will attempt to directly take the
computational complexity of breaking the cryptographic primitives employed in security
mechanisms [161, 162]. What is realistic to expect that there are weaknesses in the
implementation and deployment of functions, algorithms, and primitives! The economic behaving
attacker [163] rationally chooses his course of action based on cost-benefit analysis trying to
completely bypass or significantly weaken the theoretical strength of the security solutions applied
to the eWallet design.
6.3.1

Security Levels

At the end of the day, what one usually cares about can be consolidated into the following
simplified questions: How long will it take an attacker to break the eWallet, and which resources
does he need in order to have a reasonable chance for succeeding? If for instance a 100.000 €uro
machine is needed to obtain eCoins of value 10.000 €uro, one could hope the attacker is deterred
by this disproportion. Security based on tamper-resistance is always a matter of economics.
Roughly speaking, such technology offers adequate security, as long as the required cost for
breaking it exceeds the fraudulent profit. The damage that can be done ultimately depends on the
measures incorporated into the eWallet (and on the services) preventing or discouraging forgery of
eCoins. The cost in money and time for breaking the system must be reasonably higher than the
value of the protected assets [164]. The desired security strength of an eWallet has generally to be
defined in terms of the estimated cost, figuring out the overall financial impact of a security breach
under a defined threat-model. The business case, or Return on Investment (RoI), of the solution
can in turn be measured by comparing the costs to implement it against the resulting cost if the
system is compromised. Essential questions arising for the embedded eWallet security are
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

which party is in charge of what risk, who is liable for any potential compensation,
what is the minimum level of acceptable security,
what is the maximum amount of money someone is willing to spend for the eWallet security,
what will be the security level in the beginning,
what cryptanalytic progress will occur during the (commercial) lifetime of an eWallet,
how fast is the security degradation development during the market lifetime of an eWallet,
how long should the (market) lifetime of CASTORized eWallets be,
what kind of attacks are threading the eWallets,
who are the main attackers (knowing the enemy),
what resources attackers have available,
what is the maximal (ring-fenced) loss situation, e.g. the fairCASH worst-case scenario?

What is apparent: There are necessities to be enforced to aggravate successful cracks. These
directives give the security-designer a window of opportunity to develop the CASTOR container
against most of the commonly known attacks by choosing and implementing the appropriate set of
countermeasures with a commercial sense of intelligence.
1. The minimal design protection complexity of the eWallet needs to be revealed, responsible
for the protective measures against the stealing of the embedded secrets. This is a general
chosen design-goal so that even in a billion-pieces-market the number of capable attackers
to jump over this barrier is a small one.
2. A (technical) cracking solution in software only, even for cracking subsequent eWallets,
must not exist. The attacker has to be forced using highly expensive (non-standard) tooling
equipment to conduct the crack instead, even if all facts have been leaked out how to do it.
3. It has to be impossible to find a cracking solution without having the targeted specific
eWallet in physical presence during the crack by the malicious entities.
4. Cloning the eWallet or stealing the embedded eCoins for multi-spending must be a
repetitive work (no BOBE, no one-time investment), even in the case, the information how
to strip down the security is freely available (i.e. on the Internet) [165].
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6.3.2

Profiling the Attacker and a Note on Moore’s Law

A protection against an omnipotent attacker, however, is impossible [164]. This means, the
attacking scenario needs to be specified to judge about facts, to which kind of threats eWallets are
(most) exposed:
•
•
•
•

The role of the attacker (from outsiders to highly knowledged insiders),
how much money is available for the attack,
how much time is available for the attack,
how many human and computational resources are available to the attacker.

It is a good assumption to understand, that hackers may have excellent resources at work or
university, and that professional attackers are even better equipped. It is a big mistake to underestimate them. The designer should never have a feeling of being safe because it would be too
much work or too expensive to exploit a weakness. If there is a weakness, it will be exploited 165.
The open literature often describes facts about assumptions and classifications characterizing
attackers and their resources based on budgets and time taken into account [166]. Based on these
appraisals, following Table 19 concludes an analysis, focusing on knowledge, budgets, and
available manpower to invest into the hacking and its sophistication.
Type
Hacker
Advanced
hacker
Small
organization

Employee
Medium
organization

Knowledge
Intimate connoisseur up to
the technological ground
Intimate connoisseur up to
the technological
ground
Deep knowledge and
experience

Have working knowledge of
the security measures in the
system
Can hire any available
specialist available on the
open market

Budget [€uro]
None

Manpower
Spare time

500

Spare time

10.000

A team of two
professionals

None

Complete
working time

300.000

A team of five
professionals

Large
organization

Can hire any available
specialist available on the
open market

10.000.000

Multiple teams
of professionals

Intelligence
agency

Can hire any available
specialist available on the
world, even against one's
will

300.000.000

Unlimited
personal
resources

Table 19: Profiling the attackers.

Sophistication
Software techniques, uses downloaded
tools, Standard PCs
Software techniques, uses downloaded
tools, writes own tools, Standard PCs,
FPGA hardware, Hardware probing
Software techniques, writing own
tools, Cluster of standard PCs,
Creation of an emulator,
Advanced FPGA hardware, Hardware
probing, full-invasive die layer analysis
No tools required as the attack can be
conducted using the actual system
itself
Software techniques, writing own
tools, Cluster of standard PCs,
Creation of an emulator,
Advanced FPGA hardware, ASIC
hardware, Hardware probing,
Full-invasive die layer analysis
Software techniques, writing own
tools, Cluster of standard PCs,
Creation of an emulator,
Advanced FPGA hardware,
Advanced ASIC hardware, Hardware
probing, Full-invasive die layer
analysis
Every available technology, including
own R&D results,
unpublished work results,
nearly (financial) unlimited
computational resources and power

From a more generic viewpoint, hackers are a reliable source of bringing the cracking costs down
by finding and inventing new methods as low-cost alternatives. Because of their work formerly,
high costs hurdles for expensive equipment or sophisticated sample preparation are constantly
going down, so low-tech investments can be used as a replacement. This was impressively
demonstrated in [167] by showing how to conduct optical emission analysis with cheap camera
equipment. Another important factor is time: The time the hacker is willing to spend to gain
success. Important in a system like fairCASH, where security is to be maintained for longer periods
than just a few months, it has to be taken into consideration, that the attacker may upgrade his
available resources according to developments in state-of-the-art. A possible way to classify and
handle this influence is the commonly accepted way to assume Moore’s law: The capabilities of
electronic devices in processing speed, gate and memory capacity are improving at (roughly)
exponential rates, according rule of thumb doubling about every eighteen months.

165

“17 Mistakes Microsoft Made in the Xbox Security System”, Xbox Linux Project [www.xbox-linux.org/].
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6.3.3

The Security Process

It is important to realize: Security usually is more a process than a state and it should not
exclusively be understood as an engineering problem. Security in the fairCASH ecosystem means
to use and manage mechanisms for a risk management, too.

Figure 31: fairCASH continuously performs an attack-reaction risk management process.
Sometimes one also include deterrence, which in a cryptographic sense is quite similar to
protection. In the fairCASH eWallet, large key-sizes of military grade primitives are used to deter
brute force attacks implying the enormous effort needed to break the system. Another fact is the
complete publication of the inner technical design principles used to build and run the system
following the “nothing-to-hide-approach” and the coverage of non-technical issues such as legal
frameworks for the infringements of copyrights, trademarks, and patents to prosecute attackers.
Such non-technical issues will not be discussed here.
6.4

Attack Classification, Threat Categories and major Techniques

The purpose of this classification [9, 162, 168-170] is to serve as a common overview to existing
security thread mechanisms shown by some “main stream” malicious attack scenarios to which
fairCASH is exposed. It is by no means exhaustive, nor is it intended to be. It is strongly believed
that the ingenuity of attackers invariably comes up with new schemes: To break security systems
is one of the biggest challenge to tamper-resistant product designers [171-173].
6.4.1

Generic and Soft

This type of (availability) attacks [174, 175] are trying to conquer the protected eWallet secrets
through measures focused to the firmware and availability of essential mechanisms. The biggest
share will be the destruction of the chain of trust in the boot-process. Code modifications, buffer
overflows, stack manipulations, viruses, and Trojan horses are used very often. In the next section,
a solution is presented which counters such an attack with secure bootstrapping and the usage of
so-called TRUSTLETs.
6.4.1.1 Services
Following Figure 32 illustrates the main basic types of soft attacks. It does not show another
important type of attack that does not involve any opponent: message non-repudiation, which
uniquely implies the sender and the receiver. This is handled by the fCCP itself.
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6.4.1.1.1 Interception
Interception is an attack on confidentiality, related to message contents and traffic analysis. The
attacker passively monitors the communication at the data level including authentication
credentials. He tries to identify communication patterns and participants. This is also called
eavesdropping and traffic (flow) analysis.
6.4.1.1.2 Modification
The attacker alters a legitimate message by deleting, changing, adding to or recording it.
Modification is an attack on integrity.

Figure 32: Attacks on service by interception, modification, fabrication and interruption.
6.4.1.1.3 Fabrication
Fabrication is an attack on integrity.
6.4.1.1.4 Interruption or Disruption
The target point of these attacks is the disruption of the normal system-functionality by
misappropriating global or local resources and services tied to the system, so they become
unavailable for standard operation or become prohibited for the normal usage or management.
Interruption is understood as an attack on availability (e.g. Denial-of-Service, DoS).
6.4.1.2 MITMA
During a Man-In-The-Middle-Attack (MITMA) the attacker actively intercepts the communicationpath of between two legitimated parties, thereby obtaining authentication credentials and data. It
is the nature of this special impersonation attack, that the attacker is able to masquerade himself
to both intercepted parties as being the legitimated ‘other end’. This is a special masquerading
attack-type potentially done by constructing evil twins and rogue eWallets. MITMA happens when
two eWallets want to be connected, but instead of connecting directly with each other they
unknowingly connect to a third (attacking) device that plays the role of the eWallet they are
attempting to pair with. The third device then relays information between the two devices giving
the illusion that they are directly connected. The attacking device may even eavesdrop on
communication between the two devices (also known as active eavesdropping service attack) and
try to insert and modify information on the connection. All of the information exchanged between
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the two eWallets are compromised, and the attacker may inject commands and information into
each of the eWallets thus potentially damaging their function. Devices becoming victims to the
attack are capable of communicating only when the attacker is present. If the attacker is not
longer active or out range, the two victim eWallets will no longer be able to communicate directly
with each other and the user will notice it. To prevent MITMA, our eWallets negotiate about their
product-certificates (Type-VI) already during the pairing process, protecting the user from MITMA
with a goal comparable to the possibility to forge the certificates exchanged.
6.4.1.3 Replay
The attacker passively monitors the transmission traffic and retransmits messages, acting as a
legitimate user.
6.4.1.4 Secret-Key Schemes
In secret-key cryptography, also referred to as symmetric cryptography, the same key is used for
both encryption and decryption. It is much faster than public-key cryptography and used for
ensuring the confidentiality of payloads. The mechanism is depicted in Figure 33.

Figure 33: Attacks on secret-key schemes.
•

•
•

A block cipher is a type of symmetric-key encryption algorithm that transforms a fixedlength block of plaintext data into a block of cipher text data of the same length. For many
block ciphers, the block size is 64 bits. In Cipher Block Chaining (CBC) mode, each
plaintext block is XORed with the previous cipher text block and then encrypted. An
Initialization Vector (IV) is used as a "seed" for the process,
a stream cipher is a type of symmetric-key encryption algorithm that transforms a plaintext
data stream into cipher text data, one bit at a time,
secret-keys should be frequently changed and typically are distributed by using public-key
cryptography and used as session keys.
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6.4.1.5 Public-Key Schemes

Figure 34: Alice send message or signature using Bob’s public key.
Public-key cryptography, also referred to as asymmetric cryptography, are schemes where
encryption is performed with one key and decryption is performed with the other key as depicted in
Figure 34, Figure 35 and Figure 36.

Figure 35: Alice send message or signature using her private key.
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Figure 36: Alice send signed encrypted message using Bob’s public and her private key.
•
•
•

Computationally, it’s easy for each party to generate a pair of keys: the public key and the
private key,
Computationally it’s infeasible for an opponent to determine the private key, knowing the
public key and the cryptographic algorithm,
the primary use is encryption and digital signature application. The sender uses either the
receiver’s public key (for privacy) or his/her private key (for digital signature), or both.

6.4.1.5.1 Authenticity (Masquerading)
Digital signatures are used for EoO proofs of identity. Authenticity attacks are trying to invalidate
their trust relationship in any possible way. Examples are identity-fraud and impersonations of
false identities to gain certain unauthorized privileges, also called masquerading.
6.4.1.6 Integrity
Changing data (e.g. certificates, CRLs, keys) or code associated within the security functionality of
an embedded system is another way to compromise integrated security measures. The eWallet
counters this using the Trusted Startup Process Architecture (TSPA) as depicted in Figure 38,
Figure 39 and Figure 40. In addition, software updates during the eWallet’s lifetime should be able
to activate different security features. These multiple layers of protection, activated one by one, do
not only extend the eWallet’s lifetime but also increases the cost of attacking. As previously shown,
modification and fabrication are also parts of the integrity attack classification.
6.4.1.7 Battery Exhaustion
Exhausting the battery of an eWallet is categorized in the class of “service denial and availability
attacks”, leading to an interruption of the functionality. If a resource can be exhaustively used, this
threat always applies. Since the eWallet is battery dependent, it has only limited local energy
resources. This can be countered by implementing an fCCP-enforced delay between two successive
“ready states” of the eWallet (see Figure 47 on page 128).
6.4.2

Physical and Side-Channel

Cryptographic solutions can be more or less sensitive to attacks that are primarily exploiting
‘physical’ rather than mathematical weaknesses. Hence, these attacks could rely on
implementation-mistakes or exploitable environmental properties. Since the existence of the need
to secure a secret, a lot of physical and side-channel attacks have been launched [166, 176].
Systems like smartcards, paddles like the PS3, Microsoft Xbox [165, 177] or Pay-TV applications
are routinely hacked today. Contemporary attackers already have gone through their learning
curve, have become sophisticated, and have shown their success, so they are considered as a
significant challenge to every designer of a secure embedded system. The field of active attacks
starts with the attempt to bypass protection systems, introduce malicious software- or firmwarecode, or to modify data. These attempts result into (but not limited to) disclosure of secrets,
corruption, or service disruption introducing financial loss in our case. Attackers misuse their
ownership of an eWallet intending to gain access to critical security parameters with malicious
intent. Even while techniques might be secure in general, weak implementations may degrade the
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originally intended security level. Attackers will routinely attempt to recover (poorly) implemented
test circuitry like scan chains (JTAG-interface) and BIST designs, still existing accessible trace- and
debug-ports, break- and watch point units and registers including those not normally intended for
system use. This helps the attacker a lot to manage successful attacks like reactivation of test
modes, timing- and power-analysis or RF emanations, and deliberate reverse engineering with the
intent to reveal the root-secret.
Insider attacks are another big issue and may include both, malicious and non-malicious actions of
authorized users. Non-malicious actions due to carelessness, incompetence, or irresponsible
circumvention of security (short cuts), introduce another category of threads to the environment.
Leaked keys or “forgotten gates” in a SoC design are just minor examples of such an issue. Sidechannel attacks (e.g. power- and timing-analyses) can exploit information that may leak from the
eWallet such as power consumption signatures. A good protective design will employ various types
of protection against these attacks eliminating the root cause of this effect through a dedicated
design methodology applied to critical parts in the eWallet. It is not possible to harden eWallets
totally against all forms of attacks; however, the damage can be limited by using unique,
randomized PUFs and different keys for each device so that any information garnered is of little
benefit beyond the one device compromised (no BOBE). Note, that it is still assumed, that eWallets
are constructed as full customized SoC as general starting point of the security discussion, not
allowing an easy identification of the ASIC’s logic gates from their diffusion area layout, which
makes the task significantly easier than the reconstruction of a transistor-level net list [178].
6.4.2.1 Non-Invasive
These types of attack require the physical presence of an eWallet for observations based on its
properties while functioning. This means a measurement of power consumption, execution time or
radiation energy during cryptographic operations or the behavior in the presence of faults.
Any hardware running cryptographic routines could offer a traceable signature on its power
consumption caused by the switching activity of internal circuitry. Attacks based upon power
analysis are categorized into two main groups, the Simple Power Analysis (SPA) and the
Differential Power Analysis (DPA) [166, 172]. They both try to find out any correlation between the
processed data and the measured power consumption. In the lucky case, keys used in a
cryptographic algorithms can be inferred by statistics gathered over a wide range of experiments.
An new comparison between conventional power analysis and optical emission analysis carrying
valuable information for a hacker due to transistor leakage was introduced with the work in [167],
searching for a correlation. In general, SPA is the simpler one, useful in less complex systems
where the power profile of known algorithmic calculations can be directly used to reveal
information. DPA tries to use differences between two and more traces. Statistical analyses are
used to overcome disadvantages of measurement errors and noise associated with the simpler
SPA.
6.4.2.2 Semi-Invasive
These physical probing attacks are a new class of their own, located between non-invasive and fullinvasive attacks. They’ve been first introduced by Sergei P. Skorobogatov [179-181]. Like invasive
attacks, they require de-packaging of the chip to get access to its surface [178]. However, the
passivation-layer remains intact, as these methods do not require electrical contact to internal
lines. They represent a greater threat to hardware security, as they are almost as effective as fullinvasive attacks but can be low-cost like non-invasive attacks [166].
6.4.2.3 Full-Invasive
The most relevant malicious full-invasive scenarios are happening on the chip- and die-level,
respectively. The complete chip (package) first is de-capsulated before de-packaging and deprocessing the ingredients from their housing. Then the dissolving of the protective resin reveals
the silicon. From this moment on, it is possible to probe the surface for inter-component
communication-wires by eavesdropping. This enables the observation of busses, interfaces, and
registers. Further stepping in this operation takes the attacker down to the die-level. A layer-bylaver removal including the covering and wet-chemical or dry-plasma etching followed by a
mechanical polishing enables the attacker to take pictures of the design, usable for a further
computer aided layout- and logic-reconstruction. Impressive pictures about such an attack can be
found at [166, 180, 182]. The attacker is now able to identify memory cells and CPU processing
boundaries. Discovering decoding execution decoders, ALU blocks and CELL memories is a major
step in the reverse engineering [178] and identifying processes. It may be able to extract the logic
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out of interconnected transistors and the sea of gates. This puts the attacker in a position to do
surface probing and in-depths-analysis of the chip-die. The availability of a cross-sectional X-ray
microanalysis and screening resources enables the imaging in combination with optical microscopy
and eBeam analysis to reveal the complete physical structure and eventually the stored secrets,
too.
6.4.2.3.1 One-Time-Programmable Fuse Memory
One-Time-Programmable (OTP) Non-Volatile-Memory (NVM) is a form of digital memory where
the setting of each bit is locked by a fuse or anti-fuse. They are programmed using lasers or
electrical programming methods. Blowing a fuse opens a connection while an anti-fuse closes a
connection (hence the name). These permanently programmed memory cells replace the legacy
ROM mask approach by offering more flexibility (their programming is applied after the device is
constructed), being small (good for embedded designs), reliable, low power, cost-effective and
offer good security properties (distributed all over the die). They can be manufactured in standardlogic high density ‘vanilla’ CMOS processes and do not require any additional mask layers or
process steps. Individual fuses may be observed under an eBeam-microscope, and the die memory
structure may be reverse-engineered, however, it is not easy. OTP memories in the eWallet are
partially programmed during the system manufacturing process, the certification and their normal
product life cycle.
6.4.2.3.2 Embedded Flash Memory
Embedded flash memory may be used in a similar manner to OTP-memory; it is based upon a
floating gate technology. Flash cells are typically larger than OTP-cells and their physical structure
makes them more susceptible to reverse engineering using professional tools. Embedded flash
memory has the advantage to be multiple times reprogrammable. In the future Phase-Change
Memory 166 (PCM) or Magneto resistive Random Access Memory (MRAM) [183, 184] appears to
become the ideal replacement for Flash memory as it combines the advantages of SRAM and Flash
without inheriting their disadvantages: its nature of non-volatility, no requirements for high
voltages, very fast access and write-times, and (in case of MRAM) an unlimited endurance, strong
radiation-resistance and the fact, that memory cells have a very small density footprint on the die
could lead to universal memory applications.
6.4.2.3.3 Separate Key Memories
Some security designs use separate secret memory components such as serial Electrically Erasable
Programmable Read Only Memory (E2PROM). This introduces the problem of getting very easy
identified and tapped after removing the lid of the chip. This is identical to physical designs of
printed circuit boards, busses and backplanes on a smaller scale (multi-die).
6.4.2.3.4 Software Keys
Software keys are deployed farthermost through an inacceptable weak form of security. They are
loaded into the chip on demand, typically at system initialization time. This approach is used by
some (legacy designed) FPGAs, using an external or internal separate flash memory die to store
the configuration bit stream content loaded after the power-on event into the SRAM-based main
FPGA cells. It is susceptible to interception [185, 186] through both software and hardware based
means. This is more obfuscation than protection. Such an approach will never be used in the
fairCASH system.
6.4.2.3.5 Key Protection with Key Management
A so-called Key-Wrap-Module (KWM), also referred as Key-Generating-Key (KGK) container
approach, is another often-seen strategy encapsulating the secrets by wrapping them so that they
may be safely stored. The KWM makes use of the enhanced cryptographic possibilities of SoC
designs hosting this service for low cost insecure chips, media or for transport to other hosts. Due
to the fact, that the eWallet is a SoC design, this solution do not offer any incentives.

166

http://www.samsung.com/us/business/semiconductor/newsView.do?news_id=1023.
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7

Defense and Retaliatory Action

Tamper

resistance can be achieved best by building a programmable full custom ASIC. It will be
realized as System-on-Chip (SoC) with integrated processing capabilities and safe, nonvolatile
memory to store eCoins, keys, passwords, and digital certificates. The nature of such an approach
causes physical security to take on a new meaning: anticipatory defense countermeasures and
‘strike-back’ actions will be used to safeguard eCoins against theft [1]. In fact, the eWallet is a
CASTOR 167-based design, using a variety of known technologies to become tamper-resistant and to
making reverse-engineering as well as micro probing a challenging and integrative task.
As repeatedly noted, the property of tamper-resistance must not be treated as an absolute security
measure. It is known that every tamper-resistant chip can be completely reverse engineered
[181]. An attack is successful if all protected information (root-secret) as eCoins, encryption keys,
and software code is revealed. However, if the fairCASH system can prevent an attacker from
gaining the equivalent or more of the invested money used to break the chip it will deter the
attacker from implementing it.
7.1

Model of a CASTOR

Security mostly is introduced as a coprocessor environment using both hardware and software
mechanisms to provide the intended protection. Various architectures were proposed in [9, 168,
169, 187-191] by postulating features that can be built into general-purpose microprocessors.
Without going into details, this most often happens in combination with a ‘trusted module’ or
supplementary hardware devices like a small key store in the processor, encryption engines at the
cache-memory interface, a few new instructions, and the provision of secure I/O paths to the user
providing the protection. In contrast to an approach like that, security should better be built from
bottom up into the basic structure. In the CASTOR model, this will be achieved according to the
block diagram structure below:

Figure 37: Block diagram of the fairCASH CASTOR.
Grey colored are standard building blocks commonly found in most SoC processor based chipdesigns. The crypto-primitives in combination with the scatter/gather DMA form an efficient bulk
cryptographic offload engine, able to collect packets and their fragments from multiple locations in
system memory, and write back the data on completion of the cryptographic operation. This
eliminates the demand for the host processor requiring direct control of the cipher- and DMAoperations. The orange building blocks are specific to the security of the CASTOR design. They are
presented within the following pages.
167
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7.2

Concept of the CASTOR Design Philosophy

One

of the biggest challenges for the ‘CASTORization’ process is the construction of an effective
protection system, able to generate a kind of hard-to-clone eWallets in spite of mass production.
The presented solution includes the following approach: Every CASTOR
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

contains a PUF. How this will work is explained in this section,
is security balanced by the FPGA-based Maze of Knossos,
contains a security monitor to enable the detection of potential attacks,
generates its own serial number,
generates it own public key pair (PUDI, SUDI) to be used for digital signing purposes,
generates a unique I/O key (KE:CASTOR:I/O,sym) for the umbrella-encryption,
is validated by certifying the serial number to be carried out by the fairCASH organization.

One of the first steps after the silicon die production is the creation of a controlled environment. As
the property owner and protector of the business case the fairCASH organization needs to be
assured, that even in case of any unknown shadow, overbuilding production or chip-theft, the
security of the whole fairCASH system cannot be compromised by such an incident. Thus, after the
production of the eWallet SoC, every CASTOR will be uniquely customized by issuing a product
(Type-VI) certificate to it. It will serve as secure and trust element and will leave stolen eWallets
useless.
7.2.1

Application of contemporary SoC Technology

SoC designs are the technological means to create very secure systems. One reason is the
achievable state of integration, contributing to the paradigm ‘small is beautifully’. The smaller the
chip structures the harder their reverse engineering becomes. Attackers routinely are using
second-hand semiconductor manufacturing and testing equipment only countered by the use of the
most recent highest-density technologies. The application of unique-per-chip embedded secret
storage in non-volatile memory is among the best of these techniques. These embedded secrets
on-chip-hardware are an advantage with respect to the cost and effort for a physical attack,
because raising the hurdle an attacker has to jump over with technical expertise, and financial
resources sufficient to mount an attack.
7.2.2

Soft Responding

Detected attacks should be countered by an instant erasure or – even better – falsification for the
root-secret. Essential functional circuitry and stored information should be partial functional selfdestroying [178] in a manner, that leaves the eWallet in a state where it still seems to work,
however in an erratic and wrong way. The destruction process can be realized by creating high
currents through internal logic conflicts. Such a silent self-destruction is even better than indicating
the perception of the attack as feedback.
7.3

Attacks and their Countermeasures

Various techniques and methods that can be considered to create a tamper-resistant CASTOR HSM
SoC providing this capability are now discussed.
7.3.1

SPA and DPA

The usage of internal randomized power protection (adding random noise via injection to internal
power supply of the SoC) and a jittering clock signals [178] in combination with (only partially)
asynchronous self-timed dual-rail logic with alarm functionality [179] is a good starting point. It
counters Simple and Differential Power Analyses by blurring and de-correlating statistical
predictions. Each bit will be signaled on two wires: (0,1) states zero, (1,0) signals a one and the
rest raise an alarm. There is a high probability that a single transistor failure also might result in
alarm propagation [166]. The power supply should be internally filtered for fluctuation integration,
realized through an ‘on-chip’ capacitor, which partially buffers the energy consumption and reduces
signal sizes. The additional usage of an idiot (idle) task (e.g. prime number generation) can be
helpful, too.
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7.3.2

Date and Time Manipulation

The usage of certificates and CRLs, the determination of the eCoin transferability, and the
prevention of all kinds of replay-attacks are demanding a trusted time-source. All these objects are
relevant to the system time, devaluating their meaning over time. This requires the knowledge of
the current date and time. Instead of using an own, energy-buffered and trusted real-time
source 168 with a battery 169 (difficult to integrate) eWallets can use a strong monotonic counter.
This counter always reflects the latest eWallet date and time 170 and will be updated by the
following two events:
•
•

7.3.3

If the partner eWallet is ‘more recent’ after every successful fCCP pairing and from
trusted authorities like the fairCASH organization or the RCA. In case of communication
with an eWallet, they are able to provide a signed ‘set-monotone-counter’ message (not
shown within this thesis), so that a communicating eWallet would take over this certified
date and time even in case to the system is brought ‘back to the past’.
Glitches and other Fault Injections

The use of a self-clocking gate-design 171, robust low-frequency sensors, a RESET filter, and over/under voltage protection is effective to counter glitch attacks [166] introduced through clock
frequency manipulation. Low-frequency sensors [178] will trigger if no clock edge has been seen
for longer than a specified time-limit. Parts of the chip’s internal logic should be resetted
immediately, an bus lines as well as registers should be grounded quickly. An intrinsic self-test
built into the detector prevents a simple disabling. An attempt to tamper with the sensor should
lead to a malfunction of the entire chip. External resets should not directly be forwarded to the
internal reset lines; it is better to cause the reduction of the clock signal by an additional
frequency-divider. This then triggers the sensor, activates the internal reset, which finally
deactivates the divider [178]. Glitches, Electro-Static-Discharge (ESD) measures, and other faultbased attacks [179] are frequently injected with radiation (e.g. LASER UV light). Passive and active
die shielding in combination with light detectors and radiation-sensors will enable the design of a
resistant chip. Situating the logic design inboard between metal layers makes this type of attacks
more improbable.
7.3.4

Bus and Memory Encryption

On-chip busses and memory structures on the SoC are easily optically identifiable. To prevent
against an easy useful sniffing attack, which gathers information directly from the SoC-internal
busses or cell memories, they should be protected by encryption and dynamical address
permutation. It could be advisable to prevent attacks on chip internal data structures and transfers
by ECC and CRC protection mechanisms, or a sealing with signed values.
7.3.5

Electro-Magnetic-Analysis (EMA) and EMission SECurity (EMSEC)

Part of the hacker community routinely try to sensor Electro-Magnetic-Interference (EMI) emitted
from the eWallet as “black-box reconstruction-approach” [172]. The die should be designed in a
way that electromagnetic emanation is reduced by shielding (through a TEMPEST design) and
obscured by faking the radiation. This could be enhanced by “salting” the SoC with additional
oscillators.
7.3.6

Trusted Boot through TRUSTLETs

172

The eWallet is an embedded application with update-able firmware. Trusted boot is a capability to
fractionize the eWallet’s firmware in multiple small functional parts, each of them carrying out a
specialized function. These secure self-contained fragments are called TRUSTLETs in the style of
their functionality. They are part of a layered security strategy, which allows the establishment of
trust between the eWallet and the fairCASH system. Basic ideas of such trust technologies were
first introduced academically by the AEGIS architecture, which examines the problem of securing
168
169
170
171
172

Real-time clock (RTC).
On-chip batteries are availlable with a functional life of more than 10 years and an even longer shelf life.
If information is invalidated (e.g. due to a power-loss), a trusted resync with a reliable source is nessesary.
Preventing and limiting the delay and skew of the clock by an internal Phase-Locked-Loop (PLL).
This section is considerably enhanced within the patent application filed to EPO under PCT/EP2011/001219.
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the boot process in the IBM PC architecture [9]. The commercial solution was provided by Microsoft
and the Trusted Computing Group (TCG 173), a successor of the former Trusted Computing Platform
Alliance (TCPA). Part of their specification is the Core Root of Trust for Measurement (CRTM) in
combination with Secure Startup 174, introduced 2006 with the Encrypting File System (EFS) and
BitLocker Driver Encryption in Microsoft’s operating system Windows Vista. CRTM is the first rootpart of the introduced trust-chain contained in the BIOS-firmware. A generally unavoidable issue of
such a concept is the possibility for successful attacks due to the open (standard) PC platform,
allowing the attacker to run his own software 175. With the eWallet that is impossible.
TRUSTLETs are compressed and encrypted code pieces with the ability to check the integrity of
being altered, and the authentic creation source. They are fundamental building blocks for the
trusted authentic boot-process. If an eWallet can be booted into an environment, which honors
security and compliant functions to access restricted data, the data integrity within the eWallet can
be assured. This procedure is called “trusted startup”. If a trusted startup cannot be assured, the
device can always be compromised by booting it into an unsecure operating system, whatever
security management system the secure kernel provides! Trusted startup is a CASTOR-based
multi-stage security-feature that addresses the growing concern for more and better protection.
Trusted startup ensures boot integrity protection because of the following:
•
•
•
•

It protects the eWallet from offline attack vectors by an authentication process,
locks the eWallet, because if any code piece is tampered with, the system will not boot,
ensures that only an un-tampered eWallet is operational,
in addition, protects internal and external user data and system files through secure
umbrella-based I/O.

TRUSTLETs are used within the fairCASH system to allow for secure firmware updates (even
OtA 176). They are countering the following integrity attacks:
•
•
•
•

bootstrapping manipulation [9, 168, 169],
code manipulations of the operating system,
unauthorized generic code and data changes,
the usage of own (unauthenticated) code.

7.3.6.1 Generation Process

Figure 38: Fabrication of encrypted and digitally signed code elements (TRUSTLETs).
173
174
175
176

http://www.trustedcomputinggroup.org/.
http://www.microsoft.com/whdc/system/platform/pcdesign/secure-start_exec.mspx.
Look to the „Stoned Bootkit“ presented on the Black Hat 2009 conference, see www.stoned-vienna.com/.
Over-the-Air.
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Figure 38 depicts how TRUSTLETs will be fabricated by the fairCASH organization. After the
generation of the software pieces using the standard tool-chain of compiling and linking, the code
block will be hashed and compressed. The hash-fingerprint will then become encrypted with the
indicated private key through the Elliptic Curve Digital Signature Algorithm (ECDSA). This digital
signature is then to be combined with the compressed code block. Hereafter, this linked package
will again be encrypted with a randomized key using AES 177 in the XTS encryption-block ciphermode of operation. This key is then encrypted again with the indicated private key using ECC 178.
Both private key-parts are owned by the fairCASH organization while their public counterparts are
contained in the CASTOR Type-V certificate. In the final building step, the concealed block will be
combined with the encrypted secret key to form the TRUSTLET.
7.3.6.2 Evidence Process

Figure 39: Verification of encrypted and digitally signed code elements (TRUSTLETs).
Before being executed or read, code and data are always validated. After a validation is written to
a safe place, its value will be used in subsequent validation steps within the chain. The recalculated
new value is the concatenation hash of the previous contents and the new measurement. As long
as each portion of code (TRUSTLET) ensures any new code (next TRUSTLET) is measured before
execution, the chain of trust is kept alive. To succeed the process during startup the public parts of
two public key-pairs are involved as shown in Figure 39 only after the system’s veracity has been
established. This assures there was no offline system tampering or an attempt to boot an
unauthorized firmware. Trusted Startup protects the system boot process by ensuring tamperfreeness before releasing the system control to the embedded operating system and system access
to the fairCASH application. In particular, Trusted Startup enabled system’s secrets being protected
by using the CASTOR to encrypt root-secrets rather than protecting through obfuscation or by a
shared password. The Trusted Startup protected eWallet system is resilient against advanced
methods of offline code and data modification on the secured storage. As the CASTOR provides the
hardware protection for the startup integrity, decryption keys and the sealed storage, every
attempt to change a boot sequence component makes the firmware inaccessible, the system
unbootable and the data unattainable.
The Trusted Startup feature not only encrypts the entire eWallet storage. Because memory content
and external stored data objects are encrypted in real time while transferred to the mass storage
device by secure I/O, data objects like eCoins, certificates, CRLs, and any open document or
cached secrets are also encrypted under this umbrella protection. This means that the mass
storage data is completely encrypted and therefore not exploitable. Offline attacks cannot comprise
or reveal the system passwords, keys, or any other data. In addition, replay or image duplication
177
178

with a 256 bit key.
with a 571 bit key.
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attacks 179 are thwarted by a synchronization check to the last safe sealed transaction state using
the CASTOR’s chip-internal memories. By comparing certain boot process characteristics to
previously stored measurements, Trusted Startup can detect system tampering while fairCASH is
starting up. This enables Trusted Startup to verify system integrity at an early stage, improves
data security, and reduces equipment-repurposing concerns. The feature is simple to deploy and to
apply, and it enables an easy system management.

Figure 40: Timeline flow chain of transitive integrity measurement/validation through TRUSTLETs.
Figure 40 shows the bootstrap process. After power-on, the hardware is initialized, including a
basic BIST internal hardware functionality test (later on enhanced with a more comprehensive
test). Thereafter the API’s filter integrity is checked, loaded, decoded, and validated using a code
signature before allowing it to execute. These first actions are performed by the hardware; no
software is involved at this stage. If this can be achieved successfully, execution is transferred to
the API filter. This TRUSTLET will check, in turn, the succeeding TRUSTLET, so the next stage is
validated before executed: The loading and authentication of the license. Then the IPL TRUSTLET is
loaded and executed and at the final stage, the operation system and the trusted fairCASH
application are started. In case of any error the boot process stops and a reset will be performed,
reiterating the whole loop.
Two of the most important TRUSTLETs for our eWallet software security are shortly presented in
the following section: The API filter and the IPL boot module.
7.3.6.3 TRUSTLET: PSSBI API-Filter
The eWallet communicates with an external host. Such a host not only provides the operating
platform through a (graphical) user interface, but also its communication capabilities used by the
eWallet to communicate with the external (remote) world, excluding the proximity communication
(please, refer to Figure 6). Such a mechanism is also called tethering 180. The interface between the
eWallet and the host follows a point-to-point architecture consisting of two participants, the
security service provider (eWallet), and a generic service consumer device (PC, Smartphone, TV,
Car, eFilling station). This is called Process Service Security Balanced Interface or PSSBI. There
are reasons NOT to provide a typical security API [170]. According to a certain policy, such security
API is a command set using cryptography to control the processing of and the access to sensitive
data. The task of a security API is to allow users to process data and key material, to achieve that
it provides flexibility and atomicity according to the designer’s intention, prevents any malicious
commands sequence from violating these intention. It provides a communication interface for
commands on a very low level. In contrast, the PSSBI approach provides a communication filter
interface for services on a very high level, depending on the implemented application.
179
180

The attacker copies the content of the external memory with the encrypted eCoins and intends their reuse.
use of a mobile device with Internet access to serve as Internet gateway or access point for other devices.
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Figure 41: The PSSBI approach as API-filter.
To maintain a controlled functionality of the PSSBI, an API-filter is used in form of a TRUSTLET.
Data is exchanged over this interface in form of fairCASH Protocol Data Units (fPDU) between an
eWallet and the external device. There are two types of fPDU:
•
•

Command fPDU: This is the data sent to the eWallet.
Response fPDU: This is the data sent by the eWallet.

Figure 42: Logical PSSBI filter interface functionality.
To prevent some sort of abuse attacks, the CASTOR maintains a PSSBI gatekeeper. Its
functionalities are:
•
•
•
•
•

Checking incoming fPDUs for their correct format.
Formatting outgoing fPDUs.
Call the respective internal eWallet service based on the fPDU submitted.
Protects against buffer overflow attacks.
Detecting, repealing, and recovering from known (interface related) attacks.

The commands, their structure, and their meaning are not discussed within this thesis.
7.3.6.4 TRUSTLET: IPL
The Initial Program Loader (IPL) is our bootstrap service loader. The main functionality is:
•
•
•
•
7.3.7

Being a TRUSTLET element in the execution chain.
Performing of the extended Power-On-System Test (POST).
Managing the update process of the CASTOR firmware.
Invocation of the next TRUSTLET.
Read-back or direct-write to Internal Memory Cells

The CASTOR requires a high protection standard for a safe storage of root-secrets and
configuration data. The best available technology today is the usage of distributed OTP in
combination with embedded flash memories. They are physical integrated on the same die all over
the chip structure even lying in-between different layers.
The structurally destruction (burning) of integrated debugging ports, unused access- and test
circuitry (including interfaces) like JTAG scan chains or BIST logic 181 as a precaution before the
product release is essential, so that no read-back or direct-write to internal memory cells through
external interfaces is possible. Such burning can easily done by creating high currents from
external I/Os.
181

Designed to produce aggregated outputs providing feedback without values of any sense to the attacker.
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Memory states should depend on a number of bits of physical storage, distributing their logical
meaning over multiple different memory cells, so that no single-transistor failure can subvert the
chip’s security policy. It can be useful to seal the data using CRC and ECC codes. Due to the fact of
data-remanence [166] for memory artifacts in some technologies, even by cooling down the die, all
relevant secrets should be continuously moved and inverted. A low temperature sensor for autopowering down the eWallet below -40° Celsius may be useful.
Memory cell contents of all technologies including ROM, RAM, EEPROM and FLASH are regularly
scanned and snatched from Focused-Ion-Beams (FIBs), Laser-Cutters (LCs), Electron-BeamTesters (EBTs), Electron-Microscopes (EMs), Atomic-Force-Microscopes (AFMs), Scanning-ProbeMicroscopes (SPMs), Scanning Capacitance Microscopes (SCMs), Scanning Spreading Resistance
Microscopes (SSRMs), Scanning Tunneling Microscopes (STMs), Magnetic Force Microscopes
(MFMs), Scanning Surface Potential Microscopes (SSPMs), Scanning Thermal Microscopes
(SThMs), Scanning Electron Microscopes (SEMs), and other tools [166, 178]. To make this
expensive, the eWallet SoC should be made using the smallest available structures. Usage of onchip-encryption (see Bus and Memory Encryption on page 113), and the realization of memory cells
deep between the core layers makes their direct read-out a challenging task for the hacker. This
can be supported by precautionary flanking countermeasures using extra metal refractory
passivation sandwich on-die layers. Each of these layers is planarised using CMP 182 before applying
the next one. Opaque top-metal grids and shields as generic protective measure raise the bar in
time and equipment cost.
7.3.8

Laser Cutting

To make the direct access to the external die interconnections hard to observe the CASTOR’s die
shall be bonded and encapsulated in a non-standard BGA package with custom markings. Usage of
additional metal passivation sandwich-layers on-chip is a good protection measure so critical
structures cannot be exposed by the attacker without removing active layers.
Before applying the next layer, each layer should be planarised using a CMP process. As a result,
the top metal layer does not show the impact of the layers beneath. The only way to reveal their
structure is to remove the top metal layer(s). From a gross organizational viewpoint, the whole
die’s layout design should be additionally rendered virtually random, conducting a simulated
annealing. Distracting components over multiple layers and locations in combination with the usage
of own fixed (macro) structures not found in a public ASIC library makes the process of logical
reverse engineering and reconstruction much more time consuming.
The usage of meshed glue logic makes it hard to find signals for physical probing. Modular
redundancy of critical design parts makes it even harder for the attacker to launch successful
modifications through wire cutting and micro wiring.
7.3.9

Die wrapping Cocoon

The naked die should be protected by a thin high-resistance wire-based intrusion sensor to harden
the chip decapsulation process countering any further external probing. Such a wrapping cocoon
encloses the die to be protected complete as possible and the usage of a very low current 183 to
check its physical integrity, if the protection wire is still untouched (opens and shorts). If the
sensor line is broken, shortened to ground, or power or its resistance changes significantly, the die
self-destructs. The wire should folded back over itself and wound as multiple parallel strands,
increasing the sensitivity [1]. A mixture of copper and silicon (potting material as similar as
possible in both appearance and chemistry to the bond wire and the die) powder with ceramic
cement should be used to steady and cementing it.
To prevent against attacker using IR LASER techniques bulk silicon should be replaced with
material 184 not transparent at useful frequencies.

182
183
184

Chemical-Mechanical-Planarization.
In fact, the usage of the lowest possible current is advisable.
e.g. Silicon/Metal Oxide (SiMOX), Silicon-on-Sapphire (SoS) or other sil-on-insulator technologies.
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7.3.10 Anti-Cloning as isolation Strategy through PUFs

185

The application of a Physical Unclonable Function (PUF) [191-195] is a technology in which an easy
to evaluate function, embodied in a physical structure, maps a set of challenges to a set of
responses based upon a hard to characterize complex physical system. The physical structure of a
PUF consists of many random components introduced during the manufacturing process and cannot
be controlled. It can be regarded as digital fingerprint or “digital DNA” of a chip identity. The PUF
can help to enhance a system’s security because parts of or even the complete root-secret can be
stored and protected without the application of digitally stored information.

Figure 43: The PUF in a comparison to a ROM and a Crypto function.
As depicted in Figure 43, the PUF can be seen in a functional comparison to other mapping
techniques like the ROM and a crypto function. The shown ROM maps 2128 different ‘challenges’ to
a 128 bit ‘response’. If the ROM matrix is filled with a white noised data, than this gives a nearly
perfect digital mapping with two exceptions: It will never be possible to build such a big ROM, that
have to carry more bits than stars in the universe and even in the case it could, than it will be
susceptible to a copy attack. If a cryptographic function like 3DES, AES or others is used, this can
replace the ROM mapping device. This is usually done in every Electronic Codebook (ECB)
encryption block cipher mode of operation, the simplest one. The problem with such an approach
for a PUF sense is that there is no copy protection of the crypto cipher at all. PUFs inherit their
unclonability property from the fact that every PUF has a unique and unpredictable way of mapping
challenges to responses in an iterable way. Due to the manufacturing process, even dies on the
same wafer still possess a unique challenge-response behavior. PUFs are useful in authentication:
Due to the presence of these random components the PUF reacts in an unpredictable way (the
corresponding response) if a physical stimulus (the challenge) is applied. The unclonability property
makes is impossible to construct a PUF with the same challenge-response behavior as observed
from a given PUF. In PUFs, different sources of physical randomness can be used. A distinction is
made between PUFs in which physical randomness is explicitly introduced, and PUFs using
randomness intrinsically present in a physical system. The selection of the eWallet PUF is due to
the capabilities of the contract manufacturer of the CASTOR chip and will be discussed within the
implementation guide.
7.3.11 Electromagnetic fence
A build-on-die GHz oscillating transmitter with an integrated antenna is constructed. Every tick of
an timed interval a deflection and absorption measure is affected. This constantly done by checking
monitors for changes against the initial values learned during the setup procedure of the CASTOR,
when the authentication and validation at the fairCASH production site takes place. Such ‘advanced
packaging’ assures cover break will definitely notice due to a significant change of these
parameters.
185

This section is significantly enhanced within the patent application filed to EPO under PCT/EP2011/001219.
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7.3.12 Maze of Knossos

186

The maze of Knossos introduces another element of chip individualization through randomness. It
allows a limited change of the soft-core functionality even during the runtime on a small scale
similar to the FPGA basic approach. The programming is done through six non-volatile
configuration memory cells in every interconnection point, which are distributed all over the maze
array.
The FPGA inspired maze
structure consist of many
inter-connected
as
blue
colored shown ‘functional
Processing Elements’ (PE) &
orange
colored
SwitchBoxes (SB) as depicted in
Figure 44. The PE elements
are scaled on their function
and not on the gate level. A
type code indicates their
functionality.Different values
mean logical different PEs.
Their distribution on the die
changes with every mask
revision.
Figure 44: The Maze of Knossos as an reconfigurable array of Processing Elements (PEs).

Thousands of different PE types could be designed. They are
optimized and fixed (not programmable) hard macros consisting of a
simple control (sequencer) logic, two different logic functions, a small
register bank and a SRAM based distributed memory. Figure 45 gives
a closer look to such an PE, in this case one of a type ‘6789’.

Figure 45: A single Processing Element (PE).

Figure 46: Switchboxes are sitting between the PEs and are responsible for their interconnection.
Figure 46 shows the logical design-principle of a switchbox. Every SB consists of four interconnection-point, acting as routing element with 4x4 rows and columns. Every interconnection
consists of six pass transistors, like programmable switches (shown in the middle). The gates of
the pass transistors are driven by non-volatile configuration memory cells. SBs behave like
antifuse-based connections: non-programmed interconnection points represents an open
connection (shown on the left). After the programming the SB connects its neighbors (shown on
the right).
186

This section is significantly enhanced within the patent application filed to EPO under PCT/EP2011/001219.
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The Maze of Knossos can be used to realize a programmable limited cryptographic functionality.
Due to its structure, there are multiple ways to create identical results, comparable to a maze in
which more than a single direction is pointing the way out. This translates to the possibility of
different sets of different programmed switchboxes are in fact leading to the same overall result.
That opens the way for a concrete functional behavior needed within all CASTOR chips being
implemented in an individual way. The selected ‘set of configuration memory cells’ builds a fragile
well-balanced system with the PUF’s and the CASTOR’s chip-identity. If either one is altered, the
symmetrical equilibration is destroyed, and the functionality of the eWallet is unsettled. Such effect
can be used to make the eWallet even more stable against clone attacks.
7.3.13 PK and ID Generation Unit

187

Some keys are on-chip true random number based, self-generated by the CASTOR (please refer to
“PK private key rings” on page 155), never leaving the protected environment being exposed to the
outer unsafe world. This mechanism of generation is also true for the chip ID and the individual
en/decryption key for the umbrella protected access to the external memories.
7.3.14 fCCP Teleportation Transfer Engine
fCCP is implemented with essential usage of all the presented mechanism, including internal nonlinear secret accesses of the PUF to obscure non-invasive observations and the maze of Knossos.
How this is achieved will be discussed in the implementer’s guide. This leads to a firmware design,
in which the cryptographic processing is done, every time it runs, in a slightly different way,
introducing operational randomness. Even on the opcode execution level, the insertion of NOPs
with the probability of 1 to 128 on random places renders observations almost senseless.

187

This section is significantly enhanced within the patent application filed to EPO under PCT/EP2011/001219.
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8

Conclusions & further Work

In

the field of eCommerce, fair exchange in general is a problem of substantial and practical
significance. Products, payments, and services all have to be exchanged fairly to ensure the
continuing acceptance-growth of the electronic marketplace. None of the mobile payment schemes
conceived so far did evolve from theory to actual presence. Compared to the agility of physical
cash, however, a few survive just “as lame ducks“. There is strong evidence for a demand in the
mCommerce community to make true Digital Cash based transactions in real systems come true.
It becomes more and more obvious that the social value of fascinating technical issues are greater
and more important than pure adaptations to the legal set of monetary regulation and reporting
issues [21] being the real success or killing factors for practical implementations [54]. This applies
for transferability, the ability of P2P-based long-distance remote-payments, and proximity PoStransfers in combination with anonymity providing and maintaining the individual privacy basis for
secure mCommerce.
The goal of this thesis was the development of a working concept for a true Digital Cash indivisible
token system feasible for global, cross-border multi-currency payments. The system developed is
based upon a Hardware Security Module (HSM), which supports a teleportation protocol to achieve
anonymous off-line payment transactions. It is named fairCASH.
fairCASH is neither a new global currency (e.g. free Internet money) nor does it pose a threat to
the existing cash systems or to their regulators; however, it is a technical framework and protocol
package that defines value-carrying elements, which makes cash Internet-ready. The motivation
for the contribution of such a technology in combination with mobile phones and a PKI
infrastructure is not only proposing user convenience but also directing the focus of awareness onto
an adequate mobile payment system as next major step in the financial universe. It is not,
however, limited to this scope, and it is envisioned that this generic framework can be used for a
wide variety of value carrying data architectures for exchanges between network entities.
As stated in the introduction, the teleportation algorithm introduces a new class of truly fair
exchanges: ‘delayed-true two-party fair exchange of secrets’, in this case under the paradigm of
‘eCoins for a receipt’. The main contribution of this thesis is the provisioning of a very high level of
usability. That means: The user works with a monetary system very similar to something he
already knows -- the good but old physical coins and banknotes. The following points highlights the
incentives a system like this can offer as being relevant to potential adopters and ICT system
architects:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

fairCASH-transaction-related cost is zero (assuming an Internet flat rate for remote connections and a forfree provisioning of electrical power for mobile devices used in proximity transfers).
The duration for the vast amount of fairCASH-transactions is within the magnitude of one second (at the
PoS and via most networks).
fairCASH is very easy and comfortable to apply in the daily use.
Applying fairCASH, cash issuers (eMints) will face a significant reduction of operating costs in the end.
fairCASH amends the situation of the society as a whole by removing the necessity for expensive
ePayment.
Due to mGovernment & ICT-based governance, its flexibility will have positive social impacts.
No need any more for pricing out cash-payments due to their high costs for service operators.
For an eMint it is very easy to add or remove new currencies, e.g. social money.
Due to the Digital Cash properties, there’s no need for a separate infrastructure on the last mile.
fairCASH can vitalize cash by interest earnings (move the value to an account over night).
Fairness is always guaranteed and impossible to be compromised.
eCoins are freely transferable (within a period of time, defined by the eMint).
Personal payments can be carried out anonymously.
fairCASH takes advantage of on- and offline communication to have the best of both worlds.
fairCASH can be used in combination with mobile phones enabling perfect Internet capability.
fairCASH remains usable even if the ICT infrastructure is down in case of an emergency or crisis.
With fairCASH there’s no need any more for a personal (bank) account, or credibility checks (banking the
unbanked).
fairCASH provides automatically a digital receipt as cryptographic proof in exchange for the payment.
fairCASH enables all participants to send and receive money (symmetric behavior).
fairCASH decreases the attraction and risk of being stolen, because thieves cannot use the money within
an eWallet without additional information (PIN).
eCoins are refundable in a restricted way (if the declared owner can prove his ownership).
Paying by tapping or waving has a great ‘coolness’ factor, in particular to young consumers.
fairCASH supports a personal payment journal including date and time of every transaction in combination
with a complete list of all acquired services or goods for later spreadsheet processing or archiving.
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One of the most important challenges in this thesis is the practical application of good security (and
not only a single secure electronic component like an eWallet), the other a feasible solution for
Digital Cash practices entirely tied to the whole system in a user-appealing manner. Such solution
should encourage the take-up of mobile payment systems based on eCoins stored in a user-centric
offline eWallet. Finally the following items are suggested for further investigation and research:
Directions for future works should include a complete adversary model. It is desirable to omit the
simplification consisting of considering only protocol messages without the underlying CASTORactions. This should be achieved by using abstract interpretation techniques including simulations.
Formal computer security using the lattice [196], access matrix [197], information-flow [198]
model or TASTY, a tool for automating secure two-party computations [199], can be of some
formal help. There are plans to improve this thesis in the future with a companion paper
emphasizing the capabilities and necessities of tamper-resistant HSMs. In that paper, a
comprehensive inside view of a reconfigurable CASTOR-based hardware on a FPGA prototype is
projected.
An enhancement of the presented fCCP, being able to check online against multi-spending during
the transaction for the incoming eCoins, could leads to a tweaking of security. Such a check can be
useful for PoS-payments working within an Internet service flat rate condition. Note, that such
enhancement can come as an option to be enabled (or disabled) by the eWallet user and is not
revealing or destroying the anonymity of the payer or payee.
Non-repudiation protocols are being developed only for a comparatively short time. Therefore, only
very few of these protocols have been subject to a formal security analysis. A few existing protocol
analysis methods have been extended and applied to them. The development of formal methods
for protocol-analyses has been mainly concentrated on authentication- and key-establishmentprotocols. These methods cannot be directly applied to the security analysis of fair non-repudiation
protocols. Obviously, formalizations for non-repudiation and fairness are required. Potential further
work has been identified for formal methodologies of software-verification as model checking [200]
and theorem proving [201, 202]. These measures should not only be employed for efficiency and
correctness evaluations, but also to optimize and improve the level of security [203] of the
proposed teleportation.
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Appendixes

9.1
9.1.1

Notes to the Protocol and CASTOR
Possible Entrapments

fairCASH is a technical system using cryptographic schemes and primitives to achieve its mission.
Unfortunately, there are some risks of a failure as in any (cryptographic) system. Such an incident
could result in someone’s ability to forge or duplicate money. This could happen in a number of
different ways.
A most serious thread occurs if the cryptography does not provide the intended security. This could
enable fraudsters to create valid appearing eCoins without the awareness of the eMint. Even if
cryptography and implementation were secure, bypassing the cryptographic protection part
security nevertheless could fail physically compromised. If an attacker is able to extract eCoins
from an eWallet or dishonest eMint employee was able to gain access to the eMint’s secret minting
keys, they achieved the ability to create counterfeit money. If they modified the eMint’s software,
they might cause the partial or complete destruction of the affected eMint. Failure scenarios not
only apply to eMints but also to the underlying authentication and regulation infrastructure (trust
centers like RCA and CAs).
All these problems are fundamental (not only) to a system, which provides anonymous value
tokens. They will make it impossible to match a deposition with a previous withdrawal, thus making
it infeasible to determine if the token is forged by duplication. This multiple-spending problem is
system-intrinsic and unpreventable.
However, if the system-rules are elaborated thoroughly, these risks are sustainable and
manageable if the security is built-in from the first bottom-up design-decision and integrated from
ground (making realistic assumptions with the ability to change the overall system policy on
demand). fairCASH was built obeying to this paradigms, accepting the case of security-threats as
necessary evil to take the compelling advantages over legacy strategies through a tough strategy
of isolation, strategic separation of powers, and active administration.
9.1.2

Transmission Security realized by Application based VPNs or VPCs

The beauty of Transport Layer Security 188 (TLS) and its predecessor, Secure Sockets Layer (SSL),
are becoming more and more obvious. They are complex cryptographic protocols, which are
providing end-to-end-security for communications over networks by encrypting network
connections at the transport layer. They safeguard data from unauthorized access during
transmission over a network by implementing encryption, authenticating access and providing an
integrity control. Serving as popular solution, fairCASH uses a similar approach to secure its
protocol data and object resources, leveraged by an existing infrastructure investment. The level of
encryption, which balances privacy and performance, is eligible.
In fact, fairCASH is using two different VPNs or VPCs. Each VPN/VPC provides protection for only a
single portion of the application data: an internal one to protect the eCoins as the most important
assets within the whole fairCASH system, and an external one protecting the (regulated) privacy of
the fairCASH users.
Phenomenological, it is difficult to denote such encryption a VPN. It is by no means a network, but
only a set of paths and a collection of encrypted data. Thus, it is formal incorrect to call anything
above the network layer a “VPN” that technically does not provide protection for others (at the
same time). However, due to the common use of the ‘construction model’ behind the scenes, the
principle is better understandable if we denote this method a VPN.

188

currently in its v1.2 incarnation.
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9.1.3

Why generic HSMs like SCs and TPMs are not sufficient

Smart Cards (SC), Secure Elements (SE) even in combination with RFID/NFC and Trusted Platform
Modules (TPM) are today’s the most used HSMs in the world. “Invented” from the Trusted
Computing Group (TCG), a TPM is the SC lashed to a PC motherboard or to other devices. It is a
secure crypto processor, able to store cryptographic keys to protect information. These HSMs offer
facilities for the secure generation of cryptographic keys, and limit their usage, in addition to a
hardware random number generator. They also include capabilities as remote attestation, sealed
storage, and they can be used to authenticate hardware devices (platform authentication). For the
eWallet, such a solution is not feasible to use. The most drawbacks are
•
•
•
•

a host can only communicate with the HSM using a slow serial interface (LPC, I2C, USB),
resources are too limited. The current TPM spec allows no ECC and have little memory,
there is no way to execute applications ‘on-board’ inside the security perimeter,
executable protected applications outside of the HSM are not practical secure.

They are mostly used within mass-applications servicing only low security needs in the field of
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
9.1.4

[U]SIM cards,
full disk encryption (Microsoft),
Digital Rights Management (DRM),
password protection,
software license (copy) protection & enforcement (e.g. via a Dongle),
effecting options or activations for variants of atonements,
generic trusted subsystems.
Black-Box Design, Obscurity and Obfuscation is always ridiculous

Black boxes are fictions of an implementation of a cryptographic module, impossible being neither
observed nor interfered with by any possible attack. This includes the assurance that the level of
achievable security is widely quantified in terms of the mathematical properties of the
cryptographic algorithms and their key lengths used. Nevertheless, this fiction is a no-go; it never
ever becomes true. The often-referenced tamper-proved hardware assumption is such a black box.
Already the attempt is ridiculous and not possible, primarily due to the following reasons:
•
•
•

Prohibitive costs incurred to a design able to withstand innumerable, often unknown attacks,
relentless and rapid improvements in technology,
the laws of physics do not allow such an implementation.

There is no such thing as perfect security. Being more accurate, a ‘perfect’ security solution costs
infinite and performs zero. However, it is realistic to have tamper-resistance, serving as an
important line of defense for the eWallet, not be considered an absolute deterrent. A solid
cryptographic design must ensure that a physical compromise by criminals is economically
nonviable. Black boxing is not a way to generate security in the fairCASH environment and
explicitly excluded in the eWallet design. Wherever possible, the usage of physical effects for
safeguarding of the capabilities is a mandatory provision. This is the only way to offer
uncompromised security, privacy and secrecy for every user out of any other control. Privacy,
secrecy and security need to be enforced by a design-time taken decision, integrating publicly
accepted standardized cryptography and methodologies rendering the system secure enough to
protect it from all but the most expensive or elaborate known attacks. Further, it should limit
exposure to insider attacks. Last not least it is a good condition to assume a continuously thread of
interception and electronic surveillance by the community of the attackers. Security through
obscurity means, that a system can be considered secure if nobody outside of its implementation
group is allowed to find out what is behind the scenes, studying the internal mechanisms. The
underlying maxim of such thinking has always meant to run a system on a ‘need to know’ basis. As
long as somebody does not know how to attack a system’s security, then there is no danger.
However, trusting even the own people can be very painful. Such an assumption can be the end of
the system security, even and particularly with regard to our Internet age.
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9.1.5

ICT Future is based on Secure Hardware

A lot of civil and military Internet Communication Technology (ICT) based products and
applications strongly assume the fact that their inner root-secrets are well protected and cannot be
revealed by their users in any unauthorized way. Nevertheless, such an assumption has to be
enforced by adequate technologies, physical structures and policies. During the last decade,
protection and analyzing technologies have been transformed from relatively simple approaches
(we call them the first generation) to highly sophisticated issues appearing today.
Excluding the senseless cases often seen in DRM systems applied with many digital content
products of the music and video industry, protection needs to be persistent (because of the sooner
or later output of the protected stream for analog or digital rendering). This not only holds true for
fairCASH eCoin teleportation by transferring them from one user to another. Such a protected
immaterial good is not just transferred from one peer to another. It is kept in a special secured
container (in case of fairCASH the “CASTOR” 189), where protected rules define what to do each
time it is used. Persistent protection is only practical when it occurs in a controllable environment.
This requires an autonomous secure environment based upon highly advanced tamper-resistant
hardware-protected encasements. Such a device combines processing, memory and I/O
capabilities in a single SoC-ASIC. After powered on, it starts a protected boot-loader into its
internal memory. Key materials and other secrets are stored inside the chip and are never
accessible from outside. By loading and processing cryptographically protected external data, a
secure embedded kernel based environment for internal services, functions and other applications
is established. As long as all protection-critical functionality operates only inside the security-chip,
the application remains highly secure.

189

also called nano-safe.
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9.2

State-Transitions of an eWallet Node

The following Figure 47 shows the state-flow transition-logic of a single eWallet-node. The single
states and events of the diagram are now discussed. It is vitally important to keep in mind that this
protocol works by atomizing the asynchronous exchange-process. That means: Operations are
protected either to be completely done or not at all. It makes our protocol durable and guarantees
the reliable consistency processing. Our considered instruments to achieve security are the logical
embracement of operations, which are to be atomized with the implementation of internal, and
invisible ‘Enter’ and ‘Leave’ transaction-tokens, followed by a ‘Commit’ or undoing it with a
‘Rollback’. In the following, the states and events of the Mealy automat are elucidated briefly:

Figure 47: Mealy state-machine 190 transition-flow of an eWallet.
State “Off”
The eWallet is offline, power-downed or sleeping. It will not respond to any request, except a
power-on event.
State “Begin”
The eWallet is powered-on by the user. An internal Build-In-System-Test (BIST) is performed. In
case of an error, this event will be indicated to the user (i.e. through blinking red LED); else, the
control is passed to state “Conflict pending check” by a reset (indicated by a green LED flashing for
a few seconds).
State “Conflict pending check”
A check is performed whether the last protocol-execution was successfully terminated or if the
eWallet still needs a conflict resolving. The background for this check is the possibility, that the
eWallet ‘can be stopped’ at any time by an external event or even by the user itself. All transaction
steps are performed atomistic, therefore all operations are recorded by a transaction-trackingsystem in a manner, that even in case of a power-loss, they will be ‘finished’ by a logical rollback
(state: “Conflict resolution”). In the necessity of a conflict resolution, the eWallet propagates to the
“Conflict resolution” state; else, the control is passed to the state “Ready”.
190

FSM, whose output values are determined both by its current state and by the values of its inputs.
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State “Ready”
As long as the eWallet is not initiating a protocol-run or in the necessity of replying to an incoming
request it remains in an idle state. Only in case of being switched off by the user, it passes the
control to “Stop”. If a protocol-run is requested, the eWallet passes its state to “Pairing”.
State “Stop”
This state disengages the eWallet. This can be done by powering-down the eWallet or forcing it in
some kind of sleeping-mode. Only the physical owner of the eWallet is able to switch it to the
“Stop” state.
State “Conflict resolution”
In case of a pending conflict (e.g. due to a previous power-failure) found in the non-violate
transaction memory, this incident needs to be cleared at first. After the completion of this (also
atomistic) procedure, the state is passed to “Ready”.
State “Fail”
This state is reached, if the protocol execution breaks fail-stop without any deficit of fairness,
before the expected end is reached. In most cases, the protocol-break is caused by a “Fail (fair)”,
which happens is if the expected message did not reach its destination and neither Alice nor Bob
face a loss of any value-secrets. This state clears all internal pending transactions and transfers the
eWallet back to the “Ready” state.
State “Pairing”
On answering to an external paring request from a partner eWallet or on the demand of the
eWallet operator, a pairing-process is issued. The eWallet enters into the “Pairing” state. If this
step can be finished successfully, the next step is the “VPN/VPC” state; else, the timeout “Fail”
state applies.
State “VPN/VPC”
Alice and Bob are mutually exchanging information for the creation of a VPN/VPC. After computing
the common shared secrets on both peers, the encryption takes place and the secure channel is
established. If everything succeeds, the state advances to “Payload negotiations”; else, it switches
to “Fail”.
State “Payload negotiations”
After the establishment of a secure private communication channel, Alice and Bob negotiate about
the payload, what shall be exchanged. It can happen, that the type of secrets on both sides are not
compatible (e.g. eCoins in €uros versus U$-Dollars), or that an eWallet has not enough value
stored inside to conduct the transaction, or that even the granularity (eCoins are not divisible) do
not allow for the change. In such cases, the eWallet switches to the state “Transaction not
possible” and interrupts the protocol-run. If the exchange is possible and if no timeout occurs, the
eWallet advances into the state “Secrets exchange”.
State “Secrets exchange”
The secrets are exchanged to conduct the payment against a receipt between Alice and Bob. If the
transfer can be completed without any exceptions (successful protocol-transfer), both partners
have a ‘Success’. The eWallet state advances to ‘Commit’. In any other case, the transfer has not
been successful, and a timeout event comes up. If it is a fair timeout, than the eWallet’s state is
changed to ‘Fail’; else, the state is changed to ‘Affidavit generation for fairness recreation’ for a
loss-proof generation 191.
State “Commit”
This protocol state is the last one in the teleportation-algorithm. It consolidates the transaction. A
successfully received commitment (partner’s ACK) terminates the protocol-run and returns to the
state ‘Ready’. At this protocol position, a timeout-event is always of the category “unfair”. In such
case, the state switches to ‘Affidavit generation for fairness recreation’.
State “Transaction not possible”
If a logical obstacle or hindrance (e.g. not enough money) prevents the transaction, the executionrun is stopped and the whole transaction is cleared. A rollback is not imperative; no secrets are
exchanged. The state of the eWallet transfers to ‘Fail’.

191

which can be exchanged at the eMint for a reimbursement compensation of the lost secret.
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State “Affidavit generation for fairness recreation”
This is the unfair protocol-break, and no further messages are exchanged. Secrets of one or both
protocol-parties are lost because something has gone wrong or due to an error. Note that, since
our protocol-model is asynchronous, an eWallet deciding something went wrong does not
necessarily imply that any other eWallet behaved incorrectly. The handling of this state is one of
the most challenging tasks in our protocol. The eWallet prepares actions to create a legally binding
affidavit for a later (delayed) lost-secret compensation through the eMint. After this step, the
protocol state advances to ‘Fail’.
Event “Power-on”
The power-supply is activated by the user by switching the eWallet “On”. This event transits the
eWallet from ‘Off’ state to ‘Begin’ state.
Event “Reset”
This is done by the eWallet-device itself switching its state from ‘Begin’ to ‘Conflict pending check’.
The internal circuitry processes several functional test (BIST) and the reset-signal indicates their
successful completion.
Event “Yes”
The last ‘Power-down’ was unexpected, that means it did not happened in the normal way, the
user did not switch the device intentionally off. A ‘Conflict resolution’ treatment is mandatory.
Event “No”
The last ‘Power-down’ was done without any obstacles in the expected, normal way. Therefore,
nothing needs to be done to restore pending actions or to repair any outstanding transactions.
Event “Solved”
After repairing, the conflict caused by the previous ‘Power-off’ incident the eWallet is back again
operable by advancing its state to ‘Ready’.
Event “Idle”
This is eWallet’s ‘Ready’ state as long as no transaction-process is running.
Event “Power-off”
The eWallet is switched “off” by the user. The device checks itself, if it is in the ‘Idle’ state and if it
then prepares itself for a ‘Power-down’ within the ‘Down’ state. If a “Power-Off” signal is raised
while not being ‘Idle’, the eWallet performs a “fail-stop” action.
Event “Down”
After processing the ‘Stop’ state, the eWallet is deactivated by disconnecting itself from the power
supply.
Event “Request”
Such an event is issued if the user itself enters into a transfer-exchange (the local user initiates a
payment-request), or if an external message, requesting a paring, has been received.
Event “Ok”
This is the expected normal state progressing step to advance within the protocol processing.
Event “Cleared”
This signal is automatically raised to the ‘Fail’ state after the internal processing of the fail-case and
induces the ‘Ready’ state.
Event “Logical-Stop”
After a ‘Payload negotiations’ step the eWallet checks, if the negotiated requirements can be
fulfilled. If yes, the eWallet advances to the next state, (‘Ok’); else, it will “pull the brake” by
issuing this event.
Event “Abort”
The transaction cannot be completed if it is impossible to achieve the negotiated conditions of the
electronic contract (e.g. not enough money in the wallet). This event raised by the ‘Transaction not
possible’ state switches the eWallet to the ‘Fail’ state.
Event “Fair (fair)”
An important base of our transfer-protocol is the underlying “fail-stop” behavior. Every time our
eWallet waits for the next message, this expectation can fall short. The result is a timeout. If no
secrets (eCoins) are involved in an annihilation-process or are sent without receiving a valid
receipt, than such a timeout does not cause any fairness-deficit. In all these cases, this event is
generated inducing the ‘Fail (fair)’ state.
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Event “Fail (unfair)”
If an eWallet detects a fairness-deficit, it needs to generate an affidavit to restore the “status quo
ante 192”. Handling this action, this event transfers the state of the eWallet to the ‘Affidavit
generation for fairness recreation’.
Event “Success”
After the successful transfer of the secrets, the eWallet needs to accomplish the non-repudiation
generation-process and therefore enters into the ‘Commit’ protocol-state, and consecutively
advances to the ‘Ready’ state to become available for the next teleportation request.
9.3

Data Object Signification

Our

teleportation protocol uses complex compound data-objects, most of them are certificates
with references to the standard ITU-T X.509v3 [204] or are based on their structure. Our Public
Key Infrastructure (PKI) provides the means to bind public keys to objects and helps in the
distribution of reliable objects in large communities. The ability to work with institutions, eWallets,
firmware, people, policies and procedures fulfilled to create, manage, store, distribute and revoke;
the eCoins and all other PKI-based objects rely on this structure. Our purposes of using a
certificate in the fairCASH system are:
1. To provide trust in the whole system.
•
Allows a user to verify the identity (also called identity proofing) of the responsible
entity (i.e. distinguished names for users and organizations, Internet URLs, more in
common: persons, devices, objects and applications).
•
Allows the eWallet to verify the source of the information or the received files (i.e.
eCoins, eDocs, firmware/policy/file updates, certificates and their revocation lists).
•
Allows the eWallet to verify the validity of the other contacted eWallet.
•
Enables the eWallet to check for counterfeit eCoins.
2. To limit the participation of an entity in the system.
•
If an entity’s certificate is revoked (through a CRL) or if it is not renewed, the entity
cannot partake any more in certain activities.
3. To allow an investigation of multi-spent eCoins to be carried out.
•
If multi-spent eCoins are detected, their source can be identified by using the eWallet
product-certificate Type-VI (statistical back-trace, see Figure 8).
4. To configure the complete fairCASH-system to meet the needs of its operator(s) and users.
•
Adaptation to local law enforcement and crypto-regulation-frameworks (i.e. the mode
of operations being anonymous, pseudonymous, or identified).
•
Definitions of maximum key-sizes, their ranking, and (de)activation of crypto
primitives.
•
The validity of objects (i.e. the time-window of transferability for eCoins).
•
The introduction of new currency (e.g. social money, local currency, international legal
tender currency, eCoins in a barter-system, alternative or complementary currencies).
In Figure 48 we see the hierarchical structure of the PKI-based regulation-architecture by forming
a certification-path-chain from the trust-point (fairCASH) to the end-entity (the user of our eWallet
as subscriber). The fairCASH-institution introduces a certificate (and the corresponding CRL) of a
Type-VI category. This self-generated key-based root-definition spans and creates the whole
system. It maintains several simple global “lists of” databases:
•
•
•
•

The names and references of all accredited fairCASH-certification authorities 193 (CAs),
The name and reference of a single accredited fairCASH-root certification authority (RCA),
The names and references of all accredited fairCASH-financial-authorities (eMints),
A repository of system update-objects (e.g. firmware images, policy rules, black lists),

The function of the RCA and CAs is fitting to the expectations to fulfill their PKI-role. An eMint is the
issuer of a single currency or multiple currencies (by publishing a list-of currency-editions, Type-VII
certificates and minting eCoins) acting in the position of a TTP. The issuing TTP can be a central
bank or an ePayment-provider. A currency-certificate defines a specific “minted batch slot” of a
single currency issued at the same time. eCoins are signed value-objects of Type-VIII. Systemupdate-objects have to maintain active eWallets. Keeping them up-to-date is a significant and
essential building block in the fairCASH-security-strategy.
192
193

Latin: the way things were before [German: der Zustand vor einem bestimmten Ereignis, vorheriger Stand].
also known as trust centers.
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9.3.1

Trust Architecture

Figure 48: The fairCASH-adapted ITU-T X.509v3 PKI trust standard.
We take now a closer look to the objects used within our system. Their concrete structuredefinition is presented in the appendix of this thesis in chapter 9.4 “Data Object Structures” on
page 160.
9.3.2

‘List of’ Elements

If a user requests a new, fresh eWallet, it has at least to be provided with its firmware and a TYPEVI certificate, issued by the fairCASH-organization; both will be preloaded into the device. Nothing
else has to be done to access (booting into) the whole fairCASH-universe. To achieve this, the ‘list
of’ files are playing an important role. The eWallet can capture these lists by following the
information from the internal fairCASH-root Type-VI certificate including their testing for
authentication. We will see what types of information are available.
9.3.2.1 CAs
An eWallet needs to know which Trust Centers (TC) or Certification Authorities (CAs) are available
within the fairCASH system to find its appropriate counterpart. This single file contains a digitally
signed list of all worldwide-approved CA institutions available to eWallets. The user has to make his
selection of his appropriate authority. The eWallet then extracts the reference-information from
that list, learns it permanently, and from this point in time, it is able to contact this CA.
9.3.2.2 RCAs
An eWallet also has to know where to find the Root Certification Authority (RCA) available within
the fairCASH system. This single file contains a digitally signed list of an approved RCA institution
worldwide available for all eWallets. The user has to confirm the authority applying for him. The
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eWallet then extracts the reference information from the entry, learns it permanently and from this
point in time on able to contact the RCA.
9.3.2.3 eMints
An eWallet has to know from where it can obtain the eCoins of the currency its user wants to store
within his eWallet. For every currency he chooses, his eWallet needs to know the issuer – the
respective eMint. This single file contains a digitally signed list of all approved currencies and
eMint-institutions worldwide available for the eWallets. The user has to make his selections for the
desired currencies. The eWallet then extracts the reference information from that list, containing
the information which eMint is minting the currency of interest, learns them permanently, and from
this point in time is able to contact these eMints.
9.3.2.3.1 Currency Editions
An eMint can also be the sole issuer of a variety of different currencies by offering different eCoins
to the community. Therefore, every eMint fosters a single list of all currencies it supports. An
eWallet has to know who they are and where to find the respective eMint batch-productioncertificates of Type-VII and the associated eCoins. To supply all these information is the duty of
this single digital signed ‘list of’ file. Using this information our eWallet is able to load all Type-VII
certificates for his wanted currencies. Our eWallet extracts the reference information to be taken
from that list, learns it permanently, and from this point in time is able to handle these currencies.
Such a list is supplied by every eMint.
9.3.2.4 System Updates
For a time-by-time update process, an eWallet needs to contact the fairCASH organization to know
which updates are available within the fairCASH system for his eWallet. This single file contains a
digitally signed list of all approved update objects worldwide available for eWallets. The user has to
make his selection of the updates he wants to obtain 194. The eWallet then extracts their respective
reference-information from that list, loads the complementary files and installs them permanently
into its non-violate memory.
9.3.3

Verification Chains

To verify PKI-objects we have to run up the chain of trust. A correct RCA Type-VI certificate must
be present in our eWallet to prevent any tampering or manipulation. It is hard-coded into the
eWallet’s internal HSM-circuitry. The trust for this certificate is implicit. The general procedure to
verify a certificate, a CRL or any other digitally signed object works as described below:
1. Search for the complete chain of certificates until you reach the RCA root certificate.
2. Ensure that all certificates have not expired or revoked.
3. Verify that all digital signatures are valid.
The following figures show how to verify PKI protected objects within our fairCASH infrastructure
by running up the chain of trust.

Figure 49: The verification process of the RCA root self-certificated Type-VI is per definition correct.

194

Of course, some of the updates may be mandatory to allow a further functioning of the payment functions.
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Figure 50: The verification process of a CA Type-III and/or a user Type-I/II certificate.

Figure 51: Verification of an eMint Type-IV, a currency Type-VII cert & an eCoin Type-VIII object.

Figure 52: Verification of an eWallet Type-V certificate.
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Figure 53: Verification of a Type-VI CRL.
This is the never-ever CRL in our fairCASH system! If such a valid CRL is ever released, it
will destroy our fairCASH ecosystem.

Figure 54: Verification of a Type-III CRL.

Figure 55: Verification of a Type-V CRL.

Figure 56: Verification of a Type-IV CRL.
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Figure 57: Verification of a Type-I/II CRL.

Figure 58: Verification of a Type-VII CRL.

Figure 59: Verification of a Type-VIII CRL.
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9.3.4

PKI Certificates, CRLs and signed Objects

In the following clause we discuss the meaning and the disposition of the certificates we use, their
certification-revocation-lists, and the digital signed objects we have and we are using in our
fairCASH system.
9.3.4.1 eMint Batch Production Certificates Type-VII
Every eMint has the ability to mint as many different currency-based eCoins it wants. It mints
eCoins from time-to-time even in the same currency-zone to replace expired eCoins or to increase
the volume of the minted value 195. For every minted-batch-production of the same currency,
eMints release a certificate of this type to declare the validity of the issued value, indicating the
currency–zone-type, serial-number-spaces, financial-volume-amounts of the batch, and more.
They are used within the fairCASH-system to achieve the following objectives:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

An eMint uses these types of certificates to declare their minting- and release-activity to
the public by enabling the verification of its self-generated eCoins.
An eMint declaires legal responsibility for all self-minted eCoins. This allows the receiver to
verify whether the eMint-issued eCoins belong to the respective eMint and their validitystate.
It is possible to have more than only one valid certificate at the same time, even in the
same currency-zone.
If this certificate has expired, all referenced eCoins are invalidated.
The eWallet will store all available batch-production-certificates of the selected currency the
eMint has released in its non-violate memory.
The eWallet-user cannot delete this certificate unless it has expired or the respective
currency has been deactivated.
If the correct certificate cannot be found during a transaction, the transaction fails and the
eWallet will request the contacted peer to provide it.
If the peering eMint fails to provide it or if it provides an invalid certificate, an ePayment
transaction is not possible.

9.3.4.1.1 eCoins (Type-VIII)
eCoins are short certificates, digitally signed bit-string-objects, also called electronic-value-tokens
(eTokens). They contain information as their denomination value, serial number, issuer, etc. The
denomination-value follows the physical cash denomination, as the user is already familiar with this
arrangement. To prevent anyone from creating fake-eCoins, the eMint will digitally sign every
eCoin. Thus, the eCoin is only valid if it has a corresponding digital public-key signature from the
issuing eMint. If the receiving eWallet cannot verify the eCoins sent by his partnering eWallet, they
are rejected and deleted; the teleportation protocol fail-stops.
The following eCoin transfer-polices are pre-defined:
1. eCoins can only be transferred by the transmitting eWallet, if they can be authenticated
using the eWallet’s current local set of certificates and CRL-copies.
2. eCoins can only be received by the payee’s eWallet, if they can be authenticated using the
receiving eWallet’s current local set of certificates and CRL-copies.
3. It is guaranteed within the payload-negotiation-phase of the protocol, that both eWallets
have the respective matching valid Type-VII batch-production-certificate and CRL of the
same currency-zone. If this is NOT the case, the protocol fail-stops yet before any valuedata is transmitted. In such case, the receiving eWallet needs a certification-update from
the respective eMint (or – optionally – P2P from the other eWallet).
9.3.4.2 RCA Certificates Type-VI
This is the most powerful certificate in our system, defining the whole fairCASH-universe. It is
generated and released to the public by the fairCASH-organization itself into every eWallet. It
contains the public-key part to verify all other related fairCASH-system-certificates, including its
own self-signed one. It is used within the fairCASH-system to achieve the following objectives:

195

even minting-on-demand seems to be technical possible.
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•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

It binds the eWallet’s product-root-public-key (or CASTOR-ID) to the eWallet-hardware.
This allows the receiver to check whether the eWallet identification is authentic, and
verifies the genuineness of the fairCASH-eWallet.
It contains the Internet URLs for the pathnames to our four ‘list of’ files as indicated in the
previous section to enable the “boot process” of a fresh new eWallet. This includes also
their respective (different) digital-signature checking-keys.
This certificate allows all organizations and users to determine whether the claimed
fairCASH institution, its affiliated partners, or the released objects are authentic.
It is hard-coded into the eWallet’s CASTOR-chip and impossible to delete for the user. This
means: The trust for this certificate is implicitly and mandatory; it allows our eWallet to
verify all other fairCASH-certificates. It has a long validity-period, as the certificate cannot
be replaced. The fairCASH-organization will determine the actual validity-period of this
certificate based upon the system’s risk-management-policy.
An eWallet can only possess a single certificate of this type.
It allows the fairCASH-organization to identify a misbehaving or even a misused eWallet.
This certificate always is exchanged within a teleportation data-link-connection. If the peer
cannot provide a valid certificate of this type, the data-link-connection will not be
established.
This product-root-certificate is used within the process of certifying and authenticating of
messages, ticket objects, and eLogs. It is also used for the verification of signing
authorities, CRL, or other fairCASH-objects. Finally, it is used for the generation of sessionkeys within the teleportation-transaction-protocol.

9.3.4.3 CA Certificates Type-III
Every CA within the fairCASH organization obtains a unique certificate-release of this type from the
RCA. It is generated and released to the CAs by the RCA itself. It is used within the fairCASHsystem to achieve the following objectives:
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

It binds the CA’s public-key, the name of the CA, and its Internet-URL together. This allows
the receiver to verify whether the CA’s public key belongs to the asserted name and the
offered Internet-URL.
Additionally, the certificate allows the personal and commercial users to determine whether
the claimed CA is the one that has created their user-certificates (Type-I or II).
A CA can have more than one certificate of this type with different expiration times.
The RCA will determine the actual period of validity for this certificate; this will be based on
the risk management policy established in the fairCASH system. It can be renewed within a
certification-process done through the fairCASH-organization or their official
representatives.
If this certificate has expired, the CA cannot release any new user-certificates and all
previously released ones with references to the expired one become invalid.
The eWallet will store CA-certificates in its non-violate memory by installing the first one on
a user-guided base while cashing all others in its normal day-by-day usage.
The eWallet-user cannot delete this certificate unless it has expired.
If the correct certificate cannot be found during an exchange, the transaction fails and the
eWallet will request the contacted peer to provide it.
If the peer fails to provide it or if it provides an invalid certificate, an ePayment transaction
is not possible.

9.3.4.4 eMint Certificates Type-IV
The main task of an eMint is to mint, issue, clear, revoke, and certify eCoins. A valid certificate of
this type is the only legal credential proving to be an authorized fairCASH-eMint. Every eMint within
the fairCASH organization obtains a unique certificate-release of this type from the RCA. It is
generated and released to the eMint(s) by the RCA itself. It is used within the fairCASH-system to
achieve the following objectives:
•
•
•
•

An eMint uses this unique certificate released by RCA to enable the verification of its own
generated ‘list of’ elements, certificates (Type-VII), and eCoins (Type-VIII).
It binds together the eMint public-key, the name of the eMint, and it’s Internet-URL. This
allows the receiver to verify whether the eMint’s public key belongs to the alleged name
and Internet-URL.
Additionally, the certificate allows the users to determine whether the claimed eMint is the
one that has created their currency-batch-certificates (Type-VII) and eCoins (Type-VIII).
An eMint can have more than one certificate of this type with different expiration-times.
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•

•
•
•
•
•

The RCA will determine the actual period of validity for this certificate; this will be based
upon the risk and license-management-policy set up for the fairCASH-system. It can be
renewed within a certification process done through the fairCASH-organization or their
official representative(s).
If this certificate has expired, the eMint cannot release any new eCoins, and all previously
released eCoins with references to the expired certificate become invalid.
The eWallet will store all selected eMint-certificates (by currency selections the user made)
in its non-violate memory by installing the first one on a user-guided base and cashes all
activated others in its normal day-by-day usage.
The eWallet-user cannot delete this certificate unless it has expired or the relevant
currency has been deactivated.
If the correct certificate cannot be found during a transaction, the transaction fails and the
eWallet will request the contacted peer to provide it.
If the peer fails to provide it or provides an invalid certificate, an ePayment transaction is
not possible.

9.3.4.5 eWallet Certificates
The following certificates are released to our eWallet gadget. An integrated product root-certificate
of the Type-VI enables the certification of the integrated CASTOR-device, a precondition for the
eWallet operation. Furthermore, every eWallet needs a unique user certificate (Type-I or Type-II)
issued from a CA, to enable its usage for the fairCASH system. They are indispensable to enable
their functionality and are generated and released by the CA “on-demand”. From a technical point
of view, both, commercial and personal users, operate the same type of eWallet. They are
differentiated due to different social requirements as shown in Table 20 and Figure 60.
Social Requirement
Trust
Privacy
Business case

Personal User (Type-I)
Trust requirement is flexible
depending on which roles he takes
(payer/payee).
Private persons want to hide their
real identity to prevent customer
profiling.
No business-case requirement.

Commercial User (Type-II)
Must provide trust to the payers to
ensure them that they are paying to
the correct person or organization.
Do not need privacy due to business
case.
Advertising own brand enhances
image and attracts customer loyalty.

Table 20: A comparison between the requirements of commercial and personal users.

Figure 60: Differences between a personal and a commercial user certificate.
Thus, due to these requirements, the commercial user will have an identified certificate while the
personal user can choose whether to use an identifiable or non-identifiable certificate.
9.3.4.5.1 Personal User Certs Type-I
Every certified CA in the fairCASH system is able to generate and issue (release) this type of
certificate to authorized fairCASH eWallet users following the respective policies. It is used within
the fairCASH system to achieve the following objectives:
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•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

It binds together a user’s public key, a personal user name, and an eWallet serial identity
(CASTOR-ID). This allows the receiver to verify whether the user public key belongs to the
claimed personal user name or CASTOR-ID.
A valid certificate of this type represents the approval of the eWallet for the fairCASHapplication.
Additionally, the certificate allows the receiver to determine whether the claimed personal
user is the one that has created the eDoc.
The user can get the choice of having his user name verified by the CA or not at all.
a. Verified user name (identified certificate)

The user has to physically proof his identity 196 for the certificate.

The user has to pay for the certificate.

Provides trust to the payer in remote and proximity transactions.
b. Unverified user name (anonymous certificate)

The user chooses not to have his identity verified by the CA due to privacy reasons.

The user does not have to pay for the certificate.

Provides trust to the payer only in a proximity (face-to-face) transaction.
An eWallet can have only one valid user certificate at any one time. If the user decides to
replace his certificate before it expires, the eWallet will automatically disable the use of his
old certificate and replace it with the new one. Type-I- and Type-II-certificate will not coexist in the same eWallet.
The CA will determine the actual validity period of this certificate; this will be based on the
risk and license management policy established within the fairCASH system.
It can be renewed through the Internet.
This certificate is always exchanged within a teleportation data-link connection. If the peer
cannot provide a valid user-certificate, the data-link-connection will not be established.
The eWallet-user can delete this certificate at any time.
If this certificate has expired or become invalid, the eWallet will not be able to transfer
value; a new user certificate is required.
The eWallet will only store (by a cache methodology) this type of certificate from its
peering partner for a limited time.
This user-certificate is used within the process of certifying and authenticating eDoc-objects
within our teleportation-transaction-protocol.

9.3.4.5.2 Commercial User Certs Type-II
Every certified CA in the fairCASH-system is able to generate and issue (release) this type of
certificate to authorized fairCASH-eWallet-users following the respective policies. It is used within
the fairCASH system to achieve the following objectives:
•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•

196

It binds a user public key, a commercial user or organization name and an eWallet serial
identity (CASTOR-ID) together. This allows the receiver to verify whether the user public
key belongs to the claimed commercial user name or CASTOR-ID.
A valid certificate of this type represents the approval of the eWallet for the fairCASH
application.
Additionally, the certificate allows the receiver to determine whether the claimed
commercial user is the one that has created the eDoc.
The use of a verified user name (identified certificate) is mandatory.

The user has to proof his identity196 for the certificate physically.

The user can only obtain the certificate from the CA operating in his region.

The user has to pay for the certificate.

Provides trust to the payer in remote and proximity transactions.
An eWallet can have only one valid user-certificate at any one time. If the user decides to
replace his certificate before it expires, the eWallet will automatically disable the use of his
old certificate and replace it with the new one. Type-I- and Type-II certificates will not coexist in the same eWallet.
The CA will determine the actual validity period of this certificate; this will be based on the
risk and license management policy established by the fairCASH system.
It can be renewed through the Internet.
This certificate is always exchanged within a teleportation data-link connection. If the peer
cannot provide a valid user certificate, then the data link connection will not be set up.
The eWallet-user can delete this certificate at any time.
If this certificate has expired or invalidated, the eWallet will not be able to transfer value, a
new user-certificate is required.

in Germany a legitimation proof named „Postident“ is widly used and done through Deutsche Post AG.
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•
•

The eWallet will only store (by a cache methodology) this type of certificate from its
peering partner for a limited time.
This user-certificate is used within the process of certifying and authentication of eDoc
objects within our teleportation-transaction-protocol.

9.3.4.5.3 Product Root Certs Type-V
Every eWallet needs a unique root-product-certificate 197 of this type from the RCA. It is generated
and released by the RCA during the production time of the eWallet gadget. The RCA issues that
product-certificate as license-statement and embeds it into the firmware. It is used within the
fairCASH-system to achieve the following objectives:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

It binds together the fairCASH public-key, the name of the RCA and its Internet-URL. This
allows the receiver to verify whether the fairCASH organization and RCA public key belongs
to the alleged names and Internet URLs.
This certificate has a long validity period as it cannot be removed and renewed.
An eWallet can only have one product root certificate.
The RCA will determine the actual validity period of this certificate; this will be based on
the risk and license management policy established by the fairCASH system.
If this certificate has expired or invalidated, the eWallet will not function anymore; it is
considered dead. This will be used as a last resort to stop the misuse.
The eWallet user cannot delete this certificate.
This product root-certificate is used for fairCASH related internal purposes.

9.3.4.6 Capability Flag Vectors (CFVs)
To kiss good-bye to proprietary closed-shop protocols, algorithms, and primitives, they are
replaced by publicly revised, standardized cryptography, based upon the open security framework
under suspicion of the crypto community. This is the base characteristic of today’s mainstream
security. Due to the fact, that security is more a process, rather than a single state, we grouped
the recommended primitives and schemes in a kind of method-library. All cryptographic capabilities
of an eWallet are defined by easily accessible different base Capability Flag Vectors (CFVs). Other
reasons to make our cryptography as flexible as possible are:
•
•
•
•

potential adaptation to newly evolving standards (FIPS-140 and others),
future extension of existing algorithms,
eventual breaks of a current algorithms and
necessary adaptations to local crypto-regulations and export-controls.

The eWallet security model presented in this thesis reflects only a snapshot in time. It will
continuously adjusted to the requirements of the fairCASH application and the advances
cryptography. Our CFV-forming bit-array collection comes with fixed key length parameters.
nearly all cryptographic functions, this is an important parameter for the provided degree
security strength. A CFV base selection method offers the following categories:
CFV category
ASYMCIPHER
COMP
DIGEST
DIGSIG
FCS
KEYDISTRI
MACSIG
PAD
RAND
SYMCIPHER

be
of
In
of

Name of the cryptographic primitive, function or scheme
Public Key Block Cipher Methods
Lossless Compression Methods
One Way Message Digest and Cryptographic Hash Methods
Message Identification and Authentication Signature Methods
Frame Checking Sequence Methods (Integrity Verification)
Interactive Authentic Key Management and Exchange Methods
Message Authentication Code Methods
Padding Methods
Random Bit Generation Methods
Secret Key Block Cipher with Mode of Operation Methods

Table 21: fairCASH CFV base categories.
Note: All CFV definitions are subject to implementation issues. In this thesis, only the structure and
definition schemes for our sets of primitives, cryptographic functions, and schemes are presented,
so that the functionality of our teleportation protocol can be understood. In the fairCASH197

public and private keys are generated by the CASTOR instance itself, releasing only the public key parts.
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implementation guide, this section is significantly enhanced and adapted to the business case.
Every base-CFV category is represented by a 128 bit-array-vector (supports a different choice for
every bit), we have currently ten of them. Every single bit position 198 of such a bit-array stands for
a crypto-primitive, function or scheme (composed set of primitives). A ‘1’ documents the capability
for the primitive, function or scheme assigned to that specific position (implementation guide), a ‘0’
stands for its absence or currently non-implementation. There are different sources of these baseCFVs in our fairCASH system:
1. Native capabilities are encoded in every Type-VI and Type-V certificate, describing completely
all functional crypto-capabilities of the eWallet (hard- and firmware) itself. Being able to cope
with local crypto-regulations, these capabilities can be restricted.
2. To achieve this kind of “cooperation”, every Type-I/II user-certificate contains a
complementary table of bit-arrays, forming another base-CFV, potentially used to weaken the
strength of the cryptography. This is done by ‘masking-out’ the unwanted function at the
specific bit-position with a ‘0’. To allow the complete crypto-strength of the eWallet, all array
bits have to be set. It is implied, that owners of eWallets have to adapt to the national
jurisdiction of their own country. They are enforced by law to use only local CAs ruled under
governmental control for obtaining their user certificates.
The security degrading process to allow a lawful interception by the authorities is taken into effect
by “ANDing” every bit-array contained in all base-CFVs, forming the so called local-effective CFV.
This is done by both peers and the obtained result (the so called local-effective CFV) is then
negotiated again by “ANDing” with its complementary partner to form a single – so called – globaleffective CFV (specific for that single transaction run) enableing mutual communication on the
highest common allowed security model for both parties. This mechanism assures not only to cope
with worldwide region-dependent crypto-regulations, but enables also a system-wide cross-border
capability supporting differing regional legal regulations concurrently. The user will be able to
configure his eWallet to deny transactions below a selectable security-limit to prevent unexpected
low-security cross-border transfers. Obeying and being enforced to local security-limits, our
degrading process works like this:
CFVA := CertA[Type-VI].obj.CFV AND CertA[Type-V].obj.CFV AND CertA[Type-I/II].obj.CFV;
CFVB := CertB[Type-VI].obj.CFV AND CertB[Type-V].obj.CFV AND CertB[Type-I/II].obj.CFV;

Both eWallets from Alice and Bob calculate their available local-effective CFV by logical ANDing the
Type-VI CASTOR certificate with the Type-V firmware and with the user Type-I/II one. This is done
by both entities before exchanging the result of this operation with its complementary peering
partner by negotiating both values. In the second stage every peer again ANDed both values:
CFVResult := CFVA AND CFVB;
This is then the global-effective CFV. The only impact of this cryptographic security strength
degeneration is for establishing the application-based VPN/VPC tunnel. It does not affect the
security of the transferred payload (e.g. eCoins) 199 nor can it be used to weaken the cryptostrength of our certificates or CRLs; so the CFV mechanism does not represent an open invitation
for a misuse through a hacker party.
9.3.4.7 Certification Revocation Lists (CRLs)
All certificates or other signed objects (eCoins) have a limited lifespan. If they have expired, our
eWallet will automatically reject them. To disable their usage before they expire, a Certification
Revocation List (CRL) will be used. CRL is used to isolate a particular entity from the fairCASH
system to reduce the potential damage that may occur due to the misbehavior of the entity.
Entities can be isolated using the following identifying information:
•
•
•
•

198
199

eWallets: Identified by the CASTOR-ID that can be found in the Type-V certificate.
Users: Identified by the user name that can be found in the Type-I/II certificate.
CAs: Identified by the CA name that can be found in the Type-III certificate.
eMints: Identified by the eMint name that can be found in the Type-IV certificate.

The crypto-strength of a bit-array is ranked from MSB to LSB, so the highest set bit is our choice.
fairCASH uses an internal application based VPN/VPC for a secure transmission of eCoin objects.
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9.3.4.7.1 Classification and Management
CRLs are all automatically managed by the eWallet. Every eWallet must always have a valid (in
most cases empty) CRL of the followings types: Type-I or Type-II (complies with the loaded user
certificate), Type-III, Type-IV, Type-V, and at minimum one Type-VII and Type-VIII of the selected
currency. If the correct CRL cannot be found during a transaction, the transaction fails and the
eWallet will request the contacted peer to provide it. If the peer fails to provide it or provides an
invalid CRL, an ePayment transaction is not possible. To reduce the potential for fraud, we have the
following categories of CRLs:
1. CRLs for the administration of organizations:
•
Affected CRL-types: Type-III and Type-IV.
•
Issued and maintained by the RCA.
•
It covers every CA and eMint that operates in the fairCASH system.
•
Their purpose is to revoke CAs or eMints certificates.
•
The fairCASH PKI certificate policy will determine the frequency of the CRL updates.
•
Their authenticity can be verified by checking RCA’s digital signature in the CRL.
2. CRLs for the administration of users:
•
Affected CRL types: Type-I and Type-II.
•
Issued and maintained by the CAs.
•
Every CA must have their respective (own) CRL.
•
Its purpose is to revoke Type-I or Type-II user certificates.
•
The CA PKI certificate policy will determine the frequency of the CRL updates.
•
Their authenticity can be verified by checking CA’s digital signature in the CRL.
3. CRLs for the administration of eWallets:
•
Affected CRL types: Type-V.
•
Issued and maintained by the RCA.
•
It covers all eWallets that operates in the fairCASH system.
•
Their purpose is to block identified multi-spender eWallet product certificates.
•
The fairCASH PKI certificate policy will determine the frequency of the CRL updates.
•
Their authenticity can be verified by checking RCA’s digital signature in the CRL.
4. CRLs for the administration of eCoins:
•
Affected CRL types: Type-VII, Type-VIII.
•
Issued and maintained by the eMints.
•
Every eMint must have their respective (own) CRL.
•
Its purpose is to revoke minting batches and eCoins (Type-VII and Type-VIII).
•
The eMint PKI certificate policy will determine the frequency of the CRL updates.
•
Their authenticity can be verified by checking eMint’s digital signature in the CRL.
The CRL Type-VI on the top level of the fairCASH system is of none practical value.
9.3.4.7.2 Distribution
To enable a rapid propagation of the CRLs, the updates will be disseminated through every
available eWallet-entity in the fairCASH-system. The technique used is similar to viral spreading.
Every time an eWallet connects with the RCA, CAs, eMints, or other eWallets, the CRL’s installed
version numbers will be exchanged and checked. If the contacted entity has a newer version, the
eWallet will retrieve and install it. The following list provides all instances an eWallet may update
its CRLs:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Within every fairCASH-transaction (eWallet-to-eWallet, eWallet-to-organization).
During a refresh of an eWallet-certificate (user-issued action).
During a renewal of eCoins (user-issued action).
During a multi-spending check (user-issued action).
During a system-update (user-issued action).
If a new certificate is received from its issuer to replace an old (outdated) one.
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9.3.4.7.3 CRL for Personal User Certs Type-I
This single CRL file is generated, maintained, and provided by the same CA the user-certificate of
the same type was acquired from. It contains (multiple) revoked Type-I certificate(s) by reference.
There is only one CRL-file for all user-certificates of a specific CA.
9.3.4.7.4 CRL for Commercial User Certs Type-II
This single CRL-file is generated, maintained, and provided by the same CA, the user certificate of
the same type was originated. It contains (multiple) revoked Type-II certificate(s) by reference.
There is only one CRL-file for all user-certificates of a specific CA.
9.3.4.7.5 CRL for CA Certs Type-III
This single CRL-file is generated, maintained, and provided by the RCA to every fairCASH-certified
CA. It contains (multiple) revoked Type-III certificate(s) by reference. There is only one CRL file for
all CA certificates.
9.3.4.7.6 CRL for eMint Certs Type-IV
This single CRL-file is generated, maintained, and provided by the RCA to every fairCASH-certified
eMint. It contains (multiple) revoked Type-IV certificate(s) by reference. There is only one CRL-file
for all eMint-certificates.
9.3.4.7.7 CRL for eWallet Root Certs Type-V
These multiple CRL files are generated, maintained and provided by the RCA to every fairCASH
certified eWallet. They contain (multiple) revoked Type-V certificate(s) by reference. There could
be more than only one CRL file for all eWallet certificates, partitioned under spacial and temporal
aspects.
9.3.4.7.8 CRL for fairCASH Root Type-VI
This CRL will never ever be generated, maintained, provided or accepted. It would implode the
whole fairCASH system by destroying all trust relations between organizations, users, eWallets and
eCoins; our ePayment system would end (kill switch).
9.3.4.7.9 CRL for eMint Batch Production Certs Type-VII
This single CRL file is generated, maintained, and provided by the same eMint, from where the
currency batch-production-certificate of the same type was acquired. It contains (multiple) revoked
Type-VII certificate(s) by reference to this eMint-instance. There is only one CRL-file for all
certificates of this type (although of different currencies) of a specific eMint. The effect of putting a
Type-VII certificate on that CRL is the debasement of all referenced eCoins.
9.3.4.7.10

CRL for eCoins Type-VIII

These multiple CRL-files are generated, maintained, provided, and issued by the same eMint, from
where the eCoins of the same currency-type were acquired, partitioned under spacial and temporal
aspects (keeping their size in an acceptable range). They contain (multiple) revoked eCoins (TypeVIII signed objects) by serial number-reference of this eMint. There can be more than only one
CRL-file for all eCoins of the same currency from a specific eMint. The effect of putting eCoins on
these CRLs is their debasement. This disables the usage of eCoins before they expires, they lose
their transferability immediately (“get frozen”). The user must resolve this incidence with the
issuing eMint. This is a useful countermeasure in case eCoins are compromised by a detected
multi-spending-event.
9.3.5

Tickets

Tickets are used within the teleportation-protocol of the fairCASH-value-transfer. They are EoOobjects used in that last transaction commitment-phase for the acknowledgement of receipt. Their
prove of possession demonstrates also the fact of EoR.
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9.3.5.1 ACK1-tickets (Receipt Confirmation)
This message-object is the first acknowledge sent within the confirmation phase in the
teleportation protocol. It is sent after the party successfully received its electronic receipt
previously. If the other peering party successfully received this message, that party acknowledges
the payment-transfer. As a consecutive action, this party sends the ACK2-message as a response.
9.3.5.2 ACK2-tickets (Second ACK)
This message-object is the penultimate one sent within the confirmation phase in the teleportation
protocol. It is sent after the party successfully received its ACK1 confirmation previously. If the
other peering party successfully received this message, that party acknowledges the paymenttransfer. As a consecutive action, this party sends the ACK3-message as a response.
9.3.5.3 ACK3-tickets (Last ACK)
This message-object is the last one sent within the confirmation phase in the teleportation
protocol. It is sent after the party successfully received its previous ACK2 confirmation. The reason
for the existence of this message is to increase the meta state knowledge of the payee about the
payer’s commitment.
9.3.6

Control Objects

Control objects are used within the fairCASH-teleportation-protocol. It is their duty to exchange,
inter alia 200, CRLs of the types [I, II, III, IV, V, VII or VIII] during a payment-transaction to speed
up their renewing update-process decreasing propagation delays for the distribution to our
eWallets. Their usage is optional; not every protocol-run contains them. We have three different
types of control objects.
9.3.6.1 Challenges
In a ‘challenge’, the transmitting party discloses its update-able system objects to its protocol
partner: CRL-versions, generic system information and firm- and software (see also on page 79).
The receiver of this object can now compare this released information with his own system-objects
to check for possible update-needs.
9.3.6.2 Responses Type 1
This is the first ‘response’ to the previous challenge. For every object entity slot, this party can
supply:
•
•
•

Null: If the own referring version is equal to the disclosed one,
Object: If the own referring version is newer than the disclosed one,
Request: If the own referring version is older than the disclosed one.

9.3.6.3 Responses Type 2
This is the last and final ‘response’ to the previous one. For every object entity slot, this party can
supply:
•
•

200

Null: if nothing was previously requested,
Object: the requested object.

Latin: among other things [German: unter anderem].
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9.3.7

eDoc Format Container

201

eDocs are application-level-type objects exchanged between the two parties Alice and Bob within
an exchange protocol-run. They can be seen as in-protocol container carrying our objectives:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

form of standardization for the information flow between eWallets,
allow the automated processing,
implement an expandable structure definable by the post-processing application,
enable users to create and fulfill their needs in form of templates,
adapt a concrete application to the teleportation protocol,
easy link exchange and synchronize external information within the transfer,
orchestrate the overall control for the protocol-flow,
manage the visualization of the user presentation form (GUI 202),
add meta information for control flow of GUI-based dialogs,
support the fairness process like non-repudiation and other basic protocol features,
represent the legal contract between Alice and Bob,
implement end-to-end mBusiness without any media discontinuity breaks,
document the ownership transfer and transaction process by fact documentation like

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

the nature of secrets description,
the transaction value,
the serial numbers of all exchanged secrets,
providing fairness recovery information used in case of any secrets loss,
carrying application dependent information.

Interoperability is a major objective concern of this format to be open for a broad range of
applications. eDoc-objects are part of the exchanged protocol messages five (5) up to eight (8).
They are conforming to a standard on their own. The inner-to-outer format first introduced by
Russian nesting dolls (матрёшка), also known as matryoshka 203, is not only used to achieve a
generic container format; it also offers some interesting security-options. It allows the digital
signature of the embedded information during the generation-process between Alice and Bob on a
rotating and countersigning basis. The creation-process of an eDoc is always started by the
protocol initiator Alice. eDoc-objects are growing every time during their exchange, adding new
sections and other container objects. This will be reflected by our naming convention, which
indicates the incarnation-generation in the index, starting with [I] up to [III]. At the end of this
incorporation-process, the eDoc-object contains and reflects all information-details documenting
the complete transaction in a legally bulletproof contract form making the whole transaction
repudiation-free for both protocol-parties in a fair manner. To achieve all this, the Hyper Text
Markup Language version 5 (HTML5) will be used as definition base for our platform to define
content and structure of the document.
As an example, an eInvoice will include at least the following information fields: amount, currency,
transaction date, and time stamp plus the description concerning the purpose of that payment. In
addition, a specification how to display the information is needed. To achieve this, a definition of
the tag names to hold the information is mandatory. Once the rules to create and use these tags
are specified, the process of creating and checking the document can be easily automated. Thus, it
allows verifying whether the eInvoice is constructed correctly with the defined structure. This
means that manual user intervention can be reduced to a minimum. For example, the eWallet or
other fairCASH-enabled devices can receive or send the information concerning a transaction
automatically to the existing business-application-platform (e.g. paying a soft drink at a vending
machine). It is possible to set conditions on the personal eWallet to pre-agree for paymenttransactions (e.g. only five times a week, only between Monday and Friday, only if the amount is in
the specifiable range, only if the certificate of the payee conforms to the defined known list entries,
…) automating making i.e. payments on the subway station gate.

201
202
203

This section is changed and enhanced within the patent application filed to EPO under PCT/EP2011/001219.
Grafical User Interface.
or matrioshka, matreshka.
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In addition, users can define their own tags to fulfill the needs of their business-application(s). For
example, a retailer can define tags for Global Trade Item Numbers (GTIN 204), quantity, unit price,
and tax to provide the detailed items of the transaction while a transport operator can define tags
to indicate the starting and destination points of a journey. To enable the standard to cover the full
end-to-end cycle of the fairCASH system, the following approaches are taken:
•
•
•

Each piece of information is defined in an unambiguous way, which is registered in a
syntax-independent Data Field Dictionary (DFD) with qualifiers. These elements are then
reused consistently across different messages.
The DFD is registered in a published catalogue (or standardizing document). This will allow
other parties to add their needs by specifying their requirements to the DFD.
eDoc-objects sent between eWallets or fairCASH-enabled PoS-devices in general cover the
end-to-end processing life cycle without any discontinuity of media. This supports a major
trend in the security industry that is driven by the needs of creating fully integrated
solutions.

The eDoc-definition has been influenced by the following initiatives, organizations, or third party
specifications:
ePI
ECBS
SWIFT
EBPP
HTML
XML
UBL v2.0
EBICS
XBRL

-

Electronic Payment Initiator
European Committee for Banking Standards
Society for Worldwide Interbank Financial Telecommunication
Electronic Bill Presentment and Payment
Hyper Text Markup Language
Extensible Markup Language
Universal Business Language v2.0
Electronic Banking Internet Communication Standard
eXtensive Business Reporting Language

In addition, many aspects were taken from the development of XML, XML namespaces, XML
schema and Unicode (ISO 10646). The published “SWIFT standards XML” and UBL v2.0 (ISO
15000), one of the best evolved BIZ languages, designed for the financial industry with American
English spelling and XML like data objects, attributes and type data elements as defined in ISO
11179 documents also have been of great help and have influenced tremendously our definitions.
All of these not only provide a rich scenario of language definition and standardization, but also
interoperability for the development, implementation and maintenance for our needs.

204

GTIN is an identifier for trade items comprising the former EAN. GTINs may be up to 14 digits long.
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9.3.7.1 EVI-tickets

205

These elements are part of our eDoc-object, responsible for the process of fairness recreation. As
previously documented, EVI-tickets record the state of fairness of a protocol party. They have the
following structure:
EVI-ticket(Alice or Bob) Record of
UserCertRef := {CA reference of entity’s Type-I/II certificate}
This is the certification authority issued reference serial number of party’s user certificate.
EntityRole := Protocol-Initiator
The role of the eWallet. Can be the protocol (Initiator or Responder). It documents the position of our entity.
WeakDealLockDelay := Timeout-Value
This is the negotiated weak deal timeout value only used within weak deals.
DealState := Deal
The final result of the transaction. Can be (Deal or NoDeal).
FairnessState := Null
This is the protocol execution stop-case state. The following values can be assigned:
(Null, ATO1, ATO2, ATO3, AA1a, AWC, AC2, AC3, AA1b, BTO1, BTO2, BTO3, BB1a, BWC, BC2, BC3, BB1b).
DigiSig := {X(UserCertRef||EntityRole||WeakDealLockDelay||DealState||FairnessState)}KS:User:Type-I/II,prv.
End {EVI-ticket(Alice or Bob)};

9.3.7.2 Ranked Suggestion Lists (RSLs) for optimized payments
Our presented infrastructure carries token-based secrets for exchange, only available in different
but fixed denominations of value. If two parties need to exchange secrets using fairCASH, it is not
guaranteed, that such an exchange will always be possible. Reasons for this behavior can be
•
•
•
•
•
•

the storage capacity of token memory in the eWallet is reaching its limit (no more space),
an eWallet denomination distribution of eCoins is unfavorably, the payment cannot be conducted,
there is simply not enough value in the eWallet,
the type of secret is incompatible within the intended transaction (€uros versus U$-Dollars),
a notified eCoin cannot be authenticated, caused by a missing or invalid Type-VII certificate,
a policy is getting to be violated, if this transfer would be performed.

This problem is known in literature as exact payment, k-payment or n-spendable eCoins [205207]. We solve it with the following guiding policies as transfer-rules:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

finding fitting combinations of eCoins able to conduct the exchange (payment),
compiling a list of fitting possibilities ranking from the best to the worst solution,
binding the exchange process of these lists equal to not more than three iterations,
minimizing the secret’s exchange for the transaction (no change, whenever possible),
using as much as possible „greater value secrets“ in order not to run out of eCoins,
allowing 206 overcharging and under-spending as a transaction enabling rescue method,
avoiding combinations lowering the possibility being able to conduct the next payment.

Two strategy-rules are involved:
1. An eCoin allocation algorithm engaged in the eWallet loading process and
2. an eCoin dispensing algorithm in the eWallet spending process.
The initial creator of the eDoc[I] object already has all necessary information to compile a first
Ranked Suggestion List (RSL) of eCoin combinations for “paying”. This list includes possible eCoin
sets to achieve the eCoin exchange, taking only into account the own local eWallet database. Our
example in Table 22 covers fifty different entries. It makes no difference, if our eDoc[I] creation
party is the source or the sink entity of the eCoins. To make such a mechanism better
understandable, we take an example where our secrets are eCoins of the already well known €urodenomination. We assume that Alice, our eDoc[I] object creator, wants to transfer the amount of
286,57€ to Bob. She has the choice to differentiate between “exact payment” and “all other”
solutions. If Alice is able to make an exact payment, her eWallet compiles only 207 a “selection” of
her [(Main Secret),(Change Secret)] combination in the following way with an empty change
secret:
SelectionAlice := [(200, 50, 20, 10, 5, 1, 0.5, 0.05, 0.02),()].

205
206
207

This section is of no longer use within the patent application filed to EPO under PCT/EP2011/001219.
User-selectable operating option of the eWallet.
and leaving the RSL empty.
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Pos
1
2
…
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

Main Secret
200, 50, 20, 10, 5, 1, 0.5, 0.1
200, 50, 20, 10, 5, 2
…
200, 100
200, 100
200, 100
200, 100
200, 100
200, 100
200, 100
200, 100
200, 100

Change Secret
0.02, 0.01
2x0.2, 0.02, 0.01
…
10, 2, 1, 0.2, 0.2, 0.02, 0.01
10, 3x1, 0.2, 0.2, 0.02, 0.01
2x5, 3x1, 0.2, 0.2, 0.02, 0.01
1x5, 2x2, 4x1, 0.2, 0.2, 0.02, 0.01
1x5, 1x2, 6x1, 0.2, 0.2, 0.02, 0.01
1x5, 8x1, 0.2, 0.2, 0.02, 0.01
2x2, 9x1, 0.2, 0.2, 0.02, 0.01
1x2, 11x1, 0.2, 0.2, 0.02, 0.01
13x1, 0.2, 0.2, 0.02, 0.01

Table 22: Ranked Suggestion List (RSL) of how to conduct the eCoin exchange.
In our example, Bob has no other choice but to accept this proposal because Alice is the payer and
she is able to make an exact payment – no further cooperation is required, Alice can make this
decision on her own. In all other cases, Alice needs to contact Bob for an agreement. She does this
by compiling such a RSL like the one in our Table 22 with a maximum of fifty different fitting
combinations and sends it to Bob as part of the eDoc-object.
In the protocol case [a], Bob is able to make a counterproposal and sends his own RSLcompilation, from which Alice has to choose from, or the transfer is doomed to fail. In the [b] case,
there is no room for such an option for Bob; he has to pick out an entry of Alice’s RSL or the
transfer is not successful.
In case of receiving a single selection for the eCoin distribution, Bob needs only to perform a check
if he can provide the presented denominated eCoin set and the payment negotiations are over. In
all other cases Bob needs to process the list - starting with the first (best) entry combination. If he
has a hit match, meaning he is able to use one of these suggestions, he has to take the first fit
ranking combination. Bob signalizes his success by appending his selection information into his
iteration of the eDoc object in form of a SelectionBob entry. This terminates the payment
negotiations for Bob. In case of no match, Bob has to make a decision. If he is already at the
protocol stage where he needs to send a value message containing eCoins, he has to generate a
new SelectionBob entry of his own and signalizes his vote to Alice within the eDoc object 208. He uses
this selection for the combination of secrets he sends within the same message. If Bob is not in
that need (being in the [a] protocol case), he can supply an RSL by his own. It can be helpful, if
Bob uses partial knowledge 209 from the RSL he already received from Alice within his generation
process. If Alice notices, that Bob uses an eCoin-distribution set she is unable to supply, she has to
break the further protocol execution, falling into the already documented ‘transaction not possible’
fail-stop behavior.
9.3.7.3 Type [I] Objects
eDoc-objects are coming in generation of three different incarnations. We find this first generation
within the protocol messages 5a, 6a and 6b. The following should be known:
•
•
•
•
•

208
209

The first creation-generation is always done by the protocol initiator (Alice).
It contains information why and what for the protocol run was requested.
It contains information from the user, the operating platform and the environment.
EVI-ticket objects are being added as part of our fairness process.
It contains allocation proposals of available secrets trying to fulfill the payment.

or Bob terminates the protocol by doing nothing.
Bob „learns“ what eCoins Alice have in her eWallet by studying the presented denomination set proposals.
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Figure 61: Structure of an eDoc[I1a] container object in message [5a] and [6b].
The eDoc object depicted in Figure 61 contains a digital signed request element, a signed EVIticket, and the initial RSL from Alice.

Figure 62: Structure of an eDoc[I2a] container object in message [6a].
Bob adds his signed EVI-ticket to the eDoc received from Alice, countersigns her EVI-ticket and
adds his RSL. Note, that there is no eDoc[Ib] object.
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9.3.7.4 Type [II] Objects
These second-generation eDoc objects embrace the previous ones. They are transferred within the
messages 7a and 7b.

Figure 63: Structure of an eDoc[IIa] container object in message [7a].

Figure 64: Structure of an eDoc[IIb] container object in message [7b].
The following should be known:
•
•
•
•

Information is added to the object structure by the secret’s provider.
EVI-tickets are finally added to the eDoc object for the ability of later fairness reconstruction.
Serial numbers of the main secret are added.
It contains allocation proposals of possible eCoin denominations trying to fulfill the payment.
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9.3.7.5 Type [III] Objects

Figure 65: Structure of an eDoc[IIIa] container object in message [8a].

Figure 66: Structure of an eDoc[IIIb] container object in message [8b].
These third generation eDoc-objects embrace the previous ones. They are transferred within the
messages 8a and 8b. The following should be known:
•
•
•
•

Information added to the object structure by the secret’s provider.
It contains the electronic receipt, tendering the evidence for a valid transaction.
It contains information from the user, the operating platform and the environment.
Serial numbers of the change secret are added.
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9.3.7.6 Loss Compensation Request

Figure 67: eDoc loss-compensation request.
Figure 67 depicts the form of an eDoc loss-compensation, which the party with the secret-loss
sends to our eMint as request for a reimbursement. Our eDoc objects contain elements to enable
most of the essential features in the fairCASH system, including the ability for fairness recreation.
It uses a sort of the so-called matryoshka container principle for a mutual digital (counter)signing
process based on the user certificates public verification keys Type-I/II from both protocol entities.
The purpose of these digital signatures is to allow the peering-partner (and if this is required for
the eMint too) to verify the authenticity of the eDoc 210. This creates a legally binding document for
both protocol peers. The final eDoc contains also information concerning the secrets transferred.
This allows a user to determine the origin and destination of the eCoins, if there is any problem
with it (i.e. counterfeit money). It is within the duty of the eDoc receiving eWallet to check all
generated digital signatures from the other entity and – if secrets are transferred – to compare
their serial numbers for a match with the documented ones. The implication for a mismatch is
simple; it will produce a protocol error, falling into the already documented fail-stop behavior.
9.3.7.7 Templates and the Data Field Directory (DFD)
As already discussed, eDoc-objects are made up of multiple sections in one object. These sections
are constructed using the HTML5 standard. Most of them could be repeatedly used as database
repository with none or only little changes. That makes many parts of them able to serve as
templates. To make things easier, we want to generate them out of a standard definition working
as a generic definition. There can be a local database or library of templates ready for use stored
on the user’s eWallet. Templates could then be simply selected by the user. In such a case, a copy
of the template is embedded into the eDoc container object.
Templates can contain user definable fields (structured logic description: scripts) that describe their
content and layout (graphical representation) in form of keywords, format sequences and default
values. Figure 68 shows a single template element. The generation or change of a template can be
done by using standard text editors or using special design packages able to generate compatible
code (i.e. Microsoft Expression Web). The size for all active templates in a single eDoc-container
must not exceed 100 KByte.

Figure 68: Structure of a single template element.
As depicted in Figure 68, all eDoc-related logical information is constructed based upon the Data
Field Dictionary (DFD), whereas each element in the DFD consists of three parts:
•
•
•

Keyword,
format specification,
default value.

Keywords are identifying our template elements. Examples of already predefined fields are name,
amount, date, currency, tax, signature etc. These are general fields that describe global aspects of
the eDoc-based transaction. DFD will allow our eWallet to identify relevant keywords in the
template. The same mechanism can be used by third parties to allow them to do their own
processing. For specific needs, users can define their own fields to provide more transaction210

Signing key is KS:User:TYPE-I/II,prv.
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details. This enables them to make their own tools for eDoc pre- and post processing. By making
these definitions public and reliable, they can become a specification allowing all users to process
the eDoc using standard tools. Templates are the ‘molecules’ consisting of many of these ‘atomic’
elements. If templates are complete and available in the library, they can be embedded into their
appropriate eDoc-sections during the pre-flow creation process in the eWallet. The eDoc-container
can now be processed securely inside the eWallet. It then identifies all known standard-keywords
during a protocol execution-run. System specific information like date and time are automatically
preprocessed. The completed sections are then presented to the user for further editing (optional
step). The user can then change the default values of the keywords. These new values are
processed in real time in a way that they are formatted according to the format specification during
the input process. Application specific keywords will not be touched. After the values are fixed, the
eDoc is post-processed (i.e. computing the digital signature), and all changed values are
transferred back into the eDoc-file by replacing their former values. The already processed object
contains now invoice, receipt and other finalized eDoc elements. This is indicated by a special
status 211. It is ready to be used in our transfer algorithm to be transferred to the peering partner.
To create an eDoc containing an invoice and receipt section, either the platform system or the user
must fill up the template with the necessary information. The processing steps are as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Initial creation of an eDoc, templates needs to be inserted.
The eDoc container has to be transferred into the eWallet.
The eDoc container is preprocessed, setting values like date and time.
Optional: Sections are presented to the user for editing or confirming purposes.
Our eDoc container is post-processed, setting values like digital signatures and more.
The final processed eDoc is then send out to the peering partner and a local copy is stored.

In addition, the eDoc is also stored into the eWallet database. Later, the user can copy this
database into his computer and use standard programs as Excel or Access to analyze his
transactions. For professional usage, manually entering the required field based information into a
template can be a tedious task. Thus, there is an option allowing the eWallet to obtain the
information from the existing PoS-device. This will work if the PoS can provide the information in
the eDoc’s standard format. If the user does not want to manually process the blueprint, a special
keyword 212 needs to be specified and activated inside the template. The processing is then fully
automated and no user interaction is required (if the programmed logic allows it). Some keywords
are interrelated and need the existence of others, this can result into restrictions whereby
keywords are only allowed if their relationship to others is already defined within their section.
9.3.8

Keys

213

Keys used within our fairCASH system are distinguished between their category, generating
instance and place of action. The grouping criteria is their affiliation to these four categories:
•
•
•
•

Public key rings in certificates for verifying signatures or for our DLC key agreement,
private own key rings for signing purposes, secret signature checking or ID evidences,
session key generation, mainly used for the creation of the VPN/VPC tunnel (our ‘TLS’ 214),
other special keys, e.g. CASTOR internally used within our TRUSTLET 215 execution process.

Key names are constructed by following our notation:
Key name
KA:B:X,pub
KA:B:X,prv
KA:B:X,sym
KQs:x
KQe:x
KDs:x
KDe:x

Description
A public (verifying) key part, belonging to a PK cryptography-based pair.
A private (signing) key part, belonging to a PK cryptography-based pair.
A symmetrical en/decrypting key.
A public static PK part for (hybrid) DLC key exchange/agreement schemes.
A public ephemeral PK part for (hybrid) DLC key exchange/agreement schemes.
A private static PK part for (hybrid) DLC key exchange/agreement schemes.
A private ephemeral PK part for (hybrid) DLC key exchange/agreement schemes.

Table 23: Keys and their meaning used within this thesis.
211
212
213
214
215

Keywords are ActionCode and DocumentLifeCycleStatus.
User-Interaction: NO.
This section is changed and enhanced within the patent application filed to EPO under PCT/EP2011/001219.
Transport Layer Security.
Verification of encrypted and digitally signed code elements.
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‘A’ can be of {Signature, Encyrption, Decryption}.
‘B’ is the affected (controlled) trust party, e.g. a CA.
‘X’ is the type code or use case, e.g. the certificate type.
‘e’ means an ephemeral key part.
‘s’ means a static key part.
‘pub’ means the public key part of a PK key pair.
‘prv’ means the private key part of a PK key pair.
9.3.8.1 PK private key rings
These are private key parts of their particular PK key pairs. They are not distributed and kept
secret by the owning device or organization. All keys of this type from one instance form the
internal key ring. Private keys of an eWallet are internally managed inside our CASTOR and are
never revealed or propagated to the outer world. Keys stored externally are secured under the
umbrella of the secure I/O protection 216. All of them are managed by the eWallet operating system.
They are created, replaced and destroyed based upon the fairCASH security policy without any user
intervention. After the production process of the CASTOR chip, a certification process takes place
initiated and done by the fairCASH organization with the effect to generate validated eWallets.
Within this procedure, the following steps are essential:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Tasks

The CASTOR chip self generates its serial number (SerNum) based on a cryptographic
physical randomization effect (no key).
The CASTOR chip self generates its ‘Secret Unique Device Identity’ 217 based on a
cryptographic physical randomization effect. This is a private key part of the CASTOR-ID PK
signature pair used for the purpose to sign its own unique product identity within fCCP.
The CASTOR chip self generates its ‘Public Unique Device Identity’ 218 based on a
cryptographic physical randomization effect. This is a public key part of the CASTOR-ID PK
signature pair used for the purpose to prove its own unique product identity within fCCP.
The CASTOR chip self generates its ‘Private-I/O-key’ 219 (256 bit AES) key for encrypted
data read/write operations to the chip-external memory based on a cryptographic physical
randomization effect.
The CASTOR chip self generates its ‘CONsistency’ 220 PK pair for internal hash signing and
checking purposes.
The fairCASH organization signs the PUDI key referenced in eWallets HSM product root
certificate Type-VI. This is essential for the eWallet being able to prove a legal family
participation and affiliation to the fairCASH ecosystem.
Entities

Signing Objects
Verifying Objects

Encrypting Data

Decrypting Data
Key Exchange

fairCASH
Organization
KS:fairCASH:Type-VI,prv
----KE:fairCASH:Type-VI,prv
------------KDs:fairCASH

RCA

CA

eMint

eWallet

KS:RCA:Type-III,prv
KS:RCA:Type-V,prv
KS:RCA:Type-IV,prv
--KE:RCA:Type-III,prv
KE:RCA:Type-V,prv
KE:RCA:Type-IV,prv
KE:FW:T1-API,prv
KE:FW:T1-IPL,prv
KE:FW:T1-LIC,prv
KE:FW:T1-OS,prv
KE:FW:T2-API,prv
KE:FW:T2-IPL,prv
KE:FW:T2-LIC,prv
KE:FW:T2-OS,prv
--KDs:RCA

KS:CA:Type-I,prv
KS:CA:Type-II,prv
---KE:CA:Type-I,prv
KE:CA:Type-II,prv
--------

KS:eMint:CurrList,prv
KS:eMint:Type-VII,prv
KS:eMint:Type-VIII,prv
--KE:eMint:Type-VII,prv
---------

KS:CASTOR:SUDI,prv
KS:CASTOR:CON,prv
KS:User:TYPE-I,prv
KS:User:TYPE-II,prv
KS:CASTOR:CON,pub
KE:CASTOR:OWN,prv
KE:CASTOR:I/O,sym
--------

--KDs:CA

--KDs:eMint

KD:CASTOR:OWN,pub
KE:CASTOR:I/O,sym
KDs:CASTOR

Table 24: Overview about our entities private key rings.
216
217
218
219
220

On-the-fly encryption of outgoing and decryption of incoming data effected by an internal symmetrical key.
SUDI.
PUDI.
PIO.
CON.
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9.3.8.1.1 fairCASH Organization
Key name
KS:fairCASH:Type-VI,prv
KE:fairCASH:Type-VI,prv
KDs:fairCASH

Purpose
key part for signing certificates, lists and objects.
key part for encrypting file objects.
static key part for DLC-based key exchange/agreement management.

Table 25: Private key parts of a PK pair assigned to the fairCASH organization.

9.3.8.1.2 RCA
Key name
KS:RCA:Type-III,prv
KS:RCA:Type-V,prv
KS:RCA:Type-IV,prv
KE:RCA:Type-III,prv
KE:RCA:Type-V,prv
KE:RCA:Type-IV,prv
KE:FW:T1-API,prv
KE:FW:T1-IPL,prv
KE:FW:T1-LIC,prv
KE:FW:T1-OS,prv
KE:FW:T2-API,prv
KE:FW:T2-IPL,prv
KE:FW:T2-LIC,prv
KE:FW:T2-OS,prv
KDs:RCA

Purpose
key part for signing certificates, lists and objects (for CAs).
key part for signing certificates, lists and objects (for eWallets).
key part for signing certificates, lists and objects (for eMints).
key part for encrypting file objects (for CAs).
key part for encrypting file objects (for eWallets).
key part for encrypting file objects (for eMints).
key part used within the TRUSTLET generation for API objects.
key part used within the TRUSTLET generation for IPL objects.
key part used within the TRUSTLET generation for LICENSE objects.
key part used within the TRUSTLET generation for OS objects.
key part used within the TRUSTLET generation for API objects.
key part used within the TRUSTLET generation for IPL objects.
key part used within the TRUSTLET generation for LICENSE objects.
key part used within the TRUSTLET generation for OS objects.
static key part for DLC-based key exchange/agreement management.

Table 26: Private key parts of a PK pair assigned to the RCA.

9.3.8.1.3 CA
Key name
KS:CA:Type-I,prv
KS:CA:Type-II,prv
KE:CA:Type-I,prv
KE:CA:Type-II,prv
KDs:CA

Purpose
key part for signing certificates, lists and objects (for personal users).
key part for signing certificates, lists and objects (for commercial users).
key part for encrypting file objects (for personal users).
key part for encrypting file objects (for commercial users).
static key part for DLC-based key exchange/agreement management.

Table 27: Private key parts of a PK pair assigned to a CA.

9.3.8.1.4 eMint
Key name
KS:eMint:CurrList,prv
KS:eMint:Type-VII,prv
KS:eMint:Type-VIII,prv
KE:eMint:Type-VII,prv
KDs:eMint

Purpose
key part for signing the list of currencies.
key part for signing the certificates of the batch currency releases.
key part for signing the eCoins.
key part for encrypting file objects (for eWallets).
static key part for DLC-based key exchange/agreement management.

Table 28: Private key parts of a PK pair assigned to an eMint.
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9.3.8.1.5 eWallet
Key name
KS:CASTOR:SUDI,prv
KS:CASTOR:CON,prv
KS:CASTOR:CON,pub
KS:User:TYPE-I,prv
KS:User:TYPE-II,prv
KE:CASTOR:OWN,prv
KD:CASTOR:OWN,pub
KE:CASTOR:I/O,sym
KDs:CASTOR

Purpose
key part for signing own unique serial number product identity (fCCP EoO & eLogs).
key part for internal hash signing purposes.
key part for internal hash checking purposes.
key part for signing and identity proofs for personal users (fCCP EoO & eDocs).
key part for signing and identity proofs for commercial users (fCCP EoO & eDocs).
key part for own internal encryption purposes.
key part for own internal decryption purposes.
self-generated key for encrypted data read/write operations to the external memory.
static key part for DLC-based key exchange/agreement management.

Table 29: Private key parts of a PK pair assigned to an eWallet.
9.3.8.2 PK public key rings
These are public key parts of their particular PK key pairs. They are distributed as key elements
within our fairCASH certificates. The scope of their prominence is global. They are the foundation
stones of all trust relationships within our fairCASH ecosystem.
Tasks

Entities

Verifying Objects

Decrypting Data

Key Exchange

fairCASH
Organization
KS:fairCASH:Type-VI,pub
--KD:fairCASH:Type-VI,pub
----------KQs:fairCASH

RCA

CA

eMint

eWallet

KS:RCA:Type-III,pub
KS:RCA:Type-V,pub
KS:RCA:Type-IV,pub
KD:RCA:Type-III,pub
KD:RCA:Type-V,pub
KD:RCA:Type-IV,pub
KD:FW:T1-API,pub
KD:FW:T1-IPL,pub
KD:FW:T1-LIC,pub
KD:FW:T1-OS,pub
KD:FW:T2-API,pub
KD:FW:T2-IPL,pub
KD:FW:T2-LIC,pub
KD:FW:T2-OS,pub
KQs:RCA

KS:CA:Type-I,pub
KS:CA:Type-II,pub
-KD:CA:Type-I,pub
KD:CA:Type-II,pub
---------KQs:CA

KS:eMint:CurrList,pub
KS:eMint:Type-VII,pub
KS:eMint:Type-VIII,pub
KD:eMint:Type-VII,pub
----------KQs:eMint

KS:CASTOR:PUDI,pub
KS:User:TYPE-I,pub
KS:User:TYPE-II,pub
-----------KQs:CASTOR

Table 30: Overview about our entities public key rings.

9.3.8.2.1 fairCASH Organization
Key name
KS:fairCASH:Type-VI,pub
KD:fairCASH:Type-VI,pub
KQs:fairCASH

Where to find
Cert. Type-VI
Cert. Type-VI
Cert. Type-VI

Purpose
key part to authenticate certificates, lists and objects.
key part for decrypting file objects.
static key part for DLC-based key exchange/agreement.

Table 31: Public key parts of a PK pair assigned to the fairCASH organization.
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9.3.8.2.2 RCA
Key name
KS:RCA:Type-III,pub
KS:RCA:Type-V,pub
KS:RCA:Type-IV,pub
KD:RCA:Type-III,pub
KD:RCA:Type-V,pub
KD:RCA:Type-IV,pub
KD:FW:T1-API,pub
KD:FW:T1-IPL,pub
KD:FW:T1-LIC,pub
KD:FW:T1-OS,pub
KD:FW:T2-API,pub
KD:FW:T2-IPL,pub
KD:FW:T2-LIC,pub
KD:FW:T2-OS,pub
KQs:RCA

Where to find
Cert. Type-III
Cert. Type-V
Cert. Type-IV
Cert. Type-III
Cert. Type-V
Cert. Type-IV
Cert. Type-V
Cert. Type-V
Cert. Type-V
Cert. Type-V
Cert. Type-V
Cert. Type-V
Cert. Type-V
Cert. Type-V
Cert. Type-III/V/IV

Purpose
key part to authenticate certificates, lists and objects.
key part to authenticate certificates, lists and objects.
key part to authenticate certificates, lists and objects.
key part for decrypting file objects.
key part for decrypting file objects.
key part for decrypting file objects.
key part used within the TRUSTLET for API objects.
key part used within the TRUSTLET for IPL objects.
key part used within the TRUSTLET for LICENSE objects.
key part used within the TRUSTLET for OS objects.
key part used within the TRUSTLET for API objects.
key part used within the TRUSTLET for IPL objects.
key part used within the TRUSTLET for LICENSE objects.
key part used within the TRUSTLET for OS objects.
static key part for DLC-based key exchange/agreement.

Table 32: Public key parts of a PK pair assigned to the RCA.

9.3.8.2.3 CA
Key name
KS:CA:Type-I,pub
KS:CA:Type-II,pub
KD:CA:Type-I,pub
KD:CA:Type-II,pub
KQs:CA

Where to find
Cert. Type-I
Cert. Type-II
Cert. Type-I
Cert. Type-II
Cert. Type-I/II

Purpose
key part to authenticate certificates, lists and objects.
key part to authenticate certificates, lists and objects.
key part for decrypting file objects.
key part for decrypting file objects.
static key part for DLC-based key exchange/agreement management.

Table 33: Public key parts of a PK pair assigned to a CA.

9.3.8.2.4 eMint
Key name
KS:eMint:CurrList,pub
KS:eMint:Type-VII,pub
KS:eMint:Type-VIII,pub
KD:eMint:Type-VII,pub
KQs:eMint

Where to find
Cert. Type-VII
Cert. Type-VII
Cert. Type-VII
Cert. Type-VII
Cert. Type-VII

Purpose
key part to authenticate the list of currencies.
key part to authenticate the certificates of the batch currency releases.
key part to authenticate the eCoins.
key part for decrypting file objects (for eWallets).
static key part for DLC-based key exchange/agreement management.

Table 34: Public key parts of a PK pair assigned to an eMint.

9.3.8.2.5 eWallet
Key name
KS:CASTOR:PUDI,pub
KS:User:TYPE-I,pub
KS:User:TYPE-II,pub
KQs:CASTOR

Where to find
Cert. Type-VI
Cert. Type-I
Cert. Type-II
Cert. Type-VI

Purpose
key part to authenticate the CASTOR SN identity (fCCP EoO & eLogs).
key part to authenticate (fCCP EoO & eDocs) for personal users.
key part to authenticate (fCCP EoO & eDocs) for commercial users.
static key part for DLC-based key exchange/agreement management.

Table 35: Public key parts of a PK pair assigned to an eWallet.

9.3.8.3 For a Session (VPN/VPC Tunnel)
Session keys are implicit generated within a key generation process, using the ephemeral public PK
parts KQe:x and their private PK partner parts KDe:x and their static relatives. The following table
shows their usage for all possible entity-to-entity communication within our fairCASH system.
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Entities
Entities
fairCASH
Organization

fairCASH
Organization
----KQs:fairCASH,
KQs:RCA
KDs:fairCASH,
KDs:RCA
KQs:fairCASH,
KQs:CA
KDs:fairCASH,
KDs:CA
KQs:fairCASH,
KQs:eMint
KDs:fairCASH,
KDs:eMint
KQs:fairCASH,
KQs:CASTOR
KDs:fairCASH,
KDs:CASTOR

RCA

CA

eMint

eWallet

RCA

CA

eMint

eWallet

KQs:RCA,
KQs:fairCASH
KDs:RCA,
KDs:fairCASH

KQs:CA,
KQs:fairCASH
KDs:CA,
KDs:fairCASH
KQs:CA,
KQs:RCA
KDs:CA,
KDs:RCA
KQs:CA(a),
KQs:CA(b)
KDs:CA(a),
KDs:CA(b)
KQs:CA,
KQs:eMint
KDs:CA,
KDs:eMint
KQs:CA,
KQs:CASTOR
KDs:CA,
KDs:CASTOR

KQs:eMint,
KQs:fairCASH
KDs:eMint,
KDs:fairCASH
KQs:eMint,
KQs:RCA
KDs:eMint,
KDs:RCA
KQs:eMint,
KQs:CA
KDs:eMint,
KDs:CA
KQs:eMint(a),
KQs:eMint(b)
KDs:eMint(a),
KDs:eMint(b)
KQs:eMint,
KQs:CASTOR
KDs:eMint,
KDs:CASTOR

KQs:CASTOR,
KQs:fairCASH
KDs:CASTOR,
KDs:fairCASH
KQs:CASTOR,
KQs:RCA
KDs:CASTOR,
KDs:RCA
KQs:CASTOR,
KQs:CA
KDs:CASTOR,
KDs:CA
KQs:CASTOR,
KQs:eMint
KDs:CASTOR,
KDs:eMint
KQs:CASTOR(a),
KQs:CASTOR(b)
KDs:CASTOR(a),
KDs:CASTOR(b)

----KQs:RCA,
KQs:CA
KDs:RCA,
KDs:CA
KQs:RCA,
KQs:eMint
KDs:RCA,
KDs:eMint
KQs:RCA,
KQs:CASTOR
KDs:RCA,
KDs:CASTOR

Table 36: Usage of our DLC-based session keys.
As depicted in Table 36, keys in orange color are the private static key parts for our DLC-based key
exchange/agreement management; the aquamarine colored ones are their corresponding public
static partner parts. Every communication party (a,b) has to use its own static key pair to establish
the VPN/VPC protected communication link, so we have always four static keys in play.
The DLC-based key exchange/agreement management schemes available in our fairCASH system
are exchanging enough information between our two protocol parties in a manner, so they can
share these secrets without any other third party in a MITMA secure way. Note that the lifetime for
these link keys is limited to the context of a single protocol run. Our teleportation protocol uses
four different (nameless) symmetrical link keys to operate the VPN/VPC tunnel:
•
•
•
•

a
a
a
a

session
session
session
session

encryption key for outgoing messages,
decryption key for incoming messages,
authentication key for outgoing messages,
authentication key for incoming messages.

9.3.8.4 Other Keys
There are keys used within our eWallet, which are not falling under the delineated categories. One
of them is a 5-byte sized serial numbers identifying the two micro-SD-cards inside our eWallet
running in a RAID level 1 configuration compound with ECC support and wear leveling as our main
source of physical non-violate memory storage. They are ‘trained and learned’ by the eWallet
during the crypto initiation process, where at the same time the SUDI and PUDI key pair is also
generated. Both numbers are included in the eWallet’s internal checking process to verify the
originality of its memory chips.
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9.4
9.4.1

Data Object Structures

221

Personal User Certs Type-I
Name
Type
Version
DTStamp

Cert.

Name of a user certificate, max. 20 characters
CERT-TYPE-I [certificate for checking the signature identity of a Castor] (8 bit)
Version number 1 [16-bit unsigned integer describing the data object version]
YYMMDDHHMMSSZ [UTCTIME as Date & Time stamp for the time of generation] (64 bit)
CertificateFormatVersion
Version number 3
CertificateSerialNumber
Serial number 12345678 [128-bit size]
AlgorithmID
CFV bit-array based definition
KS:CA:TYPE-I,pub
PublicKey
key part for authentication purposes.
AlgorithmID
CFV bit-array based definition
KD:CA:Type-I,pub
PublicKey
key part for decryption purposes.
Keys.
AlgorithmID
CFV bit-array based definition (128 bit)
KS:User:TYPE-I,pub
PublicKey
key part for authentication purposes.
AlgorithmID
CFV bit-array based definition (128 bit)
KQs:CA
PublicKey
A public static PK part for (hybrid) DLC key exchange/agreement schemes.
URL=
http://www.MySign.com [WebSiteAddress, 64 Chars, ISO 646 String]
Email=
Info@MySign.com [EmailAddress, 64 Chars, ISO 646 String]
X509.
DNS=
MySign.com.root.user [DNS Network name] (64 bit)
IP=
2001:0db8:85a3:08d3:1319:8a2e:0370:7334 [IPv6]
C=
US [ISO 3166 country code] (5*8 bit)
IssuerX500Name.
SP=
Ohio, Lorain County [State or Province] (16 bit)
O=
MySign Trust Network Ltd. [Organization, 64 Chars, ISO 646 String]
OU=
MySign Headquarter [OrganizationalUnitName, 64 Chars, ISO 646 String]
CN=
Secretary of Certification Authorities [CommonName, 64 Chars, ISO 646 String]
L=
2075 Grafton [Locality, 64 Chars, ISO 646 String]
ST=
South Avon Belden Road 13 [StreetAddress, 64 Chars, ISO 646 String]
ValidityPeriod.
notBefore
YYMMDDHHMMSSZ [UTCTIME] (64 bit)
notAfter
YYMMDDHHMMSSZ [UTCTIME] (64 bit)
IssuerUniqueIdentifier
Exmpl.: MySign Certification Authority (CA) Local Issuing Service for a single (DE) country (64 bit)
SubjectUniqueIdentifier
Exmpl.: Owner of this certificate is a fairCASH eWallet identified under PUDI public key part (64 bit)
ASYMCIPHER
128-bit, Public Key Block Cipher Methods
COMP
128-bit, Lossless Compression Payload Methods
DIGEST
128-bit, One Way Message Digest and Cryptographic Hash Methods
DIGSIG
128-bit, Message Identification and Authentication Signature Methods
FCS
128-bit, Integrity Frame Checking Sequence Methods
CFV.
KEYDISTRI
128-bit, Interactive Authentic Key Management and Exchange Methods
MACSIG
128-bit, Message Authentication Code Methods
PAD
128-bit, Padding Methods
RAND
128-bit, Random Bit Generation Methods
SYMCIPHER
128-bit, Secret Key Block Cipher with Mode of Operation Methods
Version
32-bit Identifier for the Domain Parameter Table
q
572-bits, field size, may be either an odd prime p or 2m, m is prime
FR
572-bits, basis used
a
576-bits, field element that define the curve equation
ECCDomainParamTable.
b
576-bits, field element that define the curve equation
SEED
160*2-bits, optimal string for randomly generated curve
G
572*2*2-bits, generating point, (xG, yG) of prime order on the curve
n
572-bits, order of the point G
h
32-bits, cofactor, equal to the order of the curve divided by n
AlgorithmID
CFV bit-array based definition (128 bit)
Signature.
DigestKey
Exmpl.: 7453 FDC5 AE52 063D AC4F … (572 bit)

Table 37: Example of a personal user certificate of type CERT-TYPE-I.
Every eWallet owns a unique user certificate of the Type-I or Type-II style. They are issued by local
CA’s. Without such a valid certificate, eWallets are unable to execute the fairCASH core
teleportation protocol.

221

This section is changed and enhanced within the patent application filed to EPO under PCT/EP2011/001219.
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9.4.2

CRL for Personal User Certs Type-I

Name
Type
Version
DTStamp

CRL.

Name of a CRL file, max. 20 characters
CRL-TYPE-I [revocation list for CERT-TYPE-I]
Version number 1 [16-bit unsigned integer describing the data object version]
YYMMDDHHMMSSZ [UTCTIME as Date & Time stamp for the time of generation]
CRLFormatVersion
Version number 3
CRLSerialNumber
Serial number 12345678 [128-bit size]
URL=
http://www.MySign.com [WebSiteAddress, 64 Chars, ISO 646 String]
Email=
Info@MySign.com [EmailAddress, 64 Chars, ISO 646 String]
DNS=
MySign.com.root.user [DNS Network name]
IP=
2001:0db8:85a3:08d3:1319:8a2e:0370:7334 [IPv6]
C=
US [ISO 3166 country code]
IssuerX500Name.
SP=
Ohio, Lorain County [State or Province]
O=
MySign Trust Network Ltd. [Organization, 64 Chars, ISO 646 String]
OU=
MySign Headquarter [OrganizationalUnitName, 64 Chars, ISO 646 String]
X509.
CN=
Secretary of Certification Authorities [CommonName, 64 Chars, ISO 646 String]
L=
2075 Grafton [Locality, 64 Chars, ISO 646 String]
ST=
South Avon Belden Road 13 [StreetAddress, 64 Chars, ISO 646 String]
Today
YYMMDDHHMMSSZ [UTCTIME]
UpdateTimes.
NextTime
YYMMDDHHMMSSZ [UTCTIME]
RevokedCERTSerialNumber
Serial number 12345678 [128-bit size, reference to the revoked certificate]
RevokedCERTSerialNumber
Serial number 12345678 [128-bit size, reference to the revoked certificate]
RevokedCERTSerialNumber
Serial number 12345678 [128-bit size, reference to the revoked certificate]
…
…
RevokedCERTSerialNumber
Serial number 12345678 [128-bit size, reference to the revoked certificate]
RevokedCERTSerialNumber
Serial number 12345678 [128-bit size, reference to the revoked certificate]
AlgorithmID
CFV bit-array based definition
Signature.
DigestKey
Exmpl.: 7453 FDC5 AE52 063D AC4F …

Table 38: Example of a CA revocation list of type CRL-TYPE-I.
This style of CRL-TYPE-I certificate revocation list is released from the respective CA for everybody.
This revocation mechanism is used to invalidate previously issued personal Type-I user certificates.
The effect of this revocation is that the (single) eWallet using that previously released user
certificate will be unable to transfer eCoins anymore. The user of such an eWallet has to acquire a
new one.
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9.4.3

Commercial User Certs Type-II
Name
Type
Version
DTStamp

Cert.

Name of a user certificate, max. 20 characters
CERT-TYPE-II [certificate for checking the signature identity of a Castor] (8 bit)
Version number 1 [16-bit unsigned integer describing the data object version]
YYMMDDHHMMSSZ [UTCTIME as Date & Time stamp for the time of generation] (64 bit)
CertificateFormatVersion
Version number 3
CertificateSerialNumber
Serial number 12345678 [128-bit size]
AlgorithmID
CFV bit-array based definition
KS:CA:TYPE-II,pub
PublicKey
key part for authentication purposes.
AlgorithmID
CFV bit-array based definition
KD:CA:Type-II,pub
PublicKey
key part for decryption purposes.
Keys.
AlgorithmID
CFV bit-array based definition (128 bit)
KS:User:TYPE-II,pub
PublicKey
key part for authentication purposes.
AlgorithmID
CFV bit-array based definition (128 bit)
KQs:CA
PublicKey
A public static PK part for (hybrid) DLC key exchange/agreement schemes.
URL=
http://www.MySign.com [WebSiteAddress, 64 Chars, ISO 646 String]
Email=
Info@MySign.com [EmailAddress, 64 Chars, ISO 646 String]
X509.
DNS=
MySign.com.root.user [DNS Network name] (64 bit)
IP=
2001:0db8:85a3:08d3:1319:8a2e:0370:7334 [IPv6]
C=
US [ISO 3166 country code] (5*8 bit)
IssuerX500Name.
SP=
Ohio, Lorain County [State or Province] (16 bit)
O=
MySign Trust Network Ltd. [Organization, 64 Chars, ISO 646 String]
OU=
MySign Headquarter [OrganizationalUnitName, 64 Chars, ISO 646 String]
CN=
Secretary of Certification Authorities [CommonName, 64 Chars, ISO 646 String]
L=
2075 Grafton [Locality, 64 Chars, ISO 646 String]
ST=
South Avon Belden Road 13 [StreetAddress, 64 Chars, ISO 646 String]
notBefore
YYMMDDHHMMSSZ [UTCTIME] (64 bit)
ValidityPeriod.
notAfter
YYMMDDHHMMSSZ [UTCTIME] (64 bit)
IssuerUniqueIdentifier
Exmpl.: MySign Certification Authority (CA) Local Issuing Service for a single (DE) country
SubjectUniqueIdentifier
Exmpl.: Owner of this certificate is a fairCASH eWallet identified under PUDI public key part
ASYMCIPHER
128-bit, Public Key Block Cipher Methods
COMP
128-bit, Lossless Compression Payload Methods
DIGEST
128-bit, One Way Message Digest and Cryptographic Hash Methods
DIGSIG
128-bit, Message Identification and Authentication Signature Methods
FCS
128-bit, Integrity Frame Checking Sequence Methods
CFV.
KEYDISTRI
128-bit, Interactive Authentic Key Management and Exchange Methods
MACSIG
128-bit, Message Authentication Code Methods
PAD
128-bit, Padding Methods
RAND
128-bit, Random Bit Generation Methods
SYMCIPHER
128-bit, Secret Key Block Cipher with Mode of Operation Methods
Version
32-bit Identifier for the Domain Parameter Table
q
572-bits, field size, may be either an odd prime p or 2m, m is prime
FR
572-bits, basis used
a
576-bits, field element that define the curve equation
ECCDomainParamTable.
b
576-bits, field element that define the curve equation
SEED
160*2-bits, optimal string for randomly generated curve
G
572*2*2-bits, generating point, (xG, yG) of prime order on the curve
n
572-bits, order of the point G
h
32-bits, cofactor, equal to the order of the curve divided by n
AlgorithmID
CFV bit-array based definition (64 bit)
Signature.
DigestKey
Exmpl.: 7453 FDC5 AE52 063D AC4F … (572 bit)

Table 39: Example of a commercial user certificate of type CERT-TYPE-II.
Every eWallet owns a unique user certificate of the Type-I or Type-II style. They are issued by local
CAs. Without such a valid certificate, eWallets are unable to execute the fairCASH coreteleportation-protocol.
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9.4.4

CRL for Commercial User Certs Type-II

Name
Type
Version
DTStamp

CRL.

Name of a CRL file, max. 20 characters
CRL-TYPE-II [revocation list for CERT-TYPE-II]
Version number 1 [16-bit unsigned integer describing the data object version]
YYMMDDHHMMSSZ [UTCTIME as Date & Time stamp for the time of generation]
CRLFormatVersion
Version number 3
CRLSerialNumber
Serial number 12345678 [128-bit size]
URL=
http://www.MySign.com [WebSiteAddress, 64 Chars, ISO 646 String]
Email=
Info@MySign.com [EmailAddress, 64 Chars, ISO 646 String]
DNS=
MySign.com.root.user [DNS Network name]
IP=
2001:0db8:85a3:08d3:1319:8a2e:0370:7334 [IPv6]
C=
US [ISO 3166 country code]
IssuerX500Name.
SP=
Ohio, Lorain County [State or Province]
O=
MySign Trust Network Ltd. [Organization, 64 Chars, ISO 646 String]
OU=
MySign Headquarter [OrganizationalUnitName, 64 Chars, ISO 646 String]
X509.
CN=
Secretary of Certification Authorities [CommonName, 64 Chars, ISO 646 String]
L=
2075 Grafton [Locality, 64 Chars, ISO 646 String]
ST=
South Avon Belden Road 13 [StreetAddress, 64 Chars, ISO 646 String]
Today
YYMMDDHHMMSSZ [UTCTIME]
UpdateTimes.
NextTime
YYMMDDHHMMSSZ [UTCTIME]
RevokedCERTSerialNumber
Serial number 12345678 [128-bit size, reference to the revoked certificate]
RevokedCERTSerialNumber
Serial number 12345678 [128-bit size, reference to the revoked certificate]
RevokedCERTSerialNumber
Serial number 12345678 [128-bit size, reference to the revoked certificate]
…
…
RevokedCERTSerialNumber
Serial number 12345678 [128-bit size, reference to the revoked certificate]
RevokedCERTSerialNumber
Serial number 12345678 [128-bit size, reference to the revoked certificate]
AlgorithmID
CFV bit-array based definition
Signature.
DigestKey
Exmpl.: 7453 FDC5 AE52 063D AC4F …

Table 40: Example of a CA revocation list of type CRL-TYPE-II.
This style of CRL-TYPE-II certificate revocation list is released from the respective CA for
everybody. This revocation mechanism is used to invalidate previously issued commercial Type-II
user certificates. The effect of this revocation is that the (single) eWallet using that previously
released user-certificate will be unable to transfer eCoins anymore. The user of such an eWallet has
to acquire a new one.
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9.4.5

Cert.

CA Certificates Type-III
Name
Name of a CA certificate, max. 20 characters
Type
CERT-TYPE-III [certificate for checking the signature identity of this CA]
Version
Version number 1 [16-bit unsigned integer describing the data object version]
DTStamp
YYMMDDHHMMSSZ [UTCTIME as Date & Time stamp for the time of generation]
ProductID
128-bit product identifier (here fairCASH) with version and revision number
ProtocolID
128-bit protocol identifier (here fCCP teleportation) with version and revision number
LicenseID
128-bit license identifier (for fairCASH licensee)
X509.
CertificateFormatVersion
Version number 3
CertificateSerialNumber
Serial number 12345678 [128-bit size]
AlgorithmID
CFV bit-array based definition
KS:RCA:TYPE-III,pub
PublicKey
key part for authentication purposes.
AlgorithmID
CFV bit-array based definition
Keys.
KD:RCA:TYPE-III,pub
PublicKey
key part for decryption purposes.
AlgorithmID
CFV bit-array based definition
KQs:RCA
PublicKey
A public static PK part for (hybrid) DLC key exchange/agreement schemes.
URL=
http://www.fairCASH.org [WebSiteAddress, 64 Chars, ISO 646 String]
Email=
Info@fairCASH.org [EmailAddress, 64 Chars, ISO 646 String]
DNS=
fairCASH.org.root.user [DNS Network name]
IP=
2001:0db8:85a3:08d3:1319:8a2e:0370:7334 [IPv6]
C=
DE [ISO 3166 country code]
IssuerX500Name.
SP=
Schleswig-Holstein [State or Province]
O=
fairCASH Ltd. [Organization, 64 Chars, ISO 646 String]
OU=
fairCASH Headquarter [OrganizationalUnitName, 64 Chars, ISO 646 String]
CN=
Secretary of fairCASH Affaires [CommonName, 64 Chars, ISO 646 String]
L=
24118 Kiel [Locality, 64 Chars, ISO 646 String]
ST=
Hermann-Rodewald-Straße 3 [StreetAddress, 64 Chars, ISO 646 String]
notBefore
YYMMDDHHMMSSZ [UTCTIME]
ValidityPeriod.
notAfter
YYMMDDHHMMSSZ [UTCTIME]
IssuerUniqueIdentifier
Exmpl.: fairCASH Root Certification Authority (RCA) Central Issuing Service valid for all countries
SubjectUniqueIdentifier
Exmpl.: MySign Certification Authority (CA) Local Issuing Service valid for only a single (DE) country
Version
32-bit Identifier for the Domain Parameter Table
q
572-bits, field size, may be either an odd prime p or 2m, m is prime
FR
572-bits, basis used
a
576-bits, field element that define the curve equation
ECCDomainParamTable.
b
576-bits, field element that define the curve equation
SEED
160*2-bits, optimal string for randomly generated curve
G
572*2*2-bits, generating point, (xG, yG) of prime order on the curve
n
572-bits, order of the point G
h
32-bits, cofactor, equal to the order of the curve divided by n
AlgorithmID
CFV bit-array based definition
Signature.
DigestKey
Exmpl.: 7453 FDC5 AE52 063D AC4F …

Table 41: Example of a CA certificate of type CERT-TYPE-III.
This style of CERT-TYPE-III is released from RCA to every valid CA. Therefore, every authorized
fairCASH CA owns a unique certificate of this style. Without such a valid certificate, eWallets are
unable to identify the selected CA as being valid for the fairCASH system. It is used for certifying
CA issued CERT-TYPE-I/II certificates.
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9.4.6

CRL for CA Certs Type-III

Name
Type
Version
DTStamp

CRL.

Name of a CRL file, max. 20 characters
CRL-TYPE-III [revocation list for CERT-TYPE-III]
Version number 1 [16-bit unsigned integer describing the data object version]
YYMMDDHHMMSSZ [UTCTIME as Date & Time stamp for the time of generation]
CRLFormatVersion
Version number 3
CRLSerialNumber
Serial number 12345678 [128-bit size]
URL=
http://www.fairCASH.org [WebSiteAddress, 64 Chars, ISO 646 String]
Email=
Info@fairCASH.org [EmailAddress, 64 Chars, ISO 646 String]
DNS=
fairCASH.org.root.user [DNS Network name]
IP=
2001:0db8:85a3:08d3:1319:8a2e:0370:7334 [IPv6]
C=
DE [ISO 3166 country code]
IssuerX500Name.
SP=
Schleswig-Holstein [State or Province]
O=
fairCASH Ltd. [Organization, 64 Chars, ISO 646 String]
OU=
fairCASH Headquarter [OrganizationalUnitName, 64 Chars, ISO 646 String]
X509.
CN=
Secretary of fairCASH Affaires [CommonName, 64 Chars, ISO 646 String]
L=
24118 Kiel [Locality, 64 Chars, ISO 646 String]
ST=
Hermann-Rodewald-Straße 3 [StreetAddress, 64 Chars, ISO 646 String]
Today
YYMMDDHHMMSSZ [UTCTIME]
UpdateTimes.
NextTime
YYMMDDHHMMSSZ [UTCTIME]
RevokedCERTSerialNumber
Serial number 12345678 [128-bit size, reference to the revoked certificate]
RevokedCERTSerialNumber
Serial number 12345678 [128-bit size, reference to the revoked certificate]
RevokedCERTSerialNumber
Serial number 12345678 [128-bit size, reference to the revoked certificate]
…
…
RevokedCERTSerialNumber
Serial number 12345678 [128-bit size, reference to the revoked certificate]
RevokedCERTSerialNumber
Serial number 12345678 [128-bit size, reference to the revoked certificate]
AlgorithmID
CFV bit-array based definition
Signature.
DigestKey
Exmpl.: 7453 FDC5 AE52 063D AC4F …

Table 42: Example of an RCA revocation list of type CRL-TYPE-III.
This style of CRL-TYPE-III certificate revocation list is released from the RCA for everybody. This
revocation mechanism is used to invalidate previously issued CERT-TYPE-III certificates. The effect
of this revocation is that all certificates issued from this CA institution will be invalidated. All
eWallets operating under a Type-I or Type-II user certificate released by such a CA will be unable
to transfer eCoins anymore. They have to acquire new user certificates.
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9.4.7

Cert.

eMint Certificates Type-IV
Name
Name of an eMint certificate, max. 20 characters
Type
CERT-TYPE-IV [certificate for checking Type-VII CERTs of this eMint]
Version
Version number 1 [16-bit unsigned integer describing the data object version]
DTStamp
YYMMDDHHMMSSZ [UTCTIME as Date & Time stamp for the time of generation]
ProductID
128-bit product identifier (here fairCASH) with version and revision number
ProtocolID
128-bit protocol identifier (here fCCP teleportation) with version and revision number
LicenseID
128-bit license identifier (for fairCASH licensee)
CertificateFormatVersion
Version number 3
CertificateSerialNumber
Serial number 12345678 [128-bit size]
AlgorithmID
CFV bit-array based definition
KS:RCA:TYPE-IV,pub
PublicKey
key part for authentication purposes.
AlgorithmID
CFV bit-array based definition
Keys.
KD:RCA:TYPE-IV,pub
PublicKey
key part for decryption purposes.
AlgorithmID
CFV bit-array based definition
KQs:RCA
PublicKey
A public static PK part for (hybrid) DLC key exchange/agreement schemes.
URL=
http://www.fairCASH.org [WebSiteAddress, 64 Chars, ISO 646 String]
Email=
Info@fairCASH.org [EmailAddress, 64 Chars, ISO 646 String]
DNS=
fairCASH.org.root.user [DNS Network name]
X509.
IP=
2001:0db8:85a3:08d3:1319:8a2e:0370:7334 [IPv6]
C=
DE [ISO 3166 country code]
IssuerX500Name.
SP=
Schleswig-Holstein [State or Province]
O=
fairCASH Ltd. [Organization, 64 Chars, ISO 646 String]
OU=
fairCASH Headquarter [OrganizationalUnitName, 64 Chars, ISO 646 String]
CN=
Secretary of fairCASH Affaires [CommonName, 64 Chars, ISO 646 String]
L=
24118 Kiel [Locality, 64 Chars, ISO 646 String]
ST=
Hermann-Rodewald-Straße 3 [StreetAddress, 64 Chars, ISO 646 String]
notBefore
YYMMDDHHMMSSZ [UTCTIME]
ValidityPeriod.
notAfter
YYMMDDHHMMSSZ [UTCTIME]
IssuerUniqueIdentifier
Exmpl.: fairCASH Root Certification Authority (RCA) Central Issuing Service valid for all countries
SubjectUniqueIdentifier
Exmpl.: Meine Bank Cash eMinting Authority (eMint) Local Issuing Service
Version
32-bit Identifier for the Domain Parameter Table
q
572-bits, field size, may be either an odd prime p or 2m, m is prime
FR
572-bits, basis used
a
576-bits, field element that define the curve equation
ECCDomainParamTable.
b
576-bits, field element that define the curve equation
SEED
160*2-bits, optimal string for randomly generated curve
G
572*2*2-bits, generating point, (xG, yG) of prime order on the curve
n
572-bits, order of the point G
h
32-bits, cofactor, equal to the order of the curve divided by n
AlgorithmID
CFV bit-array based definition
Signature.
DigestKey
Exmpl.: 7453 FDC5 AE52 063D AC4F …

Table 43: Example of an eMint certificate of type CERT-TYPE-IV.
This style of CERT-TYPE-IV is released from RCA to every valid eMint. Therefore, every authorized
fairCASH eMint organization owns a unique certificate of this style. Without such a valid certificate,
eWallets are unable to identify the selected eMint as being valid for the fairCASH system. It is used
for checking eMint issued CERT-TYPE-VII certificates and the list of currency editions.
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9.4.8

CRL for eMint Certs Type-IV

Name
Type
Version
DTStamp

CRL.

Name of a CRL file, max. 20 characters
CRL-TYPE-IV [revocation list for CERT-TYPE-IV]
Version number 1 [16-bit unsigned integer describing the data object version]
YYMMDDHHMMSSZ [UTCTIME as Date & Time stamp for the time of generation]
CRLFormatVersion
Version number 3
CRLSerialNumber
Serial number 12345678 [128-bit size]
URL=
http://www.fairCASH.org [WebSiteAddress, 64 Chars, ISO 646 String]
Email=
Info@fairCASH.org [EmailAddress, 64 Chars, ISO 646 String]
DNS=
fairCASH.org.root.user [DNS Network name]
IP=
2001:0db8:85a3:08d3:1319:8a2e:0370:7334 [IPv6]
C=
DE [ISO 3166 country code]
IssuerX500Name.
SP=
Schleswig-Holstein [State or Province]
O=
fairCASH Ltd. [Organization, 64 Chars, ISO 646 String]
OU=
fairCASH Headquarter [OrganizationalUnitName, 64 Chars, ISO 646 String]
X509.
CN=
Secretary of fairCASH Affaires [CommonName, 64 Chars, ISO 646 String]
L=
24118 Kiel [Locality, 64 Chars, ISO 646 String]
ST=
Hermann-Rodewald-Straße 3 [StreetAddress, 64 Chars, ISO 646 String]
Today
YYMMDDHHMMSSZ [UTCTIME]
UpdateTimes.
NextTime
YYMMDDHHMMSSZ [UTCTIME]
RevokedCERTSerialNumber
Serial number 12345678 [128-bit size, reference to the revoked certificate]
RevokedCERTSerialNumber
Serial number 12345678 [128-bit size, reference to the revoked certificate]
RevokedCERTSerialNumber
Serial number 12345678 [128-bit size, reference to the revoked certificate]
…
…
RevokedCERTSerialNumber
Serial number 12345678 [128-bit size, reference to the revoked certificate]
RevokedCERTSerialNumber
Serial number 12345678 [128-bit size, reference to the revoked certificate]
AlgorithmID
CFV bit-array based definition
Signature.
DigestKey
Exmpl.: 7453 FDC5 AE52 063D AC4F …

Table 44: Example of an RCA revocation list of type CRL-TYPE-IV.
This style of CRL-TYPE-IV certificate revocation list is released from the RCA for everybody. This
revocation mechanism is used to invalidate previously issued CERT-TYPE-IV certificates. The effect
of this revocation is that all certificates and signed objects (eCoins) issued from this eMint
institution will be invalidated. eCoins minted and released by this eMint institution cannot be
transferred any more.
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9.4.9

Product Root Certs Type-V
Name
Type
Version
DTStamp
ProductID
ProtocolID
LicenseID

Cert.

Name of a eWallet firmware certificate, max. 20 characters
CERT-TYPE-V [certificate for checking the firmware signature identity of an eWallet]
Version number 1 [16-bit unsigned integer describing the data object version]
YYMMDDHHMMSSZ [UTCTIME as Date & Time stamp for the time of generation]
128-bit product identifier (here fairCASH) with version and revision number
128-bit protocol identifier (here fCCP teleportation) with version and revision number
128-bit license identifier (for fairCASH licensee)
CertificateFormatVersion
Version number 3
CertificateSerialNumber
Serial number 12345678 [128-bit size]
AlgorithmID
CFV bit-array based definition
KS:RCA:TYPE-V,pub
PublicKey
key part for authentication purposes.
AlgorithmID
CFV bit-array based definition
KD:RCA:TYPE-V,pub
PublicKey
key part for decryption purposes.
AlgorithmID
CFV bit-array based definition (128 bit)
KD:FW:T1-API,pub
PublicKey
Trustled-Boot-Phase: API Check
AlgorithmID
CFV bit-array based definition
KD:FW:T1-IPL,pub
PublicKey
Trustled-Boot-Phase: IPL Check
AlgorithmID
CFV bit-array based definition
KD:FW:T1-LIC,pub
PublicKey
Trustled-Boot-Phase: License Check
AlgorithmID
CFV bit-array based definition
Keys.
KD:FW:T1-OS,pub
PublicKey
Trustled-Boot-Phase: OS-Check
AlgorithmID
CFV bit-array based definition (128 bit)
KD:FW:T2-API,pub
PublicKey
Trustled-Boot-Phase: API Check
AlgorithmID
CFV bit-array based definition
KD:FW:T2-IPL,pub
PublicKey
Trustled-Boot-Phase: IPL Check
AlgorithmID
CFV bit-array based definition
KD:FW:T2-LIC,pub
X509.
PublicKey
Trustled-Boot-Phase: License Check
AlgorithmID
CFV bit-array based definition
KD:FW:T2-OS,pub
PublicKey
Trustled-Boot-Phase: OS-Check
AlgorithmID
CFV bit-array based definition
KQs:RCA
PublicKey
A public static PK part for (hybrid) DLC key exchange/agreement schemes.
URL=
http://www.fairCASH.org [WebSiteAddress, 64 Chars, ISO 646 String]
Email=
Info@fairCASH.org [EmailAddress, 64 Chars, ISO 646 String]
DNS=
fairCASH.org.root.user [DNS Network name]
IP=
2001:0db8:85a3:08d3:1319:8a2e:0370:7334 [IPv6]
C=
DE [ISO 3166 country code]
IssuerX500Name.
SP=
Schleswig-Holstein [State or Province]
O=
fairCASH Ltd. [Organization, 64 Chars, ISO 646 String]
OU=
fairCASH Headquarter [OrganizationalUnitName, 64 Chars, ISO 646 String]
CN=
Secretary of fairCASH Affaires [CommonName, 64 Chars, ISO 646 String]
L=
24118 Kiel [Locality, 64 Chars, ISO 646 String]
ST=
Hermann-Rodewald-Straße 3 [StreetAddress, 64 Chars, ISO 646 String]
notBefore
YYMMDDHHMMSSZ [UTCTIME]
ValidityPeriod.
notAfter
YYMMDDHHMMSSZ [UTCTIME]
IssuerUniqueIdentifier
Exmpl.: fairCASH Root Certification Authority (RCA) Central Issuing Service valid for all countries
SubjectUniqueIdentifier
Exmpl.: Owner of this certificate is a fairCASH eWallet identified under PUDI/CASTOR-ID pk-part
ASYMCIPHER
128-bit, Public Key Block Cipher Methods
COMP
128-bit, Lossless Compression Payload Methods
DIGEST
128-bit, One Way Message Digest and Cryptographic Hash Methods
DIGSIG
128-bit, Message Identification and Authentication Signature Methods
FCS
128-bit, Integrity Frame Checking Sequence Methods
CFV.
KEYDISTRI
128-bit, Interactive Authentic Key Management and Exchange Methods
MACSIG
128-bit, Message Authentication Code Methods
PAD
128-bit, Padding Methods
RAND
128-bit, Random Bit Generation Methods
SYMCIPHER
128-bit, Secret Key Block Cipher with Mode of Operation Methods
Version
32-bit Identifier for the Domain Parameter Table
q
572-bits, field size, may be either an odd prime p or 2m, m is prime
FR
572-bits, basis used
a
576-bits, field element that define the curve equation
ECCDomainParamTable.
b
576-bits, field element that define the curve equation
SEED
160*2-bits, optimal string for randomly generated curve
G
572*2*2-bits, generating point, (xG, yG) of prime order on the curve
n
572-bits, order of the point G
h
32-bits, cofactor, equal to the order of the curve divided by n
AlgorithmID
CFV bit-array based definition
Signature.
DigestKey
Exmpl.: 7453 FDC5 AE52 063D AC4F …

Table 45: Example of an eWallet product firmware certificate of type CERT-TYPE-V.
This style of CERT-TYPE-V is released from RCA to every valid eWallet firmware image (the place of this
certificate is contained within the image). It is the validation at the fairCASH application level, a premise for any
fairCASH participation. Therefore, every authorized eWallet owns a unique certificate of this style. Without such
a valid certificate, eWallets are unable to identify themselves as valid and trustable members of the fairCASH
community. In such a case, no participation and communication with the Digital Cash exchange system and
other eWallets will be possible. It is used for checking and proving an eWallet authentic unique identity. The
base-CFV in this certificate is reflecting the firmware capabilities.
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9.4.10 CRL for eWallet Root Certs Type-V
Name
Type
Version
DTStamp

CRL.

Name of a CRL file, max. 20 characters
CRL-TYPE-V [revocation list for CERT-TYPE-V]
Version number 1 [16-bit unsigned integer describing the data object version]
YYMMDDHHMMSSZ [UTCTIME as Date & Time stamp for the time of generation]
CRLFormatVersion
Version number 3
CRLSerialNumber
Serial number 12345678 [128-bit size]
URL=
http://www.fairCASH.org [WebSiteAddress, 64 Chars, ISO 646 String]
Email=
Info@fairCASH.org [EmailAddress, 64 Chars, ISO 646 String]
DNS=
fairCASH.org.root.user [DNS Network name]
IP=
2001:0db8:85a3:08d3:1319:8a2e:0370:7334 [IPv6]
C=
DE [ISO 3166 country code]
IssuerX500Name.
SP=
Schleswig-Holstein [State or Province]
O=
fairCASH Ltd. [Organization, 64 Chars, ISO 646 String]
OU=
fairCASH Headquarter [OrganizationalUnitName, 64 Chars, ISO 646 String]
X509.
CN=
Secretary of fairCASH Affaires [CommonName, 64 Chars, ISO 646 String]
L=
24118 Kiel [Locality, 64 Chars, ISO 646 String]
ST=
Hermann-Rodewald-Straße 3 [StreetAddress, 64 Chars, ISO 646 String]
Today
YYMMDDHHMMSSZ [UTCTIME]
UpdateTimes.
NextTime
YYMMDDHHMMSSZ [UTCTIME]
RevokedCERTSerialNumber
Serial number 12345678 [128-bit size, reference to the revoked certificate]
RevokedCERTSerialNumber
Serial number 12345678 [128-bit size, reference to the revoked certificate]
RevokedCERTSerialNumber
Serial number 12345678 [128-bit size, reference to the revoked certificate]
…
…
RevokedCERTSerialNumber
Serial number 12345678 [128-bit size, reference to the revoked certificate]
RevokedCERTSerialNumber
Serial number 12345678 [128-bit size, reference to the revoked certificate]
AlgorithmID
CFV bit-array based definition
Signature.
DigestKey
Exmpl.: 7453 FDC5 AE52 063D AC4F …

Table 46: Example of an RCA revocation list of type CRL-TYPE-V.
This style of CRL-TYPE-V certificate revocation list is released from the RCA for everybody. This
revocation mechanism is used to invalidate previously issued eWallet product CERT-TYPE-V
certificates. The effect of this revocation is that eWallets concerning to this CRL will be invalidated.
They lose their entire functionality and are considered dead.
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9.4.11 RCA Certificates Type-VI
Name
Type
Version
DTStamp
ProductID
ProtocolID
LicenseID

Cert.

Name of the RCA Root certificate, max. 20 characters (20x8 bit)
CERT-TYPE-VI [certificate for checking the signature identity of an RCA] (8 bit)
Version number 1 [16-bit unsigned integer describing the data object version]
YYMMDDHHMMSSZ [UTCTIME as Date & Time stamp for the time of generation] (64 bit)
128-bit product identifier (here fairCASH) with version and revision number
128-bit protocol identifier (here fCCP teleportation) with version and revision number
128-bit license identifier (for fairCASH licensee)
CertificateFormatVersion
Version number 3 (8 bit)
CertificateSerialNumber
Serial number 12345678 [128-bit size]
AlgorithmID
CFV bit-array based definition
KS:CASTOR:PUDI,pub
PublicKey
key part for authentication purposes.
AlgorithmID
CFV bit-array based definition (128 bit)
KS:fairCASH:TYPE-VI,pub
PublicKey
key part for authentication purposes.
AlgorithmID
CFV bit-array based definition (128 bit)
Keys.
KD:fairCASH:TYPE-VI,pub
PublicKey
key part for decryption purposes.
AlgorithmID
CFV bit-array based definition
KQs:fairCASH
PublicKey
A public static PK part for (hybrid) DLC key exchange/agreement management schemes.
AlgorithmID
CFV bit-array based definition
KQs:CASTOR
PublicKey
A public static PK part for (hybrid) DLC key exchange/agreement management schemes.
URL=
http://www.fairCASH.org [WebSiteAddress, 64 Chars, ISO 646 String]
X509.
Email=
Info@fairCASH.org [EmailAddress, 64 Chars, ISO 646 String]
DNS=
fairCASH.org.root.user [DNS Network name] (64*8 bit)
IP=
2001:0db8:85a3:08d3:1319:8a2e:0370:7334 [IPv6] (128 bit)
C=
DE [ISO 3166 country code] (5*8 bit)
IssuerX500Name.
SP=
Schleswig-Holstein [State or Province] (16 bit)
O=
fairCASH Ltd. [Organization, 64 Chars, ISO 646 String]
OU=
fairCASH Headquarter [OrganizationalUnitName, 64 Chars, ISO 646 String]
CN=
Secretary of fairCASH Affaires [CommonName, 64 Chars, ISO 646 String]
L=
24118 Kiel [Locality, 64 Chars, ISO 646 String]
ST=
Hermann-Rodewald-Straße 3 [StreetAddress, 64 Chars, ISO 646 String]
notBefore
YYMMDDHHMMSSZ [UTCTIME] (64 bit)
ValidityPeriod.
notAfter
YYMMDDHHMMSSZ [UTCTIME] (64 bit)
IssuerUniqueIdentifier
Exmpl.: fairCASH Root Certification Authority (RCA) Central Issuing Service valid for all countries (64 bit)
SubjectUniqueIdentifier
Exmpl.: fairCASH Root Certification Authority (RCA) Central Issuing Service valid for all countries (64 bit)
ASYMCIPHER
128-bit, Public Key Block Cipher Methods
COMP
128-bit, Lossless Compression Payload Methods
DIGEST
128-bit, One Way Message Digest and Cryptographic Hash Methods
DIGSIG
128-bit, Message Identification and Authentication Signature Methods
FCS
128-bit, Integrity Frame Checking Sequence Methods
CFV.
KEYDISTRI
128-bit, Interactive Authentic Key Management and Exchange Methods
MACSIG
128-bit, Message Authentication Code Methods
PAD
128-bit, Padding Methods
RAND
128-bit, Random Bit Generation Methods
SYMCIPHER
128-bit, Secret Key Block Cipher with Mode of Operation Methods
Creation
64-bits, when (Date, Time) was the eWallet created
Revision
64-bits, revision code
Expiry
64-bits, when (Date, Time) will the eWallet be expired
Model
32-bits, identity info about the eWallet model code
Info.
Manufacturer
32-bits id about the eWallet manufacturer (not the CASTOR chip)
ReleaseCode
Release identification as version/revision code
SerialCode
Identify uniquely the eWallet
CLC
128-bits ‘eWallet License-Code’ , identify uniquely the licensee of the product
Creation
64-bits, when (Date, Time) was the CASTOR chip created
Revision
64-bits, revision code
Model
32-bits, identity info about the CASTOR chip model code
CASTOR.
Manufacturer
32-bits id about the silicon chip manufacturer
eWallet.
ReleaseCode
Release identification as version/revision code
SerialCode
Identify uniquely the CASTOR-Chip
CLC
128-bits ‘CASTOR License-Code’ , identify uniquely the licensee of the product
Creation
64-bits, when (Date, Time) was the PCB created
Revision
64-bits, revision code
PCB.
Model
32-bits, identity info about the PCB model code
Manufacturer
32-bits id about the PCB manufacturer
ReleaseCode
Release identification as version/revision code
Bluetooth
128-bits [IEEE 48-bit or Registered Extended], Organizationally Unique Identifier (OUI)
WLAN WiFi
128-bits [IEEE 48-bit or Registered Extended], Organizationally Unique Identifier (OUI)
NIC.
RFIDNFC
128-bits [IEEE 48-bit or Registered Extended], Organizationally Unique Identifier (OUI)
USB
128-bits [IEEE 48-bit or Registered Extended], Organizationally Unique Identifier (OUI)
Ethernet
128-bits [IEEE 48-bit or Registered Extended], Organizationally Unique Identifier (OUI)
Version
32-bit Identifier for the Domain Parameter Table
q
572-bits, field size, may be either an odd prime p or 2m, m is prime
FR
572-bits, basis used
a
576-bits, field element that define the curve equation
ECCDomainParamTable.
b
576-bits, field element that define the curve equation
SEED
160*2-bits, optimal string for randomly generated curve
G
572*2*2-bits, generating point, (xG, yG) of prime order on the curve
n
572-bits, order of the point G
h
32-bits, cofactor, equal to the order of the curve divided by n
AlgorithmID
CFV bit-array based definition (128 bit)
Signature.
DigestKey
Exmpl.: 7453 FDC5 AE52 063D AC4F …

Table 47: Example of an fairCASH Root certificate of type CERT-TYPE-VI.
This style of CERT-TYPE-VI is released from the fairCASH organization during the hardware
serialization, validation and certification. It represents the validated physical capabilities and
fitness of the eWallet. It is the final headstone of the production process. It is used for checking
and proving a CASTOR authentic family identity. The base-CFV in this certificate is reflecting the
hardware capabilities.
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9.4.12 CRL for fairCASH Root Type-VI
Name
Type
Version
DTStamp

CRL.

Name of a CRL file, max. 20 characters
CRL-TYPE-VI [revocation list for CERT-TYPE-VI]
Version number 1 [16-bit unsigned integer describing the data object version]
YYMMDDHHMMSSZ [UTCTIME as Date & Time stamp for the time of generation]
CRLFormatVersion
Version number 3
CRLSerialNumber
Serial number 12345678 [128-bit size]
URL=
http://www.fairCASH.org [WebSiteAddress, 64 Chars, ISO 646 String]
Email=
Info@fairCASH.org [EmailAddress, 64 Chars, ISO 646 String]
DNS=
fairCASH.org.root.user [DNS Network name]
IP=
2001:0db8:85a3:08d3:1319:8a2e:0370:7334 [IPv6]
C=
DE [ISO 3166 country code]
IssuerX500Name.
SP=
Schleswig-Holstein [State or Province]
X509.
O=
fairCASH Ltd. [Organization, 64 Chars, ISO 646 String]
OU=
fairCASH Headquarter [OrganizationalUnitName, 64 Chars, ISO 646 String]
CN=
Secretary of fairCASH Affaires [CommonName, 64 Chars, ISO 646 String]
L=
24118 Kiel [Locality, 64 Chars, ISO 646 String]
ST=
Hermann-Rodewald-Straße 3 [StreetAddress, 64 Chars, ISO 646 String]
Today
YYMMDDHHMMSSZ [UTCTIME]
UpdateTimes.
NextTime
YYMMDDHHMMSSZ [UTCTIME]
RevokedCERTSerialNumber
Serial number 12345678 [128-bit size, reference to the revoked certificate]
AlgorithmID
CFV bit-array based definition
Signature.
DigestKey
Exmpl.: 7453 FDC5 AE52 063D AC4F …

Table 48: Example of an fairCASH system-revocation-list of type CRL-TYPE-VI.
This style of CRL-TYPE-VI certificate revocation list is NEVER EVER released from the fairCASH
organization. Such a release invalidates the whole fairCASH universe. The effect of this revocation
is that EVERYTHING will be permanently invalidated. The system will collapse and is considered
dead.
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9.4.13 eMint Batch Production Certificates Type-VII
Name
Type
Version
DTStamp
Serial.

Cert.

Name of an eMint batch production-currency-certificate, max. 20 characters
CERT-TYPE-VII-001 [certificate for checking the signature identity of own minted eCoins
Version number 1 [16-bit unsigned integer describing the data object version]
YYMMDDHHMMSSZ [UTCTIME as Date & Time stamp for the time of generation]
128-bit serial number of the EMint Root Certificate [CERT-TYPE-IV]
CertificateFormatVersion
Version number 3
CertificateSerialNumber
Serial number 12345678 [128-bit size]
AlgorithmID
CFV bit-array based definition
KS:eMint:CurrList,pub
PublicKey
key part for authentication purposes.
AlgorithmID
CFV bit-array based definition
KS:eMint:TYPE-VII,pub
PublicKey
key part for authentication purposes.
AlgorithmID
CFV bit-array based definition
Keys.
KS:eMINT:TYPE-VIII,pub
PublicKey
key part for authentication purposes.
AlgorithmID
CFV bit-array based definition
KD:eMint:TYPE-VII,pub
PublicKey
key part for decryption purposes.
AlgorithmID
CFV bit-array based definition
KQs:eMint
PublicKey
A public static PK part for (hybrid) DLC key exchange/agreement schemes.
URL=
http://www.DeutscheBank.de [WebSiteAddress, 64 Chars, ISO 646 String]
X509.
Email=
fairCASH@DeutscheBank.de [EmailAddress, 64 Chars, ISO 646 String]
DNS=
DeutscheBankAG.de.root.customer [DNS Network name]
IP=
2001:0db8:85a3:08d3:1319:8a2e:0370:7334 [IPv6]
C=
DE [ISO 3166 country code]
IssuerX500Name.
SP=
Hessen [State or Province]
O=
Meine Bank AG [Organization, 64 Chars, ISO 646 String]
OU=
Meine Bank Headquarter [OrganizationalUnitName, 64 Chars, ISO 646 String]
CN=
Chair of Supervisory Board [CommonName, 64 Chars, ISO 646 String]
L=
60325 Frankfurt am Main [Locality, 64 Chars, ISO 646 String]
ST=
Taunusanlage 12 [StreetAddress, 64 Chars, ISO 646 String]
notBefore
YYMMDDHHMMSSZ [UTCTIME]
ValidityPeriod.
notAfter
YYMMDDHHMMSSZ [UTCTIME]
IssuerUniqueIdentifier
Exmpl.: Meine Bank Cash eMinting Authority (eMint) Local Issuing Service
SubjectUniqueIdentifier
Exmpl.: Meine Bank Cash eMinting Authority (eMint) Local Issuing Service
ID
Identification of an eCoin batch, max. 20 characters {optional information}
CurrencyID
Three character code (e.g. EUR)
LegalTender
Yes/No: is this “have to” trust money, legalized from the government? {optional information}
CodeDatabase
Identification of financial institution internal MSDB, max. 20 characters {optional information}
First
128-bit unsigned integer {optional information}
Serial.
Last
128-bit unsigned integer {optional information}
0.01
128-bit unsigned integer {optional information}
0.02
128-bit unsigned integer {optional information}
0.05
128-bit unsigned integer {optional information}
0.10
128-bit unsigned integer {optional information}
0.20
128-bit unsigned integer {optional information}
0.50
128-bit unsigned integer {optional information}
Batch.
1
128-bit unsigned integer {optional information}
2
128-bit unsigned integer {optional information}
DenominationTableQuantity.
5
128-bit unsigned integer {optional information}
10
128-bit unsigned integer {optional information}
20
128-bit unsigned integer {optional information}
50
128-bit unsigned integer {optional information}
100
128-bit unsigned integer {optional information}
200
128-bit unsigned integer {optional information}
500
128-bit unsigned integer {optional information}
1000
128-bit unsigned integer {optional information}
TotalAmount
128-bit unsigned integer {optional information}
FullTransferability
YYMMDDHHMMSSZ [UTCTIME]
ExpirationLifeEnd.
LimitedTransferability
YYMMDDHHMMSSZ [UTCTIME]
Version
32-bit Identifier for the Domain Parameter Table
q
572-bits, field size, may be either an odd prime p or 2m, m is prime
FR
572-bits, basis used
a
576-bits, field element that define the curve equation
ECCDomainParamTable.
b
576-bits, field element that define the curve equation
SEED
160*2-bits, optimal string for randomly generated curve
G
572*2*2-bits, generating point, (xG, yG) of prime order on the curve
n
572-bits, order of the point G
h
32-bits, cofactor, equal to the order of the curve divided by n
AlgorithmID
CFV bit-array based definition
Signature.
DigestKey
Exmpl.: 7453 FDC5 AE52 063D AC4F …

Table 49: Example of an eMint currency batch-production-certificate of type CERT-TYPE-VII.
This style of self-certified currency certificate is released from an eMint to everybody. Every eMint
can issue as many different currencies as it wants. For every production-batch of eCoins a new
certificate of this type has to be published. This mechanism is necessary, because of the ageingmechanism for transferability. The eMint will release new production batches of eCoins to replace
the old ones in a regular manner. These certificates will be removed from the public data repository
of the eMint after the last referenced eCoin has lost its transferability. It is expected, that there is
always a bunch of CERT-TYPE-VII currency-certificates associated and contemporaneously available
from every single eMint.
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9.4.14 CRL for eMint Batch Production Certs Type-VII
Name
Type
Version
DTStamp

CRL.

Name of a CRL file, max. 20 characters
CRL-TYPE-VII [revocation list for CERT-TYPE-VII]
Version number 1 [16-bit unsigned integer describing the data object version]
YYMMDDHHMMSSZ [UTCTIME as Date & Time stamp for the time of generation]
CRLFormatVersion
Version number 3
CRLSerialNumber
Serial number 12345678 [128-bit size]
URL=
http://www.DeutscheBank.de [WebSiteAddress, 64 Chars, ISO 646 String]
Email=
Cash@DeutscheBank.de [EmailAddress, 64 Chars, ISO 646 String]
DNS=
DeutscheBankAG.de.root.customer [DNS Network name]
IP=
2001:0db8:85a3:08d3:1319:8a2e:0370:7334 [IPv6]
C=
DE [ISO 3166 country code]
IssuerX500Name.
SP=
Hessen [State or Province]
O=
Meine Bank AG [Organization, 64 Chars, ISO 646 String]
OU=
Meine Bank Headquarter [OrganizationalUnitName, 64 Chars, ISO 646 String]
X509.
CN=
Chair of Supervisory Board [CommonName, 64 Chars, ISO 646 String]
L=
60325 Frankfurt am Main [Locality, 64 Chars, ISO 646 String]
ST=
Taunusanlage 12 [StreetAddress, 64 Chars, ISO 646 String]
Today
YYMMDDHHMMSSZ [UTCTIME]
UpdateTimes.
NextTime
YYMMDDHHMMSSZ [UTCTIME]
RevokedCERTSerialNumber
Serial number 12345678 [128-bit size, reference to the revoked certificate]
RevokedCERTSerialNumber
Serial number 12345678 [128-bit size, reference to the revoked certificate]
RevokedCERTSerialNumber
Serial number 12345678 [128-bit size, reference to the revoked certificate]
…
…
RevokedCERTSerialNumber
Serial number 12345678 [128-bit size, reference to the revoked certificate]
RevokedCERTSerialNumber
Serial number 12345678 [128-bit size, reference to the revoked certificate]
AlgorithmID
CFV bit-array based definition
Signature.
DigestKey
Exmpl.: 7453 FDC5 AE52 063D AC4F …

Table 50: Example of an eMint batch-production revocation-list of type CRL-TYPE-VII.
This style of certification revocation list CRL-TYPE-VII is self-released from the respective eMint for
everybody. This revocation-mechanism is used to invalidate previously self-issued CERT-TYPE-VII
currency batch-production-certificates. There is only a single current CRL file per eMint. The effect
of this revocation is that all eCoins concerning to the revoked production-batches are invalidated.
All eCoins of that batch lose their transferability. Such a revocation will be a standard procedure for
the eMint after all eCoins of that batch lost already their transferability over time.
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9.4.15 eCoins, digital signed eToken (Type-VIII)

eCoin.

Type
Version
CurrencyID
Value
GUID
Serial.
Signature.

DIGITAL-VALUE-TOKEN [electronic coin]
Version number 1 [16-bit unsigned integer describing the data object version]
Three character code (e.g. EUR)
Atomic value reference to the denomination table (8 bit)
Globally Unique Identifier, 128-bit [eCoin serial number]
128-bit serial number of the Batch Production Certificate [CERT-TYPE-VII-001]
AlgorithmID
CFV bit-array based definition
DigestKey
Exmpl.: 7453 FDC5 AE52 063D AC4F …

Table 51: Example of a digital eCoin used in the fairCASH system.
eCoins are the central electronic token value objects digital signed by the issuer (eMint). They do
not carry any certificate, because it is not requisite. They are administrated under the Type-VIII.
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9.4.16 CRL for eCoins (Type-VIII)
Name
Type
Version
DTStamp

Cert.

Name of an eMint eCoin revocation list (CRL), max. 20 characters
CSL-TYPE-VIII [revocation list for self-minted eCoins]
Version number 1 [16-bit unsigned integer describing the data object version]
YYMMDDHHMMSSZ [UTCTIME as Date & Time stamp for the time of generation]
CoinStopListFormatVersion
Version number 1
CoinStopListSerialNumber
Serial number 12345678 [128-bit size]
URL=
http://www.DeutscheBank.de [WebSiteAddress, 64 Chars, ISO 646 String]
Email=
Cash@DeutscheBank.de [EmailAddress, 64 Chars, ISO 646 String]
DNS=
DeutscheBankAG.de.root.customer [DNS Network name]
IP=
2001:0db8:85a3:08d3:1319:8a2e:0370:7334 [IPv6]
C=
DE [ISO 3166 country code]
IssuerX500Name.
SP=
Hessen [State or Province]
O=
Meine Bank AG [Organization, 64 Chars, ISO 646 String]
OU=
Meine Bank Headquarter [OrganizationalUnitName, 64 Chars, ISO 646 String]
CN=
Chair of Supervisory Board [CommonName, 64 Chars, ISO 646 String]
X509.
L=
60325 Frankfurt am Main [Locality, 64 Chars, ISO 646 String]
ST=
Taunusanlage 12 [StreetAddress, 64 Chars, ISO 646 String]
Today
YYMMDDHHMMSSZ [UTCTIME]
UpdateTimes.
NextTime
YYMMDDHHMMSSZ [UTCTIME]
RevokedCoinSerial
Serial number 12345678 [128-bit size, reference to the revoked eCoin]
RevokedCoinSerial
Serial number 12345678 [128-bit size, reference to the revoked eCoin]
RevokedCoinSerial
Serial number 12345678 [128-bit size, reference to the revoked eCoin]
…
…
RevokedCoinSerial
Serial number 12345678 [128-bit size, reference to the revoked eCoin]
RevokedCoinSerial
Serial number 12345678 [128-bit size, reference to the revoked eCoin]
AlgorithmID
CFV bit-array based definition
Signature.
DigestKey
Exmpl.: 7453 FDC5 AE52 063D AC4F …

Table 52: Example of an eCoin revocation list of type CRL-TYPE-VIII.
This style of eCoin revocation CRL-TYPE-VIII is self-released from the respective eMint for
everybody. This revocation mechanism is used to invalidate previously self-issued eCoins. There is
only one single CRL-file per currency edition issued by an eMint. The effect of this revocation is that
all eCoins concerning to this list are invalidated. They lose their transferability. The affected
eWallets users have to contact the eMint for further clarification.
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9.4.17 List of CAs
Name
Type
Version
DTStamp

List of CAs.

The name of this LIST-OF-CAs-FILE
LIST-OF-CAs [global list of all accredited fairCASH CA organizations available]
Version number 1 [16-bit unsigned integer describing the data object version]
YYMMDDHHMMSSZ [UTCTIME as Date & Time stamp for the time of generation]
C=
US [ISO 3166 country code]
[0001]
URL=
http://www.MySign.us [WebSiteAddress, 64 Chars, ISO 646 String]
DNS=
MySign.us.root.user [DNS Network name]
C=
AU [ISO 3166 country code]
[0002]
URL=
http://www.MySign.au [WebSiteAddress, 64 Chars, ISO 646 String]
DNS=
MySign.au.root.user [DNS Network name]
C=
CN [ISO 3166 country code]
[0003]
URL=
http://www.MySign.cn [WebSiteAddress, 64 Chars, ISO 646 String]
DNS=
MySign.cn.root.user [DNS Network name]
…
…
…
AlgorithmID
CFV bit-array based definition
Signature.
DigestKey
Exmpl.: 7453 FDC5 AE52 063D AC4F …

Table 53: Example of a ‘List of CAs’ database repository.
To help an eWallet finding his relevant CA, the fairCASH organization supplies a ‘List of CAs’
database repository. It is a single list containing all accredited CA organizations available in the
whole fairCASH system available to the public. The user of an eWallet has to choose his national CA
to obtain a user certificate Type-I/II in the next step. This single list is maintained by the fairCASHorganization.
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9.4.18 List of RCA

List of RCA.

Name
Type
Version
DTStamp

The name of this LIST-OF-RCA-FILE
LIST-OF-RCA [global list of the accredited fairCASH RCA organization available]
Version number 1 [16-bit unsigned integer describing the data object version]
YYMMDDHHMMSSZ [UTCTIME as Date & Time stamp for the time of generation]
C=
US [ISO 3166 country code]
[0001]
URL=
http://www.MySign.us [WebSiteAddress, 64 Chars, ISO 646 String]
DNS=
MySign.us.root.user [DNS Network name]
AlgorithmID
CFV bit-array based definition
Signature.
DigestKey
Exmpl.: 7453 FDC5 AE52 063D AC4F …

Table 54: Example of a ‘List of RCA’ database repository.
To help an eWallet finding the RCA, the fairCASH organization supplies a ‘List of RCA’ database
repository. It is a single list containing the accredited RCA organization available in the whole
fairCASH system available to the public. The user of an eWallet has to contact this RCA to find the
CRL-TYPE-V certificate revocation list or other supplied materials. This single list is maintained by
the fairCASH-organization.
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9.4.19 List of eMints
Name
Type
Version
DTStamp

List of eMints.

The name of this LIST-OF-EMINTs-FILE
LIST-OF-EMINTs [global list of all accredited fairCASH eMint organizations available]
Version number 1 [16-bit unsigned integer describing the data object version]
YYMMDDHHMMSSZ [UTCTIME as Date & Time stamp for the time of generation]
C=
US [ISO 3166 country code]
[0001]
URL=
http://www.DeutscheBank.us [WebSiteAddress, 64 Chars, ISO 646 String]
DNS=
DeutscheBankAG.us.root.customer [DNS Network name]
C=
AU [ISO 3166 country code]
[0002]
URL=
http://www.DeutscheBank.au [WebSiteAddress, 64 Chars, ISO 646 String]
DNS=
DeutscheBankAG.au.root.customer [DNS Network name]
C=
CN [ISO 3166 country code]
[0003]
URL=
http://www.DeutscheBank.cn [WebSiteAddress, 64 Chars, ISO 646 String]
DNS=
DeutscheBankAG.cn.root.customer [DNS Network name]
…
…
…
AlgorithmID
CFV bit-array based definition
Signature.
DigestKey
Exmpl.: 7453 FDC5 AE52 063D AC4F …

Table 55: Example of a ‘List of eMints’ database repository.
To help an eWallet finding his relevant eMint, the fairCASH organization supplies a ‘List of eMints’
database repository. It is a single list containing all accredited eMint organizations available in the
whole fairCASH system available to the public. The user of an eWallet has to choose his eMint to
obtain the desired currency in the next step. This single list is maintained by the fairCASHorganization.
The currency issued by an eMint is NOT indicated within this list, because that is a ‘local eMint’
decision taken by that authority without the need of asking or informing other authorities for
cooperation.
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9.4.20 List of System Updates
Name
Type
Version
DTStamp

List of SysUpds.

The name of this LIST-OF-SYSTEM-UPDATEs-FILE
LIST-OF-SYSTEM-UPDATEs [global resource for eWallet relevant update objects (e.g. firmware, policies, …) available]
Version number 1 [16-bit unsigned integer describing the data object version]
YYMMDDHHMMSSZ [UTCTIME as Date & Time stamp for the time of generation]
ID
128-bit identity descriptor
Version
1 [16-bit unsigned integer describing the data object version]
Firmware
DTStamp
YYMMDDHHMMSSZ [UTCTIME as Date & Time stamp for the time of generation]
Image
[binary image file name]
ID
128-bit identity descriptor
Version
1 [16-bit unsigned integer describing the data object version]
Policy
DTStamp
YYMMDDHHMMSSZ [UTCTIME as Date & Time stamp for the time of generation]
Image
[binary image file name]
ID
128-bit identity descriptor
Version
1 [16-bit unsigned integer describing the data object version]
More to come
DTStamp
YYMMDDHHMMSSZ [UTCTIME as Date & Time stamp for the time of generation]
Image
[binary image file name]
…
…
…
AlgorithmID
CFV bit-array based definition
Signature.
DigestKey
Exmpl.: 7453 FDC5 AE52 063D AC4F …

Table 56: Example of a ‘List of System Updates’ database repository.
To keep eWallets up-to-date and as part of the security strategy, the fairCASH organization
supplies a ‘List of System Updates’ database repository. It is a single list containing always the
latest updates of eWallet relevant data objects available to the public. The user of an eWallet can
go here to participate with the latest developments and fix by downloading and auto-installing
these improvements. This single list and the respective binaries are maintained by the fairCASHorganization.
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9.4.21 List of Currency Editions
Name
Type
Version
DTStamp

List of Currencies.

The name of this LIST-OF-CURRENCY-EDITIONs-FILE
LIST-OF-CURRENCIE-EDITIONs [global list of all available currencies available by this eMint]
Version number 1 [16-bit unsigned integer describing the data object version]
YYMMDDHHMMSSZ [UTCTIME as Date & Time stamp for the time of generation]
ID
Three character code (e.g. EUR)
Name
Name of current eMint batch-production currency-certificate, max. 20 characters
Current batch
Identification of an eCoin batch, max. 20 characters {optional information}
Currency
CertType
CERT-TYPE-VII
CertificateSerialNumber
Serial number 12345678 [128-bit size]
DTStamp
YYMMDDHHMMSSZ [UTCTIME as Date & Time stamp for the first appearance]
ID
Three character code (e.g. USD)
Name
Name of current eMint batch-production currency-certificate, max. 20 characters
Current batch
Identification of an eCoin batch, max. 20 characters {optional information}
Currency
CertType
CERT-TYPE-VII
CertificateSerialNumber
Serial number 12345678 [128-bit size]
DTStamp
YYMMDDHHMMSSZ [UTCTIME as Date & Time stamp for the first appearance]
ID
Three character code (e.g. CHF)
Name
Name of current eMint batch-production currency-certificate, max. 20 characters
Current batch
Identification of an eCoin batch, max. 20 characters {optional information}
Currency
CertType
CERT-TYPE-VII
CertificateSerialNumber
Serial number 12345678 [128-bit size]
DTStamp
YYMMDDHHMMSSZ [UTCTIME as Date & Time stamp for the first appearance]
ID
Three character code (e.g. GBP)
Name
Name of current eMint batch-production currency-certificate, max. 20 characters
Current batch
Identification of an eCoin batch, max. 20 characters {optional information}
Currency
CertType
CERT-TYPE-VII
CertificateSerialNumber
Serial number 12345678 [128-bit size]
DTStamp
YYMMDDHHMMSSZ [UTCTIME as Date & Time stamp for the first appearance]
…
…
…
AlgorithmID
CFV bit-array based definition
Signature.
DigestKey
Exmpl.: 7453 FDC5 AE52 063D AC4F …

Table 57: Example of a ‘List of Currency Editions’ database repository.
To help an eWallet find the currency of interested, every eMint supplies a ‘List of Currency Editions’
database repository. It is a single list containing all currencies minted by this eMint available to the
public. A user of an eWallet has to choose the desired currency by loading the eMint batchproduction-certificate Type-VII (and their corresponding eCoins) in the next step. Such a single list
is maintained by every eMint-organization.
It is possible to have more than one currency batch simultaneously active under the same currency
ID.
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9.4.22 Control Challenges
Entity

Ctrl.

Challenge.

CRL

Principal identification for the challenges (e.g. Alice)
Version
1 [16-bit unsigned integer describing the data object version]
Type-I/II
DTStamp
YYMMDDHHMMSSZ [UTCTIME as Date & Time stamp for the time
Version
1 [16-bit unsigned integer describing the data object version]
Type-III
DTStamp
YYMMDDHHMMSSZ [UTCTIME as Date & Time stamp for the time
Version
1 [16-bit unsigned integer describing the data object version]
Type-IV
DTStamp
YYMMDDHHMMSSZ [UTCTIME as Date & Time stamp for the time
Version
1 [16-bit unsigned integer describing the data object version]
Type-V
DTStamp
YYMMDDHHMMSSZ [UTCTIME as Date & Time stamp for the time
Version
1 [16-bit unsigned integer describing the data object version]
Type-VII
DTStamp
YYMMDDHHMMSSZ [UTCTIME as Date & Time stamp for the time
Version
1 [16-bit unsigned integer describing the data object version]
Type-VIII
DTStamp
YYMMDDHHMMSSZ [UTCTIME as Date & Time stamp for the time

of generation]
of generation]
of generation]
of generation]
of generation]
of generation]

Table 58: Example of a challenge control object used in the fairCASH system.
Currently, only CRLs are prepaired to be distributed.
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9.4.23 Control Responses Type 1
Entity

Principal identification for the responses (e.g. Bob)
Status
NULL / OBJECT / REQUEST
Data
Transferred object or empty slot
Status
NULL / OBJECT / REQUEST
Type-III
Data
Transferred object or empty slot
Status
NULL / OBJECT / REQUEST
Type-IV
Data
Transferred object or empty slot
Status
NULL / OBJECT / REQUEST
Type-V
Data
Transferred object or empty slot
Status
NULL / OBJECT / REQUEST
Type-VII
Data
Transferred object or empty slot
Status
NULL / OBJECT / REQUEST
Type-VIII
Data
Transferred object or empty slot
Type-I/II

Ctrl.

Response_1.

CRL.

Table 59: Example of a challenge response Type 1 object used in the fairCASH system.
Currently, only CRLs are prepaired to be distributed.
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9.4.24 Control Responses Type 2
Entity

Ctrl.

Response_2.

CRL.

Principal identification for the responses (e.g. Alice)
Status
NULL / OBJECT
Type-I/II
Data
Transferred object or empty
Status
NULL / OBJECT
Type-III
Data
Transferred object or empty
Status
NULL / OBJECT
Type-IV
Data
Transferred object or empty
Status
NULL / OBJECT
Type-V
Data
Transferred object or empty
Status
NULL / OBJECT
Type-VII
Data
Transferred object or empty
Status
NULL / OBJECT
Type-VIII
Data
Transferred object or empty

slot
slot
slot
slot
slot
slot

Table 60: Example of a challenge response Type 2 object used in the fairCASH system.
Currently, only CRLs are prepaired to be distributed.
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9.4.25 ACK1-tickets
Type
Ack1.

ACK1-TICKET [protocol commitment and confirmation]
Proof
sA := Λ({X(TSID || DTCA || NONCE256bit)}KS:CASTOR:SUDI,prv)
Evidence.
AlgorithmID
CFV bit-array based definition
Signature.
DigestKey
Exmpl.: 7453 FDC5 AE52 063D AC4F …
AlgorithmID
CFV bit-array based definition
Signature.
DigestKey
Exmpl.: 7453 FDC5 AE52 063D AC4F …

Table 61: Example of an ACK1 ticket used in the fairCASH system.
The inner signature is generated using the private signing key of the internal product hardware
certificate of the eWallet (HSM) Type-VI. The outer signature is generated by the ACK1 ticket
transmitting eWallet using the private key referenced by the user certificate Type-I or Type-II.
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9.4.26 ACK2-tickets
Type
Ack2.

ACK2-TICKET [protocol commitment and confirmation]
Proof
sA := Λ({X(TSID || DTCB || NONCE256bit)}KS:CASTOR:SUDI,prv)
Evidence.
AlgorithmID
CFV bit-array based definition
Signature.
DigestKey
Exmpl.: 7453 FDC5 AE52 063D AC4F …
AlgorithmID
CFV bit-array based definition
Signature.
DigestKey
Exmpl.: 7453 FDC5 AE52 063D AC4F …

Table 62: Example of an ACK2 ticket used in the fairCASH system.
The inner signature is generated using the private signing key of the internal product hardware
certificate of the eWallet (HSM) Type-VI. The outer signature is generated by the ACK1 ticket
transmitting eWallet using the private key referenced by the user certificate Type-I or Type-II.
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9.4.27 ACK3-tickets
Type
Ack3.

ACK3-TICKET [protocol commitment and confirmation]
Proof
sA := Λ({X(TSID || DTCA || NONCE256bit)}KS:CASTOR:SUDI,prv)
Evidence.
AlgorithmID
CFV bit-array based definition
Signature.
DigestKey
Exmpl.: 7453 FDC5 AE52 063D AC4F …
AlgorithmID
CFV bit-array based definition
Signature.
DigestKey
Exmpl.: 7453 FDC5 AE52 063D AC4F …

Table 63: Example of an ACK3 ticket used in the fairCASH system.
The inner signature is generated using the private signing key of the internal product hardware
certificate of the eWallet (HSM) Type-VI. The outer signature is generated by the ACK1 ticket
transmitting eWallet using the private key referenced by the user certificate Type-I or Type-II.
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9.4.28 eDoc Type [I] Objects
Not all fields are filled within a valid transaction, some of them remain empty. Please refer for a
case specific view to the message specific figures of the eDoc containers (Figure 61 up to Figure
66). The following table presents the pre-flow outward form of the eDoc object.

eDoc[I].

TSID
Transaction session ID for this specific protocol run. Links this object to a transfer session. (32 bit)
Date
The (starting) date of the protocol run. (32 bit)
Time
The (starting) time of the protocol run. (32 bit)
Alice’s eWallet serial
Alice’s serial number of her eWallet. (256 bit)
Bob’s eWallet serial
Bob’s serial number of her eWallet. (256 bit)
eRequest.
Alice UserCertRef
Alice’s certification authority issued reference serial number of her user certificate. (128 bit)
Bob’s UserCertRef
Bob’s certification authority issued reference serial number of her user certificate. (128 bit)
HTML5 Script
Content, logic & visual presentation of the electronic request, incl. DFD-based keywords.
AlgorithmID.
Following our CFV bit-array based definition. (128 bit)
Signature.
DigestKey.
Exmpl.: 7453 FDC5 AE52 063D AC4F … (572 bit)
UserCertRef.
Alice’s certification authority issued reference serial number of her user certificate.
EntityRole.
Initiator or Responder.
WeakDealLockDelay
Negotiated weak deal timeout value only used within weak deals in minutes. (16 bit)
DealState
Deal or NoDeal.
Alice.
Null, ATO1, ATO2, ATO3, AA1a, AWC, AC2, AC3, AA1b, BTO1, BTO2, BTO3, BB1a,
FairnessState.
BWC, BC2, BC3, BB1b.
AlgorithmID.
Following our CFV bit-array based definition.
Signature.
DigestKey.
Exmpl.: 7453 FDC5 AE52 063D AC4F …
AlgorithmID.
Following our CFV bit-array based definition.
Signature
from Bob.
DigestKey.
Exmpl.: 7453 FDC5 AE52 063D AC4F …
EVI-tickets.
UserCertRef.
Bob’s certification authority issued reference serial number of her user certificate.
EntityRole.
Initiator or Responder.
WeakDealLockDelay
Negotiated weak deal timeout value only used within weak deals in minutes. (16 bit)
DealState
Deal or NoDeal.
Bob.
Null, ATO1, ATO2, ATO3, AA1a, AWC, AC2, AC3, AA1b, BTO1, BTO2, BTO3, BB1a,
FairnessState.
BWC, BC2, BC3, BB1b.
AlgorithmID.
Following our CFV bit-array based definition.
Signature.
DigestKey.
Exmpl.: 7453 FDC5 AE52 063D AC4F …
AlgorithmID.
Following our CFV bit-array based definition.
Signature
from Alice.
DigestKey.
Exmpl.: 7453 FDC5 AE52 063D AC4F …
[(xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy), (xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy)]
Alice
[(xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy), (xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy)]
(1200
… (up to 50 combinations) …
bit)
[(xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy), (xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy)]
RSL.
[(xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy), (xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy)]
Bob
[(xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy), (xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy)]
(1200
… (up to 50 combinations) …
bit)
[(xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy), (xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy)]

Table 64: Blueprint of the super structure for a complete eDoc[I] format object.
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9.4.29 eDoc Type [II] Objects
Not all fields are filled within a valid transaction, some of them remain empty. Please refer for a
case specific view to the message specific figures of the eDoc-containers (Figure 61 up to Figure
66). The following table presents the mid-flow outward form of the eDoc object.

eDoc[II].

TSID
Transaction session ID for this specific protocol run. Links this object to a transfer session.
Date
The (starting) date of the protocol run.
Time
The (starting) time of the protocol run.
Alice’s eWallet serial
Alice’s serial number of her eWallet.
Bob’s eWallet serial
Bob’s serial number of her eWallet.
eRequest.
Alice UserCertRef
Alice’s certification authority issued reference serial number of her user certificate.
Bob’s UserCertRef
Bob’s certification authority issued reference serial number of her user certificate.
HTML5 Script
Content, logic & visual presentation of the electronic request, incl. DFD-based keywords.
AlgorithmID.
Following our CFV bit-array based definition.
Signature.
DigestKey.
Exmpl.: 7453 FDC5 AE52 063D AC4F …
UserCertRef.
Alice’s certification authority issued reference serial number of her user certificate.
EntityRole.
Initiator or Responder.
WeakDealLockDelay
Negotiated weak deal timeout value in minutes. (16 bit)
DealState
Deal or NoDeal.
Alice.
Null, ATO1, ATO2, ATO3, AA1a, AWC, AC2, AC3, AA1b, BTO1, BTO2, BTO3, BB1a,
FairnessState.
BWC, BC2, BC3, BB1b.
AlgorithmID.
Following our CFV bit-array based definition.
Signature.
DigestKey.
Exmpl.: 7453 FDC5 AE52 063D AC4F …
AlgorithmID.
Following our CFV bit-array based definition.
Signature
from Bob
DigestKey.
Exmpl.: 7453 FDC5 AE52 063D AC4F …
EVI-tickets.
UserCertRef.
Bob’s certification authority issued reference serial number of her user certificate.
EntityRole.
Initiator or Responder.
WeakDealLockDelay
Negotiated weak deal timeout value in minutes. (16 bit)
DealState
Deal or NoDeal.
Bob.
Null, ATO1, ATO2, ATO3, AA1a, AWC, AC2, AC3, AA1b, BTO1, BTO2, BTO3, BB1a,
FairnessState.
BWC, BC2, BC3, BB1b.
AlgorithmID.
Following our CFV bit-array based definition.
Signature.
DigestKey.
Exmpl.: 7453 FDC5 AE52 063D AC4F …
AlgorithmID.
Following our CFV bit-array based definition.
Signature
from Alice
DigestKey.
Exmpl.: 7453 FDC5 AE52 063D AC4F …
[(xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy), (xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy)].
[(xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy), (xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy)].
Alice
… (up to 50 combinations) …
[(xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy), (xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy)].
RSL.
[(xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy), (xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy)].
[(xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy), (xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy)].
Bob
… (up to 50 combinations) …
[(xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy), (xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy)].
Selection.
Entity
Reference to selected combination.
Source Entity.
Alice or Bob. (8 bit)
Main
Serial Numbers.
SN, SN, SN, SN, SN, SN, … , SN, SN SN. (expectancy value 10 x 128 bit)
Secret
AlgorithmID.
Following our CFV bit-array based definition.
Serials
Signature.
DigestKey.
Exmpl.: 7453 FDC5 AE52 063D AC4F …

Table 65: Example of the super structure for a complete eDoc[II] format object.
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9.4.30 eDoc Type [III] Objects
Not all fields are filled within a valid transaction, some of them remain empty. Please refer for a
case specific view to the message specific figures of the eDoc containers (Figure 61 up to Figure
66). The following table presents the post-flow outward form of the eDoc-object.

eDoc[III].

TSID
Transaction session ID for this specific protocol run. Links this object to a transfer session.
Date
The (starting) date of the protocol run.
Time
The (starting) time of the protocol run.
Alice’s eWallet serial
Alice’s serial number of her eWallet.
Bob’s eWallet serial
Bob’s serial number of her eWallet.
eRequest.
Alice UserCertRef
Alice’s certification authority issued reference serial number of her user certificate.
Bob’s UserCertRef
Bob’s certification authority issued reference serial number of her user certificate.
HTML5 Script
Content, logic & visual presentation of the electronic request, incl. DFD-based keywords.
AlgorithmID.
Following our CFV bit-array based definition.
Signature.
DigestKey.
Exmpl.: 7453 FDC5 AE52 063D AC4F …
UserCertRef.
Alice’s certification authority issued reference serial number of her user certificate.
EntityRole.
Initiator or Responder.
WeakDealLockDelay
Negotiated weak deal timeout value in minutes. (16 bit)
DealState
Deal or NoDeal.
Alice.
Null, ATO1, ATO2, ATO3, AA1a, AWC, AC2, AC3, AA1b, BTO1, BTO2, BTO3, BB1a,
FairnessState.
BWC, BC2, BC3, BB1b.
AlgorithmID.
Following our CFV bit-array based definition.
Signature.
DigestKey.
Exmpl.: 7453 FDC5 AE52 063D AC4F …
AlgorithmID.
Following our CFV bit-array based definition.
Signature
from Bob.
DigestKey.
Exmpl.: 7453 FDC5 AE52 063D AC4F …
EVI-tickets.
UserCertRef.
Bob’s certification authority issued reference serial number of her user certificate.
EntityRole.
Initiator or Responder.
WeakDealLockDelay
Negotiated weak deal timeout value in minutes. (16 bit)
DealState
Deal or NoDeal.
Bob.
Null, ATO1, ATO2, ATO3, AA1a, AWC, AC2, AC3, AA1b, BTO1, BTO2, BTO3, BB1a,
FairnessState.
BWC, BC2, BC3, BB1b.
AlgorithmID.
Following our CFV bit-array based definition.
Signature.
DigestKey.
Exmpl.: 7453 FDC5 AE52 063D AC4F …
AlgorithmID.
Following our CFV bit-array based definition.
Signature
from Alice
DigestKey.
Exmpl.: 7453 FDC5 AE52 063D AC4F …
[(xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy), (xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy)].
[(xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy), (xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy)].
Alice
… (up to 50 combinations) …
[(xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy), (xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy)].
RSL.
[(xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy), (xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy)].
[(xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy), (xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy)].
Bob
… (up to 50 combinations) …
[(xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy), (xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy, xxx.yy)].
Selection.
Entity
Reference to selected combination.
Source Entity.
Alice or Bob.
Main
Serial Numbers.
SN, SN, SN, SN, SN, SN, … , SN, SN SN.
Secret
AlgorithmID.
Following our CFV bit-array based definition.
Serials.
Signature.
DigestKey.
Exmpl.: 7453 FDC5 AE52 063D AC4F …
HTML5 Script.
Content, logic and visual presentation of the electronic receipt, incl. DFD-based keywords.
Change Secret
Source Entity.
Bob or Alice. (8 bit)
Serials
eReceipt.
Serial Numbers.
SN, SN, SN, SN, SN, SN, … , SN, SN SN. (expectancy value 5 x 128 bit)
AlgorithmID.
Following our CFV bit-array based definition.
Signature.
DigestKey.
Exmpl.: 7453 FDC5 AE52 063D AC4F …

Table 66: Example of the super structure for a complete eDoc[III] format object.
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9.4.31 eDoc Keywords
The following keywords are already defined:
For Device/Payee Peer

PayeeID [Identification Code of Payee, can be UUID]

PayeeName [String Name of Payee]

PayeeURL [URL to Payee’s WEB Site]

PayeePurseMACIEEEidE-64 [Terminal MAC of Payee in IEEE E-64 notation]

AmountPayeeToPayer [Cash amount transferred from Payee to Payer]
For Device/Payer Peer

PayerID [Identification Code of Payer, can be UUID]

PayerName [String Name of Payer]

PayerURL [URL to Payer’s WEB Site]

PayerPurseMACIEEEidE-64 [Terminal MAC of Payer in IEEE E-64 notation]

AmountPayerToPayee [Cash amount transferred from Payer to Payee]
For eDocs

DocumentID [Identification Code of the eDoc, can be UUID]

DocumentName [String Name of eDoc]

DocumentCreatorID [Identification Code of eDoc Creator, can be UUID]

DocumentCreatorName [String Name of eDoc Creator]

DocumentCreatorURL [URL to eDoc Creator’s WEB Site]

DocumentCreatorDate [effective Date of the eDoc creation process]

DocumentCreatorTime [effective Time of the eDoc creation process]

DocumentSectionIndicator [Invoice, Receipt, …]

DocumentLifeCycleStatus [untouched, processed, sealed]

DocumentTrackingCode [used for identifying eDocs of the same transaction]

DocumentXPath [Pathname of an eDoc file to an internal Media reference]
For fCCP







fCCPSelectedNetworkType [Proximity, Remote]
fCCPPeeringResponderID [MAC, IP, MSN]
fCCPPeeringResponderOoB [True, False]
fCCPCurrencyID [see fairCASH wide three-letter symbol]
fCCPTotalAmountValue [sum of the amount]
fCCPInitiatorIsTokenSource [True, False]

Certificate Focus View

CertID [Identification Code of Certificate, can be UUID]

CertName [String Name of Certificate Holder]

CertURL [URL to the public and published Internet Certificate]

CertExpiryDate [Certificate is still valid until Expiry Date Midnight]

CertLevel [different group standards for personal or commercial usage, anonymous or identified operation]

CertSiteID [Identification Code of the certificate presenting site, can be UUID]
Transaction Focus View

ActionCode [Template, Process, Reference]

CurrencyID [EUR, USD, JPY, …]

TotalAmountValue [145,92]

TransactionDate [effective Date of the transaction process]

TransactionTime [effective Time of the transaction process]

TimeZoneOffset [+/- Offset in hh:mm to UTC]

DigitalSignatureMethod [Name of the digital signature algorithm]

DigitalSignatureVersion [Version of the digital signature algorithm]

DigitalSignatureSequence [8264 AD31 824F …]

SealMethod [Name of the sealing algorithm]

SealVersion [Version of the sealing algorithm]

SealHMACSequence [8264 AD31 824F …]

LanguageID [GER, ENG, FRA, …] (based on ISO 639 3-Letter Codes)

LanguageName [German, American, French, …]

UserInteraction [yes or no, needed for completely automated profile processing]
User Application Payment Transfer

AppsUserRequestDescriptor [String reference to the payment]

AppsBankAccountNumber [Bank account number]

AppsBankAccountPin [Bank PIN]

AppsBankAccountTan [Bank TAN]
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9.4.32 eDoc Format Sequences
These sequences express the definition used for all data formats in the eDoc object. They are
implemented to facilitate the storage and manipulation of format specifications in the electronic
form.
Format name
Length Restrictions

Type of Characters

Sequence
nn
nn!
nn-nn
nn * nn
n
d

h
a
c
e
x

y
z

/,string,

What is it good for
Maximum length
Fixed length
Minimum and maximum length
Maximum number of lines times maximum line length
Digits only
0123456789
Digits (0 to 9) with a decimal point. The following rules
apply:
the integer part is mandatory and must contain at least
one digit, leading zeroes are allowed,
a decimal point "," must be precede the fractional part,
the fractional part may be missing, but the decimal
point must always be present,
neither the decimal point, space or any symbol other
than the decimal point are permitted,
the maximum length included the decimal point.
Uppercase hexadecimals
ABCDEF0123456789
Uppercase alphabetic letters only
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
Uppercase alphanumeric characters
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
0123456789
Space
ISO Standard Character Set
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 / - ? : ( ) . , ' + { } Cr Lf Space
Note: Although part of the character set, the curly brackets
are permitted as delimiters and cannot be used within the
text of user-to-user messages
Upper case level A ISO 9735 characters
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 . , - ( ) / = ' + : ? ! " % & * < > ; Space
ISO Standard Extended Character Set
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
0123456789.,-()/='+:?!"%&*<>;{@#
Cr Lf Space
Character as-is or string-as-is

Table 67: DFD format sequences I.
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Format name
Optional Element
Identifier
Message block and field
tag Identifier
Position Tags

Sequence
[…]
{…}
Z
S
L
R
M

What is it good for
Where … represents any of the allowed combinations
length/character
Where … represents the name of the block and field tag
delimiter
Zero-filled, blank positions are to be filled with zero (0)
Space-filled, blank positions are to be space-filled (´ ´)
Left justified
Right justified
Middle justified

Table 68: DFD format sequences II.
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9.4.33 eDoc Data Field Dictionary (DFD) Format Sequence Example
The following table gives some DFD examples.
Notation
04!c[/30x]
15d
L/,fairCASH,1e12!c
2n
3!a
4*35x

Description
Fixed length of 4 uppercase alphanumeric characters,
optionally followed by a slash (“/”) and up to 30
characters permitted by ISO standard character set
Number of up to 15 digits including a decimal point
Left justified String (“fairCASH”) followed by a space and
fixed 12 uppercase alphanumeric characters
Up to two digits
Always three uppercase letters
Up to four lines of up to 35 ISO standard characters each

Table 69: DFD examples.
Note: Accented characters, i.e. ä, ö, ü, é, Å, à, etc. or any national character sets will not be
allowed in the DFD.
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9.5
9.5.1

Abbreviations, Acronyms, Definitions and Notations
Table of Abbreviations

3DES
3G
3GPP
a.m.
ACID
ACK
ACO
AES
AFM
AH
AK
AKA
Alg.
ANS
ANSI
ANT
AP
API
ARP
ASC
ASIC
ASN.1
ATM
ATM
attrACTIVE
AuC
AV
B2B
B2C
BD_ADDR
BDSG
BER
BIC
BIST
BkUp
BOBE
BS
BSSID
BT
BTS
BWA
C2C
CA
CAC
CAFE
CAP
CASTOR
CB
CBC
CC
CCP
CDH
CEN
CENELEC
CEPT
CERT
CFV
CHAP
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Triple DES, symmetrical encryption with 168 bit key
Third Generation Cell-Phone Network Standard (UMTS)
3rd Generation Partnership Project
above mentioned
Atomicity, Consistency, Isolation, Durability
Acknowledge Message
Authenticated Ciphering Offset
Advanced Encryption Standard
Atomic-Force-Microscope
Authentication Header
Anonymity Key
Authentication and Key Agreement
Algorithm
American National Standard
American National Standards Institute
Antenna
Access Point
Application Programming Interface
Address Resolution Protocol
The American National Standards Institute Accredited Standards Committee
Application Specific Integrated Circuit
Abstract Syntax Notation One
1st meaning: Automated Teller Machines
2nd meaning: Asynchronous Transfer Mode
all tied together ACTIVE
Authentication Center
Authentication Vector
Business to Business
Business to Customer
Bluetooth Device Address
Bundesdatenschutzgesetz
Bit Error Rate
Bank Identifier Code
Build In System Test
Backup
Break Once, Break Everywhere
Base Station
Basic Service Set ID
Bluetooth
Base Transceiver Station
Broadband Wireless Access
Customer to Customer
Certificate Authority
Channel Access Code
Conditional Access For Europe
Converted Applet
CAsk for Storage and Transport Of access Restricted value data
Central Bank
Cipher Block Chaining
Common Criteria for Information Technology Security Evaluation (ISO/IEC 15408)
Comfort Copyright Protection
The cofactor Diffie-Hellman key agreement primitive
European Committee for Standardization
European Committee for Electro Technical Standardization
European Conference of Posts and Telecommunications Administrations
Certificate
Capability Flag Vector
Challenge Handshake Authentication Protocol
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CIA
CID
CIP
CK
CLI
CMP
CMS
CMS
Co
COF
CPRM
CPU
CRC
CRL
CRM
CRTM
CRYPTO-INIT
CS
CSP
CSP
CTS
CUR
DAC
DCMA
DECT
DES
DFD
DH
DLC
DMZ
DNS
DoS
DPA
DPBM
DRM
DSA
DSDB
DSL
DSOP
DSP
DSRC
DSS
DSSS
DST
DTCP
DXT
e.g.
E2PROM
EAP
EBPP
EBT
EC
EC
ECB
ECC
ECC
ECDSA
eCoin
ECP
eCRM
EDC
EDGE

Central Intelligence Agency
CASTOR-ID
Certificate Infrastructure Provider
Cipher Key
Command Line Interface
Chemical Mechanical Planarization
1st meaning: Cryptographic Message Syntax
2nd meaning: Configuration Management System
Coprocessor
Ciphering Offset Number
Content Protection for Recordable Media
Central Processing Unit
Cyclic Redundancy Check
Certificate Revocation List
Customer Relationship Management
Core Root of Trust for Measurement
Procedure for safe generation of public key pairs inside a safe containment
Coding Scheme
1st meaning: Certificate Service Provider
2nd meaning: Critical Security Parameter
Cipher Text Stealing
Currency
Digital Analog Converter
Digital Millennium Copyright Act
Digital Enhanced Cordless Telecommunications
Data Encryption Standard
Data Field Dictionary
The (non-cofactor) Diffie-Hellman key agreement primitive
Discrete Logarithm Cryptography, which is comprised of both FFC and ECC
Demilitarized Zone
Domain Name System
Denial-of-Service
Differential Power Analysis
Dot Product Bump Mapping
Digital Restriction (Rights) Management
Digital Signature Algorithm
Double Spend Data Base
Digital Subscriber Line
Draft Statement of Principles
Digital Signal Processor
Dedicated Short Range Communication
Digital Signature Standard
Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum
Dispatcher Station
Digital Transmission Content Protection
Digital Exchange for TETRA
for example
Electrically Erasable Programmable Read Only Memory
Extensible Authentication Protocol
Electronic Billing Presentation and Payment
Electron-Beam-Tester
1st meaning: Elliptic Curve
2nd meaning: European Commission
Electronic CodeBook
1st meaning: Elliptic Curve Cryptography
2nd meaning: Error Correcting Code
Elliptic Curve Digital Signature Algorithm
Electronic Coin Object used within fairCASH
Electronic Check Presentment
Electronic CRM
Error Detection Code
Enhanced Data Service for GSM Evolution
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eDoc
EFP
EFS
EFT
EFT
EIP
EIR
EITO
eLog
EM
EMA
EME
EMI
eMint
EMSEC
EMSI
EMTEL
EoD
EoO
EoR
EP
ERP
ESD
ESP
ESSID
ETSI
EUI
EVI-ticket
eWallet
f.i.
fairCASH
fCCP
FEC
FF
FFA
FFC
FHSS
FIB
FIPS
FISMA
FM
FOIPA
fPDU
FPGA
FPK
FSM
FSM
FTP
G2B
G2C
G2G
GPRS
GRE
GSM
GSMA
GSR
GTIN
GUI
HBCI
HDCP
HDL
HE
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Electronic Document Object used within fairCASH
Environmental Failure Protection
Encrypting File System
1st meaning: Electronic Funds Transfer
2nd meaning: Environmental Failure Testing
Electronic Invoicing and Payment
Equipment Entity Register
European Information Technology Observatory
Electronic Logbook Object used within fairCASH
Electron-Microscope
Electro Magnetic Analysis
Electromagnetic Emanation
Electro Magnetic Interference
Electronic Mint, the eCoin mintable TTP used within fairCASH
EMission SECurity
Encrypted Mobile Subscriber Identity
Emergency Telecommunications
End of Document
Evidence of Origin
Evidence of Receipt
ETSI Project
Enterprise Resource Planning
Electrostatic Discharge
Encapsulating Security Payload
Extended Service Set ID
European Telecommunications Standards Institute
Extended Unique Identifier
Evidence Ticket used for the process of fairness recreation within fairCASH
Electronic Wallet Device
for instance
Our mobile payment system for electronic Digital Cash with zero transaction cost
fairCASH Core Protocol
Forward Error Correction
Finite Field
Field Force Automation
Finite Field Cryptography, the public key cryptographic methods using a finite field
Frequency Hopping Spread Spectrum
Focused-Ion-Beam
Federal Information Processing Standard
Federal Information Security Management Act
Frequency Modulation
Freedom of Information and Privacy Act
fairCASH Protocol Data Unit
Field Programmable Gate Array
Fast Packet Keying Solution
Finite State Model
Finite State Machine
File Transfer Protocol
Government to Business
Government to Customer
Government to Government
General Packet Radio Service
Generic Routing Encapsulation
Global System for Mobile Communications, Groupe Spécial Mobile
GSM Association
Gradual Secret Release
Global Trade Identification Number
Graphical User Interface
Home Banking Computer Interface
High Bandwidth Digital Content Protection / High Definition Content Protection
Hardware Description Language
Home Environment
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HF
HLR
HMAC
HSCSD
HSDPA
HSM
HSOPA
HSPA
HSPA+
HSUPA
HTML5
HTTP
HW
I/O
I2C
IB
IBAN
IBI
IBSS
IC
ICC-ID
ICMP
ICT
ICT
ID
IDEA
IDS
IEC
IEEE
IETF
IFace
IGMP
IK
IKE
IMAP
IMEI
IMS
IMSI
IMT-2000
IMUI
INet
IP
IP
IPComp
IPL
IPMP
IPnG
IPR
IPS
IPSec
IPv4
IPv6
ISDN
ISI
ISM Band
ISO
ISP
ISS
ISV
IT
ITC
ITK

High Frequency
Home Location Register
Hash Based Message Authentication Code
High Speed Circuit Switched Data
High Speed Downlink Packet Access
Hardware Security Module
High Speed OFDM Packet Access
High Speed Packet Access
High Speed Packet Access Plus
High Speed Uplink Packet Access
Hypertext Markup Language 5
Hyper Text Transport Protocol
Hardware (Architecture)
Input/Output
Inter-Integrated Circuit
In-Band
International Bank Account Number
Internet Business Infrastructure
Independent Basic Service Set
Integrated Circuit
Integrated Circuit Card ID
Internet Control Message Protocol
1st meaning: Information and Communication Technologies
2nd meaning: Information Consumer Technology
The bit string denoting the identifier associated with an entity, identity
International Data Encryption Standard (128 bit key)
Intrusion Detection System
International Electro Technical Commission
The Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers
Internet Engineering Task Force
Interface
Internet Group Management Protocol
Integrity Key
Internet Key Exchange
Internet Message Access Protocol
International Mobile Equipment Identity
IP Multimedia Subsystem
International Mobile Subscriber Identity
International Mobile Telecommunications 2000
International Mobile User Identity
Internet, Intranet, Extranet
1st meaning: Internet Protocol
2nd meaning: Intellectual Property
IP Payload Compression Protocol
Initial Program Loader
Intellectual Property Management & Protection
IP new Generation (IPv6)
Intellectual Property Rights
Intrusion Prevention System
Internet Protocol Security
IP Standard Version 4
IP Standard Version 6 (IPnG)
Integrated Services Digital Network
Inter System Interface
Industrial Scientific Medical Frequency Band
International Organization for Standardization
Internet Service Provider
Information Systems Security
Internet Service Vendor
Information Technology
Information Technology Communication
Information Technology and Telecommunications
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ITU
ITU-T
IV
JTAG
KAT
KC
KDC
KDF
KISS
L2F
L2TP
LAI
LAN
LBS
LC
LCD
LDAP
LEAP
LEP
LFSR
LI
LLC
LM
LMP
LPC
LQS
LTE
MAC
MAC
MAN
MBOA
MCU
MD-2
MD-5
MDN
MeGaCo
MEID
MESA
MFM
MGMT
MHC
MIB
MIC
MIL
MIN
MITMA
MMC
MMS
MNO
MoU
MPPE
MQV
MRAM
MS
MS
MS-CHAP
MSDB
MSI
MSISIDN
MTU
MUD
NAI
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International Telecommunication Union
ITU Telecommunication Standardization Sector
Initialization Vector
Joint Test Action Group
Known Answer Test
Key Confirmation
Key Distribution Center
Key Derivation Function
Keep It Simple and Smart
Layer 2 Forwarding
Layer 2 Tunneling Protocol
Local Area Identifier
Local Area Network
Location Based Services
Laser-Cutter
Liquid Cristal Display
Lightweight Directory Access Protocol
Lightweight Extensible Authentication Protocol
Link Encryption Protocols
Linear Feedback Shift Register
Lawful Interception
Link Level Control
Link Manager
Link Manager Protocol
Low Pin Count
Layered Quality Scale
Long Term Evolution
1st meaning: Media Access Control
2nd meaning: Message Authentication Code
Metropolitan Area Network
Multi-Band OFDM Alliance
Micro Controller Unit
Message Digest 2
Message Digest 5
Mobile Directory Number
Media Gateway Control
Mobile Equipment Identifier
Mobility for Emergency and Safety Applications
Magnetic Force Microscope
Management
Multi Hop Capable
Management Information Base
Microphone
Military
Mobile Identification Number
Man-in-the-Middle-Attack
Multi Media Card
Multimedia Messaging Service
Mobile Network Operator
Memorandum of Understanding
Microsoft Point to Point Encryption
The Menezes Qu Vanstone key agreement primitive
Magneto Resistive Random Access Memory
1st meaning: Microsoft
2nd meaning: Mobile Station
Microsoft Challenge Handshake Authentication Protocol
Multi Spend Data Base
Module Software Interface
Mobile Subscriber Integrated Services Data Network
Maximum Transmission Unit
Mobile Ubiquitous Device
Network Access Identifier
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NAND
NAT
NDA
NFC
NGMN
NGN
NIC
NIC
NIST
NLS
NMI
NOUNCE
NRD
NRO
NRR
NRS
NSA
Null
NVM
OBEX
OBP
OBSAI
OECD
OFDM
OMB
OoB
OS
OSGi
OSI
OSP
OtA
OTP
P2P
PA
PAMR
PAN
PAP
PC
PCM
PDA
PDA
PDU
PE
PEAP
PHS
PHY
PID
PIM
PIN
PK
PKC
PKCS
PKI
PLL
PLR
PM
PMA
PMI
PMR
POP
PoS
POST

NAND is equivalent to AND followed by NOT
Network Address Translation
Non Disclosure Agreement
Near Field Communication
Next Generation Mobile Networks
Next Generation Networks
1st meaning: Node Interface Connector
2nd meaning: Network Interface Card
National Institute of Standards and Technology
Navigation and Localization Services
Network Management Interface
A 'number used once'. Randomly chosen value, different from previous choices.
Non Repudiation of Delivery
Non Repudiation of Origin
Non Repudiation of Receipt
Non Repudiation of Submission
National Security Agency
The empty bit string
Non Volatile Memory
Object Exchange services, like HTTP, but more flexible for embed. devices
On-line Bill Payment
Open Base Station Standard Initiative
Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development
Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing
Office of Management and Budget
Out-of-Band
Operating System
Open Services Gateway initiative
Open System Interconnection
Optimized Statistic Poolsharing
Over-the-Air
One Time Programmable
Peer-to-Peer
Power Amplifier
Public Access Mobile Radio
Personal Area Network
Password Authentication Protocol
Personal Computer
Phase Change Memory
1st meaning: Personal Digital Assistant
2nd meaning: Personal Data Assistant
Protocol Data Unit
Processing Element
Protected Extensible Authentication Protocol
Public Hot Spot
Physical Layer Interface
Purse ID
Personal Information Manager
Personal Identification Number
Public Key
Public Key Cryptosystem
Public Key Cryptography Standard
Public Key Infrastructure
Phase Locked Loop
Packet Loss Rate
Pairing Method
Physical Media Attachment
Privilege Management Infrastructure
Professional Mobile Radio
Point of Presence
Point-of-Sale
Point-of-Sale Terminal
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PPD
ppi
PPP
PPTP
PPV
PSK
PSP
PSP
PSS
PSSBI
PTT
PUDI
PUF
QoS
RADIUS
RAI
RAID
RAM
RBG
RC4
RCA
RCA
RCP
REQ
RF
RFC
RFID
RMON
RNG
RoC
RoI
ROM
RP
RSA
RSA
RSL
RS-MMC
RS-SD/MMC
RTA
RTC
RTT
RX
S/MIME
SA
SAFER
SALT
SB
SbD
SC
SCA
SCM
SDI
SDK
SDMI
SDR
SE
SEM
SET
SFA
SHA
SHA-1
SID
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Personal Payment Device
points per inch
Point to Point Protocol
Point to Point Tunneling Protocol
Pay Per View
Pre Shared Key
1st meaning: Payment Service Provider
2nd meaning: Public Security Parameters
Public Safety and Security
Process Service Security Balanced Interface
Push-to-Talk
Public Unique Device Identity
Physical Uncloneable Function
Quality of Service
Remote Authentication Dial In User Service
Routing Area Identification
Redundant Array of Independent Drives
Random Access Memory
Random Bit Generator
Ron's Code/ Rivest's Cipher 4
1st meaning: Root Certification Authority
2nd meaning: Remote Control Approach
Remote Copy Protocol
Request Message
Radio Frequency
Request For Comments
Radio Frequency Identification
Remote Monitoring
Random Number Generator
Radio on Chip
Return of Investment
Read Only Memory
Relying Party
1st meaning: Rivest Shamir Adleman
2nd meaning: Random Scheduling Algorithm
Ranked Suggestion List
Reduced Size Multi Media Card
Reduced Size Secure Digital / Multi Media Card / MMCplus, MMCmobile
Request eToken Acknowledge
Real Time Clock
Round Trip Time
Receiver
Single/Multi Purpose Internet Mail Extension
Service Availableness
Secure and Fast Encryption Routine
Random Number
Switch Box
Security by Design
Smart Card
Side-Channel-Analysis
Scanning Capacitance Microscope
Safe Device Identification
Software Development Kit
Secure Digital Media Initiative
SW Defined Radio
Secure Element
Scanning Electron Microscope
Secure Electronic Transaction
Sales Force Automation
Secure Hash Algorithm
Secure Hash Algorithm, revision to SHA
System ID
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SIG
SIM
SiMOX
SIP
SKC
SLA
SMTP
SN
SNMP
SNR
SOAP
SOC
SoC
SOHO
SoS
SP
SPA
SPA
SPM
SSH
SSID
SSL
SSP
SSPM
SSRM
SSSCA
STD
SThM
STM
StO
SUDI
SUM
SVS
SW
SWIFT
SWPFT
T&L
TA
TACACS
TARGET2
TBS
TC
TC
TC
TCB
TCG
TCO
TCP
TCP/IP
TCPA
TCS
TDDSG
TDMA/TDD
TDSV
TEI
Telco
TEMPEST
TETRA
TETRAPOL
TIN
TKIP
TLS

Special Interest Group (as in Bluetooth SIG)
Subscriber Identity Module
Silicon/Metal Oxide
Session Initiation Protocol
Secret Key Cryptosystem
Service Level Agreement
Simple Mail Transfer Protocol
Serial Number
Simple Network Management Protocol
Signal-to-Noise Ratio
Simple Object Access Protocol
1st meaning: System on Chip
2nd meaning: Security on Chip
Small Office Home Office
Silicon on Sapphire
Service Packs
1st meaning: Simple Power Analysis
2nd meaning: Smart Phone Approach
Scanning-Probe-Microscope
Secure Shell
Service Set Identifier
Secure Socket Layer
Sensitive Security Parameter
Scanning Surface Potential Microscope
Scanning Spreading Resistance Microscope
Security Systems Standards and Certification Act
Standard
Scanning Thermal Microscope
Scanning Tunneling Microscope
Security through Obscurity
Secret Unique Device Identity
Amount
Secure Value Storage
Software (System)
Society for Worldwide Interbank Financial Telecommunication
Society for Worldwide Peer Financial Telecommunication
Transform & Lighting
Timing Analysis
Terminal Access Controller Access Control System
Trans-European-Automated-Real-time-Gross-Settlement-Express-Transfer 2
TETRA Base Station
1st meaning: Telecom
2nd meaning: Tele Communication
3rd meaning: Technical Committee of ETSI
Tweaked Code Book
Trusted Computing Group
Total Cost of Ownership
Transmission Control Protocol
Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol
Trusted Computing Platform Architecture
Tele Communications Services
Datenschutzbestimmungen für das Internet
Time Division Multiple Access/Time Division Duplex
Datenschutzbestimmungen für die Telekommunikation
Terminal Equipment Interface
Telecom
Temporary Emanation and Spurious Transmission
Terrestrial Trunked Radio Access (ETSI standard for PSS Networks)
Dig. prop. PMR Standard for BOS applications, contrasts with TETRA
Transaction Identification Number
Temporal Key Integrity Protocol
Transport Layer Security
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TMGCTS
TMSI
TMUI
TPM
TR
TRUSTLET
TS
TSA
TSPA
TTP
TX
U
U.S.
UDP
UEA
UHF
UIA
UICC
UIDN
UMS
UMTS
UPnP
URL
US
USA
USB
USIM
USIM
USP
UTRAN
UUIDS
V
VLAN
VLR
VoD
VoIP
VPC
VPN
WCDMA
WEP
WIA
Wi-Fi
WiMAX
WLAN
WMF
WPAN
WPC
WUSB
WVoIP
WWW
X.509
XAdES
XEMSI
XEX
XML
XTS
ZKA
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Transnational Multicurrency Global Cash Transaction System
Temporary Mobile Subscriber Identity
Temporary Mobile User Identity
Trusted Platform Module
ETSI Technical Report
Trusted Code Fragment
ETSI Technical Specification
Time Stamping Authority
Trusted Startup Process Architecture
Trusted Third Party
Transmitter
The initiator of a key establishment process
United States
User Datagram Protocol
UMTS Encryption Algorithms
Ultra High Frequency
UMTS Integrity Algorithms
Universal Integrated Circuit Card
User Identity Decryption Node
Unified Messaging Systems
Universal Mobile Telecommunications System
Universal Plug and Play
Uniform Resource Locator
United States
United States of America
Universal Serial Bus
1st meaning: Universal Subscriber Identity Module
2nd meaning: UMTS Subscriber Identity Module
Unique Selling Propositions
UMTS Terrestrial Radio Access Network
Universally Unique Identifiers (128 bit numbers)
The responder in a key establishment process
Virtual Local Area Network
Visitor Location Register
Video on Demand
Voice over IP
Virtual Private Channel, used as a substitute for VPN within this thesis
Virtual Private Network, used as a substitute for VPC within this thesis
Wideband Code Division Multiple Access
Wireless Equivalent Privacy
Wearable Internet Appliances
Wireless Fidelity
Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access
Wireless Local Area Network
Windows Media Format
Wireless Personal Area Network
Wearable PC
Wireless USB
Wireless Voice over IP
World Wide Web
ITU-T standard for a PKI within a PMI
XML Advanced Electronic Signature
Extended Encrypted Mobile Subscriber Identity
Xor Encrypt Xor
eXtended Markup Language
XEX-based TCB with CTS
Central credit committee
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9.5.2

Table of Definitions

•

Access Control: What permits or restricts access to applications at a granular level, such as
per-user, per-group, and per-resources. Controls the usage of the eWallet through a PIN or
other authentication methods.

•

Accountability: The state of being accountable; liability to be called on to render an account;
the obligation to bear the consequences for failure to perform as expected; accountableness.

•

Adversary: See under ‘Attacker’.

•

Agent: A host-based IPS program that monitors and analyzes activity and performs preventive
actions.

•

Aggressor: See under ‘Attacker’.

•

Alice: Commonly used placeholder names for archetypal characters in the cryptography field
used for convenience. See also under ‘Originator’.

•

Anonymity revocation: Lifting someone’s identity, in case of ePayment systems only possible
with blind signatures.

•

Anonymity, perfect: The combination of being untraceable and unlinkable.

•

Application Layer: The layer responsible for data that is sent and received for particular
applications such as DNS, HTTP, and SMTP.

•

Application Translation: A function that converts information from one protocol to another.

•

Assailant: See under ‘Attacker’.

•

Assaulter: See under ‘Attacker’.

•

Assurance: Such as an assurance of the validity of a candidate public key or assurance of
possession of the private key associated with a public key; or key confirmation.

•

Asymmetric (public) key cipher: Enciphering and deciphering keys differ in such a way that
at least one key is computationally infeasible to determine from the other. Examples: RSA,
ElGamal, and Merkle-Hellman.

•

Atomicity: The ‚A‘ in ACID.

•

Attacker: Someone who attacks. Similar to ‘Adversary’, ‘Intruder’, ‘Aggressor’, ‘Assailant’,
‘Assaulter’ and Hacker.

•

Authentication: An access limiting process to protected services by forcing users to identify
themselves.

•

Authenticity: Cannot impersonate.

•

Authorization: The act of permitting, having a permission.

•

Availability: The probability that a system is operating satisfactorily at any point in time,
excluding times when the system is under repair.

•

Availability: The ability for authorized users to access systems as needed.

•

Bit Length: The length in bits of a bit string.

•

Blindfolded-Freeness: Functionality based on a barrier-free design.
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•

Blinding: A paradigm according to which a receiver in an execution of a protocol obtains
digitally signed information that remains hidden from the issuer. Also refers to the
cryptographic actions by a party interposed between two other parties in a cryptographic
protocol, to destroy subliminal channels.

•

Block cipher: Breaks the message M into successive blocks M1, M2,..., and enciphers each Mi
with the same key K. Examples: 3DES, AES, FEAL, IDEA, and RC5. Block ciphers can be either
symmetric-key or public-key.

•

Bob: Commonly used placeholder names for archetypal characters in the cryptography field
used for convenience. See also under ‘Recipient’.

•

Bypass Capability: The ability of a service to partially or wholly circumvent the encryption or
the cryptographic authentication process.

•

Byte: Eight binary bits.

•

Capability Flag Vector: A CFV contains different (currently 10) categories of cryptographic
primitives, functions or schemes. Every category is represented by a 128-bit array, where
every bit reflects a single selectable item. Base-CFVs are reflecting a single set of these bitarray coded categories. One base-CFV is for the hardware, another is for the firmware
capabilities of the CASTOR, one comes from the administrative bodies. Localy done bitwise
ANDing these base-CFV sets result into a so called local-effective CFV used within the
negotiation part of the VPN/VPC setup phase. Another logical bitwise ANDing these localeffective CFVs from both paired parties (result: global-effective CFV) is the main negotiation
mechanism for selecting the crypto primitives or component mechanisms for the transfer
protocol to find a common setup. For local crypto regulations, CFVs influence the negotiation
process composing of the cipher suite for the protocol by masking unwanted (too strong for a
lawful interception) selections.

•

CASTOR-ID: An ID that uniquely identifies an eWallet.

•

CASTOR: A HSM, our tamper resistant ASIC that performs the eWallet functionality, stores
critical secret key information and provides physical security.

•

CASTORization: Fighting attacks like over-building, cloning, and reverse engineering is a
tedious task. To make protective measures more effective, the CASTOR (CAsk for Storage and
Transport Of access Restricted secrets) concept carries chip based IP protection to new levels.
CASTORization turns silicon chips into nano-sized vaults. It stands for as suite of techniques
formulating an effective hardening process from the internal construction to the
implementation of accompanying countermeasures. An effective hardware protection system
prevents chip cloning despite their design optimization for mass production. The nature of the
CASTORization approach expands the meaning of up-to-date physical security to include
anticipatory defense mechanisms and counter strike actions to safeguard the protected
intellectual property (IP) by extreme tamper-resistance.

•

Certificate: A document that is digitally signed by an authority to bind the identity of an entity
with a public key. It verifies that the public key belongs to that identity.

•

Certification Authority: An organisation that verifies and binds the personal or commercial
user’s identity with a public key (in our fairCASH system). Also called trust center.

•

Cipher: (Secret) method of writing that transforms plaintext into cipher text.

•

Cofactor: The order of the elliptic curve group divided by the (prime) order of the generator
point specified in the domain parameters.

•

Coin life in the off-Line Cycle: Transferability validity of an eCoin or Token.

•

Coin-Traceability: The ability to identify eCoins based on serial numbers.

•

Collision Resistance: The probability of finding two messages with the same hash value
should be very small for a good hash function.

•

Collision: Two different messages have the same hash value from the same hash function.
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•

Commission freebase Transactions: Cost-free access to the Token (eCoin).

•

Compromise: The unauthorized disclosure, modification, substitution, or use of sensitive data
or an unauthorized breach of physical security.

•

Conditional Test: A test performed by a cryptographic module when the conditions specified
for the test occur.

•

Confidentiality: Cannot be easily observed by third Party. The property that sensitive
information is not made available or disclosed to unauthorized individuals, entities, or
processes. The secrecy of data that is transmitted in the clear.

•

Consistency: Available through Transactions. The ‚C‘ of ACID.

•

Control Information: Information that is entered into a SW or HW based module for the
purposes of directing the operation of it.

•

Counterfeit safe: Protected against the falsification of Tokens.

•

Critical Security Parameter: Security-related information (e.g., secret and private
cryptographic keys, and authentication data such as passwords and PINs) whose disclosure or
modification can compromise the security of a cryptographic module.

•

Cross-Border & International Payments: The source and target of a payment transfer are
in different regulated legal framework countries.

•

Cryptanalysis: The Science and study of breaking ciphers.

•

Cryptographic Algorithm: A well-defined computational procedure that takes variable inputs,
which may include cryptographic keys, and produces an output.

•

Cryptographic Boundary: An explicitly defined continuous perimeter that establishes the
physical bounds of a cryptographic module and contains all the hardware and software
components of a cryptographic module.

•

Cryptographic Hash Function: A computationally efficient function mapping binary strings of
arbitrary length to binary strings of fixed length, such that it is computationally infeasible to
find two distinct values that hash into a common value.

•

Cryptographic Key Component: A parameter used in conjunction with other key components
in a security function to form a plaintext cryptographic key or perform a cryptographic function.

•

Cryptographic Key: A parameter used in conjunction with a cryptographic algorithm that
determines such operations as:







the transformation of ciphertext data into plaintext data,
the transformation of plaintext data into ciphertext data,
the verification of a digital signature computed from data,
an authentication code computed from data,
a digital signature computed from data,
or an exchange agreement of a shared secret.

•

Cryptographic Module Security Policy: A description of how the specific module meets the
security requirements of the standard, including the rules derived from the requirements of this
standard and additional rules imposed by the supplier.

•

Cryptographic Module: The set of hardware and/or software that implements security
functions (including cryptographic algorithms and key generation) and is contained within the
cryptographic boundary.

•

Cryptographically Protected CSP: A CSP that is cryptographically protected against
unauthorized disclosure, modification and substitution and for which the protection
mechanism’s strength rationale relies only on security functions.
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•

Cryptographically Protected PSP: A PSP that is cryptographically protected against
unauthorized modification and substitution and for which the protection mechanism’s strength
rationale relies only on security functions.

•

Cryptographically Protected
Cryptographically Protected PSP.

•

Cryptology: The Cryptography in combination with cryptanalysis.

•

Cut-and-choose-blinding: A technique for designing an issuing protocol for the one-show
blinding paradigm. A great many basic blind issuing protocols are performed in parallel, and
the signer completes the blind signature issuing protocol only for some of these, after having
verified for the rest that the blinded candidates contain an identifier.

•

Data Link Layer: Provides transmission security for the layer that handles communications on
the physical network components.

•

Data Path: The physical or logical route over which data passes; (a physical data path may be
shared by multiple logical data paths).

•

Deciphering: See under ‘Decryption’.

•

Decryption: The Process of transforming cipher text into plaintext.

•

Descrambling: See under ‘Decryption’.

•

Device: See under ‘Party’.

•

Differential Power Analysis: Is a class of attacks at its own: analysis of the variations of the
electrical power consumption of a cryptographic module, using advanced statistical methods
and/or other techniques, for the purpose of extracting information correlated to cryptographic
keys used in a cryptographic algorithm. DPA is a powerful tool that allows cryptanalysts to
extract secret keys and compromise the security of smart cards and other cryptographic
devices by analyzing their power consumption. Simple Power Analysis (SPA) is a simpler form
of the attack that does not require statistical analysis. Unlike physical attacks, SPA and DPA
attacks are non-invasive, easily-automated, and can be mounted without knowing the design
of the target device. See also under ‘Side-Channel Analyses’.

•

Diffie-Hellman: Value that specifies the encryption generator type and key length to be used
for generating shared secrets.

•

Digital signature scheme with appendix: Requires the message as input to the verification
algorithm. Examples: DSA, ElGamal, and Schnorr.

•

Digital signature scheme with message recovery: Scheme, which does not require a priori
knowledge message for the verification algorithm. Examples: RSA, Rabin, Nyberg-Rueppel.

•

Digital signature scheme: Signature generation & associated verification algorithm. Two
general classes of digital signature schemes exists:



•

Either

a

Cryptographically

Protected

CSP

or

a

Digital signature schemes with appendix,
Digital signature schemes with message recovery.

Digital Signature: A Data string, which associates with some originating entity. The result of
a cryptographic transformation of data which, when properly implemented, provides the
services of:




•

SSP:

origin authentication,
data integrity, and
signatory (signer) non-repudiation.

Distribution: The act of dispersing or the condition of being dispersed; diffusion. A spatial or
temporal array of objects or events. A generalized function used in the study of partial
differential equations.
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•

Diversified key: A secret key that is computed by hashing at least a master secret key and an
identifier, using a one-way hash function.

•

Divisibility and Fungibility: A property, a good or an asset that describes its
interchangeability with other individual items of the same type, whose individual units are
capable of mutual substitution.

•

Domain Parameters: The parameters used with a cryptographic algorithm that are common
to a domain of users.

•

Dongle: This is a low-tech HSM mostly used for copy protection purposes initialy appeared as
transparent plug-in device for the printer port. Most dongles today are used on the USB port.

•

Durability: The ‚D‘ in ACID.

•

Dynamic authentication: A method for a device to prove its authenticity, in such a manner
that replay attacks have negligible or zero probability of success.

•

Easy usage: In everyday applications.

•

ECC Domain Parameter Table ‘EE’: NIST 800-56A standard parameter size set ‘EE’. See
under ‘Domain Parameters’.

•

eCoin: An electronic token that carries a specific monetory value. Type of value data used
inside the ‘fairCASH’ system.

•

eDoc: A central protocol object format that specifies the transferred information and is used
within the reimbursement process in case of lost secrets. It serves also as invoice and receipt.

•

Efficiency: Operable only with a minimum of time.

•

eGovernment: Is the use of Information and Communication Technologies (ICTs) to improve
the activities of public sector organizations.

•

eInvoice: A data object used by the fairCASH system. An electronic invoice document that is
digitally signed by the payee. Part of eDoc.

•

Electromagnetic Emanations: An intelligence-bearing signal, which, if intercepted and
analyzed, potentially discloses the information that is transmitted, received, handled, or
otherwise processed by any information-processing equipment.

•

Electronic Key Entry: The entry of cryptographic keys into a cryptographic module using
electronic methods such as a smart card or a key-loading device. (The operator entering the
key may have no knowledge of the value of the key being entered.)

•

Electronic Key Transport: The transport of cryptographic keys, usually in encrypted form,
using electronic means such as a computer network (e.g., key transport and agreement
protocols).

•

Electrostatic Discharge: The sudden and momentary electric current that flows when an
excess of electric charge, stored on an electrically insulated object, finds a path to an object at
a different electrical potential (such as ground).

•

eMint: An organization that mints, distributes and clears valid eCoins. Plays the role of an
(optimistic) TTP in the fairCASH system.

•

Encipherment: See under ‘Encryption’.

•

Encrypted Key: A cryptographic key that has been encrypted using a security function.

•

Encryption: Process of transforming plaintext into cipher text.

•

Enforceability: Able to impose a kind of behavior.
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•

Entity: An entity can be a individual human (person), an organization, a group, a device or a
process. A single player executing the protocol algorithm. Due to our naming convention and
the specific aspects we want to specify, names like party, peer or principal are also used. See
under ‘Party’.

•

Entropy: A measure of the disorder, randomness (see under ‘Random Bit’) or variability in a
closed system. The entropy of X is a mathematical measure of the amount of information
provided by an observation of X. As such, entropy is always relative to an observer and his or
her knowledge prior to an observation. Short: The uncertainty of a random variable.

•

Environmental Failure Protection: The use of features to protect against a compromise of
the security of a cryptographic module due to environmental conditions or fluctuations outside
of the module's normal operating range.

•

Environmental Failure Testing: The use of specific test methods to provide reasonable
assurance that the security of a cryptographic module will not be compromised by
environmental conditions or fluctuations outside of the module's normal operating range.

•

Ephemeral Key: A key that is intended for a very short period of use. The key is ordinarily
used in exactly one transaction of a cryptographic scheme; an exception to this is when the
ephemeral key is used in multiple transactions for a key transport broadcast. Contrast with
static key.

•

eReceipt: A data object used by the fairCASH system. An electronic receipt document that is
digitally signed by the payee. Part of eDoc.

•

Error Detection Code: A code computed from data and comprised of redundant bits of
information designed to detect, but not correct, unintentional changes in the data.

•

eWallet: An electronic device that consists of, at its minimum, a CASTOR chip with integrated
and external non-volatile storage. The integrated non-volatile storage is used to store the
secret data, the external memory stores eCoins and other encrypted objects.

•

fairCASH Protocol Data Unit (fPDU): A message format standard that allows a fairCASH
application software to talk to the eWallet.

•

fairCASH: It is the name of a mobile payment scheme based on Digital Cash with zero
inherent transaction cost. fairCASH is a comprehensive technology framework that combines
eWallet hardware and algorithmic elements to realize pre-paid token transactions through the
teleportation of encrypted financial objects (secrets called eCoins).

•

Fairness: In the distribution of risk and cost. Term indicating that an entity's condition and
operating results are presented in a way that is understandable, appropriate, and
comprehensive. Fairly presented financial statements are not slanted to favor one party over
another and are not subject to management influence and limitations. It is guaranteed by the
fairCASH system in an automatically way without further communication with the other party
that payer and payee are always guaranteed to terminate the eCoin exchange and no party
ever commits the exchange if the items to be delivered are not those expected or none of them
got any payment at all.

•

fCCP: fairCASH Core Protocol. It is the name of the teleportation paradigm involved in the
transfer of secrets between mutually agreed partners. This can take place between two
CASTOR based eWallets or alternatively between a CASTOR based eWallet and an eCoins
emitting instance (electronic Mint or eMint).

•

Finite State Model: A mathematical model of a sequential machine that is comprised of







•

a
a
a
a
a
a

finite set of input events,
finite set of output events,
finite set of states,
function that maps states and input to output,
function that maps states and inputs to states (a state transition function), and
specification that describes the initial state.

Forgery: Falsification of eCoins (Tokens).
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•

fPDU: fairCASH Protocol Data Unit. It is a standardized format of messages that enable
fairCASH application-software to access an eWallet. The data is transferred through a set of
exchanged fPDU datagrams traveling between an eWallet and an external I/O device. There are
two types of fPDUs:
1.
2.

Command fPDUs are sent from outside world to the eWallet, while
Response fPDUs are sent from the eWallet in response to the received commands.

•

Framing-freeness: Clearer fraudulently is NOT able to claim false money.

•

Fraud-safe: Falsification of valid tokens is NOT possible.

•

Full Tunneling: A method that causes all network traffic to go through the tunnel to the target
device.

•

Hard or Hardness: The relative resistance of a metal or other material to denting, scratching,
or bending; physically toughened; rugged, and durable. The relative resistances of the material
to be penetrated by another object.

•

Hardware Module: A module composed primarily of hardware, which may also contain some
software.

•

Hardware: The physical equipment within the cryptographic boundary used to process
programs and data (includes non-reprogrammable software). Abbreviation: HW.

•

Hash Function: A function that maps a bit string of arbitrary length to a fixed length bit
string. Hash functions satisfy the following properties:



(one-way): It is computationally infeasible to find any input that maps to any pre-specified
output, and
(collision resistant): It is computationally infeasible to find any two distinct inputs that map
to the same output.

•

Hash Output: See under ‘Hash Value’.

•

Hash Value: The output (result) of a cryptographic hash function to a message. Also known as
a ‘Message Digest’ or a ‘Hash Output’.

•

Hashed Data: Has been processed by a hash function (see under ‘Hash Function’) to produce
a hash value (see under ‘Hash Value’).

•

Hashing Algorithm: A set of steps to execute a hash function. See under ‘Hash Function’.

•

Header: Contains layer-specific information such as addresses.

•

High Availability: A failover feature to ensure availability during device or component
interruptions.

•

Hybrid Module: A module whose cryptographic functionality is primarily contained in software,
which also includes some special purpose hardware within the cryptographic boundary of the
module.

•

Identifier: A bit string that is associated with a person, device or organization. It may be an
identifying name, or may be something more abstract (for example, a string consisting of an IP
address and timestamp). If a party owns a static key pair that is used in a key agreement
transaction, then the identifier assigned to that party is one that is bound to that static key
pair. If the party does not contribute a static public key as part of a key agreement transaction,
then the identifier of that party is a non-null identifier selected in accordance with the protocol
utilizing the scheme.

•

Identity: An identity can be an organization name, a personal or commercial name, a unique
serial number, an Internet address, an email address or any identifying information.

•

Immediate fulfillment: Final Payment.
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•

Implementation Guidance: A set of documents published during the lifetime of the fairCASH
system, which provides additional clarification, testing guidance and interpretations.

•

Individual: See under ‘Party’.

•

In-Band: The IB method is used within the pairing process, where the initiator already knows
a way to reach the other device using a native device address of the responder it can easily use
the same communication channel (so called IB) as used later for the payload to specify the
Internet address (IP) or a telephone number (MSN) to inquire the targeted device and create a
pairing association. Contrasts with ‘Out-of-Band’.

•

INFOSEC: Short for "Information Security" and "InfoSecurity." The term was primarily used in
the military and migrated to commercial parlance. A set of security measures (e.g. physical,
personnel) shall be implemented to create a secure environment in which to operate a
communication, information or other electronic system. Information systems security stands
for protection of (electronic) information in communication, information and other electronic
systems themselves and the application of security measures to protect information.







against loss of confidentiality, integrity or availability,
against the denial of service to authorized users,
against unauthorized access to or modification of information,
whether accidental or intentional, and
whether in storage, processing, transmitting or transit, and
including those measures necessary to detect, document, and counter such threats.

•

Initialization Vector: A vector used in defining the starting point of a cryptographic process
within a cryptographic algorithm.

•

Initiator: The entity with the initiative tying to connect to the other party, the responder. Also
called ‘Originator’. The party that begins a key agreement transaction. Contrast with
responder. See also under ‘Entity’.

•

Input Data: Information that is entered into a cryptographic module for the purposes of
transformation or computation using a security function.

•

Integrity: Cannot tamper. The ability to detect even modicum changes in the data. The
property that sensitive data has not been modified or deleted in an unauthorized manner
without detection.

•

Interface: A logical entry or exit point of a cryptographic module that provides access to the
module for logical information flows representing physical signals.

•

Intruder: See under ‘Attacker’.

•

Irrevocability of Payment: Final Payment. See also under ‘Immediate fulfillment’.

•

Isolation: The ‚I‘ in ACID.

•

Key Agreement Transaction: The instance that results in shared secret keying material
among different parties using a key agreement scheme.

•

Key Agreement: A key establishment procedure (either manual or electronic) where the
resultant key is a function of information securely contributed by two or more participants, so
that no party can predetermine the value of the secret keying material independently from the
contributions of the other party’s contribution. Contrast with key transport.

•

Key Confirmation: A procedure to provide assurance to one party (the key confirmation
recipient) that another party (the key confirmation provider) actually possesses the correct
secret keying material and/or shared secret.

•

Key Derivation: The process by which keying material is derived from a shared secret and
other information.

•

Key Encrypting Key: A cryptographic key that is used for the encryption or decryption of
other keys.
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•

Key Establishment Transaction: An instance of establishing secret keying material using a
key establishment scheme.

•

Key Establishment: The process by which cryptographic keys are securely established among
cryptographic modules of different parties using key transport and/or key agreement
procedures.

•

Key Loader: A self-contained unit that is capable of storing at least one plaintext or encrypted
cryptographic key or key component that can be transferred, upon request, into a
cryptographic module.

•

Key Management: The activities involving the handling of cryptographic keys and other
related security parameters (e.g., Initialization Vectors (IVs) and passwords) during the entire
life cycle of the keys, including their generation, storage, establishment, entry and output, and
zeroization.

•

Key Transport Transaction: The instance that results in shared secret keying material
between different parties using a key transport scheme.

•

Key Transport: A key establishment procedure whereby one party (the sender) selects a
value for the secret keying material and then securely distributes that value to another party
(the receiver). Secure transport of cryptographic keys (CSPs) from one cryptographic entity to
another entity. Contrast with key agreement.

•

Key Wrap: A method of encrypting keying material (along with associated integrity
information) that provides both confidentiality and integrity protection using a symmetric key
algorithm.

•

Keying Material: The data that is necessary to establish and maintain a cryptographic keying
relationship. Some keying material may be secret, while other keying material may be public.
Secret keying material may include keys, secret initialization vectors or other secret
information; public keying material includes any non-secret data needed to establish a
relationship.

•

k-Spendability: Exact Payments with minimized Change. fairCASH implements bestspendability, an adaptive strategy to minimize the change-return payments.

•

Logical Protection: Protection against unauthorized access (including unauthorized use,
modification, substitution, and, in the case of CSPs, disclosure) by means of the ‘Module
Software Interface’ under operating system control. Logical protection of software SSPs does
not protect against physical tampering.

•

MAC: See under ‘MacTag’ and ‘Message Authentication Code’.

•

Macropayment: Used within this thesis for payments over 5 €uro. Contrasts with
‘Micropayment‘ and ‚Mesopayment‘.

•

MacTag: Data that allows an entity to verify the integrity of the information. Other documents
sometimes refer to this data as a MAC.

•

Manual Key Entry: The entry of cryptographic keys into a cryptographic module, using
devices such as a keyboard.

•

Maze of Knossos: An elaborate labyrinth structure situated at Crete. Its function was to hold
the Minotaur. In the CASTOR design it is an element introducting chip individualization through
controlled randomness.

•

mDemocracy: Introduces the concept of mGovernment into the Democracy space harnessing
Information and Communication Technologies to enhance democratic processes and empower
citizens. Assuming wireless connectivity, mDemocracy allows citizens to access Government
information from "everywhere" at “anytime”. The presentation of content appropriate for small
screens on mobile devices must be tailored. In general, content that helps someone locate a
meeting or check recent Government announcements during idle time, such as when on public
transport, are most appropriate.
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•

Mesopayment: Used within this thesis for payments between 0,01 and 5,00 €uro. Contrasts
with ‘Micropayment‘ and ‚Macropayment‘.

•

Message Authentication Code Algorithm: Defines a family of one-way cryptographic
functions that is parameterized by a symmetric key and produces a MacTag on arbitrary data.
A MAC algorithm can be used to provide data origin authentication as well as data integrity. In
this thesis, a MAC algorithm is used for key confirmation and validation testing purposes.

•

Message Authentication Code: A cryptographic checksum on data that uses a symmetric
key to detect both accidental and intentional modifications of data; (example: a hash based
MAC).

•

Message Digest: See under ‘Hash Value’.

•

mGovernment: Is a subset of eGovernment. In the case of mGovernment, those ICTs are
limited to mobile and/or wireless technologies like cellular/mobile phones, and laptops and
PDAs (personal digital assistants) connected to wireless local area networks (LANs).
mGovernment can help make public information and Government services available "anytime,
anywhere" to citizens and officials.

•

Microcode: The elementary processor instructions that correspond to an executable program
instruction.

•

Micropayment: Pay under the barrier of one cent. Although technical possible, it is not
supported by our fairCASH system. Contrasts with ‘Mesopayment’ and ‘Macropayment’.

•

Min-Entropy: The worst-case (that is, greatest lower bound) measure of uncertainty for a
random variable.

•

Mobile Ubiquitous Device (MUD): A portable electronic device such as mobile phones, PDAs
and laptops.

•

Modifiable Operational Environment: An operational environment that is designed to
contain some non-validated software.

•

Module Software Interface: A set of commands used to request the services of the module,
including parameters that enter or leave the module’s cryptographic boundary as part of the
requested service.

•

Money supply check: Detection of monetary growth.

•

Multi-Currency Support & Handling: Handling more than a single currency.

•

Multiple Chip Embedded Cryptographic Module: A physical embodiment in which two or
more integrated circiut chips are interconnected and are embedded within an enclosure or a
product that may not be physically protected. (Example: adapters and expansion boards.)

•

Multiple Chip Standalone Cryptographic Module: A physical embodiment in which two or
more integrated circuit chips are interconnected and the entire enclosure is physically
protected. (Example: encrypting routers or secure banking modules.)

•

Multi-Spending or Overspending Resistance: Copy protection for eCoins.

•

Network Extension: Method of providing partial or complete network access to remote users.

•

Network Layer Security: Protects network communications at the layer that is responsible
for routing packets across networks.

•

No check of credit worthiness: Final Payment. See also under ‘Irrevocability of Payment’.
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•

Nonce: A time-varying value - a 'number used once' - that has at most a negligible chance of
repeating, for example, a random or pseudo-random value that is generated anew for each
use, a timestamp, a sequence number, or some combination of these. For instance, a simple
nonce would be an ever-increasing integer, where the peer contacted could keep track of the
numbers that had been used to date. A more sophisticated system would involve including
some form of timestamp together with a random generated part. In security engineering,
cryptographic protocols (e.g. authentication) are one part to build a safe infrastructure. Making
these protocols resistant against so-called ´replay-attacks`, nonces come into play.

•

Non-Divisibility: No denominations of an eCoin into lower units (eCoins are like atoms).

•

Non-Invasive Attack: An attack that can be performed on a cryptographic module without
direct physical contact with the module.

•

Non-Modifiable Operational Environment: An operational environment that is designed to
contain only validated software.

•

Off-Line Counterfeit Check: Check for falsification of eCoins done with the local resources of
the eWallet.

•

One-show blinding: A cryptographic paradigm, requiring the design of a signature issuing
protocol and a corresponding signature showing protocol, such that showing an obtained
signature once is untraceable, while showing it twice allows a built-in identifier to be computed.

•

On-Line Counterfeit Check: Check for Falsification of eCoins only possible being connected to
a remote eMint (TTP).

•

Opaque: Impenetrable by light (i.e., light within the visible spectrum of wavelength range of
400nm to 750nm); neither transparent nor translucent within the visible spectrum.

•

Operational Environment: The set of all software and hardware required for the module to
operate securely.

•

Operator: An individual accessing a cryptographic module or a process (subject) operating on
behalf of the individual, regardless of the assumed role.

•

Organization: See under ‘Party’.

•

Originator: See under ‘Initiator’.

•

Out-of-Band: The OoB association model is designed for scenarios where such a mechanism
supports a connection operation including a two-way mutual authentication. Such a two-way
communication needs to be available to both parties – not only for discovering other partner
devices, but as well for mutual exchanging their identification device names. The name comes
from the fact, that OoB uses a second – separate – other channel than for the later payload for
this purposes. RFID-based solutions are the usual way for this issue. For example, a Near Field
Communication (NFC) equipped device needs only touch the other NFC device and the pairing
is done. This is a single touch experience where information is exchanged between both
devices, including discovery information such as certificates, MAC- and IP-IDs of both devices
as well as some cryptographic functionality for a protocol run to be unique making this pairing
method safe against Man-In-The-Middle-Attacks (MITMA). Once the devices know each other,
the establishment of the VPN/VPC tunnel follows then in-band. Contrasts with ‘In-Band’.

•

Output Data: Information that is produced from a cryptographic module.

•

Over-All System Costs: Cost of the monetary system.

•

Owner: For a static key pair, the owner is the entity that is authorized to use the static private
key associated with a public key, whether that entity generated the static key pair itself or a
trusted party generated the key pair for the entity. For an ephemeral key pair, the owner is the
entity that generated the key pair.

•

Pairing: A temporary coupling association between two peers to establish a connection for a
value data (fairCASH: moneytary) exchange transfer.
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•

Party: A single player executing the protocol. Synonym to ‘Peer’, ‘Entity’, ‘Principal’,
‘Individual’ (person), ‘Organization’, ‘Device’, or ‘Process’. See under ‘Entity’.

•

Passivation: A process in the construction of semiconductor devices in which junctions,
surfaces of components and integrated circuits are afforded a means of protection against the
modification of circuit behavior. A string of characters (letters, numbers, and other symbols)
used to authenticate an identity or to verify access authorization.

•

Payee: Party that receives payment for the goods or service provided in the fairCASH system.
See under ‘Entity’. Contrasts with ‘Payer’.

•

Payer: Party that pays for the goods or service obtained in the fairCASH system. See under
‘Entity’. Contrasts with ‘Payee’.

•

Payload: Consists of the information passed down from the previous layer (network model).

•

Payments over Networks: Every modern payment system has this ability to transfer (virtual)
payments over ICT data ways (e.g. Credit Cards, Digital Cash et al.).

•

Peer: A single player executing the protocol. See under ‘Entity’. See under ‘Party’.

•

Personal Identification Number: A numeric code, used to authenticate an identity.
Abbreviation: PIN.

•

Physical Protection: The safeguarding of a cryptographic module, cryptographic keys, or
CSPs using physical means.

•

Plaintext Key: An unencrypted cryptographic key.

•

Point-of-Sale: The checkout point inside a store, where the person with goods taken has to
pay. Abbreviation: PoS.

•

Port: A physical entry or exit point of a cryptographic module that provides access to the
module for physical signals represented by logical information flows (physically separated ports
do not share the same physical pin or wire).

•

Pre-Operational Test: A test performed by a cryptographic module between the time a
cryptographic module is powered on and the time that the cryptographic module uses a
function or provides a service using the function being tested.

•

Principal: A single player executing the protocol. See under ‘Entity’. See under ‘Party’.

•

Private Key: A cryptographic key, used with a public key cryptographic algorithm, that is
uniquely associated with an entity and is not made public. Contrasts with ‘Public Key’.

•

Process: See under ‘Party’.

•

Production Grade: Industry standard manufacturing.

•

Provable Payment Transactions: Payment system able to deliver evidence to its users in
form of a court agreed proof.

•

Provider: The party during key confirmation that provides assurance to the other party (the
recipient) that the two parties have indeed established a shared secret. Contrasts with
receipient. See under ‘Entity’.

•

Proximity Transaction: A transaction conducted over a wireless LAN or PAN where both
entities (e.g. the payer and the payee) can physically touch each other.

•

Proxy: An intermediary device or program that provides communication and other services
between a client and server.

•

Public Key Asymmetric Cryptographic Algorithm: A cryptographic algorithm that uses two
related keys, a public key and a private key. The two keys have the property that deriving the
private key from the public key is computationally infeasible.
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•

Public Key Certificate: A set of data that contains an entity’s identifier(s), the entity's public
key (including an indication of the associated set of domain parameters, if any) and possibly
other information, is digitally signed by a trusted party, thereby binding the public key to the
included identifier(s).

•

Public Key: A cryptographic key used with a public key cryptographic algorithm that is
uniquely associated with an entity and that may be made public. (Public keys are not
considered CSPs.). Contrasts with ‘Private Key’.

•

Public Security Parameter: Security-related public information whose modification can
compromise the security of a cryptographic module.

•

Public-Key Agreement Protocol: A cryptographic protocol where two or more parties
provide their respective public key in such a way, that everyone can individually encrypt
messages only decryptable by the respective private key holders. This is used to set up a
secure channel among the participant of the protocol.

•

Public-Key Cryptography: A type of cryptography where a user has a private key that is kept
secret and public key that is widely distributed. It is used in the digital signature scheme and
the public-key agreement protocol.

•

Radiation Hardening: Improving the ability of a device or piece of equipment to withstand
nuclear or other radiation; applies chiefly to dielectric and semiconductor materials.

•

Random Bit Generator: A device or algorithm that outputs a sequence of bits that appears to
be statistically independent and unbiased.

•

Random Bit: A binary bit which an attacker has only 50% probability of success of guessing
the value of the bit either zero or one.

•

Random Value: Random bits. See under ‘Random Bit’.

•

Randomized Hashing: A technique for which input to a hash function is randomized before it
is hashed.

•

Randomized Message: A message that has been modified using a random value.

•

Receiver: The party that receives secret keying material via a key transport transaction.
Contrast with sender. See under ‘Entity’.

•

Recipient: A party that receives keying material: such as a static public key (e.g., in a
certificate) or an ephemeral public key. Contrast with provider. See under ‘Responder’. See
under ‘Entity’.

•

Refundability: The ability of a payment system to restitute lost eCoins.

•

Reliability: The probability that a payment system will satisfactorily perform its intended
function under given circumstances, such as environmental conditions, limitations as to
operating time, and frequency and thoroughness of maintenance for a specified period of time.

•

Remote Transaction: A transaction conducted over a wide area network (i.e. Internet) where
both entities (e.g. the payer and the payee) cannot physically touch each other.

•

Removable Cover: A part of a cryptographic module’s enclosure that permits physical access
to the contents of the module.

•

Replay attack: An attack whereby revealed information by a party when proving its
authenticity is reused to pass a subsequent authenticity test. Such an attack does not attempt
to break the mathematics behind the cryptographic protocols used; rather it records valid
messages and plays them back in a different context. This can be guarded against by including
a piece of information in each message that will never be used in subsequent messages. This
type of measure makes messages unique.

•

Repudiation-safe (RS): Able to deliver NRO and NRR token within a value transaction.
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•

Responder: The entity which is contacted by another party, named the initiator. Also called
recipient. The party that does not begin a key agreement transaction. Contrast with initiator.
See under ‘Recipient’. See under ‘Entity’.

•

Restrictive Blinding: A technique to design an issuing protocol for the one-show blindingparadigm. The issuer can issue a triplet (secret key, public key, certificate) in such a manner
that the receiver can blind the public key and the certificate, but not a non-trivial blindinginvariant part of the secret key; in this part one or more identifiers can be encoded.

•

Revocability: Possibility to undo the payment. Contrasts with final payment.

•

Root Certification Authority: The ultimate organization that verifies and digitally sign lowerlevel PKI organizations (e.g. CA’s). Here: Part of the fairCASH organization.

•

Salt: A random value generated during digital signature generation.

•

Scalability: The ability to support more users, more concurrent sessions, and more throughput than a single SSL or TLS VPN/VPC device can typically handle.

•

Scheme: A (cryptographic) scheme consists of an unambiguous specification of a set of
transformations, that are capable of providing a (cryptographic) service when properly
implemented and maintained. A scheme is a higher level construct than a primitive and a lower
level construct than a protocol.

•

Scrambling: See under ‘Encryption’.

•

Second Preimage Resistance: It is computationally infeasible to find a second input, that
has the same hash value as any other specified input. That is, given an input A, it is
computationally infeasible to find a second input B that is different from A, such that hash(A) =
hash(B).

•

Second Preimage: Given two different messages A and B with hash values hash(A) and
hash(B), respectively, if hash(A) = hash(B), then B is a second preimage of hash(A).

•

Secure Element: Generic wording for the CASTOR.

•

Secret Symmetric Key: A cryptographic key, used with a symmetric secret key cryptographic
algorithm that is uniquely associated with one or more entities and should not be made public.

•

Secure Transfer over insecure Ways: The use of a VPN or VPC tunnel.

•

Security Policy: See under ‘Cryptographic Module Security Policy’.

•

Security Properties: The security features (e.g., entity authentication, playback protection, or
key confirmation) that a cryptographic scheme may, or may not, provide.

•

Security Strength: A number associated with the amount of work (that is, the number of
operations) that is required to break a cryptographic algorithm or module. The average amount
of work needed is 2security strength - 1.

•

Seed Key: A secret value used to initialize a cryptographic function or operation.

•

Seignorage and Float Profits for eMint: The first is the difference between face value of
currency issued and the cost of minting it, the second the interest received on the total amount
of currency issued. Both are a source to finance the issuer of Digital Cash.

•

Sender: The party, that sends secret keying material to the receiver using a key transport
transaction. Contrasts with receiver. See under ‘Entity’.

•

Sensitive Data: Data that, in user’s view, requires protection.

•

Sensitive Security Parameters: See under ‘Critical Security Parameters’ and under ‘Public
Security Parameters’.

•

Serialized Cash Token based Money: eCoins with serial numbers.
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•

Service Enabler: It is a (grafical) user interface provider to enable the access of the eWallet
functionalities.

•

Service Input: All data or control information utilized by the cryptographic module that
initiates or obtains specific operations or functions.

•

Service Output: All data and status information, that results from operations or functions
initiated or obtained by service input.

•

Service: Any externally invoked operation and/or function that can be performed by a
cryptographic module.

•

Shared Secret Keying Material: The secret keying material that is either derived by applying
the key derivation function to the shared secret and other shared information during a key
agreement process, or is transported during a key transport process.

•

Shared Secret: A secret value that has been computed using a key agreement scheme and is
used as input to a key derivation function.

•

Side-Channel Analyses: A form of non-invasive flaw detection, where technical systems are
attacked using information obtained by scanning side-channels like current consumtion or the
radiation of components to compromize secrets. See also under ‘Simple Power Analysis’ and
‘Differential Power Analysis’.

•

Signature: A digital signature of a randomized message. The ability to trace the origin of the
data.

•

Simple Power Analysis: A direct (primarily visual) analysis of patterns of instruction
execution (or execution of individual instructions), obtained through monitoring the variations
in electrical power consumption of a cryptographic module, for the purpose of revealing the
features and implementations of cryptographic algorithms and subsequently the values of
cryptographic keys. See also under ‘Electromagnetic Emanations’.

•

Single Chip Cryptographic Module: A physical embodiment in which a single Integrated
Circuit (IC) chip may be used as a standalone device or may be embedded within an enclosure
or a product that may not be physically protected. (Examples: single Integrated Circuit (IC)
chips or Smart Cards (SC) with a single IC chip.)

•

Singleton: A unique serialized bit-object defined used as a carrier of value. In the generic case
these electronic token replace the material base of physical coins and bills. In the fairCASH
system, eCoin objects have this quality. They are manipulated using a special transfer process
integrated within the P2P based protocol, called teleportation. This is used by our transfer
engine to garantee, that there are no usable copies generated within the transfer process.

•

Size-Invariant: eCoins do not grow in off-line loop.

•

Software Module: A module that is composed solely of software.

•

Software: The programs within the cryptographic boundary, usually stored on erasable media
(e.g., FLASH, MRAM, Phase Change Memory), that can be dynamically written and modified or
reprogrammed. Abbreviation: SW.

•

Split Knowledge: A process by which a cryptographic key is split into multiple key
components, individually providing no knowledge of the original key, which can be
subsequently input into, or output from, a cryptographic module by separate entities and
combined to recreate the original cryptographic key (e.g. four-eye-principle).

•

Split Tunneling: A method that routes organization-specific traffic through the SSL or TLS
VPN or VPC tunnel, but other traffic uses the remote user's default gateway.

•

Standardization: The process of establishing by common agreement engineering criteria,
terms, principles, practices, materials, items, processes, and equipment parts and components
for – in our case - data structures, algorithms and procedures.
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•

Static authentication: A method whereby one device proves its authenticity to another by
always revealing the same predetermined secret, such as a password or an identifier. Not
secure against replay attacks.

•

Static Key: A key that is intended for use for a relatively long period of time and is typically
intended for use in many instances of a cryptographic key establishment scheme. Contrast with
an ephemeral key.

•

Status Information: Information that is output from a cryptographic module for the purposes
of indicating certain operational characteristics or states of the module.

•

State of Usability: eCoin relevance for the public.

•

Stream Cipher: Breaks the message M into successive characters or bits m1, m2,..., and
enciphers each mi with the ith element ki of a key-stream K=k1k2… Examples: RC4 and SEAL.
Stream ciphers can be either symmetric-keys or public-keys. Not used within the fairCASH
system.

•

Strong: Not easily defeated; having strength or power greater than average or expected; able
to withstand attack; solidly built.

•

Subliminal channel: A channel present in a cryptographic protocol, by means of which a
party can secretly communicate information to another party, in a manner un-recognizable by
interposed parties.

•

Symmetric Cryptography: This is a cryptography algorithm that uses the same key for
encryption and decryption. Contrasts with ‘Public-Key Cryptography’.

•

Symmetric Key Algorithm: A cryptographic algorithm that uses one secret key that is shared
between authorized parties.

•

Symmetric key cipher: Enciphering and deciphering keys are the same or can be easily
determined from each other. Examples: 3DES, AES.

•

System Software: The special software within the cryptographic boundary (e.g., operating
system, compilers or utility programs) designed for a specific computer system or family of
computer systems to facilitate the operation, maintenance of the computer system, associated
programs and data.

•

Tamper Detection: The automatic determination by a cryptographic module that an attempt
has been made to compromise the physical security of the module.

•

Tamper Evidence: The external indication that an attempt has been made to compromise the
physical security of a cryptographic module. (The evidence of the tamper attempt should be
observable by an operator subsequent to the attempt.)

•

Tamper Proof: Theoretical clamed behaviour to prevent tampering or provide evidence of
tampering. Unfortunaty there is no such physical security in existence at all to reach this state
of tamper protection. What is realistic to reach is the creation of sealed containers having
‘Tamper Resistance’.

•

Tamper Resistance: Resistance to tampering by either owner or users of a product, package,
system, chip or others with physical access to it.

•

Tamper Response: The automatic action taken by a cryptographic module when a tamper
attempt has been detected.

•

Teleportation: A method of transportation in which information is encoded, usually
instantaneously, at one point, transmitted at the speed of light (or a little bit slower), so that
the digital object could be recreated at the destination point. Etymology: the word was coined
joining the Greek prefix tele- (meaning ‘distant’) to the Latin verb portare (meaning ‘to carry’).

•

Tethering: This is the use of a mobile device with Internet access to serve as an Internet
gateway or access point for other devices.
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•

Timing Analysis: An attack on a cryptographic module that is based on an analysis of time
periods between the time a command is issued and the time the result is obtained.

•

Transferability: Off-Line Multi-Hopping. Ability to pass eCoins from one device to another
without contacting any authorities (TPs).

•

Transition from eGovernment to mGovernment: All around the world, various
Governments are facing an inevitable eDirection by using mobile technologies, applications,
and services in enhancing eGovernment efforts. Out of these efforts, mobile Government
emerges and constitutes the next wave of eGovernment evolution.

•

Transport Layer Security: Provides security at the layer responsible for end-to-end
communications.

•

Trusted Channel: A mechanism through which a cryptographic module provides a trusted,
safe and discrete communication pathway for SSPs and other critical information between the
cryptographic module and the module’s intended communications endpoint. A trusted channel
exhibits a verification component that the operator or module may use to confirm that the
trusted channel exists. A trusted channel protects against eavesdropping, as well as physical or
logical tampering by unwanted operators/entities, processes or other devices, both within the
module and along the module’s communication link with the intended endpoint (e.g., the
trusted channel will not allow man-in-the-middle or replay types of attacks). A trusted channel
may be realized in one or more of the following ways:



a communication pathway between the cryptographic module and endpoint that is entirely
local, directly attached to the cryptographic module and has no intervening systems;
a mechanism that cryptographically protects SSPs during entry and output and does not
allow misuse of any transitory SSPs.

•

Trusted Party: A trusted party is a party that is trusted by an entity to faithfully perform
certain services for that entity. An entity may choose to act as a trusted party for itself.
Abbreviation: TP.

•

Trusted Third Party: A third party, such as a CA, that is trusted by its clients to perform
certain services. (By contrast, the initiator and responder in a scheme are considered to be the
first and second parties in a key establishment transaction.) Abbreviation: TTP.

•

TRUSTLETs: They are executable code-pieces of software and/or firmware to implement a
secure and trustworthy bootstrapping process. This is a capability to break executable “ware”
into multiple small functional parts, each of them carrying out specific functions only. These
secure self-contained fragments are called TRUSTLETs in reflection of their common purpose.
They are part of a layered security strategy, which enables the establishment of
trustworthiness. TRUSTLETs are compressed and encrypted code elements containing digital
signatures (validating their originality), secret keys to decrypt the executable code and to
detect integrity-alterations, and finally able to proof the authenticity of itself. TRUSTLETs are
fundamental building blocks for the trusted boot- or initiation process. To assure full device
integrity, TRUSTLET equipped devices are booted in a mode which appropriates security and
compliance functions for the handling of restricted data without alterations. This procedure is
called “trusted startup”. Whithout such trusted startup, the device could be compromised by
bringing it into an unsecure operation mode or one with undesired behavior, different from that
defined by the security management system. Trusted startup is a multi-stage process
addressing the growing concern for more and better protection. Trusted startup ensures bootintegrity because
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

•

it
it
it
it
it

protects the device from off-line-attack-vectors through an authentication process,
locks the device in case any code-piece has been tampered with: the system will not boot,
ensures that only un-tampered devices will become operational,
protects internal and external user-data and system-files through secure umbrella-based I/O,
counters both integrity attacks:
a. unauthorized code and
b. unauthorized/manipulated data,
it facilitates a secure updating-process, firstly by small code segments and secondly because it doesn't
rely on externally provided data path security.

Tunnel VPN/VPC: A SSL or TSL connection that allows a wide variety of protocols and
applications to be run through it.
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•

Two-Factor Authentication: A type of authentication that requires two independent methods
to establish identity and authorization to perform services. The three most recognized factors
are:




‘something you ‘are’ (e.g., biometrics)
‘something you ‘have’ (e.g., smart card)
‘something you ‘know’ (e.g., password)

•

Unforgeability: Only authorized Issuers can mint eCoins.

•

Universal Deployment: Scope of usage.

•

Untraceability: In an untraceable electronic cash system, payments cannot be traced to the
payer by examining information revealed through system protocols, and payments by the same
payer are unlinkable.

•

User: An individual or a process (subject) acting on behalf of the individual that accesses a
cryptographic module in order to obtain cryptographic services. A person that uses the eWallet.
See under ‘Entity’.

•

User-friendly: How easy is a possible scheme adapted.

•

User-Traceability: How safe is the anonymity-feature.

•

Validated: Approved by the Validation Authority.

•

Validation Authority: The entity that will validate the testing results for conformance to this
standard.

•

Virtual Private Channel: Virtual channel built on top of existing channels that can provide a
secure communications mechanism for data and IP information transmitted between endpoints.
See under ‘Virtual Private Network’. Abbreviation: VPC. Interchangeable with VPN.

•

Virtual Private Network: Virtual network built on top of existing networks that can provide a
secure communications mechanism for data and IP information transmitted between networks.
See under ‘Virtual Private Channel’. Abbreviation: VPN. Interchangeable with VPC.

•

Zeroization: A method of erasing electronically stored data to prevent the recovery of the
data.

Parts of definitions and declarations are taken from and oriented on NSA and NIST publications and
semantical meanings.
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